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Introduction 

Television cameras have extended human vision throughout the 
world and into the depths of space beyond. Though its social impact 
is more recent, the development of electronic vision has engaged sci- 
entists and engineers over most of the past half century. In the pro- 
cess, they have contributed knowledge to many fields. Some of our 
most fundamental understanding of photoconductivity arose from 
analyses of the performance of the vidicon. A vigorous effort con- 
tinues, to extend the capabilities of electronic vision and to improve 
our understanding of its properties. 

Those who have worked in this field have felt the profound influ- 
ence of Albert Rose and of his research in vision, electronics, and 
solid-state physics. His many published works tell only part of the 
story. To an extraordinary degree he has put his time and effort into 
helping his colleagues and guiding their work. For them, he has been 
a constant source of good advice, encouragement, and technical judg- 
ment, as well as a warm personal friend. This collection of articles, by 
some of the many people who have worked with him over the years, 
attests to the continuing activity in the field. It is dedicated to him on 
the occasion of his retirement after almost forty years of association 
with RCA Laboratories. 

Richard Williams 
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From Camera Tubes to Solid -State Sensors 

Paul K. Weimer 

RCA Laporatories, Princeton, N.J. 08540 

Abstract-Electronic television has from its beginning depended on electron beams for 
picking up and reproducing the image. It now appears that self -scanned semi - 
conductive devices will be able to carry out many of the functions of camera 
and storage tubes. Research at RCA has played a significant role in the devel- 

opment of a large family of imaging tubes and their more recent solid-state 
counterparts. The present paper reviews the basic problems of image scan- 
ning and compares the solutions obtained by means of tubes and semiconduc- 
tors. 

1. Introduction 

The operational requirements for image pickup are so demanding 
that ti -e overall performance of a sophisticated television system is 
often limited by the characteristics of its camera tube. The use of 
television in astronomical research, space exploration, and low -light - 
level viewing has usually needed higher levels of camera performance 
than was available in commercial devices. Even though beam - 
scanned image tubes have been investigated continuously for more 
than fifty years, improvements are still being sought in image pickup 
and storage tubes. 

During the past decade a parallel effort has been aimed at devel- 
oping self -scanned solid-state image sensors that could substitute for 
camera tubes in many applications. Reductions in size, cost, and com- 
plexity were the immediate objectives, but the possibilities for im- 
proved performance and for entirely new applications of television 
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CAMERA TUBES 

have also excited much interest. Although the basic problems of sig- 
nal-to-noise ratio, resolution and uniformity were as demanding as 
ever, entirely new approaches were required for their solution. The 
recent advances in "charge -coupled"' and "charge -injection" de- 
vices2 have lent much encouragement to the belief that solid-state 
sensors will soon play a significant role. Already these sensors are 
finding unique applications for which they are particularly suited. 
However, the most advanced solid-state sensors developed to date do 
not match the best camera tubes in sensitivity or resolution, and fur- 
ther improvements in sensors will require a sustained effort in both 
sensor design and in silicon technology. 

Solid-state analog memory devices, analogous to beam -scanned 
storage tubes, should also emerge as a by-product of the work on 
solid-state sensors. Nondestructive readout of analog storage ele- 
ments has already been demonstrated in signal correlators3 and in 
charge -injection image sensors.4 The possible application of analog 
memories to advanced types of computers may also stimulate work in 
this area. 

The objective of the present paper is to examine the beam -scanned 
and solid-state approaches to imaging devices by comparing the solu- 
tions to the problems of sensitivity, signal-to-noise ratio, resolution, 
and spurious signals found for each approach. It will be assumed that 
those unfamiliar with the operation of these devices will be able to 
follow the discussion by reference to Figs. 1-5. More detailed discus- 
sion of camera tubes and solid-state sensors are given in review pa- 
perss,6 and in the original references listed in the figures. A discussión 
of image pickup in its broadest terms will be found in Rose's early 
paper,? "Television Pickup Tubes and the Problem of Vision," and in 
his recent books entitled Vision-Human and Electronic. 

2. Charge Storage in Camera Tubes and Image Sensors 

One of the earliest principles learned in the design of television cam- 
era tubes was that useful operating sensitivity would require the con- 
tinuous gathering and storage of picture information throughout the 
entire '%o sec frame time. The human eye has storage (-0.2 sec), as do 
all camera devices except the Farnsworth image dissector. The image 
dissector,9 which contained a high -gain signal multiplier behind the 
scanning aperture, would have been a nearly ideal pickup device 
(with large signals and very low noise in the dark) if it had been able 
to utilize all the photoelectrons generated at each element between 
successive scans. Without storage, it became the least sensitive of the 
photoemissive tubes listed in Fig. 1. 
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CAMERA TUBES 

The first camera tube employing storage was the iconoscope, in- 
vented by Zworykin1° over fifty years ago. In this tube the light from 
the scene was imaged upon an insulated photosensitive area called 
the "mosaic." An array of capacitors with one plate in common 
served to integrate the charges produced by photoemission of elec- 
trons from the mosaic. The increase in signal produced by full storage 
is given by the ratio of frame time to element time-a factor of about 
250,000 in the usual television system. If the iconoscope had had effi- 
cient storage it would have been far more sensitive than the image 
dissector, instead of only a few times, as was actually the case. A 

major loss in storage efficiency occurred because of the self -discharg- 
ing effect of secondary electrons from the high velocity scanning 
beam raining back on the mosaic, or "target" as it was called later. 
This problem was eliminated by Rose and Iams" with their develop- 
ment of the orthicon. This tube utilized a low -velocity (i.e., low -ener- 
gy) beam whose secondary -emission ratio at the target was less than 
unity. Such a beam required a decelerating electric field in front of 
the target thereby eliminating the rain of secondary electrons that 
had discharged the target prematurely. 

The vídeo signal was generated capacitively in the common signal 
plate of the target when the low -energy beam replaced the electrons 
that Fad been ejected from each element by photoemission. Low -ve- 

locity scanning, which permitted 100% efficiency ín storage and dis- 
charge, was a major advance in electron -beam technology that was 
subsequently adopted in virtually all camera and storage tubes. How- 
ever, the sensitivity of the orthicon was still relatively low by modern 
standards because of the low responsivity of its insulating photoem- 
issive target. A very much higher yield of electrons per photon was 
achieved later with photoconductive targets such as used in the vid - 

icon. 
The advantage of the vidicon12 over earlier attempts at photocon- 

ductive pickup was largely derived from its efficient charge storage. 
This was achieved by combining the efficiency of low -velocity scan- 
ning with the selection of photoconductive materials whose dark re- 
laxation time exceeded the television frame time (1/30 sec) (see Fig. 
2). By this means, it was found that insulating photoconductors could 
be used whose photoconductivity had not even been detected in prior 
tests. Low -energy scanning of the photoconductors also reduced (but 
did not completely eliminate) the effects of spurious conductivity in- 
duced in the target by the scanning beam. It may be mentioned par- 
enthetically that the high photoconductive gain in well-known photo- 
conductors, such as cadmium selenide, offered an alternative (but 
less desirable) method of light integration by excitation storage rath- 
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er than by charge storage. However, it has not proved feasible to ob- 
tain charge storage simultaneously with photoconductive gains signif- 
icantly greater than unity.13 Photoconductive tubes now in use do not 
exceed unity gain even when a material such as cadmium selenide14 is 
used. 

The silicon vidicon15 achieved an important advance in image 
pickup by demonstrating that the high resistivity required for televi- 
sion frame storage could also be obtained in silicon with reverse -bi- 
ased photodiode arrays. The reduced trap levels permitted higher 
responsivities (up to one charge per photon) and improved response 
times (less lag in moving images). Equally important, the results pro- 
vided further incentive for the development of self -scanned devices 
combining the integrated -circuit capabilities of silicon with its photo- 
sensitive and charge storage properties. 

Although the silicon photodiode arrays had good responsitivity and 
good uniformity, the small signal output from these elements intro- 
duced noise problems when they were first incorporated into self - 
scanned sensor arrays. Another approach, which was later abandoned 
for reasons of nonuniformity, made use of phototransistors'6 which 
provided both signal gain and charge storage. The most promising 
solid-state sensors for television today utilize reverse -biased MOS ca- 
pacitors1,2 instead of diffused photodiodes17 as the photosensitive el- 
ements. The picture charge is accumulated at the interface between 
the reverse -biased semiconductor and the oxide layer without requir- 
ing a diffused photodiode at each element. While the responsivity of 
such elements is no better than that of diffused photodiodes, they 
offer advantages in ease of fabrication and in the readout of signals. 
The low signal levels at each element are tolerable provided the scan- 
ning noise can be kept small. The reduction of scanning noise in self - 
scanned sensors is a major problem which has been greatly alleviated 
by the newly developed charge -transfer methods.'8'19 However, as 
seen in the next section, solid-state sensors have not yet equalled the 
low -light -level performance of the most sensitive camera tubes. 

3. Signal -to -Noise Problems in Imaging 

The noise sources in a television imaging device can be divided into 
three categories: photon fluctuation noise in the light image, scanning 
noise introduced by the device, and circuit noise from the output am- 
plifier. The objective of the device designer is to make the last two 
sources inconsequential compared to the first. 

One reason that the iconoscope and the orthicon required very high 
scene illumination was because the unamplified video output signal 

390 RCA Review Vol. 36 September 1975 



CAMERA TUBES 

was obtained directly from the target "signal plate" which coupled to 
all elemental capacitors. The resultant signal-to-noise ratio was limit- 
ed by the noise threshold of the input stage of the video amplifier. 
(-2.0 X 10-9 A for a pass band of 5 MHz.) The noise level of the am- 
plifier was increased by the high shunt capacitance of the target and 
output lead to ground (10-20 pF). 

The image orthicon20 incorporated three features that accounted 
for its greatly increased sensitivity over the orthicon: 
(1) The separation of the photoemission and storage functions by 

means of a separate photocathode and target permitted a more 
sensitive type of photocathode to be used. 

(2) The acceleration of electrons from the photocathode to the target 
gave a secondary emission gain of 3-5 times in stored charge at 
the target. 

(3) The signal was derived from an electron multiplier that amplified 
the fraction of the beam that was not required to discharge the 
target. 

The return -beam signal was equal and opposite in polarity to the 
signal generated at the target, but it had the advantage that it could 
be amplified by a substantially noiseless multiplier to such a level 
that amplifier input noise was of no consequence. The electron multi- 
plier introduced a problem of uniformity, however, since the return 
beam retained some scanning motion that could detect spatial varia- 
tions in gain of the first stage. 

The image orthicon, which became the work horse of broadcast 
television in the 1950's, was for many years the most sensitive camera 
tube available. It was recognized very early, however, that the signal- 
to-noise ratio in the image orthicon was limited by the shot noise in 

the return beam, which unfortunately was a maximum in the dark 
portions of the picture where the noise was most visible. A substan- 
tial reduction in noise at very low light levels was obtained in the 
image isocon,21 a modification of the image orthicon in which only 
the scattered portion of the returning electrons was allowed to enter 
the multiplier. Since electrons were scattered by the target only in 

the lighted areas, the polarity of the output signal was opposite to 
that of the image orthicon and the percentage modulation of the sig- 
nal entering the multiplier was much higher. 

An entirely different approach to improving the signal-to-noise 
ratio of camera tubes was to introduce a large gain in the image 
charge prior to storage. (See Fig. 3.) By this means the video signal 
produced at the target could be made large enough to completely 
dominate the amplifier noise. Under such conditions a simple low - 

velocity scanning beam without a signal multiplier is adequate. The 
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CAMERA TUBES 

SEC ("secondary -emission -conductivity") tube22 employed internal 
secondary emission in a porous KCl target to obtain charge gains of 

several hundred times. The target capacitance was made sufficiently 
great that the large signal levels did not cause saturation. A second 
type of image -intensifier tube uses bombardment -induced conductiv- 
ity in a thinned silicon vidicon target.L3 This tube, which is known as 
the SIT tube (silicon -intensifier -target) gives charge gains up to 2000 

times. Such tubes are highly sensitive but do not quite reach the goal 

of detecting individual photoelectrons. Their sensitivity can be in- 

creased still more by adding another stage of image intensification. 
Separate light -intensifier image tubes have been coupled to the SIT, 
SEC, and image-isocon tubes by use of fiber-optic faceplates to pro- 
duce useful signals under overcast starlight illumination.24 Fig. 6 

shows how closely the SIT and the intensifier "I -SIT" tubes ap- 

proach the theoretical limits of an ideal device for that type of photo- 
cathode. The only way of improving their operating sensitivity fur- 
ther wculd be to use a more efficient photocathode. 

The restrictions imposed on self -scanned sensors have made the 
achievement of adequate signal-to-noise ratios at low light levels a 

major problem. Since the objective has been to produce a low-cost, 
solid-state device, the addition of a conventional vacuum -tube image - 
intensifier stage to a self -scanned solid-state sensor,25 although im- 

proving its sensitivity, would not satisfy that objective. The simplest 
solution would be to use a method of solid-state scanning that does 
not introduce excessive scanning noise. The problem of obtaining ad- 
equate sensitivity in a solid-state sensor is eased slightly by the fact 
that in silicon the average quantum yield for visible light is several 
times larger than that obtained in the photoemissive cathodes used in 

intensifier tubes. 
The first types of self -scanned sensors to be investigated consisted 

of arrays of photoconductive26 or phototransistor elements'6,27 con- 
nected to perpendicular XY address strips (Fig. 4.). Scanning was ac- 

complished by applying scanning pulses to the strips while taking the 
video signal from the strips or from the common substrate. The pulse 
generators, which selected the proper rows or colums, were digital 
shift registers or decoders formed on the periphery of the array. 

The scanning of X Y sensors in this manner produces two types of 
noise: (1) fixed pattern noise arising from nonuniform scan pulses or 
imperfections in the structure, and (2) fluctuation noise in the output 
amplifier, which is enhanced by the relatively large capacitances 
shunting the address strips or output bus. The output capacitance is 

particularly high when the entire substrate is used to collect the sig- 

nal from all elements. Its limits on signal-to-noise ratio can be toler- 
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ated only at high light levels or in relatively small arrays such as the 
50 X 50 element sensors now on the market.28 

In large sensors (such as the early 256 X 256 element photoconduc- 
tive sensors,26 or the recent 244 X 248 charge -injection sensors,4) the 
preference has been to transfer the signals from an entire row simul- 
taneously into the column buses where the signal is held temporarily 

Eismarni 
WIRE= 

OUTPUT 
MULTIPLEXER 

HORIZONTAL SCAN GENERATOR 

VIDEO 
OUT 

A. DIGITALLY SCANNED XY SENSOR WITH 
PHOTOCONDUCTIVE ELEMENTS 

i l I- r 
Y g T 

4. 5. 6. 

B. SILICON SENSOR ELEMENTS FOR XY SCANNING 

Fig. 4-Solid-state image sensors with XY address strips. A. Typical digital readout cir- 
cuit with external multiplexer (photoconductive array, Ref. [26]). B. Various 
types of silicon XY sensor elements: (1) phototransistor (Ref. [16]); (2) photo - 
transistor (Ref. [27]); (3) photodiode (Ref. [17]); (4) photodiode (Ref. [28]); (5) 
charge injection photodiode (Ref. [26]); and (6) charge -injection MOS capaci- 
tors (Ref. [2]). 

until it can be discharged sequentially into a horizontal output bus. 
The scanning noise can be minimized by keeping the capacitance of 
the columns and the output bus as small as possible, and by integrat- 
ing the output amplifier on the same chip with the sensor. Since the 
rms noise associated with resetting the excess capacitance varies as 
the square root of the capacitance,29 the threshold noise level for X Y 
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scanning of a large array could be 10-50 times the noise of discharg- 
ing a single element. 

The development of image sensors incorporating internal charge - 
transfer registers (see Fig. 5) offers an opportunity to reduce the 
scanning noise to approximately that of discharging a single element. 
A charge -coupled sensor usually consists of a vertical array of CCD 
registers that are illuminated either through transparent gates or 

from the reverse side through the thinned substrate. The picture 
charge '.s allowed to build up under the reverse -biased MOS capaci- 
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Fig. 5-Solid-state image sensors employing charge -transfer registers for scanning. A. 

Horizontal line -transfer system used in early 32 X 44 element bucket brigade 

sensor (Ref. [321). B. Veritical frame -transfer system used in most CCD sen- 

sors (Ref. HD. C. CCD sensor with nonilluminated registers and interleaved 

sensor elements (Ref. [47l). 

tors in the sensor area during the normal field period while the trans- 
fer through these registers is stopped. All registers are then activated 
during the vertical retrace period causing the charge pattern to be 

transferred intact from the sensor area into a temporary storage area. 
During the next scanning field, the stored charges continue to ad- 
vance in parallel toward the top of the array where each row is trans - 
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ferred out in sequence at the horizontal rate by the charge -coupled 
output register. 

The favorable noise characteristics of the CCD sensor arise from 
the fact that the capacitance of each stage of the registers leading 
from the sensor element to the output amplifier on the same chip is 
no larger than the capacitance of the sensor element itself. Since the 
noise introduced by the transfer process itself can he kept relatively 
small, the CCD design appears to offer the possibility of producing a 
low -light -level sensor suitable for starlight illumination without re- 
quiring image intensification such as has been necessary with tubes. 
To meet this objective, however, all available light should be utilized 
in the silicon and all sources of scanning noise in the output must be 
kept to a minimum. Fig. 6 compares the low -light performance of sev- 
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Fig. 6-Predicted low -light -level performance of silicon solid-state sensors (broken 
curves) compared with three existing camera tubes (the silicon vidicon, the SIT 

tube, and the I -SIT combination). The parameter Ñ represents the total extra- 
neous scanning noise of the sensor expressed in electrons per integration peri- 
od t. (The value of t is assumed to be 0.2 sec, to match the storage time of the 
eye.) (Refs. 16], [30]). 

eral existing camera tubes with the predicted performance of solid- 
state sensors for different values of noise fluctuation at the out- 
put.30'6 The responsivity of the solid-state sensor has been assumed 
to he 4400 µA/lumen, or 87 mA/watt, of illumination from a tungsten 
lamp at 2856°K. This responsivity corresponds to that of a thinned 
back -side -illuminated silicon vidicon target with unfiltered tungsten 
light. It is noted that the solid-state sensor could approach the low - 
light performance of the I -SIT tube provided its total scanning -noise 
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fluctuations Ñ are kept below 10 electrons per integration period. 
(The integration period is assumed to be 0.2 sec to match the integra- 
tion time of the eye.) The total scanning noise in the CCD sensor in- 
cludes the transfer and trapping noise, the shot noise in the back- 
ground currents, and reset noise in the on -chip amplifier. The sup- 
pression of noise fluctuations to the required low level has been pre- 
dicted for cooled, buried channel CCD sensors employing distributed 
floating -gate output amplifiers.31 However, the above curves do not 
include fixed -pattern noise arising from scanning voltage pickup or 
from spatial variations in sensor dark current. A full comparison of 
solid-state sensors with intensifier camera tubes for very low light 
level applications will have to include other factors such as highlight 
resolution, freedom from spurious signals, convenience, and cost. The 
degree of inconvenience introduced by the need to cool the silicon 
target for low -light -level operation has not been evaluated. 

In solid-state camera applications, in which the light levels are 
large enough that cooling would not be required the signal-to-noise 
advantages of an internally scanned CCD are not as significant. The 
recent advances in the X Y scanning circuits2 used for the charge -in- 
jection sensors have reduced both the fluctuation noise and the fixed - 
pattern noise which plagued earlier X Y sensors. Although the reset 
rioise is 10-20 times higher than for a CCD owing to the capacitance 
of the address strips, the total Ñ scanning noise with an on -chip am- 
plifier could still he less than that of a typical silicon vidicon, which is 

considered a relatively sensitive tube. The more open -gate structures 
permitted by the use of X Y address strips (instead of internal regis- 
ters) may permit more effective introduction of light from the gate 
side without requiring the more expensive thinning process necessary 
for back -side illumination. Alternative methods of scanning XY ar- 
rays by use of external charge -transfer regísters32 also offer the possi- 
bility of reducing the noise below that now obtained with an external 
horizontal multiplexer. 

4. Resolution in Camera Tubes and Sensors 

Although the resolution of image pickup devices at very low light lev- 

els is limited by noise, their resolution at high lights is affected by en- 
tirely different considerations. In a solid-state sensor the highest pos- 
sible resolution is limited by the total numbers of picture elements in 

the array. In a camera tube such as the vidicon, whose target contains 
no structure, much higher limiting resolutions are possible. In either 
device the resulting modulation transfer function falls off with in- 

creasing spatial frequency in the image for a variety of causes, some 
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of which are common to both. Failure of charge to be transferred 
without loss from one element to the next in a CCD sensor causes the 
MTF to drop off in a amount dependent upon the product of the 
total number of transfers and inefficiency of transfer.' A similar ef- 
fect can occur in both camera tubes and sensors if surface leakage be- 
tween eleménts causes the picture charge to spread before scanning. 
Electron optics and beam spot size can limit the resolution of tubes, 
but their resolving power is still far ahead of present day sensors. 

While sensors with more elements have been produced experimen- 
tally, the largest solid-state sensor commercially available today is 
the frame -transfer CCD sensor called the "SID." 25 In this device, the 
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Fig. 7-Resolution transfer function of the 512 X 320 element CCD sensor compared 
with several types of vidicons. 

CCD registers in the sensor area are illuminated directly, and the re- 
sulting charges are transferred to the output register, as shown in Fig. 
5(b). The SID sensor contains 256 X 320 picture elements in each 
field, but the element centers can he shifted vertically by one-half el- 
ement on successive fields to give an interlaced picture of 512 X 320 
elements. The center -to -center spacing of the elements is 0.6 mil 
(0.015 mm) in the vertical direction and 1.2 mils (0.030 mm) in the 
horizontal with a picture format of 7.31 X 9.75 mm. Overall picture 
quality is about comparable to the small %-inch-diameter vidicons. 

Fig. 7 compares the square wave response (CTF) for the SID with 
that of two different sizes of vidicons. Although the large 41h -inch - 
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diameter experimental return -beam vidicon34 has a resolving power 
of 10,000 TV lines, the large capacitance of the ASOS (antimony sul- 
fide-oxysulfide) target produces excessive image smear for moving 
scenes. The complete freedom of the CCD sensor from such lag ef- 
fects is an important advantage for this type of sensor. 

5. Uniformity and Freedom from Spurious Signals 

The problem of uniformity and freedom from spurious signals in the 
reproduced picture is of such importance that it affects the whole de- 
sign of the sensing device. The requirements are actually more severe 
than .in the human eye itself, where the brain and eye motion can 
compensate for nonuniform response in the retina. In a sensor the 
maximum signal from each picture element must match that of its 
neighbors to within a few percent to escape visible imperfections in 
the transmitted picture. Such perfection can be achieved more easily 
(and at lower cost) if the device design avoids the use of critical pro- 
cesses wherever possible. 

An unavoidable requirement is that the responsivity of the photo- 
sensitive material be uniform as well as high. The photoemissive and 
secondary electron emissive surfaces used in the early camera tubes 
were initially quite nonuniform, but were brought under control after 
extensive development: The silicon vidicon had the technology of the 
entire semiconductor industry to draw on, but the requirements on 
uniformity and low dark current35 in the photodiode array were much 
more severe than for conventional integrated curcuits. Satisfactory 
picture quality was finally achieved after many years of development. 
Early attempts at using phototransistor arrays16 for image sensors 
showed objectional spatial variations in the transistor gain 06) too 
large for high -quality imaging. 

In spite of the uniformity problems accompanying image intensifi- 
cation, the low quantum yield of photoemitters required that intensi- 
fication be used in most photoemissive camera tubes. Good picture 
quality in the image orthicon depended upon a uniform secondary 
emission ratio over the back side of the glass target and over the first 
stage of its signal multiplier. This tube is capable of excellent perfor- 
mance, despite its complexity, but it has remained a relatively expen- 
sive tube to produce. Other forms of intensifiers that have achieved 
acceptable uniformity for low -light -level applications include the sec- 
ondary -emission -conductivity (SEC) target and the bombardment - 

induced -conductivity silicon SIT target. The channel -type secon- 
dary -emissive intensifiers36 require the work function and other sur- 
face properties to be uniform over extensive areas in the tube. 
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Another type of signal nonuniformity found in beam -scanned 
tubes was a center -to -edge variation in signal or background. In the 
iconoscope this was caused by an inherent redistribution of secondary 
electrons raining back on the target. In the early image orthicons and 
vid icons, a dark border was caused by incorrect electron optics that 
prevented the proper landing of the scanning beam at the edges of 
the target. The effect has now been corrected. At the present time, 
camera tubes of many types are capable of the highest quality televi- 
sion pictures. Only the very simplest tubes, however, such as the pho- 
toconductive vidicons, have achieved good quality at relatively low 
cost. 

In solid-state sensors, the uniformity problem has yet to be con- 
trolled as satisfactorily as it has been in camera tubes. Although some 
types of nonuniformity have been eliminated, others have been intro- 
duced. In addition to the usual requirements on uniform responsivi- 
ty, there is the need to avoid fixed pattern noise caused by geometri- 
cal imperfection in the structure or by the clock pulses required for 
scanning. The CCD sensor has proven to be excellent in providing 
signals relatively free of fixed pattern noise arising from the charge 
transfer process. However, the size and complexity of the arrays and 
the tight tolerances on imperfections requires careful control in man- 
ufacture. The 512 X 320 element sensor covers a silicon chip 12.7 by 
19.05 mm in area, and has 10 µm center -to -center spacing of elec- 
trodes over the entire active area. The quality of the masks required 
for producing this device is far more demanding than usually needed 
for other large integrated circuits, such as random access digital 
memories. 

The X Y addressing schemes that were developed prior to charge 
coupling are being utilized in the recent forms of charge -injection 
sensors. Such sensors offer potential advantages as well as disadvan- 
tages over the frame -transfer CCD sensor discussed above. A critical 
problem of operating X Y sensors has been to avoid fixed pattern 
striations in the picture produced by the multiplexed scanning pro- 
cess. Variations in size and shape of the scan pulses produced by the 
digital scan generator lead to variations in the signal that are difficult 
to remove. The proposed use of external charge transfer registers for 
readout of XY arrays would be aimed at removing this source of 
nonuniformity.32 

Another type of spurious signal can arise in image pickup devices 
when the light level in local areas of the picture considerably exceeds 
that required for charging (or discharging) the elemental capacitors. 
A possible consequence of such overload is that the extra charge spills 
over into the adjacent elements, causing the bright area to grow and 
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mask picture detail in the neighboring areas. This spreading of the 
signal, sometimes called "blooming," has been a problem in both 
camera tubes and solid-state sensors. It was particularly severe in the 
early orthicon, where the scanned surface of the entire target could 
become positively charged, causing the signal to he cut off until the 
target surface was manually reset to ground. Blooming was never a 

problem in the iconoscope or in the image orthicon, where low -veloci- 

ty secondary electrons returning to the target would preserve con- 

trast in the picture even though the light overload exceeded full stor- 
age by several orders of magnitude. However, in the image orthicon 
an isolated bright area would he surrounded by a dark halo that could 
obscure neighboring detail. 

The blooming problem is a minor one in the Sh2S3 vidicons partly 
because of the less -than -unity transfer characteristic (-y) of the pho- 
tocond4ctor and partly because of the effective discharge of the po- 
rous photoconductor by the low -velocity beam. Lateral spreading of 
the charge in the photoconductor is minimized by the thinness of the 
layer and by the high field across it. Blooming occurs more promi- 
nently in the silicon vidicon because of the long diffusion lengths of 
carriers in silicon. Various techniques have been developed for con- 
fining the charge spreading37 or draining off the excess charge.35 

In charge -coupled devices, blooming38 initially appeared to he 
more serious than in the silicon vidicon owing to the channeling of ex- 
cess charge along the register. However, a mode of operation has been 
found25 for the frame transfer sensor whereby the spreading of charge 
down the register can be greatly reduced. This consists in holding two 
of the three sets of gates in accumulation during the light -integration 
period, thereby establishing a barrier at each element. Blooming in 

the XY-addressed charge -injection sensors appears to be easily con- 
trolled, at least in samples in which the center -to -center spacing of 
the elements is several times larger than in the present CCD sensors. 

A less conspicuous type of spurious signal arises in the frame trans- 
fer CCD sensor as a result of illumination of the sensor regísters dur- 
ing the vertical retrace period while the charge pattern is being trans- 
ferred out of the sensor area. A brightly illuminated element can 
cause a slight smearing of signal over the entire column. A similar 
degradation could occur in an XY addressed sensor if the column 
buses were photosensitive. 

6. Analog Memory Devices Derived from Camera Tubes and Sensors 

Camera tubes which employ storage for light integration were recog- 
nized very early as a possible form of memory39 for digital or analog 
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signals. A whole family of storage tubes were soon developed which 
were used primarily for analog storage of television or radar sig- 
nals.4°-42 The most recent of these tubes is the "silicon storage 
tube"43 which can hold a single television frame for hours while the 
signal is being read out "nondestructively", and for days without con- 
tinuous readout. In this tube the charges are stored on an array of in- 
sulated electrodes whose voltage controls the landing of a low -veloci- 
ty beam on an adjacent target electrode. 

Solid-state image sensors also have their counterparts in semi -con- 
ductor memories. Photodiode arrays with X Y address strips and one 
or two MOS transistors at each element are closely analogous to cer- 
tain types of random-access memories employing charge storage. The 
major difference is that the memory chip must provide address cir- 
cuits for both reading and writing signals at random addresses in- 
stead of for simply reading sequentially as in a sensor. Since signal 
charges leak away in a few seconds in semiconductor memories at 
room temperature, longer storage times require continual refreshing 
of the signals by reading and re -writing. Digital signals can be re- 
freshed indefinitely in this manner, but analog signals are difficult to 
maintain at a constant level. Cooling of a silicon memory or sensor 
would allow analog signals to be stored for hours but the signal could 
not be read more than a few times unless some form of nondestruc- 
tive readout is devised. Various types of nondestructive readout 
schemes have been proposed for reading an analog memory element 
without discharge. Burke and Michon4 have described a method of 
operating the double -capacitor charge -injection sensor with nonde- 
structive readout. They have also demonstrated that a cooled charge - 
injection sensor can be used to integrate charge at very low light lev- 
els for periods up to three hours while continually reading the signal 
nondestructively. 

The addition of an input register to a frame -transfer CCD sensor 
allows it to be used as an SPS (series-parallel-series) digital or analog 
delay line.44 The signal can be read nondestructively by means of an 
MOS transistor whose gate is connected to a potential well near the 
end of the output register. Digital signals can be refreshed and stored 
indefinitely by recycling the output signal back into the input regis- 
ter. Analog signals can also be re -read" a limited number of times by 
re -cycling, but exact refreshing of the signal is difficult and the signal 
soon becomes degraded by transfer losses or lack of linearity in the 
input-output circuits. A nonvolatile analog store is conceptually pos- 
sible using MNOS transistors at each element46 but suitable methods 
of reading and writing must be found. Analog information can, of 
course, be digitalized and stored in a digital memory, but additional 
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memory elements are required, and analog -to -digital converters must 

be provided. 

7. Discussion 

After more than ten years research and development in various labo- 

ratories, solid-state cameras suitable for standard television have now 

reached the market. Fig. 8 shows two cameras manufactured by the 
RCA Solid State Division which utilize the 512 X 320 element CCD 

A 
t 

e. 

o 

Fig. 8-Two solid-state cameras employing the RCA 512 X 320 element CCD sensor. A 

sample of the SID sensor itself is shown lying on top of one of the cameras. 

sensor described earlier. They provide a picture quality comparable 
to that of the 13 -inch vidicon with advantages that include small size, 

precise image geometry, freedom from lag and microphonics, and re- 

sistance to image burn. The next largest commercial sensor, produced 

by General Electric Co., is a 244 X 188 element charge -injection sen- 

sor (CID) with two close -coupled MOS capacitors at each element. 

This type of sensor has X Y address strips and peripheral digital shift 
registers for scanning. 

The choice between CCD sensors with internal charge transfer reg- 
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isters, and XY-addressed arrays with external registers, is still an 
open one. Each will continue to be used for those applications that it 
serves best. Small 100 X 100 element sensors with the photoelements 
interleaved between non -illuminated CCD registers47 are being mar- 
keted for surveillance purposes. Still smaller X Y photodiode arrays28 
with 50 X 50 elements and many types of single -line sensors are being 
sold for such applications as process control and character recogni- 
tion devices. 

Advances in camera tubes have continued to be made during the 
period over which the solid-state sensors were developed. The princi- 
pal areas of concern have been to find improved photoconductors for 
the vidicon, and to extend its capabilities for color and infrared pick- 
up. The lead -oxide vidicon48 gives higher sensitivity and less lag than 
the antimony sulfide vidicon, but its fabrication is more costly. The 
lead oxide tube has replaced the image orthicon in broadcast cam- 
eras, but porous antimony sulfide49 has continued to be used in most 
general purpose vidicons. Recent advances have been reported with 
cadmium selenide14 and other new types of heterojunction50 targets 
for vidicons. 

The silicon photodiode14 vidicon target is also a fairly recent devel- 
opment, yielding a more rugged and more sensitive tube for special 
applications (e.g., in space). This target (which is thin) also functions 
effectively for bombardment -induced conductivity in the SIT and 
I -SIT image -intensifier tubes. Such tubes have yielded the highest 
signal-to-noise ratio of any image pickup devices at very low light lev- 
els.24 

Although considerable progress has been made in improving the 
performance of single -tube color cameras, the color cameras51 used 
for broadcasting employ three lead oxide vidicons. This tube has dis- 
placed the image orthicon because of its greater ease of registry, its 
linear transfer characteristic, and its smaller size. Clearly, color cam- 
eras could be built with three solid-state sensors provided their reso- 
lution, sensitivity, and other characteristics were suitable. The geo- 
metrical accuracy of the image and the smaller size of the solid-state 
sensor would he particularly advantageous here. 

Solid-state sensors also offer promise for the ultimate development 
of single -sensor color cameras with built-in elemental filters, provid- 
ed the number of picture elements can be increased to fit the desired 
standards of the system. The color signals can be generated as three 
simultaneous signals or as a single color -encoded signal. In the latter 
case the accurate scan rate of the solid-state sensor eliminates the 
need for generating a reference carrier as is required in some color - 
encoded single -tube color cameras.52 
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The search for improved cameras for thermal imaging has resulted 
in the pyroelectric vidicon.53 Various types of CCD imagers with in- 

frared -sensitive sensor elements are currently being investigated.54 
The solid-state image sensor development has now reached the 

stage where an assessment of its future role should be possible. There 
can he no doubt that solid-state scanning, either by means of XY ad- 
dress strips or by internal charge transfer, can provide a useful tool 
for image sensing, analog storage, and signal processing. Although the 
image sensors now available do not fully meet the resolution require- 
ments of broadcast television, the prospects are good that sensors 
suitable for broadcast purposes will eventually he produced at com- 

petitive prices. The extent to which sensors will be able to compete 
with the highly refined tubes now used for special applications will 

depend upon the additional development each receives. A long-term 
objective of the image sensor work at RCA Laboratories has been to 
produce a low cost camera which could be used in new consumer ap- 
plications, such as electronic photography.55 Fulfillment of this ob- 

jective will require a sustained effort along an approach that de- 
mands least of its fabrication technology. 
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An Approximate Model of the Beam -Blocking 
Contact in a PbO Vidicon* 

Alvin M. Goodman 

RCA Laboratories, Princeton, N. J. 08540 

Abstract-A simple physical model for the beam -blocking contact of the photoconductor 
layer in a PbO vidicon has been used to derive an approximate theory of the 
static dark current. The theory describes two regimes of dark -current density 
versus applied -voltage behavior: 
(1) A drift -velocity -limited regime in which the dark -current density is limited by 
the drift, in the photoconductor layer, of conduction -band electrons produced 
by thermal excitation from traps in the beam -blocking region. 
(2) A thermal -generation -limited regime in which the dark -current density is 

limited only by the supply of conduction -band electrons to the photoconductor 
layer resulting from thermal excitation in the beam -blocking region. Regime (2) 
will occur at a higher voltage than regime (1). 

The theory relates the electrical behavior to the physical parameters of the 
model-thickness, trap -density distribution, and doping of the beam -blocking 
region, thickness of the photoconductor layer, and the electron mobility. Rea- 
sonable agreement is obtained between the theory and measurements on PbO 

vidicons. In addition, the theory provides an understanding of the factors in- 

volved in the optimization of the Fermi -level position in the beam -blocking re- 
gion. 

1. Introduction 

The lead oxide vidicont is a high -sensitivity, low -dark -current televi- 
sion camera tube which utilizes tetragonal P60 as the photoconduc- 
tive target material.1-3 An extensive literature exists describing many 

A preliminary version of this material was presented at the IEEE Device Research Conference, 
Boulder, Colorado, June 27, 1973. 

Lead oxide vidicons are also often referred to by the registered trademark names of their manu- 
facturers; viz., Plumbicon (N.V. Philips of Holland), Vistacon (RCA), and Leddicon (English Electric 
Valve). 
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aspects of the tube operation,2-4 fabrication,5 structure," and phys- 
ics.9-16 In the conventional description of its operatior:,2 the target is 

thought of as a reverse -biased p -i -n junction utilizing a sandwich 
structure geometry in which the i -region is an insulator and the p - 

and n -sections are predominantly extracting (or blocking) contacts. 
That is, the p- and n -regions are contacts (to the i -region) which in- 
ject very low currents into the i -region and yet can readily accept rel- 
atively large currents of photogenerated carriers coming from it. One 
of the most critical steps in the fabrication of the target is the forma- 
tion of the p -layer on the scan -side. Although a variety of recipes is 

available for carrying out this step,5 there seems to be little or no in- 
formation published about how the p -layer functions as a beam - 
blocking contact. The purpose of this article is to present an approxi- 
mate model of the steady-state operation of the beam -blocking region 
under dark (non -illuminated) conditions. 

Let us consider first the PbO photoconductive layer that would 
exist in the vidicon if there were no beam -blocking contact. This is 

shown schematically in Fig. la. The layer is polycrystalline and com- 
posed of small tetragonal crystal platelets with dimensions of the 
order of 10-4 X 10-4 cm in the (001) plane and 50 to 100 in thick- 
ness; i.e., normal to the (001) plane.6'12 The platelets have a preferen- 
tial orientation with their (001) directions parallel to the substrate.6 
The substrate shown in Fig. la is a transparent conducting coating 
(usually Sn02) on glass. This forms a non -injecting contact to the 
PbO that is equivalent to a positively biased n-region.2 The energy - 
band diagram for this case is shown in Fig. lb.* In this case, the scan- 
ning electron beam would enter the conduction band of the PhO layer 
and drift through it causing a large dark current limited only by elec- 
tron trapping within the layer (space -charge -limited current) or the 
maximum available beam current. In the space -charge -limited -cur- 
rent case, the potential of the scanned surface reaches a quasi -steady- 
state value such that on the average, over a full scanning period, the 
accepted beam current just equals the current through the PbO layer. 

If, however, a thin region on the scan side of the PbO layer is made 

The justification for the use of an energy -band scheme to describe the polycrystalline layer as an 
equivalent homogeneous material has been given by van den Broek.12 The electrical behavior of 
such layers is dominated by surface states near midgap in the individual platelets; in the equivalent 
homogeneous layer these surface states become deep bulk states. While the equivalent bulk density 
of these deep states has not been unambiguously determined, a detailed consideration1s of the ob- 
served doping compensation and charge carrier trapping due to these deep states has led to the 
conclusicn that the permissible product of their concentration N, and capture cross-section S must 
be 10-5 cm -1. This could be due to a combination of N, z 1015/cm-3 and S z 10-20 cm2. On 

the other hand, experiments with metal contacts to polycrystalline layers indicate the presence of at 
least 1013 states/cm2 at the metal-PbO interface. If a similar density of states is present at a "free" 
PbO surface, then the equivalent bulk density N, must be greater than 1019/cm-3 with a concomi- 
tant value for trapping cross section, S < 10-24 cm2. Neither of these possibilities may be excluded 
at the present time. 
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p -type, it "acts as a contact hindering the entry of electrons" into the 
i-region.2 According to Ref. [5] a method for obtaining this thin p- 
layer is by exposing the scan side of the layer to an oxygen -ion or oxy- 
gen -atom bombardment; the depth of the resulting layer is then from 
10 to 200 A. The oxygen atoms are presumed either to be trapped in 
interstitial sites or to fill oxygen vacancies (which had previously 
been compensated by lead vacancies) and to act as electron acceptors. 

GLASS FACEPLATE 

SIGNAL PLATE - 
TRANSPARENT CONDUCTING 
COATING (5n02) 

PDO LAYER 

,_SCANNING 
ELECTRON BEAM 

(a) SCHEMATIC SECTION DRAWING 

T SCANNING 

ELECTRON BEAM 

(b) ENERGY BAND DIAGRAM 

Fig. 1-PbO layer and substrate without a beam -blocking contact: (a) schematic section 
drawing and (b) energy -band diagram. 

In Section 2, an approximate model for this beam -blocking layer 
and its steady-state operation under dark conditions* is described. In 
Section 3, the predictions of the model are compared with experimen- 
tal measurements carried out on PbO vidicons. 

It is helpful in the understanding of the following sections to antic- 
ipate one important result of the present work-the recognition that 
the beam -blocking region (hereinafter abbreviated BBR) is not nec- 
essarily a p -type region; it may, in fact, be intrinsic or even slightly 
n -type. Moreover, the BBR may not even be entirely PbO; this is dis- 
cussed further in Section 4. 

When the PbO is illuminated, the behavior of the beam -blocking layer is considerably more compli- 
cated and will be considered in a future paper. 
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2. Approximate Theoretical Model 

2.1 Formulation and Approximations 

An energy -band diagram for the model is shown in Fig. 2a with an en- 
larged view of the BBR shown in Fig. 2b. A plane -parallel layer geom- 

etry leading to a one-dimensional description2,5,9 is assumed here. 
The use of this geometry for the model is clearly appropriate since 
the width of the vidicon scanning beam (-.20 µm) is large compared 
with the crystallite dimensions (<1 µm); thus, the effect of the com- 
plex crystallite structure is "averaged out" (not resolved) by the 
beam. The lack of well-defined band edges in the BBR (as shown 

schematically in Fig. 2b) indicates both the probable composite phys- 
ical nature of the BBR and our inability to describe it more explicitly. 

(a) ENTIRE LAYER 

7 JD2r 

JD l JDl 

(b) BEAM -BLOCKING REGION 

Fig. 2-Energy-band diagram of a PbO layer with a beam -blocking region: (a) entire layer 

and (b) beam -blocking region. 

The following additional assumptions are made: (1) The BBR 
caused by the oxygenation process has an extent X which is very 
much smaller than the layer thickness 1. (2) Except for the BBR, the 
layer is intrinsic PbO. (3) The potential difference across the BBR, 
VA, is very much smaller than V, the potential difference across the 
entire layer, and in the present approximation Vx is taken equal to 
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zero. (4) A large density of (unoccupied) electron traps exists above 
the Fermi level in the BBR. This may be at least partially due to the 
emptying of previously filled electron traps as their electrons occu- 
pied the newly created acceptor states. In addition, new electron 
traps may have been created during the oxygen -ion or oxygen -atom 
bombardment. (5) The depth, z, of the Fermi level in the BBR (mea- 
sured with respect to the conduction -band edge in the intrinsic PbO 
at its interface with the BBR) is a function of V. When V = 0, z = 
z(0) and the net charge in the BBR is zero. For non -zero V the BBR 
becomes negatively charged due to the filling of deep electron -trap 
levels, and z( V) is less than z (0). (6) The incoming beam (current 
density JR) enters at the vacuum level; it is partially transmitted 
through the ERR (J1.2) and partially thermalized and trapped in the 
BBR (JT). The trapped electrons may be thermally re -emitted and 
drifted through the layer (Jim). The total dark -current density Jn is 
the sum of JD] and 42.* In a "good" beam -blocking contact Jn2 « 
41 and the lower limit on Jr) is equal to JD'. In what follows, we 
shall assume that Jn2 = 0 and JI) = J»1, although it is recognized 
that in a "bad" beam -blocking contact, Jt)2 may not be negligible. 
Contributions to the dark current due to (1) hole injection from the 
signal plate and (2) hulk thermal generation of hole-electron pairs in 
the PhO are assumed to he negligible.2'9 

The density of negative charge per unit area required by Gauss's 
law in the BBR is 

q(V) = eV = Kit') 
1/ 

where c is the layer capacitance per unit area, K is the effective rela- 
tive dielectric constant of the layer (taken as 12),515 and eo is the per- 
mittivity of free space. The volume density of electron traps per unit 
energy in the BBR at an energy 8 below the intrinsic PbO conduc- 
tion -hand edge (at the intrinsic PbO-BBR interface) is taken as Ds(S )/ 
cm3-eV. The net charge per unit area in these traps (equal to q(V) in 
Eq. [11) is given to a good approximation by 

G =z11 1 

1/(V) = - J el)s(S )d g 
E =zlol 

where e is the magnitude of the electronic charge. 

[11 

[2] 

These current densities may be thought of as time -averaged values (using a frame time as the in- 

tegration period). The value of JB is a function of the BBR surface potential (or alternatively, the 
beam landing energy). It therefore varies with the discharge condition of the surface; i.e., how much 
current has previously flowed. As a trivial example, if no discharge current flows between beam 
scans, the surface potential does not change and no beam electrons can land; Je = o and Jo, = 
JO2 = O. It is perhaps worthwhile to point out that Jul can flow continuously during the entire frame 
time while the instantaneous flow of Joe at a given spot on the target can occur only during the time 
that the beam is landing. 
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By differentiating Eq. [2] we obtain 

/ ' c ) - eÁl)..(z) V . 

By combining Eqs. [1] and [2a] we obtain 

di' eXI),(z)l 

[2a] 

[3] 

i.e., the rate of decrease of the Fermi -level depth in the BBR with in- 
creasing applied voltage is inversely proportional to the density of 
traps per unit energy at the Fermi level. If I)s(S) is a constant, then, 

dZ k to 

dV eÁ I),! ' 
[3a] 

the depth of the Fermi level in the BBR decreases linearly with in- 
creasing applied voltage. It is seen later that measurements carried 
out thus far are consistent with a considerable range of validity for 
Eq. [3a1. 

The maximum available dark -current density that may be drawn 
through the intrinsic layer JDM is given by the unilateral random cur- 
rent density of electrons entering the intrinsic layer at its interface 
with the BBR due to thermal release* from traps in the BBR; 

eni' = reR',/' hT 
J exp L 

ez(i )] 
DA!= , L Y J L. 

LT [4] 

where n is the conduction -band electron density, ú is the average 
thermal velocity, N, is the effective density of states in the conduc- 
tion band, m is the electron effective mass (all in the intrinsic layer), 
k is Boltzmann's constant, and T is the absolute temperature. By ex- 
panding the exponent in Eq. [4] about the point V = 0 and using Eq. 
[3a], we obtain 

r /kT 1 r ez(0) tieol' 1 
Dm= el', y J ex l' L kT + ÁI),lhT J. [4a] 

We now consider the possible regimes of dark -current density versus 
applied voltage. 

It is implcitly assumed that the dark current drawn from the BBR is not large enough to cause sig- 
nificant deviations from thermal equilibrium. 
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(a) Drift -velocity -limited regime, JD = Jniwt 

In this regime J is limited by the rate at which the electric field E in 
the i -region is capable of drifting the available electron dark current 
density Jig i away from its interface with the BBR. Thus, 

Ud 

nnvL = envd = ,4 Jn.u, [5] 

where ud is the electron drift velocity in the i -region. This may be 
written as 

4µ,,V 
nnv -[ úl 11 Dm [6] 

assuming that the field in the i -region is uniform and Ud = µV/l. 
This is equivalent to assuming insignificant electron trapping in the 
i -region; i.e., the electron transit time is much shorter than the trap- 
ping time. The maximum value of V for which Eq. [6] is valid is that 
for which Jim tit = Jn1y; i.e., 

Vnois = v1/4µn [7] 

This is the minimum value of V required to draw the maximum avail- 
able dark -current density. 

(6) Thermal -generation -limited or high -voltage regime, JD = Jmj 

This occurs when V >_ VDMS and J1. is given by Eq. [4] or [4a]. 
A third possible regime, one in which the current is space -charge 

limited,17 might also occur, at least in principle. This could happen if, 
contrary to our previous assumption, trapping in the i -region were 
important and if the Fermi level in the BBR were sufficiently shal- 
low. A further discussion of space -charge -limited dark current is be- 
yond the intended scope of this paper. It should be noted, however, 
that detailed measurements of space -charge -limited dark current as a 
function of temperature and voltage might be used to provide infor- 
mation about electron transport and trapping in PhO. 

It is of interest to consider the limiting forms of JD versus V that 
may be expected on the basis of Eq. [3a] for very small and for very 
large values of XDs. 

(1) If XDs is small, the position of the Fermi level in the BBR will 
shift rapidly with applied voltage. If z > EG/2 initially (i.e., at V = 0), 
the low -voltage portion of the JD versus V curve is likely to be in the 
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drift -velocity -limited regime. As V is increased, the Fermi level in the 
BBR will rise and JD will rise until at some value of voltage one or 
more of our assumptions will be violated. For example, the charge in 
the i -region may become so large that it is more important than the 
charge in the BBR in determining the voltage across the layer, there- 
by invalidating Eq. [1]. Another possibility is that the extraction of 
the charge from the BBR may become so large that the assumption of 
thermal equilibrium in the BBR is invalid. The limit of XDs - 0 is 
equivalent to no beam -blocking contact; this would lead to a very 
large dark current as discussed in the introduction. 

(2) If XDs is large, the position of the Fermi level in the BBR will 
shift only slightly with applied voltage. In the limit of very large XDs, 
the Fermi level shift would be negligible. In this case, if z EG/2 ini- 
tially (i.e., at V = 0), it would remain so as V is increased. The JD ver- 
sus V curve would then appear to be linear below VDMS and constant 
(saturated) at higher values of V. If z were somewhat less than EG/2, 
initially a space -charge -limited regime might be expected at low V 
followed by drift -velocity -limited and thermal -generation -limited re- 
gimes (or possibly only the latter) at increasingly higher values of V. 

2.2 Optimization of Operating Region 

In a practical vidicon, it is necessary to limit the dark -current density 
to some maximum value at the operating voltage. Let us assume for 
simplicity that the tube is operating in the thermal -generation -limit- 
ed or high -voltage regime. This implies a minimum value for z ac- 
cording to Eq. [4]. The value of JDM has been plotted in Fig. 3 on a 
logarithmic scale against z assuming that N, = 1019/cm-3, T = 300°K 
and m/mo the effective mass ratio is unity. The solid portion of the 
plot indicates the approximate maximum range over which current 
density measurements might conveniently be carried out. It is limited 
at the high end by available beam current and at the low end by in- 
creasing experimental difficulties and the onset of noise. Although 
the actual maximum JD may vary according to the application, it is 
likely, for many purposes, to lie in the range 10-10-10-9 A/cm2. As an 
example, if the maximum value of JDM = 10-10 A/cm2, then zm;n = 
0.99 eV defines one limit of a region of proper operation as shown in 
Fig. 3. Note that if JDM = 10-9 A/cm2, then z = 0.93 eV and the PbO 
adjacent to the BBR in this case would actually be slightly n -type 
rather than p -type. 

The other limit on the position of the Fermi level in the BBR, viz. 
zmax, can be obtained from a consideration of the effect of transverse 
conduction (i.e., conduction along the direction of the target surface 
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rather than through it) upon the resolution of the tube. Proper vid - 
icon operation requires that the scan side of the layer discharge ac- 

cording to the photoconduction resulting from the light pattern im- 
pinging on the tube.' Moreover, the resistivity of the layer must be 
great enough to maintain the resulting charge pattern with very little 
loss of detail for a frame time T¡. If the depth of the Fermi level in 
the BBR were sufficiently large, hole conduction could degrade the 
resolution of the charge pattern. 
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Fig. 3-Effect of the Fermi level position in a PbO vidicon beam -blocking layer. 

We recognize that this hole conduction could take place in either 
the BBR or the adjacent nominally intrinsic PbO or both. As befits 
our limited knowledge of the structure and composition of the 
scanned surface of the target, we shall make the simplifying assump- 
tion that the transverse hole conduction occurs in a single p -region of 
PbO whose thickness is ó. The following argument allows the approx- 
imate computation of z,,,ax. 

Let us assume that the p -region is divided into rectangular paral- 
lelopiped elements each having the dimensions d by d in the 
transverse directions (i.e., along the scanned -surface) and a thickness 
ó. Let us also assume that in order to maintain the desired resolution, 
the acquired charge difference between two adjacent elements must 
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not diminish by more than 10% during the frame time T1. Thus, 

RC 107'f, [8] 

where R is the effective resistance and C is the effective capacitance 
between two adjacent elements. To a reasonable approximation R 
p/S = (µPep(5)-1 and C Ko3d, where p is the volume resistivity of 
the p -layer, µ, is the hole mobility, and p is the effective hole density 
in the p -region.* The dependence of p upon z is given by 

p = \',. exp I-e[Ef; - z(L')]/kT. [9] 

Combining Eqs. [8] and [9], we obtain the desired expression for zmax; 

-(-e)kT = F',; In [10\',.eµPóTf/(lieod)]. [10] 

For the values E(; = 1.94 eV, T = 300°K, N = 1019 cm -3, µ = 1 

cm2/V-sec, 6 = 100 A, T1 = (1/30) sec, K = 12, and d = 10-3 cm, we 
obtain zmax = 1.42 eV. This is shown in Fig. 3 as the upper limit be- 
yond which loss of resolution occurs. 

We note that z(V) decreases with increasing V and also that the 
portion of the i -region contributing to the transverse hole conduction 
will vary inversely with V; thus the model predicts that if a loss of 
resolution is present in a real tube due to transverse conduction in 
the p -region, operation at a higher value of V should improve the res- 
olution. 

It should be emphasized that the limits on the allowed region of 
operation shown in Fig. 3 are illustrative and not definitive. In view 
of the approximations made and the relative uncertainty of some of 
the assumed parameter values, the actual limits might vary by several 
(kT/e) units or more from those shown in Fig. 3. 

3. Comparison with Experiment 

3.1 Description of Measurements 

In order to compare the theory with experiment, the dark current ID 
versus applied target voltage V was measured for 6 tubes (3 RCA and 
3 Philips). The beam -blocking layer in each of the RCA tubes was 
formed by using an oxygen -glow discharge. The Philips tubes were 
obtained commercially and their fabrication details are unknown. 

' A somewhat different argument can be used to obtain an identical expression for the RC time con- 
stant of the discharge.18 
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The measurements were carried out using a modified GBC Model 
AE -50 television camera. The modifications were necessary to allow 
the camera to accommodate a 1.2 -inch PbO vidicon rather than the 
1 -inch tube for which the camera was originally intended. The raster 
(focused beam) was adjusted to be approximately 2 cm2 with the nor - 

o PHILIPS X01020G-4973A 
Cl PHILIPS 001020G-29504 

PHILIPS 558756 

H RCA 0N-20 
O RCA N5-730 
+ RCA 01-13 

I 1 1 I 1 

40 80 120 160 200 
V (VOLTS) 

Fig. 4-Dark current versus target voltage for 6 PbO vidicons. 

mal 4 X 3 aspect ratio. The vidicon signal plate lead was connected to 
an external power supply and a picoammeter* for the ID versus V 

measurements. In carrying out the measurements, a settling time of 5 
minutes was allowed after each voltage change before measuring the 
dark current. 

3.2 Results and Discussion 

The dark -current versus target -voltage measurement results are plot- 
ted in Fig. 4. At very low target voltage all of the tubes showed a neg- 
ative dark current (not shown in Fig. 4). The magnitude of this nega- 

Keithley Model 417. 
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tive ID at V = 0 ranged from 2 X 10-11 to 2 X 10-9 A and did not 
seem to be correlated with the observed dark currents in the normal 
direction shown in Fig. 4. The value of V at which In changed from 
negative to positive was typically between 4 and 12 volts. 

Three possible sources of the negative In are: (1) leakage paths in- 
side the tube between the target and other electrodes (G3 and G4) 
that are normally operated at a high positive potential, typically 300 
to 1000 volts; (2) electron photoemission from the Pb0 layer stimu- 
lated by soft x-rays generated at G2, G3, and G4 by electrons from the 
scanning beam, and (3) positive ions (created from residual gases by 
the scanning beam) striking the Pb0 layer. Both (2) and (3) would 
create holes at the scan side of the Pb0 layer; these holes would then 
be transported by drift and/or diffusion through the layer toward the 
signal plate giving rise to the observed negative In. By making ID ver- 
sus V measurements with the scanning beam off, (1) was shown to be 
relatively unimportant; i.e., the maximum observed current due to (1) 
was <10-I1 A. It was not possible to separate (2) and (3) experimen- 
tally. However, it seems reasonable to assume that the x-ray induced 
photoemission component of the negative II) was approximately the 
same for each tube since they were operated under identical electrical 
conditions. The large variation in the negative ID among the tubes 
was probably due to differences in the residual gas content of the in- 
dividual tubes. 

It can easily be seen that each of the tubes shows a more or less ex- 
tended region of agreement with Eq. [4a] in the high -voltage regime. 

Below this region, we might expect to find a drift -velocity -limited 
regime in which Eq. [7] should apply. Experimentally, we find no 
agreement in the case of the Philips' tubes and fair agreement in the 
case of RCA tubes as shown in Fig. 5. The abrupt transition between 
the drift -velocity -limited regime and the high -voltage regime predict- 
ed by the theory is a result of the simplifying assumption that at V = 
VDms, all of the available electrons are drifted away from the beam - 
blocking contact and that none are scattered back and retrapped. 
The extent to which the transition is gradual rather than abrupt is 
probably an indication of the actual back -scattering and retrapping 
that occurs. Also, although the theory assumes that the layer thick- 
ness is uniform over the scanned area, this is in fact only an approxi- 
mation. Variations in thickness of actual layers are typically of the 
order of 10%.19 

At low V (20 volts), the experimentally observed ID's are again 
below the values predicted by Eq. [7]. This is likely to be due to a 
combination of electron trapping (ignored in the model) and the neg- 
ative in contributions previously discussed. 
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We may obtain an approximate value for the electron mobility 
from Eq. 17a1 and the experimentally determined value of VDMs as 
shown in Fig. 5. For the lowest value of VnMs, u = 135 and for the 
highest, µ = 64 cm2/V-sec. These may be compared with the re- 
ported hulk single -crystal value20 of the order of 100 cm2/V-sec. 
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+ RCA XL -I3 
t RCA XN-20 - THEORY 
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Fig. 5-Comparison of theoretical drift -limited dark current with experimental data for 3 

RCA tubes. 

The complete lack of agreement between the data for the Philips 
tubes and Eq. 171 is striking. Since no information about the fabrica- 
tion method used for forming the beam -blocking layer is available, we 
may conjecture upon the possibility that it is different from that used 
for the RCA tubes and that one or more of the assumptions on which 
Eq. 171 is based is invalid. 

An alternative explanation21 for the nonagreement is based upon 
the existence of a photocurrent due to light from the heated cathode. 
This photocurrent is (in the present work) inseparable from the true 
dark current. The photocurrent would he expected to be largest for 
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two of the Philips tubes (XQ1020G-4973A and XQ1020G-29504) that 
have dispenser -type cathodes, which are maintained at a higher tem- 
perature than the normal oxide cathodes in the Philips 55875B and 
the RCA tubes. However, because the true dark -current level is so 
low in the 55875B, even a relatively small photocurrent component 
would affect the "apparent dark current" versus voltage curve. 

A similar photocurrent component of the measured dark current 
may also be present in the RCA tubes. If present, it would tend to 
raise the apparent dark current; the effect would be most pronounced 
in the low -voltage region where the real dark current is low and less 
important in the high -voltage region where the real dark current is 
high. Further, it would have the greatest relative effect upon the 
tubes in which the true dark current is low. One result would be that 
the fitted theoretical curves in Fig. 5 would be skewed toward lower 
voltage and the values of VDMs obtained from the curve fitting would 
be misleadingly low. We see that in Fig. 5 the value of VDMs does 
tend to be lower for the tubes with lower dark current. If indeed, 
there is a photocurrent component in the RCA tubes, say of the order 
of a few times 10-11 A, the effect on the RCA tube with the highest 
dark current (XN-20) would be slight and the value of VDMs ob- 
tained from fitting the dark current curve for this tube would be the 
most accurate. 

4. Further Discussion, Speculation, and Summary 

By using Eq. 14a] and the straight-line approximations to the experi- 
mental data shown in Fig. 4, we may obtain values of z (0) and XDs 
for each tube. These are shown in Table 1. We note that z(0) is less 

Table 1-Beam-blocking Layer Parameters for 6 PbO Vidicons 

Tube 
z (0) 
[eV] 

XDs 
[(cmZ-eV)-' 

Philips XQ1020G-4973A .986 8.87 x 10'= 
Philips XQ1020G-29504 .930 6.52 X 10" 
Philips 55875B 1.026 2.97 X 10" 
RCA XN-20 .947 1.56 x 10" 
RCA H5-730 1.013 9.05 x 10" 
R.CA XL -13 .995 1.49 X 10" 

than 0.97 eV for two of the tubes indicating that the BBR is n -type 
when V = 0 and is therefore n -type for all values of V. For the other 
tubes, z(0) is greater than 0.97 eV indicating that the BBR is p -type 
at least at low V. The value of XDs is found to be of the order of mag- 
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nitude of 2 X 1013/cm2-eV. Although we have considered this as a 
product of the beam -blocking layer thickness and a density of states 
in volume -energy space, it is an equivalent density of states in sur- 
face -energy space. Considered in this way it is interesting to compare 
it with the energy density of surface states (-4 X 1013/cm2-eV) found 
by du Chatenier and van den Broek15 to be required at a metal con- 
tact to PbO in order to explain their results. The effective work func- 
tion at a metal contact to PbO was found in that work to be -0.95 eV 
and relatively independent of the metal; this value is quite compara- 
ble with the z(0) values found in the present work. These compari- 
sons indicate that a thin metal film on the scan side of the PbO layer 
(as suggested in Ref. [5]) would act as an effective beam -blocking 
layer. The film would have to be thin enough or discontinous enough 
to prevent high lateral conduction and a consequent loss of resolu- 
tion. 

It was assumed in Sec. 2 that JD2 was small enough to be neglected. 
The relatively good agreement between the theory and the measured 
results confirm that this assumption is a reasonable one for "good" 
tubes. Although there appear to be no published studies of the struc- 
ture and chemistry of the BBR produced by an oxygen -glow treat- 
ment, it seems likely that the result is a somewhat disordered materi- 
al with a high trap density. The conventional description of the oxy- 
gen -glowed material is that it is PhO with a large acceptor doping.2,5 
It is, however, not inconceivable that the resultant material is at least 
partially a higher oxide of lead; e.g., PbO2, Pb3O4, or even a non-stoi- 
chiometric oxide PbOx where 1 < x < 2. This is, of course, highly 
speculative. Nevertheless, the high degree of inelastic scattering and 
trapping in the beam -blocking region required by the model is consis- 
tent with what might be expected from a structurally and chemically 
disordered region. 

The model used in Sec. 2 assumed a simple geometry-a BBR of 
uniform thickness X. The actual geometry is considerably more com- 
plicated than this model. Because of the platelet structure of the 
layer, an incoming electron has considerably more surface area avail- 
able to it. This high effective surface to volume ratio of the beam - 
blocking region may significantly enhance the thermalization and 
trapping of the incoming beam. 

It is important to emphasize that we have dealt here with a sche- 
matic representation in which a complicated three-dimensional struc- 
ture has been reduced to a highly simplified one-dimensional model 
retaining only those features that are necessary to explain the ob- 
served dark -current behavior of the PbO vidicon. As other behavioral 
characteristics are studied, it is anticipated that this "bare -bones" 
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model may require further detailing or particularization in order to 
conform to reality. 

One of the ultimate limitations on the operating life of Pb0 vid - 
icons is the failure of the beam -blocking region resulting in high dark 
current.2 It is hoped that the model presented here will be helpful in 
the characterization of tubes during and after their useful operating 
lives and in this way contribute to an understanding of the failure 
mechanism. 

In summary, a simple physical model for the beam -blocking con- 
tact in a Pb0 vidicon has been used to derive an approximate theory 
of the static dark current. The theory describes two regimes of dark - 
current density versus applied voltage: 
(1) A drift -velocity -limited regime in which the dark -current density 

is limited by the drift, in the photoconductor layer, of conduc- 
tion -band electrons produced by thermal excitation from traps 
in the beam -blocking region. 

(2) A thermal -generation -limited regime in which the dark -current 
density is limited only by the supply of conduction -band elec- 
trons to the photoconductor layer resulting from thermal exci- 
tation in the beam -blocking region. Regime (2) will occur at a 
higher voltage than regime (1). 

The theory relates the electrical behavior to the physical parame- 
ters of the model; thickness, trap -density distribution, and doping of 
the beam -blocking region, thickness of the photoconductor layer, and 
the electron mobility. Reasonable agreement is obtained between the 
theory and measurements on Pb0 vidicons. In addition, the theory 
provides an understanding of the factors involved in the optimization 
of the Fermi -level position in the beam -blocking region. 
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Semiconductor Heterojunction Vidicons 

C. R. Wronski 

RCA Laboratories, Princeton, N. J. 08540 

Abstract-The introduction of the silicon vidicon demonstrated that a good -quality semi- 

conductor can be used as a vidicon target. However, the fabrication of a struc- 

tured target that consists of a large array of electrically isolated n -p homojunc- 

tions is difficult. The use of an appropriate insulator or granular metal (cermet) 

heterojunction offers the possible elimination of such a structure, but stringent 

constraints are imposed on such junctions by the camera -tube requirements. 

Various silicon heterojunctions have been investigated and their junction prop- 

erties as well as vidicon characteristics studied. By extending some of this 

work to wider-bandgap semiconductors, the dark current, resolution, and sen- 

sitivity could be directly correlated with the semiconductor, the insulating film, 

and their interface. 

1. Introduction 

The introduction of the silicon vidicon demonstrated that a good 
quality n -type semiconductor target can be used in a camera tube.' 
The low densities of centers in the forbidden gap, the excellent free - 
carrier transport, and the bandgaps of such materials offer possible 
improvement in the sensitivity and response of photocurrents over 
those of the previously used wider-bandgap, insulating photoconduc- 
tors.2f' However, targets that utilize n -type semiconductors with 
resist;vities very much less than 1012 ohm -cm require blocking con- 
tacts to the electron beam in order to have acceptably low dark cur- 
rents. This has been achieved in the Si vidicon by thermalizing the 
electrons from the beam in a thin p -region of an n -p homojunction. 
These p regions are highly conducting, so that adequate TV resolu- 
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tion can only be obtained if an array of electrically isolated diodes, 
typically 660 X 660, is used. The difficulties associated with such a 
structured target are eliminated if the blocking contact has a lateral 
resistance ?..,1013 ohms per square.4 Such high resistances have been 
obtained with heterojunctions formed between a semiconductor and 
an insulating film and more recently in semiconductor-granular- 
metal junctions.5 The granular metals consist of a fine dispersion of 
metallic particles in an insulator; granular metals act like a metal for 
electron and hole transport, but at the same time have an electron 
mobility low enough to maintain the required lateral resistance. 

Although work on semiconductor heterojunction vidicons has been 
going on for several years,6 there have been no systematic studies of 
the dependence of vidicon characteristics on junction properties nor 
any discussion of the physical processes underlying their operation. It 
is the purpose of this paper to consider the dependence of the vidicon 
characteristics, i.e., of dark current, photocurrent, resolution, and lag 
on the junction properties and to provide an evaluation of the semi- 
conductor-insulator and semiconductor-granular-metal vidicons. 

2. Operation of a Semiconductor Heterojunction Vidicon 

The operation of a semiconductor heterojunction target is similar to 
that of an Si vidicon, and is shown schematically in Fig. 1. The target 

SEMICONDUCTOR 
TRANSPARENT 

OHMIC CONTACT 

LIGHT 

¡BLOCKING CONTACT 

i-- L d 

<ELECTRON 

BEAM 

Fig. 1-Schematic representation of semiconductor heterojunction vidicon. L and d are 
the thicknesses of the semiconductor and the blocking contact, respectively. 

consists of an n -type semiconductor of thickness L, with an ohmic 
contact on one side and an insulating film of thickness d on the other. 
A positive voltage VT in the range 10 < VT < 50 volts, is applied 
across the target while an electron beam scans the blocking contact 
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charging up the target every frame time, t1 = 1/30 sec. This reverse 
bias on the heterojunction forms a depletion region in the semicon- 
ductor which, for optimum target performance, must extend through 
the entire thickness L. Light incident through the transparent ohmic 
contact generates holes in the semiconductor that are then driven 
towards the blocking contact and discharge the target to form a 

charge pattern of the scene. The video signal is generated by the 
charge that is deposited by the beam due to the voltage pattern of the 
scanned surface, Vo, that occurs during a frame time, t1. This charge 
is (10 = Co Vo, where Co is the capacitance of the target; the photocur- 
rent is 1j, = Q0/(f = CoVo/t¡. For a vidicon to have a 100% readout ef- 
ficiency, the beam must be able to charge the target in a time much 
less than t1. This charging time depends on the effective impedance 
of the beam and the capacitance and thickness of the target. A target 
capacitance of 1500 pF cm -2 is desirable for a charging time much 
less than t1, which for a dielectric constant of 10 corresponds to a 
fully depleted semiconductor of ^-5 X 10-4 cm thickness. For 100% 

quantum efficiency each incident photon must generate a hole that 
recombines with an electron deposited by the beam. In the absence of 
surface recombination, a saturated photocurrent having a quantum 
efficiency of 100% can he obtained for wavelengths having energies 
greater than the bandgap of the semiconductor. Such photocurrents 
can he achieved even in semiconductor targets that have a thickness 
greater than the diffusion length of holes if the semiconductor is com- 
pletely depleted. Such operation ensures not only that there is no 

field -free region in which the photogenerated holes can undergo re- 

combination but also that the capacitance of the target is at a mini- 
mum. A semiconductor having a bandgap <1.8 eV is capable of a uni- 
form sensitivity across the visible spectrum (X = 400 to 700 nm). The 
operating voltage, VT, must he sufficiently high to ensure this deple- 
tion, even in the presence of Vo and any trapping of the holes prior to 
reaching the steady state. All such holes must reach the location of 

the deposited beam electrons, which makes this effective location in 

the target important. The two types of heterojunction structures con- 
sidered here both have a blocking contact formed by depositing onto 
the semiconductor a thin (-' 1000 A) film with a resistivity >1013 

ohms per square. In such a target the beam electrons are thermalized 
close to the scanned surface and the resistivity of the film does not 
limit the target resolution. 

The energy -band diagrams of two types of such targets are shown 
in Fig. 2. Fig. 2(a) shows a semiconductor insulator target where the 
beam electrons are trapped in the insulator close to the scanned sur- 
face. Also shown are the negative charges arising from charged sur - 
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face states at the interface and the centers in the bulk of the insula- 
tor. The semiconductor has a bandgap E1, an ionized space -charge 
density N+, and a density of hole trapping centers below midgap N. 
At the interface there is a density NS of surface states, assumed to he 
localized at an energy Es; the discontinuity between the valence 
bands of the semiconductor and the insulator is M,,. The applied 
target voltage VT divides into V1 and V2 across the two sides of the 
junction. For efficient operation V1 must be large enough to ensure 
depletion of the semiconductor and V2 sufficient to ensure that all 
the photogenerated holes reach the scanned surface. This requires 

(B) 

Fig. 2-Schematic representation of two heterojunction vidicon targets under reverse 
bias: (A) Semiconductor -insulator junction and (B) granular -metal -semicon- 
ductor junction. 

that hole currents up to -1 pA/cm2 be injected into and transported 
across the insulator film. The operating conditions of the vidicon tar- 
get must be such that this photocurrent can be transported to the 
scanned surface. 

Fig. 2(b) is a diagram of an n -type semiconductor-granular-metal 
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(cermet) Schottky barrier.5 In this structure, the thermalized beam 
electrons reside at the junction interface where their injection into 
the semiconductor is limited by the barrier height cn. In this case, es- 
sentially all of the target voltage VT is across the semiconductor, and 
the photogenerated holes driven to the semiconductor interface re- 
combine with the electrons stored there. 

The advantages offered by the semiconductor can be fully utilized 
only if the vidicon characteristics are not limited by the blocking con- 
tact. It is, therefore, necessary to evaluate the contribution of both 
heterojunction materials to the performance of the target. This can 
be done by studying the heterojunction properties and vidicon char- 
acteristics of various semiconductor-insulator and semiconductor- 
granular-metal systems. The dependence of some of the vidicon char- 
acteristics on these junction properties is discussed below, and results 
with structures formed on n -type Si, GaAs, and CdSe semiconductors 
are presented. 

3. Dark Currents 

The vidicon dark current is due to free -carrier injection and the ther- 
mal generation of hole-electron pairs in the structure. For the ohmic 
contact to the n -type semiconductor, hole injection can be neglected. 
In the case of the semiconductor-insulator target, electron injection 
from the electron beam can be neglected if all the electrons are per- 
menantly trapped close to the scanned surface and cannot reach the 
semiconductor. In the granular metal target, although the beam elec- 
trons are thermalized close to the scanned surface, they migrate to 
the junction interface. The dark current is then determined by the 
barrier height, bn, and the well-known Richardson equation.? For a 
uniform junction and electric fields <105 V/cm this is a saturated 
current which for On ? 0.9 eV is <10-9 A/cm2. 

The dark current due to hole-electron generation in the semicon- 
ductor depends on its bandgap E1 and on the densities and energies 
of the centers.8 This current can be written 

le = 9QPNtuthNgl exp{- ,FT}' [1] 

where y is the electronic charge, (re is the electron capture cross sec- 
tion of the centers, uth is the carrier thermal velocity, Ne is the densi- 
ty of states in the conduction band, Ng is the effective density of cen- 
ters at midgap, Et is the bandgap of the semiconductor, and l is the 
depletiDn width of the semiconductor. When / = L this current be- 
comes independent of the target voltage. 
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In the case of the insulator heterojunctions, current is generated by 
the surface states at the interface. Since the normal densities of such 
states, 1012 to 10'3 cm -2, can exceed the total number of the generat- 
ing centers in the hulk of the semiconductor target, their contribution 
to the dark current must be considered. This generation is analogous 
to that of the bulk except that the effective handgap for electron - 
hole generation is Et + ..SE and the density of centers is constant, 
being independent of the depletion width. For NS cm -2 surface states 
at an energy Es, as shown in Fig. (2a), to a good approximation this 
generation current can be written 

( y + 
Is = 9uev,, NeNa exp { 

E1 

kT{ 2 
-SEA 

-1E}, [2] 

where is the distance of Es from the steady-state Fermi level lo- 

cated close to the midpoint of the junction barrier (E1 + _SE,). At 
electric fields of <105 V/cm this generation current is independent of 
voltage. 
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Fig. 3-Reverse bias currents of a Si-SeTeAs (2000 A) and an Si-Sb2SO2 (2500 A) het- 

erojunction. The voltage scale for the Si-Sb2SO2 junction is ten times larger 

that for the Si-SeTeAs one. 

The dark currents in the semiconductor -insulator targets can be 
limited by the transport of holes through the insulator film or, as in 
the case of semiconductor p -n junctions,9 at reverse biases greater 
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than a few hT/y they can be determined only by the carrier genera- 
tion in the junction. The dark reverse bias currents were investigated 
for a variety of insulator heterojunctions using both evaporated elec- 
trodes and electron -beam scanning. Examples of field -limited and 
non -field -limited dark currents in a semiconductor-insulator junc- 
tion are shown in Fig. 3. The currents are those of an Si-SeTeAs and 
an Si-Sb2S02 junction with gold contacts where both of these junc- 
tions were formed on single -crystal silicon wafers such as used in the 
silicon vidicon. It should be noted that the voltage scale for the 
Sb2S02 junction is an order of magnitude greater than that for the 
SeTeAs junction. The SeTeAs junction reverse current saturates at 
less than a volt and remains constant up to voltages in excess of 30 
volts. The voltage required to saturate the Sb2S02 junction current, 
as well as other amorphous insulators such as As2S3 and As2Se3, indi- 
cate that large fields ?,105 volts are required across the insulators. No 
such limitation is present in the amorphous p -type SeTeAs alloy 
junctions because of their good hole transport.10 

I , . t --t f 

SILICON- INSULATOR VIDICON TARGETS 
A- SeTeAs (2000A) 
B - Sb2S02 (2500A 
C-As2S3 (1000? 1 

10 20 
VT, VOLTS 

30 

Fig. 4-Electron-beam dark currents of three Si -insulator vidicon targets. The thickness 
of insulator films are: SeTeAs-2000 A, Sb2S02-2500 A, As2S3-1000 A. 

The dark currents obtained with electron -beam scanning measure- 
ments were in agreement with electrode current measurements. The 
vidicon dark currents for a SeTeAs (2000 A), Sb2S02 (2500 A) and 
As2S3 (1000 A) targets are shown in Fig. 4. Saturated dark currents 
are obtained with the Si-SeTeAs targets at -10 volts. The difference 
between this saturation voltage and that measured with metal con - 
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tacts is due to the high currents (,.?,100 nA/cm2) and the large imped- 
dance of the beam in the demountable system. Although the Sb2S02 
and As2S3 targets exhibited lower dark currents at low target voltages, 
at high voltages they exceeded the saturated currents of the SeTeAs 
alloy targets. 

The dark currents through the insulator junctions. other than the 
SeTeAs junction, are complicated by their dependence on the large 
fields present. Although these junctions included more resistive 
materials, their quasi -saturated values were greater than those of the 
SeTeAs junction. Low reverse currents could he obtained with the in- 
sulator junctions, but these were in a region of insignificant depletion 
of the Si because almost all of the applied voltage was across the in- 
sulator films. The SeTeAs junctions, however, can unambiguously be 
related to the carrier generat ion in the target. The reverse currents ob- 
tained in these Si heterojunctions are two to three orders of magnitude 
higher than those of the p -n junctions grown on similar wafers, and 
cannot be associated with general currents generated in the bulk Si. 
The saturated reverse currents, particularly those of the SeTeAs junc- 
tions, can only be interpreted in terms of interface surface -state 
generation from Eq. [2]. The saturated currents of the SeTeAs 
junctions at 2-10 x 10-7 A/cm2 and their thermal activation ener- 
gy indicate a junction barrier, E1 + -5E0, of only 1.1 to L2 eV and 
a surface -state density 1013 cm -2 at the midpoint of the harrier. 
Such densities of surface states have been reported for Si surfaces" 
in the region 0.6 to 0.8 eV from the conduction band, the region 
where the steady-state Fermi levels are located. 

Because the current generated depends on the junction barrier and 
on the interface states, Eq. [2], the handgap of the semiconductor is 
important in determining the dark currents in heterojunction targets. 
These currents in Si (Eg = 1.1 eV) junctions can in principle be low- 
ered by having a larger This, however, makes the injection of 
the photogenerated holes into the insulator valence band more diffi- 
cult, as discussed later, so it is more advantageous to increase the 
junction barrier by using a wider-handgap semiconductor. Significant 
reduction in reverse -biased currents is obtained with heterojunctions 
formed on GaAs (Eg = 1.4 eV) and CdSe (Eg = 1.8 eV) but the de- 
crease due to the larger bandgaps is modified by the ..SE and inter- 
face states in the junctions. The currents obtained with SeTeAs junc- 
tions formed on GaAs are an order of magnitude lower than those 
formed on Si, and a further reduction of about two orders of magni- 
tude is obtained in heterojunctions formed on CdSe. These currents 
exhibit saturation characteristics at voltages :.5,3 volts, but at larger 
reverse biases they are no longer saturated. This can he attributed to 
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the electric fields and nonuniformities at the interface. For a dielec- 
tric constant of 10, a density of 1012 cm -2 charged states results in a 
field -105 V/cm. In heterojunctions formed on CdSe, air baking the 
CdSe prior to the SeTeAs deposition greatly reduces the currents. 
The oxidation does not form an electron blocking contact but is suffi- 
cient tc change the resultant CdSe-SeTeAs interface. Since large 
densities of surface states have been found on single -crystal CdSe 
surfaces,12 control of these states can significantly reduce the electric 
field due to their ionized surface charge. The dark currents obtained 
from such a heterojunction are shown in Fig. 5. The data are for a 
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Fig. 5-The dark current of an evaporated CdSe (2-µm-thick)-SeTeAs (2000 -A -thick) he- 

terojunction target. Also shown is the dark current of the CdSe layer without 
the heterojunction. 

2000 A SeTeAs film deposited onto a 2-µm CdSe layer. Also shown in 

Fig. 5 is the dark current obtained from the air -baked CdSe layer 
without the heterojunction. The heterojunction reduces the quasi - 
ohmic dark current obtained with the CdSe layer. The current is un- 
saturated, as are the junction reverse currents at large reverse biases, 
but is in the nA/cm2 range over an extended region of voltage. Such 
low dark currents can be obtained over a wider voltage range with 
heterojunctions formed using insulators such as As2S3 and Sb2S02, 

but these targets also require large electric fields and operating volt- 

ages for efficient photocurrent operation. 
Granular -metal films, obtained by the co -deposition of metals with 

insulators, offer a wide range of controlled resistivities13 by adjusting 
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the relative volume fraction of the insulator. The structure of films 
having resistivíties ---109 ohm -cm is that of metallic particles -20 A 

in size, embedded in the insulator.14 Characteristics of the granular- 
metal-semiconductor contacts can be explained in terms of a Schott- 
ky barrier with a well-defined barrier height, even with as little as 10 
vol. % of metal. The granular metal acts as a "high -resistance metal" 
characterized by an effective Fermi level as shown in Fig. 2(b), and 
the junction can be represented in terms of a parallel combination of 
the granular -metal -film resistance and capacitance in series with the 
barrier.5 The barrier height does not depend on the resistivity of the 
granular metal or the grain size. However, there is a dependence on 
the semiconductor surface and on the changes that take place before 
or during the deposition. 

Granular -metal junctions formed on Si and GaAs n -type crystals 
have barrier heights that are essentially independent of the metal- 
insulator combinations used (Au, Ni, SiO2, Al2O3). These barrier 
heights are -0.6 eV, which result in reverse bias currents in excess of 
-10 pA/cm2. Such currents are too high for any practical application. 
The barrier heights obtained on CdSe, both single crystal and layers 
evaporated onto TIC faceplates, were -0.7 eV. Surface treatment of 
the semiconductors, similar to that used for the SeTeAs vidicon tar- 
gets discussed earlier, increased the barrier heights to -1.0 eV. This 
reduced the reverse -bias currents to -1 nA/cm2. These reverse -bias 
currents, however, were not truly saturated as one would expect for 
an ideal Schottky barrier. This is probably due to nonuniformities in 
OR found between small -area contacts both on single crystals and 
evaporated layers of CdSe. The dark current of a polycrystalline 
CdSe-granular-metal target scanned by an electron beam is shown in 
Fig. 6. The CdSe layer is 1.6 pm thick and the AuSiO2 granular metal 
is 4000 A thick with a composition of 10 vol. % Au and 90 vol. % SiO2 
and a resistivity of -3 X 109 ohm -cm. Also shown in the figure is the 
current density obtained from an area of the target not covered by 
the granular metal. The ability of the granular metal junction to 
block the electrons from the beam is demonstrated by the dramatic 
reduction in the current corresponding to the area coated by the 
granular metal. 

4. Photocurrents 
The conditions under which a steady-state photocurrent can be 
drawn through a fully depleted semiconductor are determined by the 
hole transit time, the level of illumination, and the hole -trapping cen- 
ters below midgap. The photocurrent, j corresponding to a flux F of 

incident photons is given by 
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J, = 9F = 9µP1E1, [31 

where is the hole mobility, pi is the mean minimum density of free 
holes and fl is the mean electric field, V)/L, across the semiconduc- 
tor. For F = 3 X 1012 cm -2 sec -1 (j, = 5 X 10-7 A/cm2), µ = 100, and 
É1 = 5 X 104 V/cm, the minimum p that is required is -106 cm -3. 
This corresponds to a quasi -Fermi level -0.7 eV from the valence 

band. For E1 ? 1.4 eV the Fermi level is displaced from its position in 
the dark. This displacement also increases the occupation of the hole - 
trapping centers giving an increase in the positive space charge. If the 
density of these centers, Nr, is comparable to or greater than the donor 
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Fig. 6-(A) The dark current of a granular 
target. The Au:Si02 film is 90 vol. 

sistivity -3 X 109 ohm -cm. The 

(B) is the dark current of the 

present. 

metal (Au:Si02)-semiconductor CdSe vidicon 

% Si02, has a thickness of 4000 A and a re- 

CdSe is a 1.6 -pm -thick polycrystalline layer. 

CdSe layer with no granular -metal junction 

and ionized electron trap densities, N+, the voltage required to de- 

plete L is greater than that in the dark. Consequently, the potential 
drop, 171, that must exist across the semiconductor must be ?(N+ + 
N1) L2 X 10-7 for a dielectric constant of 10. 

In the semiconductor -granular -metal targets, all the holes reaching 

the junction interface recombine with electrons there, and no addi- 
tional voltage is required across the blocking contact for vidicon oper- 

ation. In the insulator heterojunctions, however, the hole photocur- 
rent must he injected into the insulator and transported across it. 

The electric fields and voltages across the insulator that are required 
to accomplish this depend on the alignment of valence hands, 
the thickness of the film, and its hole transport characteristics. These 
voltages can be significantly higher than the potential required across 
the semiconductor and, thus, dominate the characteristics, perfor- 
mance, and operating conditions of the heterojunction target. 
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The hole current that is thermally injected from the semiconductor 
into the insulator valence band for the junction shown in Fig. 2(a) is 
given by 

qE,.} 
is = q gvrnPi eXp{ 

kT 

= 4 gu,nN, exp{- 
hT (E, + _SE,. - EFs)}, [4] 

where E, - Eps is the distance of the quasi -Fermi level at the inter- 
face from the semiconductor valence band, E',,, which has a density 
of states N,,,. For with = 107 cm/sec, N = 1019 cm -3, a photocurrent 
Is = 5 X 10-7 A/cm2 will he injected into the insulator when (E, + 
JE - Eps) <0.75 eV. For a junction barrier, El + .5E,,, ?1.5 eV a 
displacement of the quasi -Fermi level at the interface occurs under il- 
lumination and there is a corresponding filling of surface states by 
the trapped holes. This trapping increases the positive charge and the 
electric field; an increase in the electric field of .des at the interface re- 
sults in an additional potential drop, ,Es X d, across the insulator. 
Since the displacement of the quasi -Fermi level depends on E, it is 
desirable to minimize this discontinuity. This not only ensures that 
the hole photocurrent can he thermally injected without Schottky - 
barrier lowering and tunneling, but also minimizes the additional 
voltage drop across the insulator film. The transport of the photocur- 
rent across the insulator film requires a minimum voltage across the 
film that is determined by its hole transport characteristics, its thick- 
ness, and the level of illumination. For most insulators these photo - 
currents are in the form of space -charge -limited hole currents,15 
which have a high power dependence on thickness and are deter- 
mined by the hole mobility and trap distribution of the insulator. 
The more p -type the insulator and better its hole transport, the lower 
the fields required to carry these currents. Even though the voltage 
required across the insulator can be lowered by decreasing its thick- 
ness, a lower limit on its thickness is imposed by the required elec- 
tron -beam blocking capability of the film. 

The effect that the insulator can have on the photocurrent charac- 
teristics of a heterojunction structure is shown in Fig. 7 for an Si- 
SeTeAs (3500 A) and an Si-As2S3 (1000 A) junction with evaporated 
gold contacts. Both junctions were illuminated by a microscope lamp, 
but in order to obtain comparable photocurrents, a 5% neutral densi- 
ty filter had to be used with the SeTeAs junction. The SeTeAs junc- 
tion shows a saturated photocurrent at -0.5 V reverse bias, the same 
voltage at which the dark current of this junction (shown in Fig. 3) 
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reaches its saturation value of 5 X 10 A/cm2; 50% of the saturated 
photocurrent was obtained under short-circuit conditions (V = 0, Fig. 
7). In ti -.is case there are no serious limitations imposed on the injec- 
tion of photogenerated holes into the alloy and their transport 
through it. The saturated photocurrents had a linear dependence on 
intensity and their quantum efficiencies (Q.E.) were similar to those 
of the silicon vidicon after corrections are made for hole lifetime and 
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Fig. 7.-Fhotocurrent characteristics of an Si-SeTeAs junction (SeTeAs film thickness 
3500 A) and an Si-As2S3 junction (As2S3 film thickness 1000 A). Intensity of il- 

lumination used on the As2S3 junction is 20 times that used on SeTeAs junc- 

tion. 

thickness of the Si wafer (0.65 mm). In the As2S:t junction the photo - 
current was not saturated even at 20 volts, where the dark current 
was 4 X 10-6 A/cm2, and the Q.E. is much less than for the Si-SeTeAs 
junctions. The difficulty of collecting the photogenerated holes from 
the Si and their transport through the As2S3 limit the sensitivity of 
the structure. In this case, the voltage drop across the insulator is 

greater than that across the semiconductor. Although in some cases 
this may not limit the sensitivity, it does affect the operating voltage 
of the target. An example of this is shown in Fig. 8 for CdSe-SeTeAs 
(3000 A) and CdSe-As2S3 (1000 A) heterojunction targets scanned by 
an electron beam. The junctions were formed on separate areas of the 
same CdSe layer, -2 µm thick, which had a space charge density -8 
X 1015 cm -3. The photocurrent in the SeTeAs junction saturates at 

6()96 Q.E. at -30 volts, a voltage close to that required to fully de- 
plete the CdSe layer. The photocurrent in the As2S3 junction, how - 
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ever, does not saturate until a target voltage of '50 volts is reached, 
although the As2S3 film is three times thinner than the alloy. Also, 
the currents in this junction, prior to saturation, exhibited large tran- 
sient decays to a steady state, which indicates space -charge effects in 
the As2S3 and the interface. The additional 20 volts required for the 
As2S3 junction saturation, over that for the SeTeAs junction, corre- 
sponds to an additional field X 106 V/cm across the As2S3 film 
that is required to transport the photocurrent. 

A- CdSe(~2µ)-SeTeAs(3000A) 
B- CdSe (-2µ)-AszS3(I000A) 

VT , VOLTS 

Fig. 8-The photocurrents of two heterojunction targets formed on the same CdSe 
evaporated layer. (A) is a junction formed with 3000 A of SeTeAs. (B) is a junc- 
tion formed with 1000 A of As2S3. 

In the granular -metal -semiconductor junctions there is no injec- 
tion or transport of the photogenerated holes through an insulator. 
The photocurrent is obtained by their recombination with electrons 
that migrate under low fields to the granular -metal -semiconductor 
interface. This metal-like behavior of the granular metal for electron 
transport eliminates any difficulties associated with hole trapping at 
the interface and any electric field requirements across an insulator. 
This results in a negligible potential drop across the blocking contact, 
so that the target operating voltage is then only the voltage required 
to efficiently generate and draw the photocarriers across the semicon- 
ductor. The vidicon photocurrents of a CdSe-granular-metal target, 
formed on a 2-µm polycrystalline CdSe layer deposited on TIC, are 
shown in Fig. 9, where the currents show saturation at a voltage less 
than 10 volts. These currents have a flat response across the visible 
spectrum, X = 400 nM to 700 nM, and a quantum efficiency close to 
100%. This, together with the measured space charge density of -1015 
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cm -3, is in agreement with the condition of complete depletion of the 
CdSe layer and short hole lifetimes (<10-9 sec). 

5. Resolution and Lag 

For adequate resolution, the time constant for lateral leakage must 
be greater than the scanning period. In the case of a uniform photo- 
conductor target, having a capacitance of 1500 pF/cm-2, a sheet resis- 
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Fig. 9.-The saturated photocurrents of a CdSe-Au:Si02 granular -metal target for wave- 
lengths X = 400 and 700 nM. 

tance, R -' 2 X 1013 ohms per square is required.4 For an insulating 
film of thickness 1000 A, a resistivity ?2 X 108 ohm -cm is sufficient. 
When the semiconductor is fully depleted, it is intrinsic and there is 
negligible contribution to the lateral conductance from its bulk. How- 
ever, because there is a barrier at the interface of the heterojunction, 
the lateral surface conductance of the semiconductor must be consid- 
ered. For a surface field e5 of 5 X 104 V/cm and p = 100, to a good ap- 
proximation, the sheet resistance is given by16 

R = 
qpiµ expi(h,T)l 1 

9Es 

1023 

Po1 ' 
[5] 

where Pot is the density of holes in the valence band at the semicon- 
ductor surface. For R > 2 X 1013 ohms per square, Poi must be less 
than -5 X 109 cm -3, which corresponds to a dark Fermi level more 
than -0.55 eV from the valence band of the semiconductor. For the 
insulator heterojunction, this means that (E1 - AE0)/2 must be 
?0.55 eV, which imposes a limit on the mismatch of the valence 
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hands at the interface depending on the semiconductor bandgap El. 
In the semiconductor -granular -metal junctions, the Fermi level is 
E l - OH from the valence band of the semiconductor. Since OR ? 0.9 
eV is necessary for low dark currents, the bandgap of the semicon- 
ductor must be greater than -1.4 eV in order to simultaneously 
maintain the required resolution. 

The resolution of the silicon heterojunctions was poor, the best 
being 300 TV lines for the SeTeAs junction targets. Other silicon -in- 
sulator targets had poorer and sometimes non-existent resolution, 
even though the resistance of the insulator films was greater than 
that of the SeTeAs. This lack of good resolution can be associated 
with the narrow bandgap of Si (1.1 eV) and, in the case of the SeTeAs 
junctions, the close alignment of the valence bands at the interface. 
The position of the quasi -Fermi level, even at midpoint of the junc- 
tion, is marginal in fulfilling the resolution requirements. In the case 
of the other insulators, the filling of the interface states occurring 
during the photocurrent flow brings the quasi -Fermi level too close to 
the silicon valence hand to satisfy Eq. 151. The observed resolution on 
all of the CdSe heterojunction targets was 500 TV lines, which was 
limited by the demountable test equipment. This is consistent with 
the resistivit ies of the insulator and granular metal films used (?:,109 
ohm -cm) and the larger junction barrier obtained with the wider- 
bandgap semiconductor. 

The rise and decay times of the photocurrent signal depend on the 
charging characteristics of the target by the beam and on the trap- 
ping of photogenerated holes. To ensure that the charging of the tar- 
get occurs in one frame time, a capacitance of -1500 pF/cm2 is desir- 
able. This corresponds to a depleted thickness of >5 pm in a semicon- 
ductor with a dielectric constant of 10. Such a capacitance and deple- 
tion width is obtained at <10 volts across the semiconductor when its 
space -charge density is 52 X 1014 cm -3. Fig. 10 shows the (capaci- 
tance) -2 versus voltage plot of an Si-SeTeAs (2000 A) heterojunction 
that exhibits the uniform doping of the Si, 2 X 1014 cm -3, and a ca- 
pacitance of 1500 pF/cm-2 at a reverse bias of -8 volts. If there is no 
significant trapping of the photogenerated carriers in the target, the 
capacitance under illumination remains essentially the same as in the 
dark. Extensive hole trapping and the subsequent change in electric 
fields at the operating voltage can decrease the depletion width in the 
semiconductor and hence increase the capacitance of the target. In 
addition to this, the kinetics of the filling and emptying of the hole 
traps and their location in the structure affect the rise and decay of 
the photocurrent signal. 

Trapping of photogenerated holes can occur in the semiconductor; 
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for the insulator heterojunction trapping can also occur in the insula- 
tor and the interface. The extent of the trapping is determined by the 
position of the quasi -Fermi levels under illumination, and by trap- 
ping -center densities, cross sections, and relative energies. The ther- 
mal release of the trapped holes after the illumination determines 
their contribution to the decay of the photocurrent signal. This de - 
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Fig. 10-The (capacitances 2 versus voltage plot of an Si-SeTeAs (2000 A) junction. 

pends on a large number of parameters, as in the case of insulator 
vidicons, and will not be discussed here, but it can be seen that the 
greater the trapping, the greater the probability of photoconductive 
lag. Minimizing the trapping is therefore important, and the use of 
granular metal limits this trapping to only that occurring in the semi- 
conductor. 

Although no quantitative lag measurements were carried out, the 
observed lag on CdSe was comparable to that reported for other CdSe 
vidicons of comparable thickness, -.2 µm.)' In addition to the limit 
imposed by the capacitance of the fully depleted targets, 4000 pF/ 
cm2, hole trapping in the CdSe layers was found in measurements on 
the various heterojunctions used. However, meaningful lag measure - 
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ments on Si heterojunction targets, in which there is essentially no 
hole trapping in the semiconductor, could not be carried out because 
of the extremely high dark currents. 

6. Conclusion 

The semiconductor-insulator and semiconductor-granular-metal 
junctions discussed here illustrate the basic concepts of the semicon- 
ductor-heterojunction vidicon and the dependence of some of its 
characteristics on the junction properties. Properly designed large - 
area semiconductor-heterojunction vidicon targets have the advan- 
tages of low saturated dark currents; quantum efficiency of 100% 
across the visible spectrum; low lag and fast response; operation over 
a large voltage range; and absence of mosaic structure. In such struc- 
tures, however, the advantages offered by the semiconductor must be 
fully utilized. This can only be achieved in junctions where the block- 
ing contact to the electron beam satisfies the stringent camera -tube 
requirements discussed. 

Some of the limitations that insulator blocking contacts can im- 
pose on heterojunction properties and vidicon characteristics have 
been demonstrated. In particular, the serious effect of high electric 
fields (105 - 106 volts/cm across the blocking contact) required for ef- 
ficient photocurrent generation limit the operating voltage range of 
the target; in addition, accompanying effects such as Schottky -bar- 
rier lowering, tunneling and breakdown make uniform target proper- 
ties difficult to obtain. In the case of the semiconductor-insulator 
junctions, the surface states at the interface and the alignment of the 
valance bands play an important role in determining the required 
electric fields and the resulting dark currents. In the granular-metal- 
semiconductor junctions the Schottky barrier height determines the 
dark currents, and the voltages across the granular metal are negligi- 
ble. The requirements of the semiconductor are that it have a low 
density of hole traps so that there is little or no space charge and the 
target can be operated in a completely depleted mode. The semicon- 
ductor bandgap ís important in determining the spectral response of 
the target; in addition, it plays an important role in the interface 
state current generation and the resolution. 

The use of granular-metal-semiconductor junctions offers distinct 
advantages over insulator film blocking contacts. The fundamental 
difference between the granular metal and the insulator targets is 
that in the case of the granular metals, the electrons deposited by the 
beam migrate under low fields to the granular-metal-semiconductor 
interface. In the insulator-semiconductor vidicons, the beam elec- 
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trons are located close to the scanned surface of the insulator and this 
often leads to objectionably high fields and voltage drops in the insu- 
lator. These difficulties are eliminated in the semiconductor-granu- 
lar-metal junction since the granular metal acts like a metal for elec- 
tron and hole transport, while at the same time it has an electron mo- 
bility low enough to maintain lateral insulation for the charge pat- 
tern. 
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Simplicity in Theory: An Anecdotal Account of 
Current Injection in Solids-In Tribute to Albert 
Rose 

Murray A. Lampert 

Professor,' Electrical Engineering, Princeton University, Princeton, N.J. 08540 

Abstract-The "facts" of a scientist's contribution to a particular field can be counted, 
weighed, or otherwise reasonably quantified. The spirit infusing the work and 
the influence that the work has on others are not to be measured so easily. 
This article is concerned with Albert Rose's approach to physics, with the un- 
common philosophy that underlay all of his diverse researches, and the pro- 
found influence which that philosophy has had on another person, namely the 
author. The framework for the narrative is the area of current injection in sol- 
ids; for that is the area in which we collaborated for almost two decades, up to 
the present. The author attempts to show, as he was shown by Rose, that not 
all of solid-state physics is impenetrable by simple reasoning. On the other 
hand, the magically simple can be devilishly elusive; thereby hangs the tale, 
and quite possibly the author. 

The dedication in "Current Injection in Solids"' (henceforth referred 
to as "CIS"), a book many years in the making, reads: 

To AL BERT ROSE 

who chose simplicity over precision 

and therein' t ai'e to all u( us insight. 

That dedication is also appropriate to set the theme of this article, 
which might well have been subtitled, "Simplicity-A Most Praise- 

Inactive status. 
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worthy Goal, Not Easily Achieved," or, "There's Many a Slip `Twixt 
the Intent and the Manuscript." For, indeed, the article is mostly an 
account of a few simplicities achieved, and assorted difficulties en- 
countered en route, in an area of solid-state physics in which Al Rose 
and I collaborated over the better part of two decades, namely the 
area of volume -controlled current injection in solids. Because I 

wished to emphasize the evolutionary aspects of some basic results in 
this field, rather than the results themselves, which are already in the 
literature, I obtained a license for an anecdotal narrative (a prose an- 
alog of the more renowned poetic license). 

Generally, in writing a technical paper, one certainly does not have 
the luxury of detailing the steps in the all -too -often random walk by 
which one arrived at one's conclusions. There are, of course, many 
powerful reasons why this has to be so, not the least of which is that it 

boggles the imagination to envisage the technical audience, already 
mercilessly exposed to an unending deluge of less -than -cogent techni- 
cal expositions, being further harassed by rambling descriptions of 
the blind alleys, exit -less mazes, shifting sands, and sundry other im- 
pedimenta the authors experienced on the path to their less -than - 
cogent results. Down such a road lies certain chaos, and more than 
likely, mass insanity. 

Well then-why this anecdotal narrative? Most obviously, because 
the opportunity presented itself', and such occasions are rare. Beyond 
that, I've waited a long time to write this article. For, I'm afraid the 
article comes with a message, dear to myself and even more dear to Al 
Rose. That message is: Simplicity is Good, it is Useful, it is Impor- 
tant, and it is Neglected. Be there a reader skeptical of this last prop- 
osition, let him (her) pick up any recent inch -thick volume of Physi- 
cal Review B, Solid State and make his (her) own evaluation. (For an 
unusually good statistical sample, this same skeptical reader might go 
directly to the 15 February, 1974 volume which came in at 21¡8 inches.) 
The author finds it a curious aberration that there is so little regard 
for simplicity when it could he so useful. My ego insists that most, if 
not all, of the authors generating the vast sea of nearly unreadable 
papers must have the same difficulties as myself and the reader cop- 
ing with the exponential torrent. Is some basic deficiency in empathy 
responsible? Can it he a desire for revenge lurking just beneath the 
surface of consciousness (an eye for an eye, a tooth for a tooth, and a 
Green's funct ion for a Green's function)? Or is it a terror of naked- 
ness of the mind, stripped of the warm, protective blanket of impene- 
trable equat ions? 

Before proceeding, I had best make two points clear. First, al- 
though the content and style are indeed somewhat anecdotal, the 
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"anecdotes", such as they are, are not of the personal variety. There 
are no revelations here of quaint, lovable behavior. And the wilder 
side of Al Rose's professional career, such as it might have been, will 
have to be revealed by Rose himself', I suppose in his memoirs. Sec- 
ond, and more important, the ruts in the royal road to simplicity that 
I am able to write about are those that, for the most part, I, not Al, 
ran into. For better or worse, I have never asked Rose, "Al, how many 
nights and days, or weeks, or months, did you wander in the wilder- 
ness before you espied the Holy Grail?"2 

With the reader now adequately warned, I can proceed with the 
narrative. Early in the game, it was appreciated by Mott and Gurney3 
that the energy -band picture of a crystalline insulator provided a 
conceptual framework for understanding current injection into the 
insulator. This is clearly discussed in Chapter V of their 1940 classic,3 
which also contains the derivation of the perfect -insulator, square - 
law analog to Child's 3/2 -power law for the vacuum diode. However, 
the real interest in current injection in insulators derives from the 
drastic effects, on the current, of localized states in the forbidden 
gap. Of course, Mott and Gurney knew such states had to be there-a 
good part of their book was about just such states. It is interesting to 
read their comments on this problem, excerpted from p. 173 of Ref. 
(3): 

"In any real crystal of, for instance, silver bromide, there exist electron 
traps where, at sufficiently low temperatures, an electron finds a lower ener- 
gy level than in the conduction band and can be held in a stable position. If 
electrons flowed out from our metal electrode into the non-metal, these traps 
would acquire electrons and the resulting space charge would prevent the 
passage of any further electrons into the crystal. Even if the number of traps 
is as low as 1012 per cm3 (cf. Chap. IV, § 5.1), then, if all the traps in a layer 
10-5 cm thick were charged, this would produce a potential difference of 1 

volt between the interior of the crystal and the surface. Space charges of this 
type would probably prevent the passage of any current at low temperatures. 

"Probably, when a crystal is bombarded by cathode rays, the electrons en- 
tering the crystal get trapped in a similar way. 

"At moderately high temperatures, however, a trapped electron is not sta- 
ble but is released again after a short interval of time; and under these condi- 
tions it seems that a small current should flow." 

At "sufficiently low" temperatures they are mostly, but not entirely, 
right (see the discussion of the trap -filled -limit problem, below, and 
then footnote 15h). At higher temperatures they simply walked away 
from the problem after noting that it existed. 

The field of current injection in insulators took off, in earnest, with 
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the post-war publications of Rose and his collaborators.4,5 As is char- 
acteristic of most of Rose's work, the studies reported in these publi- 
cations were horn out of technological imperatives, in this instance 
out of the need to understand the electronic behavior of vidicon tar- 
get materials. 

It illuminates the theme of this article to compare Rose's formula- 
tion of steady-state, one -carrier space -charge -limited (SCI,) current 
theory for solids with a conventional formulation. This comparison is 

provided in Table 1. Here, and throughout the entire article, the dis- 
cussion is confined to steady-state currents flowing in a planar, one- 
dimensional configuration. Discussion of both transient effects and 
other geometries can he found in CIS. All equations are written in 
MKS units. 

Hose's form of the theory is a space average of the "exact" theory, 
with suitable approximations for each of the three equations. It al- 
ways gives the correct form of the J -V characteristic, except for a nu- 
merical constant which is rarely off by more than a factor of two.8 
This is an extraordinarily small price to pay for the simplifications 
achieved, particularly since sample inhomogeneities and the effects 
of finite sample geometry don't really allow for higher accuracy, no 
matter how exact the starting theory-an important fact frequently 
buried under the mountain of computer print-out. This direct track 
to the physical content of a theory, without undue concern for some 
loss of precision, is the very hallmark of Rose's approach to physics. 
And his formulation of one -carrier SCL current theory is a very suc- 
cessful example of his approach. Another sparkling example is pro- 
vided at the end of this article. 

For those who like to muse on unanswerable questions, an inter- 
esting one is: If Rose hadn't published his formulation in the early 
1950's, would anybody else have gotten to it in the intervening two 
decades'? I, myself', suspect not. Rose's formulation is useful only be- 
cause of the approximations that go along with it. There is a free- 
wheeling quality about the approximations which runs against the 
grain of the contemporary physicist. The approximations seem to 
come right out of intuition, rather than from closely cropped differ- 
ential equations or carefully truncated Hamiltonians.9 His approach 
yields Child's famous 3/2 -power law with no effort whatever. Replace 
Eq. 11 ] by To = L/u, with y ^ (e V/m)'12 corresponding to a ballistic 
trajectory in the vacuum. Now, using Eq. [2] with Qum = Q1-there 
are no electron traps in the vacuum-we obtain J 
(o(e/mo F'2V3/2/L2, which is Child's Law, with only the numerical 
factor 4v2/9 = 0.63 missing. Who else, before Rose, thought to do 
something so utterly simple? 
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SIMPLICITY 

Not at ion for Table 1 

J = current density 
(ttf = total free charge. per unit area, 

between cathode and anode 
(1, = total trapped charge. per unit 

area, between cathode and 
anode 

()tot = total (free plus trapped) 
charge, per unit area, between 
cat bode and anode 

C = capacitance per unit area of di- 
ode structure 

V = applied voltage 
L = cathode -anode separation 

To = transit time of injected carriers 
c = dielectric constant of insulator 
e = charge on the electron 

= electron mobility 
x = position variable (cat bode is at 

x = O, anode at x = L) 
n(x) = freeelectron concentration 

(posit ion -dependent 
n = free -elect ron concent rat ion 

(space -averaged: n = n (V)) 
S(x)=electric field intensity (posi- 

tion -dependent) 

no = free -electron concentration at 
thermal equilibrium 

n,j(x) = trapped -electron concentration 
(position -dependent) in traps 
of type j 

n,J.o = t rapped -electron concent ra- 
tion, at thermal equilibrium, 
in traps of type j 

Nr = density of states in the conduc- 
tion hand 

F'(x) = quasi -Fermi level (position - 
dependent) 

F,r(x) = bottom energy level (position - 
dependent) of the conduction 
band 

E, = t rap energy level 
F:,) = t rap energy level for t rap of 

typej 
k = Boltzmann's constant 
7' = temperature (degrees Kelvin) 

9I(E,) = concentration of traps, per unit 
energy interval, at the energy 

.V,, = concert ration oft raps of type j 
g, = statistical weight (degeneracy 

factor) of the traps of type j 

Although Rose's theory is complete, in that it contains implicitly 
the entire content of one -carrier SCL current theory, Rose missed 
bringing to light one of the more dramatic effects observable with 
one -carrier SCL injection, and that is the trap -filled -limit (TFL) phe- 
nomenon, observed when the quasi -Fermi level passes through a dis- 
crete set of traps, or a set of traps more or less localized in energy in 
the forbidden gap. The reason that Rose missed the TFI, phenome- 
non was simply that all of the trap distributions he studied had one 
property in common, namely, the trap concentrations increased 
monotonically' from the Fermi level all the way to the band edge,12 
as in the figure in Table 1, which is Fig. 3 of Rose's 1955 paper.5 
There was no energy cutoff in the trap distribution, hence the quasi - 
Fermi level could not "escape" from the distribution. 

How I discovered-"tripped over" is a more precise description- 
the TFI, phenomenon provides a model illustration of how circuitous 
the road to simplicity can he. I had noticed that Rose had not looked 
into the matter of an energy cutoff in the trap distribution, so, in late 
1955 or thereabouts, I decided to take an analytic look at a relatively 
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simple example of such a situation, namely, a uniform distribution of 
traps cut off at an energy Eu below the conduction -hand edge E, as 
illustrated in Fig. 1. So long as the quasi -Fermi level F(V) was below 
Eu, I found the expected exponential dependence of J on V, as pre- 
dicted by Rose.5 However, the same mathematics showed that, as 
soon as F(V) emerged from the distribution, the current rose even 
more steeply with voltage! My first reaction was that this "bizarre" 
result probably came from some gross error in the mathematics. So, I 

E c 

Fig. 1-Schematic energy -band diagram for a uniform trap distribution (area in the ener- 
gy gap covered by diagonal linés) with an upper energy cutoff Eli below the 
conduction -band edge Ec. 

re -did, and re -re -did, the calculation, but the effect wouldn't go away. 
Then I came to suspect that, perhaps, there was a subtle error associ- 
ated with one or another of the approximations needed to complete 
the calculation. I couldn't find such an error and finally decided that 
I would try to get out of the impasse by finding a simpler trap distri- 
bution, which I could solve exactly. This led me to look at the single, 
discrete trap level. I was delighted to find that this latter problem did 
indeed have an exact, analytical solution. It was tedious, but it could 
be written down and studied. The exact solutions for this case exhib- 
ited the same effect I had found earlier for the uniform set of traps 
with a cutoff, namely, the TFL phenomenon. Results of my calcula- 
tions were presented in Fig. 5 of Ref. (10), reproduced here as Fig. 2. 

In this same paper are a number of useful, mathematical simplifica- 
tions which shed a kind of mathematical light on the TFL phenome- 
non, but no simple, direct physical explanation was put forth.)3 

In 1961 I was asked to write a review paper on Injection Currents 
in Insulators for the Proceedings of the Institute of Radio Engineers. 
In thinking about the paper before actually writing it, I decided that 
it was high time that I came up with a simple, convincing, physical 
explanation of the TFL phenomenon. The argument which I finally 
settled on is reproduced here from that article.'4 (In order to obtain 
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10-6 10-' 10-2 I 

V(VOLTS) 

102 

Fig. 2-Exact solutions for the simplified theory of space -charge -limited currents in a 

CdS crystal with traps at a single discrete energy level. The dashed curves are 
the three limiting J -V characteristics. For CdS, E/ E° = 11 and µ = 200 cm2/ 
volt sec at T = 300°K. The solid curves are the calculated solutions. For all 
carves, N, = 1014 cm -3, L = 5 X 10-3 cm, E° -F° = 0.75 eV, correspond- 
ing to no ~ 106 cm -3, and resistivity Po ~ 3 X 1010 ohm cm at T = 300°K. 

compatibility with the present article, there have been minor changes 
in notation and in the numbering of equations.) 

"The current-voltage characteristic is profoundly affected by the crossing 
of a trap level by the quasi -Fermi level F, that is, by the filling of a set of 
traps. In order to see this, consider, for example, the situation where there is 
a single set of traps, concentration N,, at level E,. Further, assume that the 
thermodynamic Fermi level Fo lies just below E,: E, - Fo < kT. The onset of 
injection occurs, as always, when the applied voltage is sufficient to double 
the density of free carriers, that is, when n 2n0. From Eq. 181, this corre- 
sponds to upward motion of F by about kT. Thus, F has moved through the 
trap level E,, and the traps are now full. The corresponding voltage VTPL, de- 
termined, as usual, from Qi'i.-f. = eN,/, = CV -p,., is given by: 
trap -filled -limit voltage: 

eN,L2 
l r .., 

Pl. 
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In the present case, VrpL coincides with the voltage at which the transition 
from Ohm's law to SCI, current flow takes place. If, now, the applied voltage 
is doubled, V = 2V7/.1, the injected charge must likewise he doubled, 
Q(2V71..J,) = 2QTFL. Since the traps were already filled at the voltage VrFi,, 
the additional injected charge, Q(2V77.7.) - Q(V-rI.7,) = Q(V 7.y,) - eN,L, 
must all appear in the conduction hand. We have, then, for the ratio of the 
currents at the two voltages: 

-1(21'T, ,.) 2n(21'TF,.) :1'r 

1(1' pi) - L) no 
[12] 

where n(V) denotes the total free -electron density, injected plus thermal, at 
voltage V. Because E, - Fo < hT, n(V7FJ) - 2no. The additional factor of 
two appears in the numerator of the middle expression in Eq. 1121 because 
the applied field is doubled when the voltage is doubled. The ratio N,/no may 
easily be many powers of ten in insulators. «Ve see then that a factor of two 
change in voltage, following the filling of a set of traps, may produce an enor- 
mous change in current." 

I don't know whether that review article was useful to anybody 
else; it was very useful to myself in that it provoked me finally to get 
an adequate handle on the TFL phenomenon. I would like to believe 
that the above argument is just the one that Rose himself would have 
come up with directly, in the early 1950's, had he addressed himself 
to the particular prohlem.16a.1) 

This brings me, now, to problems of double injection into solids. In 
early 1959, while Bob Parmenter was at RCA Laboratories in Zurich, 
he and Wolfgang Ruppel succeeded in getting an analytical handle 
on, if not a complete solution to, a very difficult mathematical prob- 
lem-that of double injection into a perfect insulator, with bimolecu- 
lar recombination of the injected electrons and holes. As they 
showed,16 there is a square -law dependence of current on voltage, 

I 
31/1?-ir f Nnµ p(p n + /!p) l 1/2 IJY 

= 1 ! li l,3 
[13] 

with po = Ea/2e and a = u7:s, with VAT the free -carrier thermal (rela- 
tive) velocity and s the bimolecular recombination cross-section. Fur- 
ther, Eq. [13] is valid only under the conditions (µ/µ)1 /2 » 1 and 
(µl,/µ)1/2 » 1, which correspond to the injected -plasma case. In the 
general case, without any restrictions on µ,,, µl and µ, J « V2/L3 
still holds, but the coefficient multiplying V2/L3 is a more complicat- 
ed function of the three mobilities.16 Unfortunately, the Parmenter- 
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Ruppel analysis, though a very impressive tour de force of mathemat- 
ical manipulation, did not yield physical insight into the problem. 
For example, it was unable to exhibit the spatial distribution of the 
injected carriers and electric field intensity. 

Spurred on by the mathematical success of Parmenter and Ruppel, 
the first published solution of a volume -controlled (drift -dominated) 
double -injection problem,. I worked up the courage, in mid -1959, to 
look at the problem of double injection into an "almost -perfect" insu- 
lator, with a constant lifetime for the injected carriers, independent 
of injection level (say, due to a small concentration of recombination 
centers in the insulator). I did not find a mathematical solution to the 
problem (that came later), but reasoned that, at sufficiently high 
voltage, namely, high enough that both transit -time -to -lifetime ratios 
(fir) would be small compared to unity: t/r < 1 and t p/r < 1, a 

plasma would be injected into the insulator, with little attrition of the 
injected carriers through recombination as they transited the insula- 
tor. In effect, I guessed that the injected free carriers would have the 
spatial dependence exhibited in Fig. 2 of Ref. (17), reproduced here 
as Fig. 3, where the electron -injecting contact is at x = 0 and the 
hole -injecting contact at x = L. Algebraically, the guess is equivalent 
to taking 

n(x) ` n ir exp {(xar - x)(t 
)} 

i1dr } 1 + > 

P(x) ' Pri exp {(1 'tar)iT 

t a ( x .ir - x)} _ PM{ 1 L f' 

and, subtracting Eq. 1151 from [14], 

t, tp (xa-i - t') 
e(" - p) en 'r( r+ r) I, 

[14] 

[15] 

[16] 

where we have used the fact that nM = pm at the mid -plane, xM = 
L/2, to ensure overall neutrality of the material. Between x = 0 and 
the mid -plane there is net negative charge; between the mid -plane 
and x = L there is net positive charge. Defining I Q_I by f ohs e(n - 
p)dx and Q+ by 5 , e,(p - n)dx, and using Eq. [16], we obtain: 
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where, as usual, 

2 

(" NV 
and t'r = 

NJV r 

[17] 

[18] 

Since both electrons and holes carry current, Eq. 11] gets replaced by 

.1 = 1 + 1n = e(N + Nr)".ii [19] 

The space -charge distribution 116] satisfies the condition of footnote 

p 

Fig. 3-Schematic representation of free -electron and free -hole density distributions, 
n(x) and p(x) respectively (the solid lines), that were guessed for an insulator 
with an injected plasma. The short -dashed lines are the schematic free -carrier 
distributions, no and po respectively, in thermal equilibrium. The electron -inject- 
ing contact is at x = 0, the hole -injecting contact x = L. 

]9], which assures us that the usual capacitance relation, Eq. 121, is 
valid: 

vtu - (+ - [20] 
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Putting together Eqs. [17]-[20] we obtain the final result: 

V' 
I - %E r/,, AL,, [21] 

which appears as Eq. [25] in Reference (17). 
Although the final result, Eq. [21], was certainly interesting, it was, 

after all, based only on a guess (Eqs. [14] and [15]); furthermore, in 

1959 there were no experimental data bearing on the problem. I don't 
think I would have gone ahead and published it if it were not for the 
already available, analytical result of Parmenter and Ruppel, Eq. 
[ 13]. Although my analysis was based on the assumption of a constant 
lifetime r, independent of the free -carrier densities, whereas the Par- 
menter-Ruppel analysis was based on a bimolecular -recombination 
process with electron and hole lifetimes given, respectively, by r = 

1/ap and r1, = 1/an, I was able to connect the two analyses by work- 
ing with the space -averaged plasma density nm(V), along the line of 
Rose's original treatment of one -carrier SCL currents. The end result 
was that Eq. [21] yielded Eq. 1131, except that the numerical constant 
3Nr2;/4 in Eq. [13] was replaced by 2, a difference of only 6%. The 
details are given in Ref. (17). I concluded that Eq. [21] had to be 
right,'$ that sheer coincidence could not reduce an incorrect Eq. [21] 

to the correct Eq. [ 13], and so I went ahead and published. 
The extraordinary thing is that the guess on which the entire edi- 

fice was built was actually a downright poor one. When a completely 
analytical solution was available,'$ the correct spatial distributions of 
n(x) and p(x) came out looking like those exhibited in Fig. 4, which is 

a reproduction of Fig. 5 of Ref. (14). However-marvelous to behold- 
although n(x) and p(x) are separately poor guesses, it comes out that 
their difference n(x) - p(x) is very accurately given by Eq. 1161! The 
reader can readily check that only their difference enters the deriva- 
tion of Eq. [21]. The moral of this episode, I suppose, is: If brains 
don't carry you through, there's always the hope for a spot of timely 
luck. 

Not surprisingly, some years earlier Rose had already discovered 
the main result Eq. [21] for the special case of equal mobilities: µ _ 
µ,, = µ. His derivation, literally on one line, ran: 

V r e LL V t 
/ eµn . Q t en L - 

L 
, t = 

NV 
-. I erµ- [ _1 

This derivation was given in a letter to me that Rose wrote from Zur- 

ich in August, 1955.19 I hastily scanned the letter in August, went on 

vacation, read it again, more carefully, in December of 1955 (after 
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Rose inquired as to why I hadn't answered it), filed its contents in my 
mind, and promptly forgot them. Not quite, or rather, not entirely. 
Although a year later I could certainly not remember anything said in 
the letter, it's entirely reasonable to assume that its contents were 
drifting around, unnoticed and undisturbed, in that huge memory 
bank known as the unconscious mind. In 1959, provoked into engage- 
ment with the problem by the Parmenter-Ruppel solution, I dredged 
up Rose's argument from my murky unconscious and re -fashioned it 

Fig. 4-Schematic representation of the injected free -carrier distributions, n(x) and p(x), 
for a plasma injected into an insulator, as given by the analytic solution. The 
contacts are as for Fig. 3. 

to my own uses. (I acknowledged Rose's unpublished priority in the 
matter.) Like it or not, that is how we are constructed. It is a ubiqui- 
tous, omnipresent feature of the human condition that, barring sin- 
gular instances (one is cited in footnote 24), we remember a lot more 
clearly what we said (or wrote) five or ten years ago than what was 
said (or written) to us at the same time. 

In the summer of 1960, Rose decided to tackle the problem of in- 
jection of a plasma into a semiconductor, a problem that had not yet 
been considered, or at least not solved, for field -driven injection cur- 
rents. In his usual manner, he was looking for a solution through pure 
physical insight. However, on this occasion the solution kept eluding 
him through a long week of struggle. At this point, I joined forces 
with him and, although our conjoint efforts brought no deeper in- 
sights, we quickly found the solution by an alternative, mathematical 
route.18 For an n -type semiconductor the 1-V characteristic is20 
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^ e(no - po)T/.f) , 
1 

[2'3] . 
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Beyond obtaining Eq. 1231, we also managed to come up with a com- 
pact, unified theory for the injection of plasmas into solids embracing 
both the insulator case and the semiconductor case, the latter under 
the two extremes of field control and diffusion control (classical tran- 
sistor problem). Within about one week after showing our solution 
Eq. 1131 to R. D. Larrahee he had experimentally verified it.21 I men- 
tion this because it quite possibly belongs in Guinness' hook of rec- 
ords. 

It is useful, for our later discussion, to sketch briefly the unified 
theory for injected plasmas. Five equations define the theory: 
the two current -flow equations: 

Ip = epµpE - eI), U = VTµ,o, VT = -e , 
[24a] 

dx 

dn 
= en µE + e!) 177.P.r , 

1), = .µ . [24b] 

the Poisson Eq.: 

e dE (p - 
Po) + (n - no) , 

e dx 

and the two particle -conservation equations: 

l (1! 
e dx = µd.(nE) + V.).µ 

d.r?' 

n - nn 
T 

= P - Po 

T 

I n - d'), 
-µv 

no 

e d.v (IXd x= T 

P-Po 
T 

[25] 

[26a] 

[ 2(ih] 

Multiplying Eq. (26b1 by h = µ/µl,, and adding to 126a1, gives, after 
using Eq. [25[: 

e dx CE rlx 
+ (no - Po) 

(E ,VI'p (h + l(P - I)) L2í] 

(I) (S) (I)) (R) 

The left-hand side (LHS) of Eq. 1271 has three terms, labeled (I), (S), 
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and (I)). If only the first term (I) is retained, we end up describing the 
insulator problem and obtaining Eq. 1211. If only the second term (S) 
is retained, we end up describing the "long" semiconductor problem 
(field -controlled current flow) and obtaining Eq. [231. Finally, if only 
the third term is retained we end up describing the "short" semicon- 
ductor problem (diffusion -controlled current flow) with its classical 
diffusion solution. 

Although Rose and I were not dissatisfied with the mathematical 
simplifications yielded by the unified theory, we were not happy over 
our inability to find a purely physical handle on the problem.13 
Happy, or not, we couldn't find it and had to publish without it.22 
Not long afterwards I was asked to give a seminar at Brooklyn Poly- 
technic Institute on the injected -plasma problem. Again, I looked for 
the physical argument, and again I couldn't find it. As a hedge 
against embarrassing questions, I cooked up a tortured explanation 
for Eq. 1231, something that might conceivably convince an audience 
with other pressing problems on their minds. It was my luck that day 
that, sure enough, a gentleman in the audience asked me how one un- 
derstood Eq. 1231 physically. I went through the tortured explanation, 
whereupon he announced that it wasn't very convincing, whereupon I 

congratulated him on his perspicacity. 
The occasion for finally finding the magical physical argument was 

once again a review article, namely one I agreed, in 1963, to write for 
the British annual, "Reports on Progress in Physics."23 In preparing 
that article, I thought it judicious to compare the "master" equation 
for the unified theory, Eq. 1271, with the corresponding equation that 
was the conventional basis for current -flow analysis in transistor 
problems,24 namely, 

z - 
-µ''E 7Iz) + I) 

(lx) 
PO 

[28] 

with Ma and Do the ambipolar mobility and ambipolar diffusion con- 
stant respectively: 

P _ 
n - p it + p 

I) _ . 

p u p n 

N + P,, D 
+ 

D,, 

[29] 

Eq. 1281 is obtained from Eqs. [241-1261 by straightforward algebraic 
manipulations found in any standard text on semiconductor electron- 
ics. 

If diffusion is unimportant, Eq. 128] simplifies to: 
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If dimensional analysis is performed on Eq. 1301, namely, if S is re- 

placed by VIL, and x by L, then Eq. 1301 yields 1.1,2V/L2 =11r, or: 

to = T, t, = [31 ] 
N V 

where to is obviously the am bipolar transit time. 
Eq. 1311 is the long -sought-after physical argument. It determines 

the level of the injected plasma.25 The plasma level simply self -ad- 
justs so as to make Eq. 1311 true. The reason it does this is to allow 

the electric field to build up to the point that it exactly "uses up" the 
applied voltage, i.e., such that .IjSdx = V. A smaller plasma level will 

give too small a value for fíSdx, and a higher plasma level will give 

too high a value for this integral. My presumption is that a dyed-in- 
the-wool plasma physicist would write down Eq. 1311 out of hand,26 

the rationale being that, in dealing with plasma problems, the ambi- 
polar mobility is the relevant mobility. In any case, Eq. 123] comes 
easily out of Eq. 1311 if (n -p) in the numerator of Na (Eq. 129]) is re- 

placed by no- po. And Eq. 1211, except for the factor of 8, comes easi- 
ly out of Eq. 1311 if the same (n - p) is replaced by Q/eL. (If one, 

more fastidiously, identifies n -p with Eq. 1161, one also recovers the 
factor 8.) 

One final chapter in our current -injection saga merits attention 
here, and that is an approximation scheme for handling otherwise un- 
solvable problems which has come to be known as the Regional Ap- 

proximation Method. In this scheme I carried Rose's philosophy 
("Get the physics straight-don't worry about a factor of two") to its 

logical conclusion, or, as others might say, to the bitter end. The idea 

of the method is conveniently illustrated by a schematic simple ex- 

ample. Suppose a situation we are studying thrusts upon us the un- 

solvable equation: 

.11,(.x) + .l1.(x) = AT 
(y) [32] 

where x is the independent variable (typically x might be a position 
variable, or an energy variable) and Mi(x), M2(x), and N(x) are all 

positive functions, including possibly differential or integral operator 
functions.27 The domain of x, 0 _< x _< L, is now broken up into non - 

overlapping regions such that in any one region one of MI(x), M2(x) 

is everywhere greater than the other; in that region we retain only the 
dominant member of the two. For example, M2(x) may be dominant 
near the contacts, at x = 0 and x = L respectively. Thus, M2(x) > 
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M i (x) for 0 5 x < Xa and xh < x 5 L, whereas M i (x) > M2(x) for x 
< x < xh. At the common boundary of two adjacent regions, continui- 
ty requires that the two functions be equal. Instead of trying to cope 
with the complicated, unsolvable Eq. [32], we work with the simpler, 
solvable equations: 

Region I. 0 <x <x,,: M2(x) = N(x), [33a] 

Region II, .v <.v < .vh: M, (x) = .\'(.r), [34] 

Region Ill, xh < x < L: .Vl, CO = N(x), [33h] 

The boundary points x, xh are determined by the cross -over condi- 
tions: 

11(.v) = .11,(x)..W,(x,,) = M2(x5). [35] 

A single -region, unsolvable problem has, in this case, been replaced 
by a three -region solvable problem. Note that, although there are 
three regions, there are only two differential equations, Eqs. ]33a] 
and 133h1 being the same equation. Further, as compared to the com- 
plicated Eq. 132], the relatively simple Eqs. [33] and [34] yield far 
greater insight into the physics underlying the solution. 

A scheme exactly like the prototype Eq. [33], Eq. [34] applies to the 
analysis of injected plasmas when the contacts are put into the prob- 
lem realistically. For the insulator problem (n,,, Po negligible) Eq. [27] 
becomes, symbolically 

(I) 4- (I)) = (R), [36] 

The contact that promotes the injection of electrons presents a bar- 
rier to the exit of holes. Consequently, there is a pile-up of holes near 
this contact, neutrality being preserved by the freely available elec- 
trons. A corresponding (dual) situation obtains near the hole -inject- 
ing contact. As a result of the pile-up of plasma at the injecting con- 
tacts there are low electric fields and large concentration gradients in 
the neighborhood of the contacts. This situation favors the diffusion 
term (D), as compared to the drift term (I), near the contacts. On the 
other hand, in the interior of the insulator, well away from the con- 
tacts,28 the field is relatively high and the concentration gradients 
relatively small, a situation favoring (I) over (D). Thus, identifying (I) 
with MI(x), (I)) with M2(x), and (K) with N(x) we see that the insu- 
lator injected -plasma problem can he conveniently studied as a three - 
region problem. The semiconductor injected -plasma problem is han - 
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died in precisely the same manner, only with the neutrality -related 
drift term (S) replacing the space -charge -related drift term (I) in the 
above argument. A comprehensive review of applications of the Re- 
gional Approximation Method to the solution of diverse problems of 
injection, including negative -resistance problems, was published in 

1970.29 Recently, the method has been applied to the study of an ex- 
tracted -plasma problem namely, that of the bleaching of \á'O3 elec- 
trochromic films by an electric field.30 As with any method of approx- 
imation, the Regional Approximation Method runs into its own pecu- 
liar brand of difficulties. 31 

Although this article has, throughout, dealt with the area of cur- 
rent injection in solids, I should like to add one final example of sim- 
plicity, one of Rose's best, as well as most recent. This example deals 
with a quite different class of problems, namely, amplification and 
instability phenomena in solids deriving from distributed interac- 
tions. Examples are the acoustoelectric effect in piezoelectric materi- 
als and plasma instabilities in semiconductors. The following remarks 
are, in essence, excerpted from a book review written by myself a few 
years ago.32 I have made some slight changes to up -date the remarks. 

"I have one complaint, which is actually directed to the instability litera- 
ture in general, and that is the highly mathematical nature of the usual dis- 
cussion of instabilities. In some vague, intuitive sense one feels that instabili- 
ty plenomena are intensely "physical" in nature and origin; yet, comes the 
chapter on instabilities, and normally one immediately finds oneself deposit- 
ed onto the complex plane. Now, although the ensuing procedure is known to 
be very powerful and very useful, I think that most physicists would ac- 
knowledge that, somewhere along the way, a lot of physics gets lost. Yet, the 
situation is not totally hopeless in regard to this problem of acquiring some 
insight into what one is doing. Consider the following, extraordinarily simple 
conceptual scheme developed by Albert Rose.n 

"A system A, moving at constant velocity VA, interacts through a mutual 
frictional force F with a second system B, which may consequently be at 
some particular velocity ug. By Newton's law, an external agency must apply 
the force F to system A to maintain the constant velocity of A. This agency 
expends the power PA = FuA. The power PA expended on system B, at the 
given instant of time, is Ph = Fug. Energy is conserved by power dissipation 
Pt, into frictional (zero -net -momentum) processes: Pt, = F(vA - ujj. In an 
actual problem, it is straightforward to calculate directly the dissipation Pty. 

F is then eliminated to yield Rose's relation: dEt;/dt = Pg = Ptlug/(VA 
where dE, /dt is the rate of change of the energy in system B. A crucial prop- 
erty of the above argument is that it is independent of the relative magnitude 
of VA and va. For VA < ug the energy content of system B decays in time; for 
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uA > uR it grows in time. (The apparent singularity at uA = uR is a purely 
mathematical artifact. In a real problem, at synchronism there is either no 
interaction at all or it must simply be handled more circumspectly. In the lat- 
ter case the difficulty relates to a frequency that changes, by Doppler shift, 
down to zero frequency, in which case averaging over an ac cycle is no longer 
a possible operation.) Now, let us apply the above scheme, which might ap- 
propriately he labeled Rose's "reductio ad physicum" scheme, to the sim- 
plest conceivable problem of a plasma -wave interaction in a solid. A very un- 
sophisticated, 19th -century type, purely transverse, uniform plane electro- 
magnetic wave propagates in an infinite dielectric medium (E/E0 » 1) con- 
taining free electrons. Everybody knows that the wave will be attenuated be- 
cause the electrons, in responding to the ac electric field of the wave, make 
random collisions with phonons or impurities or whatever. In the above 
scheme, let the electromagnetic wave he the system B and the aggregate of 
free electrons the system A. In the problem as stated thus far, u..% = 0, uR = 
c(Eo/E)h/z, and dEn/dt is negative, corresponding to attenuation of the wave. 
Now cause the electrons to drift with a velocity VA > vR (Cerenkov electrons). 
Rose's relation tells us that dE1,/dt is now positive-we have a growing wave, 
the source of energy being, of course, the drifting electrons. For those in 

doubt, this result is confirmed by a direct, elementary calculation of strictly 
conventional type.33 Back around 1966 I used, not -so -innocently, to ask as- 
sorted solid-state plasma physicists whether sufficiently fast, drifting elec- 
trons could amplify a purely transverse, plane electromagnetic wave traveling 
in a semiconductor. I never once received the right answer (granted, my ac- 
quaintance with solid-state plasma physicists is limited). There was a natu- 
ral-or, at least, long-standing-prejudice (which I fully subscribed to, prior 
to Rose's argument) in favor of the need to bunch the electrons, which the 
purely transverse wave could not do. The Rose relation has far wider applica- 
tion than to the purely academic, prototypical problem just discussed. For 
example, it leads very quickly, and painlessly, to the well known Hutson- 
White small -signal formula for the amplification of piezoelectric waves by 
free carriers drifting faster than the velocity of sound, leaving out the effects 
of free -carrier diffusion.13 (It takes just slightly more work to insert the latter 
effects properly.) I might take the opportunity here to note that the above - 
cited paper by Rose was the first of a series of five 34 by him in which he also 
succeeded in bringing very simple physics to hear on the important and di- 
verse class of problems of energy loss by a fast electron in a solid by various 
mechanisms, a subject invariably treated by more -or -less formal mathemati- 
cal methods, typically via perturbation theory. This latter work is based on a 

sweeping extension, to contemporary solid-state problems, of Bohr's famous, 
early (1913) calculation of the energy loss by fast electrons in their passage 
through matter." 

I should like to conclude this tribute to Al Rose by wishing him well 

in the days and years ahead, and by saying to him: "Thank you, Al. It 
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was one of the happiest experiences of my life that I met, and worked 
with, you." 
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uation, in the absence of constraints at the exiting contact) the center of gravity of the injected 
charge must obviously lie on the cathode side of the mid -plane, xM = L/2, which is all that the in- 
equality says. This was obviously obvious to Rose. 

The generalization to double -injection space -charge situations is fairly painless. Let the hole -in- 
jecting a-tode be at x = 0 and the electron -injecting cathode at x = L. Denote the space -charge 
density by p(x). Then p(x) is positive near the anode, i.e., near x = 0, and negative near the cathode, 
i.e., near x = L. Assume only that p(x) decreases monotonically, including the algebraic sign, be- 
tween the anode and the cathode, with p(x) going through 0 at some neutrality point xN: p(xN) = 0. In 
the interval O <_ x < X , p(x) is positive, and in the interval xN < x _< L, p(x) is negative. It is now ob- 
vious that the center of gravity of the positive charge 04 must lie closer to the anode than the "posi- 
tive mid -plane," XM.POS = x5/2, and, correspondingly, the center of gravity of the negative charge 
O_ must lie closer to the cathode than the "negative mid -plane," xM,,,av = (L 4- xN)/2. Thus the sep- 
aration of 04 and O_ must exceed xM,K,9 - x5.0, = L/2, and the desired inequality has been 
proved. 
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10 M. A. Lampert, "Simplified Theory of Space -Charge -Limited Currents in an Insulator with Traps," 
Phys. Rev., 103, p. 1648 (1956). 

Strictly speaking, the uniform distribution, which Rose did study, is monotonic non -decreasing. No 
matter; without an energy cutoff, before the levels merge with the band, the TFL phenomenon does 
not come into play. 
12 The reason Rose confined himself to such trap distributions is that they were entirely appropriate 
for characterizing the materials he was interested in at that time, namely those suitable for vidicon 
targets. A good example is amorphous Sb2S3. In this regard, Rose was to become a victim of a well- 
known syndrome to which unusually creative people are sometimes prone: premature discovery. At 
the time Rose introduced his trap distributions, i.e., in the early fifties, the attention of almost all solid- 
state physicists was literally riveted on single -crystal physics, mostly that of Ge. Indeed, in zone -puri- 
fied, single -crystal Ge, the dominant trap levels tend to be discrete. As a result, Rose's trap distribu- 
tions were regarded as an anachronism, a throwback to those unsophisticated days before pure, 
single crystals were available. Strange to behold, after twenty years of single -crystal physics, amor- 
phous materials arrived, meteor -like, on the scene, via a sensational public -relations coup (front 
page of the N.V. Times) fashioned out of a dream and a sprinkling of prominent names. Following 
this, the remarkable discovery was made that the electronic properties of amorphous semiconduc- 
tors can only be understood by invoking traps distributed -in -energy throughout the gap, the concen- 
trations monotonically decreasing with distance (in energy) from the band edge. Nowadays, these 
are usually called band -tailing states. Rose, unfortunately, had exhibited such poor judgment as to 
recognize this state of affairs far too early and in a language not later certified for acceptance, two 
mistakes for which a chap is not readily forgiven. 
13 This was not the last time I was to arrive at mathematical simplification while physical simplicity 

still eluded me. An equally striking example is furnished by the injected -plasma problem discussed 
later in the text. Rose has the dubious honor of sharing with me the difficulties in understanding that 
problem. The relationships between mathematical simplicity and physical simplicity would certainly 
make for an interesting essay. On the one hand, they are closely related, and on the other, they are 
most assuredly not always the same thing. I'll be happy to let some interested reader take it on from 
there! 
14 M. A. Lampert, "Injection Currents in Insulators," Proc. IRE, 50, p. 1781 (Aug. 1962). 
15 (a) An interesting way of looking at the TFL phenomenon is to regard it as a consequence of 
Fermi-Dirac statistics, namely, Eq. ]9]. As everybody knows, the Fermi occupation function makes 
a rather sharp transition from approximately unity (the "filled" Fermi sea) to approximately zero (the 
Boltzmann tail) in an energy interval of width kT about the Fermi level. It might be said that the 
nearly vertical transition in the I -V characteristic, Fig. 2, is simply mirroring this sharp transition in the 
Fermi function. This is not incorrect, but I personally do not favor this set of words as an explanation 
for the TFL phenomenon for two reasons: (1) it is a bit too mathematical and (2) it carries the 
suggestion that the TFL phenomenon is peculiarly quantum mechanical, which I feel is not true. 

The latter point is worth some discussion. I think that most physicists identify Fermi-Dirac statis- 
tics with fermions. This identification is not always correct. Fermi-Dirac statistics is an outcome, 
mathematically, of the constraint that only a single particle can occupy any one state. In the familiar 
situations (e.g., electrons in atoms, or in bands in solids) this constraint is indeed a consequence of 
the Pauli exclusion principle, and therefore a property of fermions. However, in the case of localized 
trapping states in the forbidden gap of insulating crystals, this constraint may be the result simply of 
electrostatic repulsion, a purely classical phenomenon (although the existence of the state and, in- 
deed, of stable atoms in general, is a distinctive consequence of quantum mechanics). In this case, 
the Fermi function will describe the occupancy of the trapping state by the charged carrier whether 
the latter is a fermion or a boson. Since charged bosons resembling electrons are hard to come by 
(excitons are neutral bosons; Cooper pairs are doubly charged bosons, but, up to the present, their 
existence is confined to highly conducting materials, which do not exhibit the phenomena discussed 
in this article), the above assertion may seem strange to the reader. In order to convince a skeptical 
reader, we need only note that protons can be injected into ice as excess carriers and trapped in in- 
terstices in the ice lattice. The resulting I -V characteristic is a quite typical, one -carrier SCL charac- 
teristic (see H. Engelhardt and N. Riehl, Phys. Letters, 14, p. 20 (1965) or CIS, pp. 154-155), and so 
is indeed a consequence of Fermi-Dirac statistics. But, note that, although the experiment appears 
not yet to have been done, there is no doubt whatever that injected deuterons, which are bosons, 
would give pretty much the same result, making allowance for the higher mass and concomitantly 
lower mobility. Deuteron substitution for protons is a standard labeling technique, through mass dif- 
ference, in chemistry and biochemistry. 

(b) We can see immediately, from the physical argument, why Mott and Gurney "are mostly, but 
not entirely, right" about their prediction for the effect of traps at low temperatures. At voltages 
below VTR the quasi -Fermi level is pinned near the trap level E, and, from Eq. [8], negligible current 
will flow in the solid. However, between VTFL and 2m. there will be the usual near -vertical rise of 
current. At V = 2VTFL, J eN N,VTFL/L independent of temperature (except for the temperature de- 
pendence of p). 
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'6R. H. Parmenter and W. Ruppel, "Two -Carrier Space -Charge -Limited Current in a Trap -Free Insu- 
lator," J. App!. Phys., 30, p. 1548 (1959). 
'r M. A. Lampert, "A Simplified Theory of Two -Carrier, Space -Charge -Limited Current Flow in Sol- 
ids," RCA Rev., 20, p. 682 (1959). 
16 M. A. Lampert and A. Rose, "Volume -Controlled, Two -Carrier Currents in Solids: The Injected 
Plasma Case," Phys. Rev., 121, p. 26 (1961). In this paper the insulator cube law Eq. [ 21 ] is derived 
analytically, without the need to make eny guesses, and only the numerical factor 8 is changed-the 
current numerical factor is 125/18 ^ 7. 

16 Rose made no attempt to publish, so far as I know. Perhaps he was deterred by the novel logis- 
tics of publishing a one -line derivation. Also, it is really only one line because of the equal -mobilities 
assumption. If µ µp one must deal with Eq. 1171, which requires at least another line or two of 
explanation! 
2011 appears from Eq. ] 23] that, for a truly intrinsic sample: p0 = no J = 0-a result that defies 
common sense, and that is also incorrect. What happens in this case is that there is simply no 
square -law regime in the overall J -V characteristic. At a critical voltage there is a transition from tie 
low-level Ohm's -law regime to the insulator cube -law regime. This is discussed in Ref. (18) and in 
CIS. 

21 R. D. Larrabee, "Current Voltage Characteristics of Forward Biased Long p -i -n Structures," Phys. 
Rev., 121, p. 37 (1961). 
22 Section III of Ref. (18) is titled "Physical Arguments." Probably, nothing in that Section is wrong- 
it's just that the center -piece is missing. 
23 M. A. Lampert, Reports on Progress in Physics, 27, p. 329 (1964). 
24 One of the referee's criticisms of the 1961 paper by Rose and myself 16 was that we had based 
the entire paper on the unfamiliar Eq. [27] instead of the familiar Eq. [28], and how come? We re- 
plied that we were unfamiliar with any legislative act that mandated that we work with Eq. [28], and 
that we had found it very useful to work with Eq. [27] instead. I found the referee's way of stating his 
point so peculiar that I never forgot it. This probably played a role in my decision to compare the two 
approaches when I was brooding over the content of Ref. (23). 
25 Equations looking like Eq. 1311 are quite familiar in injection theory. However, in the usual case, 
such an equation characterizes a point of transition from one regime in a J -V characteristic to the 
next regime. For example, for a plasma injected into an n -type semiconductor, the relation tp = r (ti, 
the hole transit time and r the lifetime) determines the voltage of the transition from Ohm's law to 
the injected -plasma square law Eq. [23], and the relation t,, = ttt = [/envµ (the ohmic relaxation 
time of the majority -carrier electrons) determines the voltage of transition from Eq. [23] to the insu- 
lator cube law Eq. [21]. The unusual thing about Eq. [31] is that it determines an entire regime in 
the J -V characteristic, and this is so because pa is not a physical constant characterizing the mate- 
rial; µa depends explicitly on the free -carrier densities n and p. 
26 From this, the reader might properly conclude that both Rose and myself must have been dyed in 
some other fabric than wool-not necessarily the same one. The reader can go even further, and 
conclude that physical arguments are all well and good, provided one has a keen prior appreciation 
of the underlying physics. 

27 We require that M,(x) and M2(x) both be positive in order to avoid having to deal with a small dif- 
ference between two large quantities. In the latter situation you lose touch with reality very quickly 
neglecting the smaller quantity. 
28 "Well away from," in practice, means "a few ambipolar lengths removed from." 
29 M. A. Lampert and R. B. Schilling in Semiconductors and Semimetals, Vol. 6, edited by R. K. Wil- 
lardson and A. Beer, Academic Press, New York, 1970. 
30 B W. Faughnan, R. S. Crandall, and M. A. Lampert, to be published. The bleaching is associated 
with the extraction of an electron -proton plasma from the film. 
3' Since nothing comes for tree, not even the Regional Approximation Method, we should mention 
two annoying features of the Method, one real and the other somewhat imaginary, i.e., psychologi- 
cal. A real annoyance is the algebraic complexity, which derives, ultimately, from the matching con- 
ditions Eq. [35]. These conditions inevitably involve messy algebraic and/or transcendental expres- 
sions. Not surprisingly, the algebraic complexity seems to exponentiate with the number of regions. 
When one has dealt with three or four regions simultaneously one knows, first-hand, the meaning of 
the word 'tedious." On the other hand, this situation can always be alleviated by the observation 
that, although there may, in principle, be three, or four, or even five, regions in the problem, in prac- 
tice, at any given current (voltage), only two regions are really important-of course, not the same 
two regiors at all currents (voltages). The second annoyance is an intrinsic feature of the method, 
namely, the presence of discontinuities, at the joining points x x6, etc, in the values of some physi- 
cal parameters of secondary importance. It seems to bother people to be confronted with discon- 
tinuities in the values of physical parameters, even when the parameters in question are of only 
minor significance. These discontinuities are, of course, an artifact of the method. It is inherent in the 
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method that it be somewhat (factor -of -two) inaccurate at the joining points. Physical parameters of 
primary importance are always continuous at the joining points, because, in effect, the joining condi- 
tions Eq. 1351 are an expression of this continuity. The author regards both annoyances as a small 
price to pay for the solution of an otherwise unsolvable problem, and, at that, a solution which ex- 
poses all of the underlying physics. 
32 M. A. Lampert, Physics Today, p. 49, April 1972. 
33 A. Rose, "The Acoustoelectric Effects and the Energy Losses by Hot Electrons-Part I," RCA 

Rev., 27, p. 98 (1966). 
34 Parts II, Ill, IV, and V of this paper (Ref. 1331) appeared, respectively, in RCA Review, 27, p. 600 
(1966); 28, p. 634 (1967); 30, p. 435 (1969); and 32, p. 463 (1971). 
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Photoconductivity in Amorphous 
Semiconductors* 

Richard H. Bube 

Department of Materials Science and Engineering, Stanford University, Stanford, 

Calif. 94305 

Abstract-The September 1951 issue of RCA Review that contained Albert Rose's first 

major attempt to describe in detail the nature of photoconductivity processes 

in insulators and semiconductors, also contained articles on photoconductivity 

in amorphous selenium and amorphous antimony trisulfide in connection with 

vidicon research at RCA. Earlier believed to be non-photoconducting, amor- 

phous selenium had been utilized in the first developments of Xerography in 

1948 because of its photoconductive properties, and research at RCA in 1950 

had investigated the photoconductivity of amorphous selenium. Since that time 

many investigations have been reported on photoconductivity in amorphous 

selenium, which we shall not review here. Interest in amorphous semiconduc- 

tors was revived, beginning in the 1960's, by the realization that switching phe- 

nomena are observable in a wide variety of amorphous chalcogenide semicon- 

ductors, and by basic interest in the amorphous state of elemental and III -V 

semiconductors as a major perturbation on the crystalline state through the 

loss of long-range order. In this paper we review some of the more recent un- 

derstanding of the nature of the photoconductivity process in amorphous semi- 

conductors involving elements from Groups IV, V, and VI of the periodic table. 

Energy States in Amorphous Semiconductors 

The existence, nature, and density of energy states in amorphous 
semiconductors is a problem very much in the center of research ac- 

tivity. The presence of structural disorder in amorphous materials 
early led Mott12 and others to predict the possible tailing of states 

This research was supported by the Army Research Office, Durham, N.C. 
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from the equivalent crystalline band edges into the forbidden gap. 
Considerable experimental evidence exists that the Fermi level is 
pinned at a single energy over a wide temperature range (dark con- 
ductivity with a single thermal activation energy over a broad tem- 
perature range, formation of ohmic electrical contacts with many 
metals, small magnitude of the field effect) and that low -temperature 
do and ac conductivity is characteristic of hopping.3 The attempt to 
circumscribe theoretical and empirical inputs into a consistent en- 
ergy -hand diagram has led to a variety of suggestions, some of which 
are shown in Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1-Four proposed density -of -states distributions for amorphous semiconductors. (a) 
and (b) are after Mott and Davis (Refs. 13] and 18]); (c) is after Cohen, 
Fritzsche, and Ovshinsky (Ref. 14]); (d) is after Adler (Ref. 191). 

Cohen, Fritzsche, and Ovshinsky' postulated that the band tailing 
extends so far into the forbidden gap that valence and conduction 
hands may overlap in energy near the middle of the gap, thus provid- 
ing a pinning of the Fermi level at that point. They followed the work 
of Anderson5 and Mott6,7 to postulate that the single conductivity 
thermal activation energy arises because the conduction -hand elec- 
tron mobility decreases sharply for energies below some energy Ec, 
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and the valence -hand hole mobility decreases sharply for energies 
above some energy E0. 'Thus the concept of a "mobility gap" tends to 
replace that of a "density of states gap" in the crystalline material. 

For semiconductors like Ge, Si, As2Se:3, etc., which have p -like or 

d -like conduction- and valence -hand states, Mott and Davis:" pro- 
posed the possibilities shown in Figs. la and lb. In Fig. la, the densi- 
ty of states simply goes to zero at energies EA and ER within the gap. 

In Fig. lb an additional set of states at the Fermi level is postulated 
in order to account for the pinning of the Fermi level and other trans- 
port properties described above; these localized states at the Fermi 
level were attributed to defects such as dangling bonds, interstitials 
etc. 

A modified form of the Cohen, Fritzsche, and Ovshinsky model, 
shown in Fig. lc, is given in Fig. Id after Adler;° it takes into account 
possible electronic correlation effects involving coulombic repulsive 
splitting of localized states, which makes the density of states a func- 

tion of electron occupation. 
Other examples that have been proposed are a gaussian tail of 

states due to statistical density fluctuations by Gubanov,10 and a 

"chaotic -hand model" by Fritzsche and Boer,"42 which is based on 

long- or short-range electrical potential fluctuations of the band 
edges resulting from charged defects. 

All of these possibilities are significant for an understanding of 
photoconductivity in these materials for two complementary reasons: 
(1) analysis of photoconductivity must start with some energy -state 
model, and (2) the observed variations of photoconductivity can be 

used to give insights into the nature of the model that is suitable. 
One possible use of photoconductivity is in the direct determina- 

tion of energy -state parameters by measuring the spectral response. 
The problems here, however, are equivalent to those encountered in 

attempting to achieve the same goal by optical absorption measure- 
ments. For As2SeTe2, for example,'; the absorption constant in- 

creases monotonically from 3 X 10-' cm'' at 0.6 eV to 2 X 104 cm-' 
at 1.3 eV, and the choice of an absorption edge or the distinction be- 

tween nonlocalized and localized states is very difficult. Fig. 2 shows 

the corresponding photoconductivity measurements on both a hulk 
sample and a sputtered 1 -µn film of As2SeTe2. Three features of in- 

terest are indicated. (1) The spectral dependence of photoconductivi- 
ty response is essentially the same in the film as in the bulk. (2) The 
spectral dependence of photoconductivity is the same as that of opti- 
cal absorption down to photon energies less than or equal to the opti- 
cal gap (about 0.9 eV at 300°K), indicating that the quantum effi- 
ciency is constant over this energy range, quite probably equal to 
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unity. This behavior has been reported for other chalcogenides.'415 
(3) The spectral response decreases only slightly for the higher ener- 
gies corresponding to strong optical absorption, indicating that the 
surface recombination rate is not significantly different from that in 
the volume of the material. 

Another possible use of photoconductivity is in an attempt to de- 
scribe the intensity and temperature variations of photoconductivity 
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Fig. 2-Spectral photoconductivity response and optical -absorption coefficient as a 
function of photon energy for amorphous bulk and sputtered 1-µm film 
As2SeTe2 at 300°K. Values of photoresponse are per incident photon. Data 
for film and bulk samples are normalized at 0.95 eV. After Arnoldussen et al. 
(Ref. 1131). 

by a consistent recombination model involving nonlocalized and lo- 
calized states, provided that such variations appear to be reliable in- 
dicators of material properties. It is the fact that a consistent pattern 
of photoconductivity behavior is characteristic of a surprisingly large 
number of different types of amorphous semiconductors that makes 
this approach attractive. 
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Type -I Photoconductivity 

In this section we describe the empirical characteristics of the pattern 
of photoconductivity behavior that we call Type I photoconductivity. 
It is found in a variety of IV -V -VI and V -VI amorphous semiconduc- 

tors,Is.16-I9 and in IV -VI amorphous semiconductors of the GexTel_a 

type for lower values of x. Examples are given in Figs. 3 and 4 for 

As2SeTe2 and As2Te3. 
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Ftg. 3-Temperature dependence of dark conductivity and ac photoconductivity for dif- 

ferent photoexcitation intensities in a sputtered 1-µm film of amorphous 

As2SeTe2, as an example of Type -I photoconductivity. Subscripts on the L's 

represent the optical density of the attenuation filters used. The total incident 

photon flux is 1018 cm -2 sec -1 for a white -light source evaluated at its maxi- 

mum at 1.1 pm. After Arnoldussen et al. (Ref. [13]). 

Type I photoconductors have a dark conductivity with a single ac- 

tivation energy over many orders of magnitude; in general they have 

a positive thermoelectric power that varies with temperature in a 

manner characteristic of one -carrier conductivity. They are relatively 

insensitive to annealing below the crystallization temperature, and 

show a large increase in both dark conductivity and photoconductivi- 
ty upon crystallization.19 
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The photoconductivity in a Type I material exhibits a maximum as 
a function of temperature, which for high light intensities is about 
the same magnitude as the dark conductivity at that same tempera- 
ture. For temperatures above the maximum, the photoconductivity 
increases with increasing 1/T with a variation that can he character- 
ized by a single activation energy E+. This activation energy is inde- 
pendent of intensity over a wide range of intensities; for As2SeTe2, 
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Fig. 4-Dark conductivity versus temperature, and photoconductivity at different light in- 
tensities versus temperature for sputtered film of As2Te3, as an example of 
Type -I photoconductivity. Superscripts on the f's represent the optical density 
of the attenuation filters used. The total incident flux is 2.5 X 10" cm -2 sec-' 
for a white -light source evaluated at its maximum at 1.1 pm. After Bube et al. 
(Ref. [1131). 

for example, E+ = 0.204 ± 0.006 eV for a range of intensities of 103. 
In this high -temperature region, the photoconductivity varies linearly 
with light intensity. 

In the intermediate temperature range just below the temperature 
maximum, the photoconductivity varies as the square root of light in- 
tensity for high intensities (and in this regime the maximum temper - 
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ature shifts with intensity) and linearly with light intensity for low 
intensities (in this regime the maximum temperature is independent 
of intensity). For all intensities, the photoconductivity decreases with 
increasing la with a variation that can be characterized by a single 
activation energy E-; for As2SeTe2, E- = 0.252 ± 0.006 eV for a 
range of intensities of 106. 

Finally at low temperatures, the photoconductivity approaches an 
asymptotic value independent of temperature, and varies linearly 
with the light intensity. 

Photoconductivity Model 

A variety of ad hoc and more basic models exist that describe por- 
tions of the above Type -I behavior adequately,' 5,20-24 but no model 
does justice to all these phenomena and is at the same time consistent 
with dark conductivity data on a variety of materials as well as that 
proposed by Arnoldussen et al.16'7 This model has been applied to 
analyze behavior in three IV -V -VI compounds,17 and four V -VI com- 
pounds,13's providing the basis for the calculation of a variety of en- 
ergy, density, and recombination parameters. Recently the general 
framework of the model has been applied to a total of 20 amorphous 
covalent semiconductors'9 with results that are summarized later in 

this paper. 
Since the development of the model was evolutionary, with con- 

stant feedback between various forms of a basic physical model and 
empirically observed behavior, a somewhat chronological description 
may be worthwhile to distinguish it from other models that are either 
totally theoretical or totally empirical. 

The model started with the simple assumption that there are con- 
duction nonlocalized states and valence nonlocalized states, and that 
there are localized states near the conduction and valence mobility 
edges. Occupancies of localized states are assumed to control recom- 
bination and to be describable in terms of Fermi statistics following 
the pattern of the standard Shockley -Read model.25 The simplest 
type of model of this kind is one in which only nonlocalized (NI.) to 
localized (L) state transitions occur, and in which some continuous 
distribution of L states is assumed, e.g., a uniform or exponential dis- 
tribution in density with energy away from the mobility edges. Sim- 
mons and Taylor22 have also examined this form of the model in 
some detail. It is readily shown that the uniform distribution of "tail" 
states is inadequate to describe Type -I photoconductivity. An expo- 
nential distribution of "tail" states is also inadequate if a "slow" tail- 
ing of density with depth is chosen; if a "rapid" tailing is chosen, the 
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first signs of agreement with experiment are found: (a) the carrier 
density varies linearly with light intensity in the small -signal case 
and as the square root of intensity in the large -signal case, and (b) at 
temperatures above the photoconductivity maximum, the carrier 
density increases exponentially with 1/T. Other features of Type I 

behavior are not reproduced by simple tailing states at the mobility 
edges, however. 
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Fig. 5-(a) Schematic energy -level diagram for the photoconductivity model and (b) typi- 
cal recombination transitions considered in the photoconductivity model. 

This experience leads to the conclusion that the way to obtain an 
exponential variation of photoconductivity with 1/T above and below 
the photoconductivity maximum is to limit the distribution of effec- 
tive L states controlling recombination to regions of the mobility gap 
near the mobility edges. Fig. 5a illustrates this picture. Nonlocalized 
states for negative carriers lie above EG; C states (neutral when elec- 
tron unoccupied) have a high density or high probability of control- 
ling recombination above E:and a much smaller one below V 
states (neutral when electron occupied) have a high density or high 
probability of controlling recombination below E,; and a much small- 
er one above Eu.; nonlocalized states for positive carriers lie below E = 
O. The actual shape of the localized state distributions is neither 
specified nor critical, as long as there is a rapid change at E; and E;, 

compared to changes at higher or lower energies; in the extreme case 
E: and E;, could respond to discrete energy levels. 
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Fig. 5h shows all of the electronic transitions finally involved in the 
model. At this stage of the evolution, only transitions 1 and 4 have 
been discussed. It is generally found, however, that consistency be- 

tween the predictions of the model based on the photoconductivity 
data and the necessary correlation with the activation energy of the 
dark conductivity are not satisfied if only NI. -to -L transitions are 
considered. Taylor and Simmons24 do claim satisfactory correspon- 
dence for Si40Te40As20, but examination of data on amorphous cova- 
lent semiconductors in general shows that the model -predicted dark 
conductivity activation energy and the measured value of that energy 
differ by an average of 20 percent.19 Consistency is achievable, how- 

ever, if L -to -L transitions are included, transitions 2 in Fig. 51) with 
recombination coefficient K. Other evidence suggests the importance 
of transitions 2 also; Weiser et aí.,21 for example, have observed lumi- 
nescence emission that they interpret as arising from an L -to -L tran- 
sition. 

Even including the L -to -L transitions, however, does not account 
for the linear variation of photoconductivity at low light intensities in 

the intermediate temperature range just below the photoconductivity 
maximum. One apparent option is to associate these transitions with 
L states at the equilibrium Fermi level in such a way that transitions 
3 with recombination coefficients K' and K" occur between these 
states and L states near the mobility edges. 

An evaluation of the total spectrum of possibilities afforded by this 
model leads to the conclusion that the following relationships are the 
only ones consistent with the model and its application to a variety of 
V -Vi materials. They may he written as follows for a material in 

which Ap » fin, the alternative situation being readily achieved by 
simply inverting the energy diagram and its labeling. 

In the high -temperature range, Jp < po, and it is formally possible 
for either transitions 1 or transitions 2 to dominate. In either case, 
charge neutrality is controlled by states at the Fermi level. 

/Jo e`p[(F,,.* - Ef - E)lkT1 [1] 

feµoN, exp[(F, a: - F* - E¡ - Ed/ kV] [2] 
1(k7')2h"G, G, 

where f is the photoexcitation intensity in cm -3 sec-', Ge is the den- 
sity of localized states at and above E, G is the density of localized 
states at and below E,,, E10 is the equilibrium Fermi energy, and N is 

an "effective density of states" at the valence edge. The mobility is 
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assumed to be given by = pexp(-E/kT); measured differences be- 
tween E,'¡ from thermoelectric power data and E are interpreted to 
mean that E, = E,, - E7. General trends of behavior suggest that 
transitions 2 dominate at high temperatures as well as at high inten- 
sities at intermediate temperatures, although profound differences in 
the analysis for densities and recombination coefficients do not result 
from using either F,q. 111 or 121 in place of the other with As2SeTe2.'3 

For the intermediate temperature range at high light intensities, 
p » p, transition 2 dominates, and neutrality is determined by lo- 
calized states near the mobility edges. 

= 

1/2 \ 
,)K) 0,e/do exp[-(E,.* + Emil hT]. [3] 

At low light intensities in the same temperature range, .Sp « p 
transitions 3 dominate, and neutrality is determined by states at the 
Fermi level. 

l eµN, 
Ja10 = . exp[ (E,.* + E,)11;71,1'fti,.(,.hT [4] 

where N1 is the density of states at the Fermi level. 
Finally for low temperatures, -Xp » p, transit ions 4 dominate, and 

neutrality is determined by states near the mobility edges. 

lepl.T 
° CG,.F, 

where pl;r is the asymptotic mobility reached at low temperatures. 
From Eqs. 12] through 141 it follow that 

E, *0 = E' + E1° - E = E - EN, 

E,.*° = E.+ + L + : . 

1 51 

[6] 

[7] 

The use of the superscript zero emphasizes that it is the value of the 
energy at absolute zero that is determined from a measurement of ac- 
tivat ion energy, if the energy varies linearly with temperature. 

It is evident that the above equations are consistent with the char- 
acteristics of Type -I photoconductivity. It' they are applied to a series 
of photoconductivity curves as a function of light intensity and tem- 
perature for a given amorphous material, values of N0, G,,, Ge, K, 
NfK", E° and E*° can all be derived provided that values are as- 
sumed for µ and C. For Type -I photoconductors, using p = 10 
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cm2/V-sec and Ch = 10-9 cm3 sec-', N -' 5 X 1019 cm -3, G - 5 X 

1018 cm -3 eV-', G, 1020-1022 cm -3 eV-', K 10-6-10-4 cm3 sec-', 
and N¡K -3 X 107 sec-'. The variation in these quantities between 
different members of V -VI and similar Type -I materials is relatively 
small. 

The energy parameters of these materials are found to scale closely 
with the absorption gap EZ regardless of the specific composition of 
the material. It has been known for some time that the conductivity 
activation energy for amorphous covalent semiconductors tends to be 
about one-half of Ep.26 A survey of some 20 amorphous semiconduc- 
tors of IV -V -VI, V -VI, IV -V and IV -VI types19 (showing both Type -I 
and Type -II photoconductivity) shows that all of them fall with some 
small scatter about a line representing Ea = 0.46 E. Furthermore, 
data obtained on a smaller group of seven of these materials, on 
which complete photoconductivity and thermoelectric power data 
were available, show that E.,° = 0.79 EG, Ejo = 0.36 E°G, E;,° = 0.11 4, 
Ea = 0.49 4, and consequently E = 0.13 n. 

It is of interest to note that research on certain forms of amorphous 
silicon indicate that a quite similar model is also adequate for that 
situatiun.27-32 

Type -II Photoconductivity 

In some amorphous covalent semiconductors, the photoconductivity 
does not follow the characteristics attributed to Type I above. In- 
stead the photoconductivity maximum is absent, the photoconductiv- 
ity simply increasing slowly and monotonically with increasing tem- 
perature, and in general the photoconductivity is much less than the 
dark conductivity. In essence the behavior is like that when transi- 
tions 3 dominate the photoconductivity and as if this behavior con- 
tinued over the whole measurable range without transforming to a 

transition -2 -dominant regime. This approach, with some approxima- 
tion, can be used to analyze Type -II behavior at least partially. 

Definite Type -II behavior is found in IV -V semiconductors such as 
Sn.Asi, and Ge.Sb,_x, and in GeXTe,_X IV -VI materials19 for x >_ 

0.67. Of these materials, Sn,,Asl, (x = 0.55) is the only one to show a 

positive thermoelectric power over the whole temperature range. 
GeSbl_,, (x = 0.41, 0.57) exhibits a negative thermoelectric power at 
higher temperatures, and a positive thermoelectric power at lower 
temperatures, the transition temperature depending on x. 

Ge0.67Teo.33 has a negative thermoelectric power over the whole mea- 
sured range.33 In general the dark conductivity of these materials 
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does not vary exponentially with 1/T except at high temperatures, 
but shows concavity upwards. 

Analysis of the photoconductivity of these materials suggests that a 
major difference occurs in the magnitude of the localized state densi- 
ty at the mobility edge, as compared to Type -I materials. As indicat- 
ed above, in p -type Type -I materials, Ge » G. In p -type Type -II ma- 
terials G > Gc, and in n -type Type -II materials Ge » G. Further- 
more the value of the localized state density at the mobility edge of 
Type -II materials is so small that the G,G product is much smaller 
than in Type -I materials; this is a consistent description of why tran- 
sitions 2 do not dominate over transitions 3 in Type -II materials. 

A number of materials appear to he intermediate between Type I 

and Type II; these include the GexAsX (x = 0.33, 0.50) materials34 and 
the GexTet_x materials19 for 0.3 5 x _< 0.5. The GexAsx materials ex- 
hibit a photoconductivity maximum and a well defined E-, hut the 
magnitude of the photoconductivity is much less than the dark con- 
duct ivity. The GexTei_x materials in the composition range indicated 
show a generally Type -I behavior as prepared, but gentle annealing 
below the crystallization temperature makes their behavior shift 
toward Type II. Ge0.50Teo.50 actually transforms from Type -I to 
Type -II behavior upon annealing. Materials that are definitely either 
Type I or Type II are relatively unaffected by annealing. 

A full photoconductivity analysis on GexTe,_x materials in the 
composition range where they exhibit an intermediate behavior be- 
tween Type I and Type II cannot he carried out, since the thermo- 
electric power on these materials does not exhibit a temperature de- 
pendence characteristic of one -carrier behavior. This is not surprising 
since the conductivity type of GexTet_x materials shifts from p -type 
to n -type with increasing x. Since these materials do show a photo- 
conductivity maximum, however, it is possible to analyze them in 
terms of the location of that maximum in the same way applied to 
Type -I materials; such an analysis is capable of yielding a value of (EE 
- E10)/E°G. For Type -I materials this quantity has the value 0.43, as 
indicated above. The analysis was applied to two IV -V -VI materials17 
and ten IV -VI GexTel_,; materials;19 the average value obtained was 
0.43 1 0.04. At the least, this result indicates that the temperature for 
maximum photoconductivity in these materials scales with El in the 
same way as found for Type -I materials. 

States at the Fermi Energy 

An additional photoconductivity technique is available to obtain an 
estimate of the density of states at the Fermi energy. This is the tech - 
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nique of photoconductivity decay. If the density of states within k7' 
of the steady-state Fermi level under photoexcitation is N10, then N10 

= fro, where To is the measured photoconductivity decay time in a 

range where ro is much greater than the free -carrier lifetime. 
Such measurements were made on three V -VI materials and six 

IV -VI e%Te1_, materials.19 The range in bandgaps represented was 
0.77 eV (Sh2Te3) to 1.36 eV (As2Se2Te), and the corresponding range 
in N10 was 6 X 1019 cm -3 eV-' to 4 X 1018 cm -3 eV -1. A general trend 
toward higher values of N10 for smaller E` was exhibited by most of 
the materials. If we take kT for the width controlling Nfo in recombi- 
nation, comparison with the previously cited value of NfK - 3 X 

10' sec -1 indicates a value of K" -2 X 10-11 cm3 sec -1. 
Field-effect measurements on these materials indicate localized 

state densities of about the same order of magnitude.35 A definite 
correlation has been obtained between two -carrier conductivity and a 

control of the field effect by localized states at the Fermi level in GeX- 

Asi_X materials.34 The results are a localized state density of 1.2 X 

1020 cm -3 eV -1 with an/a1, = 1.10 in GeAs, and 9.0 X 10'9 cm -3 eV -1 
with an/il, = 1.02 in GeAs2. 

Physical Interpretation of the Model 

The physical significance of the various energy parameters of the 
model cannot be said to he understood. Several other interpretive in- 
puts may be helpful. 

One of the key questions concerns the interpretation of the mobili- 
ty activation energy E,,. If the model assumes transport by free car- 
riers in nonlocalized states, then what is the significance of a thermal- 
ly activated mobility? Is it only coincidence that on the average E7- 
E0? 

One answer that has been proposed is that conductivity is not by 
free carriers but by small polarons and that the mobility activation 
energy is the activation energy for hopping of these polarons.36-38 
Dark -conductivity, Hall -effect, thermoelectric -power, and field-effect 
measurements may all he interpreted in terms of a small polaron 
mechanism only, without reference to localized states in the gap. It 
seems quite possible that the actual charge -transporting species is a 
small polaron. However, there is considerable evidence that suggests 
that such polarons must also interact with localized states in the ma- 
terial: (a) the details of the photoconductivity dependence on intensi- 
ty and temperature, particularly the role of transitions 3, seems to re- 
quire interaction with localized states; (b) photoconductivity decay 
seems to require emptying of localized states; (c) general correlation 
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between field-effect density of states and photoconductivity density 
of states suggests that the field effect may also measure localized 
state densities; and (d) evidence has been found for two quite differ- 
ent field-effect phenomena: one in which the field effect is controlled 
by mobile carriers (perhaps the polaron range), and a second in which 
the field effect is controlled by localized states.35 
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Fig. 6-(a) Electroabsorption spectra for amorphous As2SeTe2 at 80°K for first harmon- 
ic (V applied of 500 V) in upper curve, and second harmonic (V applied of 800 
V) in lower curve. Curve drawn for first -harmonic spectrum is for electric vec- 
tor of light parallel to applied ac electric field; dots superposed on curve are for 
first -harmonic spectrum with electric vector of light perpendicular to applied 
electric field, i.e., there are no polarization effects. (b) "Chaotic potential" 
model showing localized defect energy levels corresponding to peaks A and B 

of electroabsorption spectrum. The left -:land side shows the energy -level 
spectrum as seen by electroabsorption; the right-hand side as seen by electri- 
cal transport measurements. After Voronkov et al. (Ref. [39]). 
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A second answer to the question builds on the chaotic -band model 
of Fritzsche and B5er11,12 and seeks a correlation with electroabsorp- 
tion measurements39 on As2SeTe2. The data and the interpretation 
are given in Fig. 6. The two main peaks, A and B, in the electroab- 
sorption spectrum are interpreted as being the consequence of a tran- 
sition from the valence edge to an empty donor 0.50 eV above the 
edge, and of a transition from an occupied acceptor 0.66 eV below the 
conduction edge, respectively. If these defect densities are large and 
roughly equal, as well as uniformly distributed spatially, the Fermi 
level would lie about 0.42 eV from the valence edge, which compares 
favorably with the measured Efo = 0.41 eV. The defect states would 
be charged, and if their density were of the order of 1019 cm -3 eV -1 
near Efo, they would cause a potential fluctuation of 10.1 eV that 
would bring the levels closer to and further away from the Fermi level 
at different positions in the material, effectively pinning it. The edges 
also fluctuate in energy by ±0.1 eV, giving rise to spatially isolated 
pools of carriers which in transport measurements behave like local- 
ized states extending down to about 0.1 eV; this effect would then ac- 
count for E;,° = 0.11 eV - E, = 0.14 eV. Electroabsorption measure- 
ments see only the discreteness of the states, as shown on the left side 
of Fig. 6b, whereas photoconductivity and transport measurements 
integrate over the material and see a distribution of states near the 
edges and near the Fermi level, as shown on the right side of Fig. 6h. 
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Appendix-Science as a Human Endeavor: A Tribute to Albert Rose 

Science is derived from the facts of experience by the process of 
human interpretation. Although the equations, laws, and theories of 
science are based on experimental data (i.e., upon facts), the interpre- 
tations of scientists (i.e., science) are based upon the ideas of human 
beings. No fact is self -interpreting; facts never speak for themselves. 
Each fact that a scientist establishes must he interpreted by him in 
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accord with his presuppositions and contextual perspective at that 
moment. Every experiment is already designed and planned on the 
basis of certain theoretical presuppositions which, to some extent, 
predetermine both the outcome and the interpretation of the experi- 
ment. Depending on the field of science, the scientist is more or less 
part of the experimental context. Good science seeks to minimize 
these presuppositional effects; real science cannot exist without 
them. 

It is perhaps not as fashionable today as it once was to think of 
science as an infallible and impersonal process-somewhat like a vast 
meatgrinder-that mechanically churns out significant under- 
standing and technological results if only objective data are fed in the, 
other end. But I think there is still often an underestimation of the 
personal and human ingredients implicit in a successful career in 
science. Few students in a scientific field realize the large role to be 
played in their future by their ability to communicate effectively to 
other human beings through speaking and writing. It is only relative- 
ly recently that the ethical role that the concerned and responsible 
scientist must play has been generally evaluated. The part played by 
faith in the pursuit of science is often ignored, as though human 
beings could successfully undertake any commitment without a basic 
faith commitment. 

J. T. Davies suggests that one of the necessities for creative 
thought in science is a curiosity about things rather than people.40 
Curiosity, perhaps; but if creative thought in science includes the 
wider goals of a fully human life, it cannot exclude sensitivity to peo- 
ple. In his life and work, Albert Rose has combined a profound curi- 
osity about things and a deep sensitivity to persons. As much as I 

have been constantly impressed by Rose's technical insight-and 
much of my work has been based on the contributions he has made 
from the time we first met in 1948-I never think of him as a creative 
thinker without also thinking of him as a gentle and perceptive 
human being. His determination to understand the essence of a prob- 
lem and to cut through elaborations that obscure basic physical real- 
ity never prevent him from being charitable and patient. He looks for 
merit in a weak presentation rather than an opportunity for personal 
belittling; he thinks that truth is strong enough to win its own way 
without his participation as ultimate judge. To know Albert Rose is 
to know not just a scientist, but a human being. 
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Speed of Response of Photocurrents in CdSe 

H. Kiess and B. Binggeli 
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Abstract-The experimental investigations involve measurements of the photocurrent as 
a function of light intensity, I -V characteristics with light intensity as parameter, 
and the rise and decay of photocurrents at different light levels. The photocur- 
rents were measured with a logarithmic amplifier so that the rise of the current 
could be observed from the dark to the steady-state value, the latter exceeding 
the dark value by several orders of magnitude. The photocurrent-light-intensity 
characteristic shows a supralinear and, at high light intensities, a saturation re- 
gime. The analysis of this characteristic gives trap distributions for the elec- 
trons and the holes. Since the traps determine the time constants for the rise 
and decay of the photocurrents, measurements of the time constants should 
confirm the derived trap distributions. Indeed, consistency can be obtained if 

certain assumptions of the de -trapping of electrons and holes are made. 

1. Introduction 

In the outline of photoconductive processes published by A. Rose' in 
1951, reasons are given for the observation that the response time of 
the photocurrents is different from the steady-state lifetime of the 
photogenerated charge carriers. The response time, defined as the 
time for the photocurrent to rise or to decay to half of the steady- 
state value, was found to increase with respect to the steady-state 
lifetime by the ratio of the trapped to the free majority carrier densi- 
ties. If the electrons are taken to be the majority carriers then the as- 
sumption for this result is that during the decay process the conduc- 
tion electrons are in thermal equilibrium with the trapped electrons 
and that the holes are exclusively bound to recombination centers 
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through which recombination takes place. In order for the current to 
decay to half value, the steady-state Fermi level must drop by ap- 
proximately kT and the electrons trapped in this kT slice of energy 
must be emptied via the conduction band to the recombination cen- 
ters, thus determining the time constant. 

Normally, however, the quasi -Fermi level of the electrons may shift 
in energy during the complete rise or decay of the current by many 
kT. Furthermore, the holes are not only located in recombination 
centers, but also in hole traps. The question then arises as to what 
modifications of the model of A. Rose are necessary in order to de- 
scribe the response of the photoconductor appropriately. 

This paper first shows results of rise and decay measurements over 
several decades in currents, as well as with time, in order to illustrate 
the observation of uncommon features in the response behavior of 
photoconductors. Then changes to the model are suggested to ac- 
count for the observed behavior. 

2. Sample Characterization and Experimental Technique 

In order to pursue our intention of investigating the large -signal be- 
havior it was necessary to use a photoconductor in which the quasi - 
Fermi level shifts by several kT under illumination. Also, the trap 
distribution and recombination should be known. The latter informa- 
tion can be obtained in part by evaluating the photocurrent versus 
light intensity characteristic. A material very well suited for these 
measurements seemed to he CdSe. 

The vapor -phase -grown crystals, obtained from the Institut für an- 
gewandte Physik, Karlsruhe, were provided with indium contacts. 
The electrode separation was 80 µm, the length of the electrodes 
about 500 µm. Between 0.1 and 10 volts, the I -V characteristics indi- 
cated ohmic behavior for both the dark current and the photocurrent. 
However, scanning the samples with a light spot 100 µm in diameter 
revealed that the CdSe was quite inhomogeneously photoconducting. 
This is shown in Fig. 1. We decided, therefore, to restrict the data 
given in this article on trap density, etc., to this particular crystal and 
to the spot B of this crystal indicated in Fig. 1, because our intention 
was to elucidate the response behavior of photoconductors rather 
than to give numbers on the densities of traps and recombination 
centers in CdSe. 

The light source used in the experiments was a GaAs/P light -emit- 
ting diode (Fairchild FLV 100) the light from which was focused onto 
the crystal giving a spot 100 µm in diameter. The wavelength of the 
light was 6500 A, and the light intensity could be varied with neutral 
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density filters between 10-10 and 10-5 watt. The rise and decay time 
of the emitted light on applying an electrical pulse to the diode was 
below 5 nanoseconds, hence several orders of magnitude smaller than 
the response time of the photoconductor. 

The decay of the photocurrents, involving times greater than 10-3 
sec could be measured with a logarithmic amplifier having a current 
range between 10-4 and 10-10 A. The rise of the photocurrents was 
measured with broadband linear amplifiers, since the speed of re- 
sponse of the logarithmic amplifier was too slow. 

IO-8 
10-10 I0-8 I0 -e 10-7 10-6 10-8 

LIGHTINTENSITY [w] 

Fig. 1-Photocurrent as a functior of light intensity at two different spots on the CdSe 

single crystal. The light intensity varied between 10-i0 and 10-5 W, which cor- 

responds to a variation in generation rate between 6 X 1016 cm -3 sec -1 and 

6 X 1021 cm -3 sec -1, figures which were calculated assuming a penetration 

depth of the light of 10-4 cm. 

3. Photocurrent Versus Light Intensity Characteristic 

The photocurrent as a function of light intensity, as shown in Fig. 1 

curve B, is characterized by a supralinear increase of the photocur- 
rent at low light intensities and a pronounced saturation of the pho- 
tocurrent at medium light levels. At high tight intensities, the photo - 
current is proportional to the square root of the light intensity. Simi- 
lar results have been published by Buhe2; the interpretation, how - 
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ever, follows the proposals of Stockmann3 and of Heinz and Stdck- 
mann.4 

Supralinearity of photocurrents is due to the shift of the quasi - 
Fermi level of the majority carriers (in the case of CdSe, of the elec- 
trons) across a trap with increasing light intensity. As in the case of 
the trap -filled limit in space -charge -limited currents, the free -elec- 
tron concentration increases strongly, since the photogenerated elec- 
trons can no longer be stored in a trap but are shifted to the conduc- 
tion band when the Fermi level moves across the trap with increasing 
light intensity. The argument is only valid if the photogenerated 
holes are predominantly stored in traps and not in recombination 
centers, and if their total concentration increases linearly with light 
intensity. 

The recombination rate is given by 

R,,, = vo Rp = g, [1] 

where Rstt is the recombination rate in the stationary state, y is the 
thermal velocity of the holes, up is the capture cross section of the re- 
combination centers R for the holes when occupied with an electron, 
p is the density of the free holes, and g is the generation rate. R is 
approximately equal to the total concentration R. 

Therefore the density of trapped holes Yp' is proportional to the 
generation rate; 

t 
I BP 

[ ] = ,atR;g> 2 

where Op' is the ratio of trapped to free holes. We find, using the neu- 
trality condition, 

n + X' = p + YP' - ((Jr' 1) + 
vaPR 

[3] 

If the quasi -Fermi level for the electrons is below the electron trap 
level, X', then the density of occupied traps X' is proportional to 
the electron density n, and therefore with B' = X'/n, 

(tin' + 1) 1 [4] 

tt - (O' + .1) Rvapgag 

If the Fermi level is above the electron trap, then X' is constant and 
the electron concentration is again a linear function of the generation 
rate; 
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n - g « g. 
co,, 

151 

The proportionality factor is now much greater, since the trapping 
factor 9' is missing. Therefore the transition range between the two 
linear regimes, Eq. [4] and [5], must be nonlinear. 

The conclusions to be drawn from the existence of the supralinear 
regime are the following. From the electron density and from the fact 
that the quasi -Fermi level shifts across an electron trap level X, we 
calculate the energy level of X' to be 0.3 eV below the conduction 
band. Recombination takes place via recombination centers that are 
practically filled with electrons, so that Eq. [1] holds. In order to sat- 
isfy the neutrality condition, a hole trap Y' must exist that is located 
between the quasi -Fermi level of the holes and the valence band. 

Saturation of the photocurrent Occurs if the recombination rate in- 
creases strongly with increasing light intensity. Assuming that Eq. [1] 

still holds, the enhanced recombination rate is only possible if the 
concentration of free holes increases supralinearly with light intensi- 
ty. This requires, using the arguments for the explanation of suprali- 
nearity of the photocurrent, that the quasi -Fermi level for holes 
shifts across the hole trap level V. For neutrality reasons, we have to 
assume the existence of a further electron trap X whose energy sep- 
aration from the conduction band is calculated from the electron 
density at the highest generation rate to be smaller than 0.15 eV. 

The saturation ends whenever the occupation of hole traps Y" lo- 
cated between Y' and the valence band becomes comparable to V. 
Then n will increase again with light intensity with a linear law, if Eq. 
[ 1 ] still holds, and with a square root law, if recombination takes 
place predominantly through the centers Y". In the latter case we 
find from the neutrality condition, 

n 

yPii 

01 I + 

Y - X 
+ > 

1 9"+1 

where IR" = X In. Neglecting the second term, 

11« 
YP' 

In the steady state 

g = rnYnii 

and therefore 

[6] 

[7] 
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n (g)v2 [8] 

In summary, in order to explain the Jph-light-intensity characteristic 
we have to assume that at least two electron traps, two hole traps, 
and a recombination center exist. The energy -band scheme with 
these centers is shown in Fig. 2. 

O 
Ec 

EF 
(DARK) 

`--hv 

Ev 

Fig. 2-Schematic representation of the trapping levels and recombination centers, 
which are needed to explain the /0 -light -intensity characteristic and which will 
be used for the explanation of the rise and decay curves. 

4. The Rise and Decay of the Photocurrents 

The experimentally observed curves of the rise in photocurrent on 
step illumination are shown in Fig. 3. Since the photocurrents as well 
as the time cover several orders in magnitude, the curves were plotted 
logarithmically. The photocurrent became comparable to the dark 
current only after the density of photo -excited electrons in the con- 
duction band reached about 104 times the density in the dark. This is 
due to the different geometrical cross sections of the current carrying 
path in the dark and under illumination. The totally generated densi- 
ty of electron -hole pairs is then 1015 cm -3 (= g.t). The free -electron 
density increases with a power law in time whose exponent is greater 
than unity; 

//ph « t". with a > 1. 

At low light intensities (below 10-8 W) nph levels off to its stationary 
concentration at a value of gt of approximately 1016 cm -3; at higher 
light intensities the curve flattens out at the same electron -hole pair 
density of gt -1016 cm -3 and continues to increase with an approxi- 
mate power law in time having an exponent smaller than unity. The 
stationary value of the free -electron density is reached only after a 
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significantly larger density of electron -hole pairs (gt = 1018 cm -3) 
has been generated. 

The decay curves on switching off the light depend also on the light 
intensity. Examples of decay curves are shown in Fig. 4 in a semi -log- 
arithmic plot. At low light intensity, the current decays nearly expo- 
nentially. At medium and at high light intensities the decay curves 
show three time regimes. The first regime, immediately after switch- 
ing off the light, is characterized by a low decay rate; then follows a 
regime with a much higher decay rate; and finally, in the third re- 
gime, the photocurrent decays with a rate approximately equal to 
that in the first regime. This behavior is quite unusual-the expecta- 
tion being that the lower the photocurrent the larger the time con- 
stant for the decay. 

IO' 

io3 

102 

0' 

00 
10' 

3.10-7w 
I.10-' W 

3 
1.10 

3.10"'W 3.10"º W 

1,5.10-9W 

1.10"9 W 

10° 109 
pio pn 1012 10'.°10~ 

g't'o 
no 

Fig. 3-Fise curves of the photocurrent switching on step illumination; light intensity is a 

parameter. The photogenerated carrier density is approximately 10" times the 

carrier density in the dark in order for the photocurrent to become measurable. 

This can be traced back to the fact that only a small percentage of the volume 

carrying the dark current is utilized for the photocurrent. The carrier density in 

the dark is 10' cm -3. The curves were measured at spot B (Fig. 1). 

5. Discussion of the Rise and Decay Curves 

5.1 The Rise Curves 

The complete set of equations describing the response of a photocon- 
ductor to light is practically intractable. Bóer and Vogel5 have dis- 
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cussed the differential equations of models with various recombina- 
tion mechanisms and they derived qualitatively different possible 
shapes of rise curves. In the case of the CdSe crystals, however, our 
knowledge of the traps and of the recombination mechanism ob- 
tained from the Iph-light-intensity characteristic justifies a simplifi- 
cation that reduces the complexity of the rate equations and gives so- 
lutions for the rise curves. Despite the simplification some general in - 

LOG I p h 

9 

ram 

~xi 

0 10 20 30 40 50 
t (ms) 

Fig. 4-Decay curves of the photocurrent switching off the illumination. Parameter is the 
light intensity, the curves were measured at spot B (Fig. 1). 

sight into the dynamic processes is obtained. Up to a light intensity 
of -10-' watt, the recombination rate in the stationary state is given 
by Eq. [1] and is independent of the free -electron density. If Eq. [1] 

also holds during the rise of the photocurrent, then the rise curve for 
the free and for the trapped holes can be calculated exactly (Appen- 
dix 1), and a time limit can be given below which recombination can 
be neglected and the density of trapped holes increases linearly with 
time. Since the neutrality condition holds, the density of free and 
trapped electrons also increases linearly in time. Under these condi- 
tions it is again possible to calculate the rise curves of the free -elec- 
tron density assuming that the traps are shallow (Appendix 2). The 
result of this calculation is shown in the lower half of Fig. 5. In fact, 
the curve shown is valid for all generation rates since it represents the 
dependence of the free -electron density on the total number of gener- 
ated carriers, i.e., on the product of gt. Since the Iph-light-intensity 
characteristic shows that there are two dominating electron traps, we 
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included the traps X/ and XII in our calculation, causing the two 
shoulders in the rise curve (these shoulders may be broadened if the 
capture cross section, trap density, and the mutual energetic separa- 
tion of the traps are not appropriate). The linear increase of no with 
time is determined by the parameters of the deepest of the two traps. 
If only X" existed, then the dashed curve would have been obtained. 
Obviously, whenever the trap X/ fills up, the lower curve must join 

10' 

c ' 106 
. o r c / 

lo° - 

1 ' , 
104 // / 

/ 1103 - 

102 - // i 
lo' 

10°7 

/ / 

l00 10' 102 1o3 104 103 106 101 106 109 

g.t`no 
no 

Fig. 5-Rise curves of the free electron density (or photocurrent) at various light intensi- 

ties calculated under the assumptions specified in the text. Since the /ph -light - 

intensity characteristic starts with a supralinear regime at low light intensities, 

we expect that only the upper half of the figure as indicated by the two arrows 

can be compared with the experimental rise curves. 

the dashed curve so that nph increases more than linearly with time 
(upper half of Fig. 3), i.e., the supralinearity in the /p-light-intensity 
characteristic shows up also in a supralinear part of the rise curve. 
The rise curves of stationary photocurrents greater than those of the 
supralinear regime should consequently show first the linear, then 
the supralinear, and finally again a linear time law before the curves 
level off to the stationary values. 

If a saturation regime occurs in the Iph-light-intensity curve, then 
the rise curves of the photocurrent measured in that range of light in- 
tensities should level off at the same value of gt, since only the densi- 
ty of free holes (being, however, negligibly small compared to the 
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trapped carrier densities) increases significantly with increasing gen- 
eration rate. An increase of the stationary current beyond the satura- 
tion value at still higher light intensities has been interpreted in Sec- 
tion 2 in terms of the neutrality condition: if the concentration of 
holes in trap Y" becomes comparable to that in In, then n + X = 
n(1 + O") starts to increase again. Since now recombination can no 
longer be neglected, the assumption for the calculation of the rise 
curves breaks down and an exact solution of the problem cannot he 
found. Recombination, however, will cause the rise curve to become 
sublinear. 

Qualitatively the theoretical predictions are reflected in the experi- 
mental rise curves. We observe the supralinear time dependence of 
the photocurrents in correspondence with the supralinearity of the 
/ph,-light-intensity characteristic. In the range of current saturation, 
the value of gt is in fact practically constant, and at still higher gener- 
ation rates the rise curves are sublinear. However, the curves ob- 
tained for different light intensities do not coincide in the plot of n,, 
versus gt, especially at low values of gt, where a considerable spread 
of the curves is observed. To date, no explanation for this deviation 
can be given. 

5.2 The Decay Curves 

The decay curves can be explained in terms of the shift of the quasi - 
Fermi level of the electrons. For the sake of clarity it is best to con- 
sider first the decay of photocurrents equal to or smaller than the sat- 
uration current and second the decay of higher photocurrents. 

If the stationary photocurrent is equal to or smaller than the satu- 
ration current, we expect the recombinat ion rate to drop significantly 
upon switching off the light, since the density of free holes reduces by 
recombination and the only source of supply are the holes trapped in 
V. These traps are deep compared to the electron traps, and there- 
fore the emission rate of holes from Y' to the valence band will be- 
come the time -limiting process for the recombination; hence it will be 
identical to the decay rate of the free and trapped electrons, assum- 
ing that direct recombination of electrons with trapped holes in Y' is 
still negligible. As the decay rate of electrons is small compared to the 
emission and recapture rate of the electron traps, we can consider the 
free electrons to be in quasi -equilibrium with their traps. Therefore 
the electrons in the conduction band and in the shallow traps can also 
be described by a quasi -Fermi level during the decay process. 

If during the decay process the quasi -Fermi level is in the void be- 
tween X/ and XIS, then the electron density (in X" and in the con - 
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duction band) will decay with the same rate as the holes in Y', the 
time law for the decay of the photocurrent being therefore exponen- 
tial. The decay of the photocurrent will accelerate whenever the 
quasi -Fermi level approaches X/ since during the shift of the Fermi 
level across X/ the free electron density drops strongly. Once the 
Fermi level is sufficiently below X/ the free electron density is pro- 
portional to the electron density in X/ and therefore the decay rate 
will be again equal to the emission rate of holes out of Y'. 

The decay of photocurrents greater than the saturation current will 

be given initially by the hiomolecular recombination process through 
the centers Y". It will he therefore hyperbolic until the hole concen- 
tration in Y" drops to a sufficiently small value so that the emission 
rate of the holes from Y' into the valence band becomes again the 
time -limiting step. Therefore, except for an initially faster decay, we 

expect in this case the same shape of the decay curves. 
The experimental results show, indeed, the time dependence pre- 

dicted by these considerations. Within the accuracy of these mea- 

surements the decay laws are exponential for the three different time 
regimes. It cannot he determined whether or not the time law for the 
decay of the highest photocurrents is first hyperbolic and then expo- 
nential. In fact more accurate measurements will be needed to estab- 
lish these details in the decay curves. 

6. Conclusions 

These results show that the shape of the rise and decay curves reflect 
the trapping and the recombination of the photoexcited carriers. If 
worked out in more detail, these measurements, in combination with 
the /ph versus light intensity characteristic, allow a determination of 
the trap densities and energies as well as of the recombination mech- 
anism. 

The interpretation of the rise curves was essentially based on the 
neutrality condition and, up to a certain elapsed time, also on ne- 

glecting recombination. The time limit for these assumptions to hold 
was calculated from the trapping and the lifetime of the holes to be T 
= Ilprp, a time equal to the rise time of the photocurrent in terms of 
the model of A. Rose. The additional feature obtained here is the 
structure appearing in the rise curves. 

For the explanation of the decay curves, the following points were 
considered to be important: the detrapping of the holes, a recombina- 
tion rate different from that in the stationary state, and the assump- 
tion that the electrons are in quasi -equilibrium with their traps. If 
these assumptions are lumped together, the overall decay time is 
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again identical to the response time as given by A. Rose; however, the 
shape of the decay curve can only be explained if the assumptions are 
taken into account in detail. 

Appendix 1 

The assumption for this calculation, namely that the recombination 
rate can be expressed by Rstat = rpRp and that the hole traps are 
shallow, have been confirmed in the case of our CdSe crystals by 
measurements of the Iph,-light-intensity characteristic for currents 
below saturation. The concentration of recombination centers occu- 
pied by electrons was approximately equal to the total concentration 
of recombination centers. Therefore the recombination rate depends 
only on the density of free holes. Assuming two shallow hole traps Y' 
and Y", the rate equations for the holes are 

dp 
dt 

dYp' 
dt 

dYp" 
dt 

Here ri, r2, and rp are the recombination coefficients of the centers 
Y', Y', and R, respectively, y1 and yfl are the thermal emission coef- 
ficients of the traps, and Yp' and Yp" are the densities of Y' and Y" 
when occupied with a hole. The other symbols have their usual mean- 
ing. 

This system of coupled differential equations can be solved by ele- 
mentary methods. After some lengthy calculation one finds from Eq. 
[91 to [1 11 the following equation for p: 

g - r 'p + y'Yp' - rzY p+ 

_ riY'p - )'p 

,yliYpii rpRpp [9] 

[10] 

with 

= r_Y"p - y" )7," [il] 

d{l, 
+ .>d n + Rdt + Cp - I) = 0, 

dt dt dt 

1 = (r,Y' + r,Y" + rpR + y' + y'') 
B = y" + 

= yiyiirpR 
n = yy,g. 

y', Y" r + (y' + y")r,R 

[12] 

The boundary conditions are: for t < 0, g = 0; and for t = 0, g = go. 
Therefore at t = 0, p = 0 and 
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r!p 

d l = 
g0 

dzp 
= 

dt2 -go(r,Yr 
r,2Yrr). 

The solution of Eq. [ 121 is 

p = [1 - exp + C3[exp[-p3ti - expi-p,ti] 
rPR 

+ (' [expi-p.11 - expi-p t ]. [13] 

Since Pz,P3 » pr and g/rPR » C3,C2, only the first term in Eq. [131 is 
important for our consideration. We see immediately that recombina- 
tion can be neglected whenever piT « 1. With pi = (y,/riY')rpR, we 
find T = (r1 Yr/y11) (1/rpR) = 0prp since r1 1711y1 is equal to the trap- 
ping factor Op = Yp/p and since the lifetime of the free holes is rp = 
1/rpR. Below T the density of trapped holes increases also linearly 
with time and obviously (Yp' + Ya") z gt. 

Appendix 2 

Since the electrons are the majority carriers, the rise curve of the 
density of free electrons is identical to the rise curve of the photocur- 
rent if changes in the mobility can be neglected. In Appendix 1 a time 
limit was derived below which recombination can be neglected. Then 
the rate equations for the electrons are, if we include two electron 
traps in agreement with our interpretation of the /pr,-light-intensity 
characteristic, 

do r 

dt = g 
yiX rr + y'Xr - r.2Xrrn + y!IX'r, [14] 

dX' 
dt 

- r,Xrn - y'Xrr, [15] 

ran - r,Xrrn - yr'X,rr [16] 
dt 

The symbols have their usual meaning. This set of differential equa- 
tions is the same as before except for the missing recombination term. 
Using the analogous boundary conditions as before in the case of the 
holes, the solution is found to be 

rr = IC21[1 -expi-pil] + IC1I[1 - expi-ptI] + -t, [17] 
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with 

p3 riX' + 1.2X11 + + y11, 

1 L 
1 n 

] 
P3(P3 - P2) ) P2 

y111tX1 + yrr2X11 + 
p2 = 

Pa 

1 

C2 
P2( P3 - P2)[g(rt 

X l + r,X 11 - P3) + B Pj 

k 

R = y111IX1 + yllr_,X11 + y"y11. 

If p3> P2, then C2 > C3, so that the first two terms show up as shoul- 
ders in the rise curves at t = 1/P3 and t = 1/P2i respectively (Fig. 5). 
The linear part of the curve is given by the last term, which is essen- 
tially determined by the reciprocal of the trapping factor y11/y1X1 of 
the deepest of the two traps, i.e., of X'. If X/ fills up and if recombi- 
nation can still be neglected, then X" becomes important. Since the 
trapping factor of X" is smaller than that of X', the two linear curves 
have to join by a nonlinear transition region, which corresponds to 
the supralinear time law in the rise curve of the photocurrent. 
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On The Concept of "Lifetimes" in 
Photoconductors 

F. Stbctmann 

Institut fir angewandte Physik der Universitát Karlsruhe, West Germany 

Abstract-In this paper the different types of "lifetime," which are necessary to under- 
stand the performance of a photoconductor, are defined and their relations to 
each other are discussed. It proves necessary to distinguish between the 

steady-state lifetimes of free and trapped carriers, a recombination lifetime, 
the response time, and several relaxation times. Many other concepts that are 
being used in the literature are not really necessary. 

1. Introduction 

From the standard books on photoconductivityt-3 newcomers in this 
field are usually worried about the many different meanings of "life- 
time." The electron and the hole lifetimes r and rp, seem to be sim- 
ple concepts although r and rp may be different in photoconductors 
in contrast with common semiconductors. In addition, free lifetime, 
excited lifetime, pair lifetime, microscopic lifetime, effective lifetime, 
response time, relaxation time, and others are all used. This paper 
discusses how much of this terminology is really necessary and how 
the remaining concepts are related to each other. 

For simplicity, in the following discussion the free -carrier concen- 
trations in the illuminated photoconductor are assumed to be large as 
compared with the equilibrium concentrations in the dark. This is a 
simplification that constitutes no real restriction for the arguments 
that follow. 

In a photoconductor the difficulties with the various lifetimes arise 
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from the fact that photogenerated free carriers do not remain free 
until they recombine. Instead they become trapped and must be re- 
leased from the traps thermally before they can recombine. Since in 
most photoconductors there are many more trapped carriers than 
free ones, the trapped carriers must not be forgotten in any consider- 
ation of lifetimes. 

2. Steady -State Lifetimes 

If, in a photoconductor, both free electrons and holes are photogener- 
ated at a generation rate G(cm-3 s-1), in the steady state they recom- 
bine at the same rate: (R = G. In general, the recombination rate (R 
depends on the free -carrier concentrations n and p as well as on other 
parameters, (R = bl(n,p, ...), but details are not important at 
present. 

Then the steady-state lifetimes r and rp of the free electrons and 
holes, respectively, are defined by 

n = (ir" = (R (n. p,.. )Tn, 

[1] 

p = Grp = (it (n, p,.. )7-, 

Obviously r and rp can be determined experimentally by measuring 
the generation rate G and the steady-state concentrations n and p. 
Actually, however, only the majority carrier concentration and life- 
time can be evaluated from the photoconductivity alone. 

One may also include the trapped carriers, n, and p1, in such defi- 
nitions. However, since the total number of excited electrons equals 
the total number of excited holes (n + nt) = (p + pr), only one extra 
lifetime, r*, is necessary; this may he termed the steady lifetime of 
the excited state: 

(n + n1) = (p + p,) = GT* = (t(n.T, ... )r". [2] 

From Eqs. [1] and [2] one deduces immediately the very important 
ratio: 

(n + n, = p + Pr):n: p = 1: B": 9p = T*:Tn:Tn [3] 

It relates the three steady-state lifetimes 
ping factors 0 and Op defined by 

n 

d" n + n,' dp = p + P, 

Note that the recombination rate S1(n,p, . . 

cels in the ratio [3]. Thus Eq. [3] applies to 
recombination mechanism. 

r*, r, and rp to the trap - 

[4] 

.) in Eqs. [1] and [2] can - 
any case regardless of the 
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If there are no trapped carriers, it is obviously not necessary to dis- 
tinguish between the different steady-state lifetimes because then r* 
= r = rp. That is the usual case in semiconductors such as Si and Ge 
at room temperature. In photoconductors, on the other hand, trapped 
carriers usually play a dominant role. Furthermore, in general the 
ratio of free -to -trapped carriers is different for electrons and holes, 
i.e., O, Op 1 and hence r rp r*. And finally, r,,, rp, and r* 
are usually not constant; they depend on n and/or p because of SR = 
(R(n,p, ...) in Eqs. 11] and [2]. 

3. Recombination Lifetimes 

The steady-state lifetimes r and rp of the free carriers are some- 
times referred to as their "recombination lifetimes." Originally the 
two terms were synonymous. The term "recombination lifetime," of 
course, is intended to indicate that the steady state is a quasi -equilib- 
rium between generation and recombination. However, the relation- 
ship between the recombination lifetimes and the recombination 
mechanism is not trivial. This fact has been overlooked quite fre- 
quently, and many doubtful conclusions in the literature arise from 
it. Therefore one should he careful to apply the term "recombination 
lifetime" only to those situations where it is physically meaningful- 
usually either for r or for rp. Sometimes, however, neither r nor rp 
are closely related to the recombination mechanism. 

As an example, assume an n -type photoconductor in which the re- 
combination is due to recombination centers according to the Shock- 
ley-Read mechanism. If most of the recombination centers are occu- 
pied by electrons, the recombination rate is SR(n,p, ..) = rRp, where r 
is the recombination coefficient for hole capture and R the concentra- 
tion of the centers. Then from Eq. 11] the steady-state lifetime of 
holes is rp = 1/rR, which is independent of the generation rate. 
Hence rp can he interpreted reasonably as the recombination lifetime 
of the holes. 

On the other hand, from Eq. [3] the steady-state lifetime of the 
electrons is r = r1 O, /Op. Since On and Op do depend on the genera- 
tion rate, whenever the quasi -Fermi -energies EF and EFp move 
across localized energy levels, r is not constant. An experimental ex- 
ample has been discussed recently in some detail.4 For convenience, a 
typical result is shown in Fig. 1. Because of the nonlinearities in the 
n(G) curve, the steady lifetime r = n/G of the electrons depends on 
their concentration n in a quite curious manner. But that is not relat- 
ed to any peculiarities in the recombination mechanism if the hole 
lifetime rp is constant throughout the full regime of G. In the original 
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Fig. 1-Free-electron concentration n versus generation rate G at room temperature for 
a copper -doped CdS crystal (from Ref. [4]). Within limited regimes, n(G) may 
be approximated by a power law: n O. Five different regimes must be dis- 
tinguished in the present case. 

meaning r denoted the recombination lifetime of the electrons. It is 
misleading, however, to use this notation here, because it has no 
physical significance with respect to the recombination mechanism. 
Actually the r(G) dependence yields information only about the 
trapping centers. 

Frequently the recombination rate (R (n,p, ...) depends on powers 
of n and p: 6t = Cn'p1. In the preceding example ((11 = rRp) the spe- 
cial case i = 0, j = 1 has been discussed. If on the other hand most of 
the recombination centers are occupied by holes, (R - n, i.e., i = 1, j 
= O. The Shockley-Read mechanism also provides the possibility (R 

np, i.e., i = 1, j = 1, which is more typical for a direct recombina- 
tion. For an Auger recombination, (R ' n2p or (R np2, etc. The 
corresponding values of r* from Eq. 121 are given in Table 1 as exam- 
ples for the algebraic structure of such expressions. 

4. Response Time 

In a photoconductor that is not in the steady state, all concentrations 

Table 1-Lifetimes T* for recombination rates 6? = Cn'pi. 

(i,j) (0,1) (1,0) (1,1) (2,0) (2,1) (1,2) 

1/T* COp CO CnOp = Cp0 Cn0 CnpO CnpOp 
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are functions of the time. Instead of G = 61(n,p, ...) one now has 

d(n + n,) d(p+pt) =G-6t(n,p,...). 
dt dt 

For definiteness assume that the photoconductor has been illumi- 
nated long enough to get into the steady state and that the illumina- 
tion is then switched off suddenly at t = to. The initial response time 
Tresp of an n -type photoconductor is defined by 

n(to) 

dt ,u Trenp 

where n(to) is the steady-state concentration nst = Gr,,. By compari- 
son with an exponential decay it is seen that this definition of Tresp in- 
dicates how fast the photoconductor responds to time -dependent. 
generation rates. When operating a photoconductor with modulated 
light, the highest frequency Wrnax that can he handled by the photo- 
conductor is co. ^- 1/rresp. This is the physics underlying the initial 
response time given by Eq. [6]. 

Usually the photocurrent does not decay exponentially. Then Tresp 

does not remain constant during the decay; in general it increases. 
Nevertheless, in such cases the momentary value Tresp(n) of the re- 
sponse time which then is n dependent, yields useful information. 

Eq. [5] is the differential equation of the decay curve with G = O. 

Its initial slope is 

d(n + n,) 
d 

d(n + n,) 

to dn 
dn 

sr dt 

nut 
_ - = - - 

to Tn 

[5] 

[6] 

Here the subscript st indicates steady-state conditions. Introducing 
Tresp from Eq. [6], one obtains 

(d(n 
+n,) Tiesp [7] 

dn vt r 
The special case in which the steady-state concentration of trapped 
electrons nt is proportional to the free -electron concentration n, 
yields 

(d(n + n,)) 
dn st 

and hence with Eqs. [1] and [2], 

T TP T#: 
T = - - L1 

dn VP 

¡n + n,\ 
p1 ` Il Jcl V n 

181 

This is another important result. The initial response time of a pho- 
toconductor equals the steady-state lifetime r* of the excited state. 
Hence, because in general O Bp 1, the response time of a photo - 
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conductor is not the steady lifetime of the majority carriers. rregp is 
longer by the factor 1/B, which is the ratio (free + trapped)/free ma- 
jority carriers. 

Eq. [81 is commonly used in the literature. Remember, however, 
that the more general expression Eq. [7] applies if nt is not propor- 
tional to n. 

According to Eq. 171, measurements of r and rregp seem to yield 
straightforward information on the trapped electrons. Actually, how- 
ever, one must be careful. There are cases in which rregp cannot be de- 
termined reliably from the initial slope of the decay curve. Fast elec- 
tronic processes within the photoconductor may alter the recombina- 
tion rate significantly before it can be distinguished from the photo - 
current. However, in a slightly more sophisticated approach using a 
modulated excitation which is sketched in Sec. 5, this difficulty can 
be eliminated. One can measure (dnt/dn)st from Eq. [7] with a mini- 
mum of simplifying assumptions.5 

5. Relaxation Times 

Thus far, only the response time has been introduced in describing 
transient photocurrents. In fact, other characteristic times are also 
involved. The most suitable name for them is "relaxation times." It is 
the exception rather than the rule when any of the steady-state life- 
times r and/or rp of the free carriers equals a relaxation time. It oc- 
curs more frequently for the steady-state lifetime r* of the excited 
state, i.e., the response time rregp. 

As an example, consider a photoconductor that contains one class 
each of electron traps, recombination centers, and hole traps. Then, 
according to Fig. 2, there are eight electronic transitions (besides the 
photogeneration G) which must he taken into account for the kinetics 
of this system. As in the preceding section, one characteristic time 
can he ascribed to each of the eight transition rates. Fortunately, 
however, these eight times are not independent. Because of detailed 
balance they are pairwise equal in the equilibrium state. Neverthe- 
less, four relaxation times remain which are different in general. 

This can also he seen formally. In Fig. 2 there are five different en- 
ergy states for electrons. Therefore five rate equations are necessary 
to describe the kinetics of the system. One integral is the neutrality 
condition. Thus the complete solution consists of four other indepen- 
dent functions. From this argument it is apparent that each extra 
class of imperfections introduces one other relaxation time. 

Actually not much is known about these relaxation times. There 
are several reasons. First, usually the system of the five rate equa- 
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tions is strongly nonlinear. Therefore the solutions are not sums of 
four exponentials with four significant decay times. Instead, along a 
decay curve they are functions of the time and hence cannot he evalu- 
ated from experiments directly. 

One can avoid this difficulty by investigating transient photocur- 
rents that deviate only slightly from the steady state. Then the 
steady-state values of the relaxation times also apply to the transient 
processes to a first approximation. A convenient experimental meth - 

conduction band / 

valence band 

Fig. 2-Electron transitions in a photoconductor that contains one class each of electron 
traps X, recombination centers R, and hole traps Y. G denominates the photo - 
generation. 

od is to modulate the generation rate sinusoidally and to measure the 
ac component of the photocurrent as a function of the modulation 
frequency. Any relaxation process depends on the frequency as 
a/(1 + iwr). Thus a log -log plot of the ac photocurrent versus the 
modulation frequency w has a step for each relaxation time r,,, where 
wry = 1, provided that all coefficients a are large enough for each 
step to be detected. Unfortunately, that is in general not the case. 
Preliminary results of such measurements are shown in Fig. 3. Three 
steps can clearly he seen. There are good reasons why a fourth step, 
which should also he there, cannot be observed. In the present case 
its coefficient is a4 ^- O. A detailed discussion is beyond the scope of 
this paper. 

For small deviations from a steady state, the mathematics are 
greatly simplified-the rate equations may he linearized. Hence the 
solutions are sums of exponentials. But unfortunately the relaxation 
times, although they are now physically significant, usually are quite 
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complicated expressions in which the parameters of different electron 
transitions are mixed. That is another reason why so little is known 
about the relaxation times. 

The physics of the relaxation times, on the other hand, can be ex- 
plained quite simply, at least qualitively. In a steady state there are 
quasi -equilibria between all free and trapped carriers. When the gen- 
eration rate varies, these quasi -equilibria must he readjusted. This 

1-, 
10 

e 2.10p1cnil se¿' 
2 .10}1 cm' sec' 

10 - 0 2.1010cn" see' 

103 

102 

I l 1 

105 I 106 102 108 

w(H:) 
103 10 

Fig. 3-AC photocurrent versus frequency m in a CdS crystal when the generation rate 
is modulated sinusoidally with the frequency w: G = Go + Giexpliu t[ where G1 

« Go (from Ref. [61). The three curves belong to three different generation 
rates Go, which are shown in the figure. 

requires a time that is usually different for each class of centers. 
Hence for three classes of centers as in the model of Fig. 2 three read- 
justment times are involved. For the electron -to -hole ratio, a fourth 
time is necessary that is essentially the response time if the recombi- 
nation channel is the bottleneck. 

For the performance of a photoconductor, usually only the re- 
sponse time is important which is the largest of the relaxation times. 
This is a third reason why the relaxation times have not been investi- 
gated more thoroughly. On the authors team, some work on this 
problem is being done. The motivation is to check experimentally, at 
least once, that the logical arguments are correct (nature is malicious 
and wise!). 

6. Summary 

For photoconductors, it is necessary in practice to distinguish be- 
tween several characteristic times: steady-state lifetimes, response 
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time, and relaxation times. These, however, are straightforward re- 
sults of the physics of the electronic transitions involved. 
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Oxygen Chemisorption and Photodesorption 
Processes on ZnO Surfaces* 

D. Eger, Y. Goldstein and A. Many 

The Racah Institute of Physics, The Hebrew University of Jerusalem, 
91000 Israel. 

Abstract-Very strong accumulation layers with excess surface -electron densities of ..N 
= 5 X 1013 cm -2 and higher have been obtained on single -crystal ZnO sur- 

faces by photodesorption of oxygen. The kinetics of oxygen chemisorption 

under such extreme accumulation conditions has been studied as a function of 

oxygen pressure, excess surface -electron density ..5N, and temperature. The 

chemisorption rate.is extremely slow (151013 cm -2 sec -1 at atmospheric pres- 

sure and room temperature) and is directly proportional to the oxygen pres- 

sure. It is thermally activated with an activation energy of about 0.25 eV. Both 

chemisorption and photodesorption rates vary exponentially with ..5N (an Elov- 

ich-type relation). This is most surprising in view of the fact that an accumula- 

tion layer is present at the surface throughout the adsorption range studied. 

Possible models to account for the observed adsorption characteristics are 

discussed. 

1. Introduction 

In the course of studies of ZnO surfaces we succeeded in producing 
accumulation layers with excess surface -electron densities of 5 X 1013 

cm -2 or higher. To our knowledge such phenomenally strong accu- 
mulation (or inversion) layers have not yet been reported for any 
semiconductor. Quantization effects' in these layers are very pro- 
nounced and are presently under investigation in our laboratory. In 

This work was supported in part by The Israel National Commission for Basic Research of The Is- 

rael National Academy of Sciences and Humanities. 
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this paper we present one aspect of this work, namely, the kinetics of 
oxygen chemisorption and photodesorption under conditions of ex- 
treme accumulation. The results obtained shed light on the mecha- 
nism involved in the charge -transfer process between adsorbate and 
adsorbent, and provide values for the characteristic cross sections. 
The main objective of the investigation was, however, to establish op- 
timal procedures for producing and maintaining strong accumulation 
layers on the ZnO surface. More important still, our aim has been to 
obtain a surface that is easily accessible to the variety of experi- 
ments' one would like to perform on the two-dimensional electron 
gas system associated with the surface layer. For this reason, all the 
measurements reported herein were carried out on "real," etched sur- 
faces maintained in ordinary vacuum (10-5 Torr), rather than on 
clean and well -controlled surfaces as in ultra -high vacuum systems. 
Results on the latter type of surfaces, which are necessarily more lim- 
ited in scope, will be reported elsewhere. 

ZnO belongs to the hexagonal wurtzite structure.2 The Zn-O bond 
is partly ionic and partly covalent, the effective charge of each ion 
being estimated as about one electronic charge.3 Each cation (Zn+) is 
surrounded by four anions (O-) situated at the corners of a nearly 
regular tetrahedron, and each anion is similarly surrounded by four 
cations. The structure can be described as a series of atomic double 
layers stacked normal to the c- axis. The series terminates on both 
sides with two different )0001) surfaces, one composed of zinc ions, 
the other of oxygen ions. The two different surfaces can easily be dis- 
tinguished by suitable etching procedures 4,6 The prism surfaces 
(parallel to the c -axis) contain an equal number of cations and an- 
ions. 

By suitable growth and doping procedures, ZnO crystals can be 
made either insulating (?.;10'° ohm -cm) or n -type semiconducting 
(typically 1-100 ohm -cm). So far, no p -type samples could be pro- 
duced. The forbidden energy gap is 3.2 eV. In relatively pure samples 
the room -temperature electron mobility ranges between 100 and 300 
cm2/V sec. 

Oxygen adsorption on ZnO surfaces has been studied by several 
workers.6-10 It is now well established that oxygen is chemisorbed by 
capture of conduction electrons from the underlying semiconductor. 
Such trapping very likely effects a transition from physical to chemi- 
cal adsorption. This process shifts the energy bands at the surface 
upwards and can he detected by a drop in surface conductance and 
an increase in work function Desorption of chemisorbed oxygen by 
thermal processes is extremely slow and cannot be detected even at 
temperatures of 200°-300°C. However, desorption takes place readily 
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under illumination in vacuum with bandgap light (near -UV). It ap- 
pears that photodesorption proceeds by the recombination of photo - 
generated holes with electrons trapped at the chemisorbed oxygen." 
In this process the oxygen is again converted into a physically ad- 
sorbed species, which can then be easily pumped off. Desorption can 
also be obtained by exposure of the ZnO surface to atomic hydrogen,3 
which probably removes the chemisorbed oxygen by reduction. 

The chemisorption kinetics on single -crystal ZnO samples has been 
studied by Van Hove and Luyckx9 and by Arijs and co-workers.10 
The former group observed an Elovich-type relation12 for the chemi- 
sorption process, i.e., surface conductance decreasing logarithmically 
with exposure time to oxygen. A behavior of this sort is expected 
when a depletion layer is formed at the surface during the chemisorp- 
tion process, and indeed this is how Medved/3 explained similar re- 
sults he obtained on ZnO-powder samples. Arijs et al.,10 on the other 
hand, find that the conductance decay is inversely proportional to ex- 
posure time to oxygen. In this case the surface was characterised by 
relatively weak accumulation layers (less than 1011 cm -2 excess elec- 
trons at the surface) and the results could be accounted for by the 
standard rate equations applicable to this regime. The experimental 
results of both groups show that the process of oxygen adsorption on 
ZnO surfaces is very slow. This was found to be the case by Heiland3 
even for clean ZnO surfaces produced by cleavage in ultra -high vacu- 
um. 

Our preliminary measurements indicate that the adsorption char- 
acteristics of the three types of surfaces (Zn, O, and prism) are differ- 
ent, but the differences do not appear to be drastic. The results pre- 
sented here pertain to the oxygen surface only. They cover the varia- 
tion of the chemisorption rate with oxygen pressure, excess surface - 
electron density (.1N), and temperature. The chemisorption rate, 
which is proportional to pressure, is found to he thermally activated. 
A rather surprising feature of the data is the exponential dependence 
of both the chemisorption and photodesorption rates on ..XN. The 
cross section for chemisorption is found to be extremely small, small- 
er than that estimated on the basis of the data of Arijs et al.,10 and of 
Heiland.3 Possible mechanisms for explaining these observed charac- 
teristics of the adsorption kinetics are discussed. 

2. Experimental 

The measurements were carried out on single crystals of ZnO grown 
by Airtron Co. The bulk resistivity was about 20 ohm -cm. The sam- 
ples were rectangular parallelepipeds with typical dimensions of 8 X 
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1.5 X 0.5 mm3, having their c- axis perpendicular to the two larger 
surfaces (the polar surfaces). After cutting, the samples were polished 
to a flatness of about 1µm and etched in a 30% solution of HCI. 
(Other etches, such as HNO3 and H3PO4, gave similar results as far 
as the adsorption characteristics are concerned.) After etching the 
oxygen surface became matt, while the zinc surface became quite 
shiny. All measurements were performed on the oxygen surface. 
However, the other faces were not masked, and it is possible that they 
too contributed somewhat to the results. 

The samples were mounted in a small chamber provided with a 
quartz window. The pressure in the chamber could be varied between 
10-5 Torr and atmospheric pressure. The pumping system was a con- 
ventional one, consisting of an oil -diffusion pump with a liquid -nitro- 
gen trap to prevent back -streaming of oil. Oxygen desorption was 
produced by focusing light from a 200 -watt mercury arc lamp on the 
surface under study. The pressure in the chamber during this illumi- 
nation was -40-5 Torr. For adsorption measurements above room 
temperature, the chamber was immersed in a constant -temperature 
bath, where the temperatures could be maintained constant to within 
1°C. For measurements below room temperature a suitable cryostat 
was used. In either case photodesorption was produced by illumina- 
tion (in vacuum) at room temperature. 

The experimental quantity measured was the sample resistance as 
a function of time under different surface conditions. The electrical 
contacts were prepared by first wetting the sample with indium amal- 
gam and then using indium solder. A constant -current source was 
connected to the two end contacts of the sample and a pair of poten- 
tial probes, soldered in the mid -region of the sample, were employed 
to determine the sample's resistivity. This procedure eliminates con- 
tact effects, which are quite severe in the case of ZnO. A recorder was 
used to monitor the time variation of the voltage drop Vp across the 
pair of probes, Vp being directly proportional to the sample resistivi- 
ty. Typical plots of Vp as a function of exposure time to oxygen (at 
300°K) are shown in Fig. 1 for different oxygen pressures. The mea- 
surements were carried out as follows. The sample was first illumi- 
nated for about two hours in a vacuum of 10-5 Torr. After illumina- 
tion, the sample was kept in the dark (in vacuum) for about 15 min- 
utes to allow for the decay of any photoconductance and/or thermal 
gradients present. After this, at time t = 0, oxygen was introduced at 
a certain pressure, and Vp was recorded as a function of exposure 
time. The various curves in the figure correspond to different oxygen 
pressures, as marked. 

On the assumption that in the process of chemisorption, each oxy- 
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gen molecule (or atom) captures one conduction electron from the 
space charge -region, one has 

dNa d (.1N) 
dt dt 

[1] 

where Na is the surface density of chemisorbed oxygen species and 
._\N is the number of excess electrons (with respect to flat bands con- 
ditions) per unit surface area in the space -charge region.13 .5N can be 
obtained from the surface conductance .Xa; 

Jo 
[2] 

which in turn can be calculated from the measured sample resistance; 

o l 1 1 l 
R Rb/ 

[3] 

Here q is the absolute value of the electronic charge and µs the elec- 
tron surface mobility (which is usually a function of SN); w is the 
width of the sample and 1 the separation between the potential 
probes; R is the sample resistance between the probes, and Rb the 
corresponding bulk resistance. As a good approximation for Rb we 
took the maximum value of R obtained after long exposure (in the 
dark) to an atmospheric pressure of oxygen. 

In order to derive AN from .So (Eq. [2]) one has to know the sur- 
face mobility µs as a function of .XN. The surface mobility is expected 
to be smaller than the bulk mobility µb because the carriers in the ac- 
cumulation layer are scattered by the surface in addition to the nor- 
mal bulk scattering. Preliminary results obtained by field-effect and 
galvanomagnetic measurements show that in the ..5N range studied 
here, µs usually increases with increasing .AN, approaching the value 
of Pb in strong accumulation conditions. While this rather unusual 
behavior is typical of most of the samples studied, the magnitudes of 
Its vary from sample to sample, being very sensitive to surface treat- 
ment. Unfortunately, no surface -mobility measurements were carried 
out on the samples used in the present adsorption measurements, so 
that AN cannot be derived accurately. Accordingly, all adsorption 
data must necessarily involve the directly measurable surface con- 
ductance .So. However, to obtain a feel for the surface -electron densi- 
ties involved, it would be useful to define the quantity JN' as 
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,1N' 5 J° = Ai, 
AN. 

9Nb Pb 
[4] 

The bulk mobility in our samples was 150 cm2/Vsec. All the adsorp- 
tion measurements presented below are expressed in terms of .1N'. 

While .1N' may differ from .1N (but by not more than a small fac- 
tor), it serves as the lower bound for .1N. The time derivative of .1N, 
which is a direct measure of the chemisorption rate (see Eq. [1]), can 
readily be expressed in terms of the time derivative of .1N'; 

¡Nb 

d(AN) Pb + N' d\Ng d(.X') 
[5] 

dt NS d(.1.\") dt 

It should be noted that as long as AN (or .1N') is maintained con - 
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Fig. 1-Voltage drop VP across pair of potential probes on ZnO sample as function of 

exposure time to oxygen for various oxygen pressures. Measurements per- 
formed at room temperature. Current through the sample 150 µA. Bulk resis- 

tivity 20 ohm -cm, sample dimensions: width, 1.5 mm; thickness, 0.5 mm; dis- 

tance between probes, 3 mm. 

stant, d(AN)/dt is directly proportional to d(AN')/dt. This is made 
use of in the measurements of the pressure and temperature depen- 
dences of the chemisorption rate. 

3. Results 

The data in Fig. 1 are represented in a different form in Fig. 2. Here, 
..N' (as obtained by the use of Eqs. [3] and [4]) is plotted as a func- 
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be approximately parallel with a common slope of 'y = 2 X 10-13 cm2. 
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tion of the logarithm of the exposure time to oxygen for different oxy- 
gen pressures. It is seen that at all pressures, ..XN' decreases more or 
less logarithmically with exposure time, corresponding to an Elovich- 
type relation.12 The nature of the chemisorption kinetics is, however, 
seen much more clearly if one plots the rate of change of ..SN' against 
JN'. Such plots are shown (on a semi -log scale) in Fig. 3, again for 
different ambient pressures. All lines are seen to be straight and par- 
allel, indicating that at each pressure, d(_SN')/dt decreases exponen- 
tially with decreasing IN', and that for any fixed value of JN', 
d(...1N')/dt is proportional to the oxygen pressure. The latter charac- 
teristic is shown in more detail by Fig. 4 where d(.5N')/dt is plotted 
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Fig. 4-Log-log plots of rate of change of during chemisorption as function of oxy- 
gen pressure, for different fixed values of .SN'. The lines for the different 
values of are essentially parallel, with slope of unity, showing that the rate 
of chemisorption is proportional to pressure. 

on a log -log scale against oxygen pressure for different fixed values of 
The common slope of about unity characterizing the various 

straight lines indicates direct proportionality between d(..5N')/dt and 
pressure in the range of ..SN' shown (2-4 X 1013 cm -2). Such propor- 
tionality is maintained from about 1 Torr to atmospheric pressure. 
Below 1 Torr the chemisorption rate becomes too slow to permit 
meaningful measurements. As was pointed out above, for ..SN' con- 
stant, d(..SN')/dt is proportional to d(.XN)/dt. Hence one concludes 
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from Fig. 4 that the chemisorption rate (-d(.iN)/dt) is also directly 
proportional to pressure. No such clear-cut conclusion can be arrived 
at concerning the dependence of the chemisorption rate on AN be- 
cause of the lack of information on the variation of the surface mobil- 
ity with AN (see Eq. [5]). However, since µs very likely increases with 
JN, the chemisorption rate is expected to increase even more rapidly 
with AN than indicated by the exponential relation between 
d(AN')/dt and AN' (Fig. 3). 

The room -temperature data of Figs. 3 and 4 can be summarized by 
the following empirical relation 

d(ON') - -K( -)exp N'i, [6] dt Po 

where po is atmospheric pressure. The value of K was found to vary 
considerably from sample to sample and, as shown below, for a given 
sample it is temperature dependent. The value of -y, on the other 
hand, is essentially the same for all samples studied (lying in the 
range 2-3 X 10-13 cm2) and is temperature independent. 

It should be noted that the chemisorption process is an extremely 
inefficient one. Even the maximum chemisorption rate (at atmo- 
spheric pressure, during the initial stages of chemisorption) is of the 
order of 1012 cm -2 sec -1 or less, a very slow rate indeed. At atmo- 
spheric pressure it takes on the order of an hour before an apprecia- 
ble part of the accumulation layer is removed. It is this highly ineffi- 
cient chemisorption process that makes the attainment of strong ac- 
cumulation layers possible at moderate vacuum. 

In order to compare the chemisorption rates at different tempera- 
tures, some preliminary studies were necessary. These consisted of 
measurements of the temperature dependence of the sample conduc- 
tivity o for different fixed values of AN'. All such measurements were 
carried out at a pressure of 10-5 Torr, at which chemisorption is neg- 
ligible, so that each chosen value of AN' remains constant as the tem- 
perature is varied. (The constancy of AN' was checked by ascer- 
taining that upon cooling to room temperature, the sample conduc- 
tance regained its original value.) The temperature dependence of o 
is illustrated in Fig. 5 for two values of JN', = 0 (bulk conductiv- 
ity) and AN' = 3.3 X 1013 cm -2. Inspection of the figure shows that 
the ratio of the conductivities is independent of temperature. This 
feature has been verified by measurements at several other values of 
ANN' (not shown), and one concludes that the conductivity ratio is a 
function of AN' only. Hall -effect measurements show that the elec- 
tron bulk concentration in the temperature range studied is constant 
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(the donor impurities are completely ionized). It therefore follows 
that for any given value of .N', the ratio of surface to bulk mobilities 
is temperature independent. This rather surprising result simplifies 
the analysis of chemisorption data obtained at different tempera- 
tures, as will be discussed below. 
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Fig. 5-Temperature dependence of conductivity of ZnO sample for .SN' = 0 (bulk con- 
ductivity) and . oN' = 3.3 X 1013 cm -2. The ratio of the conductivities at the 
different values of .\N' is seen to be temperature independent. 

In Fig. 6, measured values of d(JN')/dt are plotted against JN' for 
four different temperatures. Since the chemisorption rate increases 
quite rapidly with temperature, the measurements were carried out 
at a relatively low pressure (4 Torr). It is seen that the curves for the 
different temperatures are linear and parallel. Thus in the tempera- 
ture rarge indicated, the exponential dependence of d(JN')/dt on 
JN' is characterized by the same slope. In other words, the value of y 
(see Eq. 161) is temperature independent in this range. It is only the 
proportionality factor K that is temperature dependent. This is seen 
more clearly in Fig. 7, which shows semi -log plots of d(..XN')/dt versus 
1000/T for three values of IN'. The three curves are linear and paral- 
lel, being characterized by the same activation energy of E = 0.25 eV. 
It should be noted that for each plot in Fig. 7, the chemisorption rate 
is directly proportional to d(..SN')/dt. This follows from the observa- 
tion discussed above that for any fixed value of IN', µs/µb is temper- 
ature independent. Thus, the value of E = 0.25 eV actually repre- 
sents the activation energy for chemisorption. 
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Fig. 6-Semi-log plot of rate of change of ,N' during chemisorption as function of ..SN' 

for four different temperatures. Measurements performed at oxygen pressure 

of 4 Torr. The parallelism of the lines shows that the exponential coefficient y 
is temperature independent. 
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Fig. 7-Semi-log plot of rate of change of .\N' during chemisorption as function of 

1000/T for different fixed values of Measurements performed at oxygen 

pressure of 4 Torr. The linearity and parallelism of the lines show that the rate 

of chemisorption is thermally activated with a _5N -independent activation ener- 

gy E. 
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Including the temperature dependence of the chemisorption rate in 
Eq. 16'1 we obtain the empirical relation 

d(.5I\") ( :0) 
di - -ho\1 o exp{ k'l expll'-5N1 [71 

where Ko = 10n - 1014 cm -2 sec -1, E 0.25 eV, y = 2-3 X 10-13 cm2 
and k is Boltzmann's constant. Ko is a constant for a given sample, 
but may vary appreciably from sample to sample. This ís illustrated 
by the results of Figs. 3 and 6, obtained for two different samples. 
Comparing the line for 5 Torr in Fig. 3 with the line for 26°C in Fig. 6 
(obtained at 4 Torr), we see that the value of Ko for the latter sample 
is higher by about 3 orders of magnitude. The value of y, on the other 
hand, is relatively constant. 
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Fig. 8-Semi-log plot of surface conductance during photodesorption as function of illu- 
mination time. Upper (solid) line represents measurements during illumination 
and includes changes of ..5a due to both photoconductivity and photodesorp- 
tion. Vertical lines show drop in ..5a upon interrupting the illumination. Lower 
(dashed) line represents changes in .ia due to photodesorption only. 

We turn now to measurements of oxygen photodesorption. These 
measurements were carried out at room temperature only. After the 
sample had been exposed to atmospheric pressure for some time, the 
chamber was evacuated and the rise in surface conductance with illu- 
mination time was monitored. Upon illumination, the conductance 
shows a fast initial rise followed by a much slower increase. Turning 
off the light (in vacuum) results in a corresponding fast drop in con - 
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ductance, after which the conductance stays nearly constant. The fast 
initial conductance rise is associated with photoconductivity pro- 
cesses; only the slower increase represents the oxygen -desorption pro- 
cess. In order to separate the two components, the illumination was 

interrupted at regular intervals for a short time to allow for the dark 
conductance to be recorded. Fig. 8 shows the variation of Au with il- 

lumination time obtained in this manner. The upper (solid) curve 
represents the conductance during illumination. The vertical lines 

illumination Time (sec) 
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Fig. 9-Semi-log plot of rate of change of ..SN' during photodesorption as function of 

AN'. Values of the illumination time are also marked at the top of the figure. 

The exponential coefficient 1,, obtained from slope of straight lines is y1 = 2.5 

X 10-13 cm2. 

show the drop in 2 a upon interrupting the illumination. The lower 

(dashed) curve thus represents the photodesorption kinetics without 
the complications introduced by the photoconductivity. Actually, 
however, the difference between the two curves remains fairly con- 

stant throughout the illumination so that either curve can be used in 

the analysis of the photodesorption process. 
The variation of d(1N')/dt with .AN', as derived from the logarith- 

mic curves of Fig. 8, is shown by the semi -log plot of Fig. 9. The 
straight line means that d(..XN')/dt decreases exponentially with in- 

creasing AN': 

d(ON') 
dt - K1 expi-y1JN'i: [8] 
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where K1 1013 cm -2 sec -1 and y1 x 2.5 X 10-13 cm2. The value of y, 
is seen to be very close to that of y characterizing the chemisorption 
process (see Eq. [7]). The magnitude of K1 depends of course on the 
light intensity, and the value quoted is typical for fairly strong illumi- 
nation. 

4. Discussion 

The chemisorption kinetics associated with the relaxation in surface 
conductance will be analyzed on the premise that oxygen adsorption 
introduces acceptor -like surface states. Physically adsorbed mole- 
cules are identified with unoccupied states, chemisorbed molecules 
with occupied states. Actually, the term physically adsorbed mole- 
cules used here has a broader sense. It represents any neutral species 
which, on the one hand, can easily be pumped off and, on the other 
hand, is able to capture a conduction electron and thereby become 
strongly bonded to the surface (chemisorbed). Such species may be 
associated with neutral oxygen molecules or atoms adsorbed in either 
ordinary or special lattice sites; they may well be more tightly bound 
to the surface than ordinary physisorbed molecules. The only re- 
quirement is that the physisorbed species are in good communication 
with the ambient gas, so that at any given pressure p their density Np 
at the surface is maintained constant. The rate equation for chemi- 
sorption can then be written as 

dNa d( -5N) 
dt dt - A,I)N [9] 

where Na is the density of chemisorbed species, A is the electron 
capture cross section for chemisorption, and 4) is the electron flux, 
i.e., the number of electrons striking a unit area of the surface per 
unit time. It is reasonable to expect that the density Np of physi- 
sorbed species capable of electron capture, and hence the chemisorp- 
tion rate dNa/dt, will be proportional to the ambient pressure. This 
behavior is exhibited by our data as well as by those of other 
workers.8-10 Eq. [9] should include also a term representing the rate 
of thermal emission back into the conduction band of electrons 
trapped at the chemisorbed oxygen. As pointed out above, however, 
there is no noticeable thermal desorption of chemisorbed oxygen at 
all temperatures studied, so that this term can be neglected. The 
electror, flux is usually expressed as 

(p = F [10] 
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where n, is the volume density of conduction electrons at the surface 
and ue their mean velocity. 

Oxygen adsorption measurements carried out by Morrison,6 Mel- 
nick,7 and by Medved° on powdered ZnO samples yielded an Elovich- 
type relation for the chemisorption process, i.e., surface conductance 
decreasing logarithmically with exposure time to oxygen. A similar 
relation has been observed by Van Hove and Luyckx9 on single -crys- 
tal samples. A behavior of this sort is expected° when a depletion 
layer is formed during the chemisorption process. The barrier height 
Vs then becomes increasingly more negative, so that ns and hence the 
chemisorption rate dNa/dt (Eqs. [9] and [10]) decrease very rapidly 
with exposure time. It can be shown' 1 that in this case ns is given ap- 
proximately by 

nx a exp[-R(..5N)'], [ii] 

where B is a constant. An approximate solution of Eq. [9], using Eqs. 
[10] and [11], yields 

« ..5N a [In(t + td]'/'. [12] 

This is close to the behavior observed experimentally by the above 
workers.6-9 Unfortunately, however, the unknown surface -to -volume 
ratio in the case of the powdered samples6-8 and insufficient details 
in the data on single crystals9 make it very difficult to determine 
whether a depletion layer was indeed present. 

Arijs et al.,10 on the other hand, find that the conductance decay is 
inversely proportional to exposure time to oxygen. In this case the 
surface was characterized by an accumulation layer (the variation in 
-1N during the chemisorption process being typically 10''-107 cm -2). 
The surface electron concentration ns is then13 approximately pro- 
portional to (.5N)2, and the rate equation (Eq. [9]) reduces to 

d d(-5.1') (J.1')'. 
(It dt 

[13] 

The solution of this equation is Ao- a -IN « lit, which is just the rela- 
tion observed by Arijs et al.10 These workers did not derive the elec- 
tron capture cross section A characterizing the chemisorption pro- 
cess. A rough estimate based on their published data yields the order 
of magnitude of 10-26 cm2 for A if one assumes a monolayer of phys- 
isorbed oxygen at atmospheric pressure (NP 1015 cm -2). This value 
of A is much smaller than an atomic cross section, 10-16-10-15 cm2, 

defined as the area of a physisorbed oxygen molecule or atom. It 
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should be pointed out that the results presented by Arijs et al.10 
should be viewed with some caution. The conductance measurements 
were carried out without the use of potential probes. Contact effects, 
which are very pronounced in the case of ZnO, especially when in the 
insulating form, could very well have distorted their data. 

A completely different behavior is exhibited by our data, which 
also involve accumulation layers, even though of much greater 
strength. The chemisorption process in this case does not follow the 
simple rate equation expected for accumulation layers (Eq. [13]), the 
chemisorption rate increasing exponentially with ..XN rather than as 
(JN)2. Under these conditions, a straightforward assignment of a 
cross section to the chemisorption process is not very meaningful, and 
a different approach to the problem is discussed below. Nevertheless, 
in order to get an idea of the orders of magnitude involved, we used 
Eqs. [9] and [10] to derive from the data the cross sections at the two 
limits of the variation in AN. The cross sections obtained in this 
manner vary from ^-10-28 cm2 for AN' = 5 X 1013 cm -2 to -10-31 
cm2 for AN' = 1 X 1013 cm -2. These values are even smaller than 
those estimated from the data of Arijs et al.10 

A surprising feature of the ZnO surface is that even in the clean 
state the chemisorption rate appears to be extremely slow. Heiland3 
has studied the polar surfaces of ZnO produced by cleavage in ultra- 
high vacuum at 90° K. After cleavage, no surface conductivity was de- 
tected on either the Zn or 0 surface. Transient heating (in vacuum) 
to room temperature produced no change on the O surface but gave 
rise to a high surface conductance on the Zn surface. Such conduc- 
tance corresponds to a very strong accumulation layer (JN x 1013 

cm -2). Admission of oxygen was found to remove the high surface 
conductance of the Zn surface but the chemisorption rate was very 
slow. No detailed results of the chemisorption kinetics are given by 
Heiland3 but a rough estimate indicates that the electron capture 
cross section is of the order of 10-26-10-25 cm2, comparable to that 
derived from the data of Arijs et al.10 Both the O and Zn surfaces de- 
velop strong accumulation layers by exposure to atomic hydrogen.3 It 
is not clear whether the hydrogen atoms are adsorbed as donors or 
whether they remove chemisorbed oxygen, leaving excess Zn donors 
and thus a positive layer at the surface. 

The acisorption-desorption characteristics of the Zn0/O system 
pose two fundamental questions: (a) what is the origin of the huge ac- 
cumulation layer on the oxygen -free surface, and (b) what is the 
mechanism of charge transfer responsible for the extremely slow cap- 
ture rate of electrons by the physisorbed oxygen, and for the expo- 
nential dependence of the chemisorption and photodesorption rates 
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on JN observed under strong accumulation conditions. As to the first 

question, it has been suggested by Arijs et al.10 and Heiland3 that the 

accumulation layer is produced by donor impurities that are either 
introduced by etching or have diffused to the surface from the under- 
lying bulk. The attainment of huge accumulation layers in the 
present studies, with close to 1014 free electrons per cm2, would then 
mean that there is an equally large density of íonízed donors at the 
surface. This corresponds roughly to a tenth of a monolayer, which is 

not very likely. It is more probable that the positive surface charge is 

associated with positive Zn ions. We recall that ZnO is partly ionic, so 

that the double layer consists of positively and negatively charged Zn 

and 0 ions. If the double layers at the Zn and O surface are complete- 
ly stoichiometric, one might expect a net positive charge on the dou- 

ble layer terminated by the Zn surface, while the double layer termi- 
nated by the O surface could be negatively charged. Thus, on surfaces 

obtained by cleavage in ultra -high vacuum, a compensating accumu- 
lation layer would be likely to form on the Zn surface and not on the 
oxygen surface. This appears to be the situation in the measurements 
of Heiland,3 at least when the cleaved surfaces are warmed from 

90°K (at which cleavage was carried out) to room temperature. As to 

the oxygen surface, an accumulation layer was produced only after 
exposure to atomic hydrogen. Very likely, lattice oxygen is removed 

by the reducing action of hydrogen, leaving a positive excess of Zn 

ions. The effect of illumination with bandgap light is equivalent: pho- 

togenerated holes recombine with electrons in oxygen ions at the sur- 

face." The neutral oxygen so produced is easily pumped off. The 
photogenerated electrons constitute the accumulation layer produced 

in this manner. In principle, these electrons could be trapped in sur- 

face or bulk traps and thus become immobile. Perhaps one of the dis- 

tinctive features of ZnO is that electron trapping is negligible, as evi- 

denced by the huge accumulation layers that can actually be at- 

tained. Upon admission of oxygen the accumulation layers on both 

the Zn and O surface are removed, their electrons being used up in 

the chemisorption process. 
The second question posed by the available data is the reason for 

the extremely inefficient process of charge transfer characterizing 
both clean surfaces produced by cleavage in ultra -high vacuum3 and 

real surfaces prepared by etching. If we proceed on the assumption 
that the value of the electron capture cross section should be of the 

order of an atomic cross section, we must look for processes that in- 

hibit electron capture by physisorbed oxygen, thereby reducing the 

chemisorption rate. Such processes can be divided into two catego- 

ries-those that reduce the effective density of the physisorbed oxy- 
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gen species available for electron capture and those that reduce the 
electron flux $ (see Eq. 191). The strong (exponential) dependence of 
the chemisorption rate on ..XN observed for strong accumulation 
layers (see Eq. 171) can he explained only by a process that reduces (h. 
An obvious reason for a reduced electron flux would be the presence 
of a retarding potential barrier at the surface. Contrary to the case of 
depletion layers, such a retarding harrier cannot be associated with 
the space -charge region under accumulation conditions. On the other 
hand, o.1 real surfaces it could very well he associated with a buffer 
layer (-10 A thick) existing between the ZnO surface proper and the 
adsorbed oxygen. Such a layer may have been produced during the 
etching process or by the subsequent exposure to room air. Prelimi- 
nary Auger -spectroscopy measurements indeed indicate the existence 
of a surface layer, composed mostly of carbon atoms. If the buffer 
layer is assumed to be impregnable to oxygen, then one must also as- 
sume that the Zn excess is present beneath the layer, at least in the 
case of the O surface. Otherwise, no accumulation layer could form, 
since neutral oxygen atoms produced by hole capture would not be 
able to desorb to form the Zn excess. 

Electron transfer across a potential barrier can take place by ther- 
mal excitation, tunneling, and thermally assisted tunneling. In princi- 
ple, an exp(y..5N) dependence could represent charge transfer by 
thermal excitation over a potential harrier if the harrier height de- 
creases linearly with increasing AN. This mechanism, however, is 
ruled out by the observation that y in Eq. [7] is temperature indepen- 
dent. The temperature dependence of the chemisorption rate is char- 
acterized entirely by a fixed (IN -independent) activation energy. 

The second possibility, tunneling through a potential harrier, is il- 
lustrated by Fig. 10 for the case of strong accumulation layers. This is 
a simplified energy -level diagram at two stages of the chemisorption 
process. The accumulation layer is shown together with the energy 
barrier assumed to he introduced by a buffer layer of thickness b. For 
the sake of simplicity it is assumed that the initial condition (solid 
lines) corresponds to no chemisorbed oxygen at the outer surface of 
the buffer layer. The negative (free) space charge in the accumulation 
layer is thus entirely produced and balanced by the positive charge of 
the excess Zn ions residing on the ZnO surface proper. One need con- 
sider only tunneling of electrons at the Fermi level into states of the 
same energy on the other side of the buffer layer assumed to he intro- 
duced by the physisorbed oxygen. The tunneling probability for these 
electrons is proportional14 to exp(-Dn1/2) where n is the effective 
barrier height for tunneling as shown in Fig. 10 and D = 2(2m*/h2)b 
(m* is the effective electron mass in the buffer layer and h is 
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Planck's constant). Thus, for the case of tunneling, the electron flux 
<t> in Eq. 19] is given by yens exp(-Di h/2) rather than by Eq. 110]. The 
dashed curves in the figure represent the situation after a certain 
amount of oxygen has been chemisorbed on the outer surface of the 
buffer layer. In this process electrons (of density MAN)) have been 
transferred from the space -charge layer into the chemisorbed species. 
This has two consequences: (a) the potential barrier Vs in the space - 
charge layer is reduced (by 5V5), and (b) a double -charge layer is 

E 
EF 

Fig. 10-Simplified energy -level diagram illustrating tunneling model for oxygen chemi- 
sorption on ZnO. Solid and dashed curves correspond, respectively, to initial 

and some later stage of the chemisorption process. E., is the conduction -band 

edge and EF the Fermi level. Vs, W5 and Wb are defined as positive for the ac- 
cumulation layer shown. The effective barrier height for tunneling is denoted by 

formed on both sides of the buffer layer, with a surface charge densi- 
ty of WAN) and a barrier enhancement of bEh = -g2hb(_SN)/KbEo 
(hh being the relative dielectric constant of the buffer layer and to the 
permitivity of free space). Thus, there is an overall enhancement in 

the effective barrier height for tunneling of b,t = -gSV5 + '/26Eh. It 

can he shown15 that for strong accumulation layers, Ws = qVs - Wb 

is approximately proportional to N; 

W5 MAN , [14] 
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where 0 is a constant and Ws and Wh are the distances between the 
Fermi level and the conduction -band edge at the surface and in the 
bulk, respectively (see Fig. 10). Since, moreover, bEb is also propor- 
tional to b( -5N), we can write for strong accumulation layers 

where 

= 
2AbE 

710-1'1'b-(0+aU:1', [15] 

q2b 
[16] 

and no is the value of n at flat bands (Vs = 0). For (0 + a),N « no - 
Wh, one can expand n1/2 and obtain for the tunneling exponent 

where 

-nn'" -/)(no - 11'b)'/2 + /3IN, [1 i] 

(3' 

n(B+a) 
2<qo - Wo)v2 

Thus, for electron transfer by tunneling, Eq. 
[ 
10] is replaced by 

h yeRs exp[-/)(710 - Wb)i12] exp(,(3.SN) 

[18] 

[19] 

Substitution of Eq. [19] into Eq. [9] yields an exp(0..5N) dependence 
for the chemisorption rate, with a temperature -independent coeffi- 
cient /3, which agrees in this respect with the experimental results 
(Eq. [7]). The tunneling model considered does not explain, however, 
the observed thermal activation for chemisorption. Attempts to ac- 
count for the activation energy in terms of a thermally assisted tun- 
neling mechanism'a were unsuccessful; one must assume an unrea- 
sonably thick buffer layer (over 100 A). On the other hand, the value 
of 0.25 eV obtained for the activation energy seems too low to be at- 
tributed to the dissociation of a physically adsorbed oxygen molecule 
into oxygen atoms. Yet, such dissociation may be a necessary step 
prior to chemisorption (as O- species). This is supported by prelimi- 
nary measurements showing that the chemisorption of ozone is sever- 
al orders of magnitude faster than that of (molecular) oxygen, indi- 
cating that atomic oxygen does indeed play a very important role. At 
the same time, while ESR measurements'6 seem to paint to the exis- 
tence of 02- on the ZnO surface after exposure to oxygen, they do not 
rule out the presence of 0- as well. 

Alternatively, the observed activation energy may be due to a sit - 
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uation in which only the physisorbed molecules excited into higher 
energy states or occupying some special lattice sites are active in the 

capture of electrons. Some kind of an equilibrium distribution be- 

t«een such active centers and the ordinary physisorhed oxygen mole- 

cules (or the gas phase) is maintained at the surface, with the result 
that the number of active centers is a small, pressure -independent 
fraction of the total density of physisorbed molecules. The activation 
energy may then be associated with the promotion of the physisorhed 
oxygen molecules into the active state. 

We shall now show that by introducing reasonable values for the 
characteristic parameters of the buffer layer, one obtains the right or- 

ders of magnitude for the experimental values of both y and K° in 

Eq. [7). We shall arbitrarily take for the effective mass the free -elec- 

tron value, while the dielectric constant Kb in the buffer layer will be 

assumed to be around 3. Taking a buffer layer of, say, 12 A thickness, 
one obtains D 13 (eV)1"2. The value of fi, as estimated from the 
known properties of the space -charge layer under strong accumula- 
tion conditions,15 is about 3.5 X 10-14 eV cm2. The value of a, as 

given by Eq. [ 16), is about the same. Finally, taking 5 eV for no - Wb, 

the order of magnitude of the ZnO work function, one obtains from 
Eq. [18) /3 2 X 10-13 cm2. This is quite close to the experimental 
value of y (see Eq. 171). 

Substituting for in Eq. 191 its value from the tunneling equation, 
Eq. [19), we can compare the resulting expression with the empirical 
relation, Eq. [7). In this comparison we take ..SN' = .SN and y = ,13. 

Furthermore, we associate the experimentally observed activation en- 

ergy with promotion of the physisorhed oxygen molecules into active 
species, as discussed above. In other words we assume that 

NP 
N°°(P0) e`p( 

7-f) , 
[20] 

where N1,° is the total density of physisorhed oxygen molecules at at- 
mospheric pressure (1015 cm -2). The comparison then yields 

h o = l,',n.,N° A exp [-1)(110 - Wb 11/1 . 
[21] 

For typical accumulation layers,15 - N ti 1013 cm -2, ns 1020 cm -2. 

The average electron velocity ue in a degenerate accumulation layer ís 

about 108 cm/sec, while the attenuation due to the barrier (the expo- 

nential term) is about 10-13. Hence a typical experimental value of 

KO(r----1014 cm -2 sec -1) yields for the capture cross section A - 10-16 

cm2, a reasonable value. 
The tunneling model accounts also for the observed photodesorp- 
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tion kinetics (Eq. [8]). Here one must consider the tunneling of pho- 
togenerated holes from the valence hand into chemisorhed oxygen 
species. It is not unreasonable to expect the effective barrier height 
for such tunneling to he comparable to that for conduction electrons 
in the case of chemisorption. However, the harrier height for hole 
tunneling now increases with increasing AN, so that the tunneling 
probability becomes proportional to exp(-/3,N), as observed experi- 
mentally. 

So far we have considered strong degenerate accumulation layers, 
the relevant case for our data. The situation is different for weak ac- 
cumulation layers such as those studied by Arijs et al.10 (.N < 1012 

cm -2). In this case the conduction -band edge at the surface is above 
the Fermi level, and the electrons involved in the tunneling process 
lie close to the band edge. Also, the changes 5Eh across the buffer 
layer are negligible for the small values of _IN involved (see Eq. 116]). 
Hence, the harrier height for tunneling is very nearly independent of 
VS (or WS), being approximately equal to no - Wb (see Fig. 10). In 
other words, the tunneling model introduces a constant, .5N -inde- 
pendent attenuation factor and the rate equation reduces to 

d(N) dlo - u,.n...A'p.-1 exp[-I)(q° - lI'n)'iº]. [22] 
dt dt 

This is equivalent to Eqs. 19] and [10], but with a much reduced effec- 
tive cross section. The reducing factor in our case has been estimated 
as -10-13, whereas for the data of Arijs et al.10 one obtains an atomic 
cross section for a reducing factor of 10-"-10-10. Obviously the re- 
ducing factor is very sensitive to small changes in the harrier thick- 
ness and height. In fact, as pointed out above, our own measurements 
on different samples exhibit variations in the chemisorption rate 
amounting to 2-3 orders of magnitude. 

In conclusion, the tunneling model considered above seems to ex- 
plain the extremely slow chemisorption rate observed for real ZnO 
surfaces, as well as the functional dependence of both the chemisorp- 
tion and photodesorption rates on .5N. The observed activation ener- 
gy characterizing the chemisorption process has been explained by an 
ad hoc assumption involving the physisorbed species. The model can- 
not account, however, for the very slow chemisorption process re- 
ported by Heiland3 for clean surfaces, since a buffer layer cannot be 
envisaged in this case. More work on both clean and real surfaces is 
required before a better understanding of the chemisorption process 
in ZnO is obtained. 
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A Criterion for the Onset of Hot Electron 
Transport 

Richard S. Crandall 

RCA Laboratories, Princeton, N. J. 08540 

Abstract-By solving the Boltzmann transport equation in the diffusion approximation, a 

general criterion for the onset of non -ohmic transport can be derived. The de- 

parture of the electron distribution function from its thermal equilibrium value is 

completely specified by the ratio R of the energy input rate to the energy loss 

sate. These rates are defined as point functions in energy space and are thus 
not the same as the more familiar averaged gain and loss rates that are equal 
ñ the steady state. As R approaches unity, the electron system becomes hot- 
ter than its surroundings, and non -ohmic transport is observable. Thus R is the 
physical determinant for the observation of hot -electron transport. For the spe- 

cial case where the energy and momentum loss are determined by acoustic - 
phonon scattering, R x (Vo/c2), where VD is the low -field drift velocity and c 
the sound velocity. This expression gives the physical basis for the Shockley 
criterion for acoustic phonons that transport becomes non -ohmic when the 

sound and drift velocities are equal. 

Introduction 

As far as the solid-state experimentalist is concerned, hot -electron 
phenomena began with Shockley's' discussion of the non -ohmic mo- 
bility measurements of Ryder.2 This paper set the stage and gave 
some of the physical ideas behind hot electrons. One of the concepts 
was that hot -electron effects begin when the electron drift velocity 
equals the sound velocity in a solid. This criterion has since been 
taken as general, even though it only holds in the special situation 
where the momentum and energy relaxation are due to acoustic pho- 
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nons whose interaction can be described by the same potential. It 
would he better to have a general criterion that is valid for a combi- 
nation of scattering mechanisms and has an understandable physical 
basis. 

It turns out that there is a general solution of the Boltzmann trans- 
port equation, in the diffusion approximation, that can he written as 
the integral of the ratio of the energy input and loss rates. In this con- 
text an electron gains energy only from the electric field and loses en- 
ergy only to its surroundings. If P; (E) is the rate of energy input for 
an electron of energy E and P1,(E) is its rate of energy loss, then R(E) 
= P;(E)/P1,(E). It is this ratio R(E) that determines the electron dis- 
tribution function and therefore the hot -electron effects. These gain 
and loss rates should not be confused with the familiar average gain 
and loss rates, which are always equal in steady state. When R(E) « 
1 the electrons are nearly in thermal equilibrium with their surround- 
ings and Ohm's law is obeyed. However, when R(E) approaches 
unity, the electron system is out of thermal balance, and non -ohmic 
transport effects are observable. The ratio R(E) is the fundamental 
quantity that determines whether the electrons are hot, and thus 
should he used as the criterion. Actually, in some cases this ratio can 
he written as V2/V112, where VD is the electron drift velocity at low 

electric fields where Ohm's law applies, and VI? is the random veloci- 
ty of the particles or collective modes that take energy from the elec- 
tron gas. In a solid they are the phonons; in a liquid, phonons or other 
collective modes; and in a gas, atoms or molecules. Thus, the physical 
basis of the Shockley criterion (VD = VR) is that the rate of energy 
input is the order of the rate of energy loss. 

In what follows I give a formal on solution of the Boltzmann trans- 
port equation in the regime where the diffusion approximation is 

valid, and show that R(E) is the parameter that determines the de- 
viation of the electron distribution from its low -field value. 

Boltzmann -Equation Solution 

Here I use the standard approach3 to solve the Boltzmann transport 
equation in what is termed the diffusion approximation. With mild 
restrictions, the electron distribution function f(K) can be written in 

terms of a single integration over energy. Here K is the electron wave 
vector. What I show is that the argument of this integral is just the 
ratio R(E). 

To obtain a solution of the Boltzmann equation in closed form it is 

convenient to expand the electron distribution function into a spheri- 
cal harmonics and retain only the first two terms. Therefore, 
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f(K) = i(E) + g K, [1] 

where f (E) is the part of the distribution function that is isotropic in 
wave vector space and g is a vector in the direction of the electric 
field F. This two -term expansion is sufficient if all collisions are mo- 
mentum randomizing and energy exchange in a collision is a small 
fraction of the electron energy.4 Therefore, optical phonon and elec- 
tron -electron scattering are not included in the theory. For clarity I 

assume spherical symmetry and classical statistics. Fermi statistics 
are treated in the appendix. 

The time -independent Boltzmann equation can be written, in the 
absence of a magnetic field, as 

eFKf(K)-Cf(K)=0, [2] 

where ' is the collision integral operator, which is defined by 

f(K) = [ 47(K' - K) /(K') - W(K - K') f(K)]. [31 

Here W(K' -. K) is the probability per unit time that an electron in 
the state K' makes a transition to the state K. 

If Eq. [1] for f(K) is substituted into Eq. 131, then the resulting col- 
lision integral contains a term that is isotropic in wave vector space 
and one that is anisotropic in wave vector space. A similar substitu- 
tion of f ( K) into the Eq. [2] produces terms that are isotropic and an - 
isotropic in wave vector space. Eq. [2] then becomes two coupled 
equations; one is isotropic and the other anisotropic in wave vector 
space. 

Now the introduction of two characteristic times simplifies the so- 
lution of Eq. [2]. The first time is the familiar momentum relaxation 
time defined by 

-C(g K)fg K. [4] 

Making the usual assumption of quasi -elastic scattering, Eq. [4] can 
be expressed by 

cos(y)J cos (y)1V12p(E)1..SKId9, [5] 

where V is the perturbation causing the scattering, 52 the solid angle, 
y the angle between F and K, and p(E) the density of electron states. 
The momentum transfer in the scattering is .SK = K' - K. Of course, 
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I have assumed that first -order perturbation theory is sufficient to 
describe the scattering. 

The second characteristic time is the energy loss time, which has a 

parallel definition. It is defined by 

2 7r 

T7- Ei ,) V 1 p(E) JE, dSt, [6] 

where .SE is the energy transfer in a collision. 
This time can he given physical meaning in terms of the energy - 

loss rate PL(E). Using first -order time -dependent perturbation theo- 
ry, 

Pi(E) = .E 1V (K' - K) [7a] 

r 
= f p(E,')IVI2 _SE ó(E,' - E) dE' dit [7b] 

E. _ - [7c] 
Tf. 

Thus TE is a measure of the ability of an electron to lose energy. 
Using these two times, Eq. [2] can be rewritten and separated into 

two terms. The one that is isotropic in wave vector space is 

et1F Kaj(F,)+s K=0, 
[8] 

111 aE T h,1 

and the one that is anisotropic in wave vector space is 

1L7.7..(f(E)+ 
E af(E)llla é'F'2r,,F; aj(E) 

kHl' aF;-)J +aE( nr aE )= 0, [9] 

where 7' is the lattice temperature. 
In the Appendix, I show the steps leading to Eqs. (8] and (9] in 

more detail. These two coupled equations can now be solved for f(E) 
and g. Eq. ¡9], with the boundary conditions that f(m) = 0 and f(0) = 
I, has the solution 

2 j(E)+kél'aá(F-)+MF,TslTeaaE,)-0, [10] 

which can he integrated to give 

1 f 1. dE' 
/(E) = exp {- e,F..' 

l 
kkl J11 1 + T,1Tr:nikk!'} exp 

[11] 
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Eq. 1111 takes on physical meaning when we realize that it can he 
written in terms of the energy input and loss rates. The rate of energy 
input is 

P,(E)= 4aJ `Illg K t ti//(E). [12] 

or the power input per electron at energy E. The total power input 
would be P,(E)f(E) summed over all electron energies. Using Eq. [8] 

for gK and Eq. [11] for f(E), Eq. 1121 becomes, 

Pt( E) - é'rr tilE 

Ink HT( 1 + e2F2r,lr11m1?KT ). 
[13] 

Using Eq. 17c1 for PL(E) and Eq. [13] for P;(E), the ratio R(E) _ 
P,(E)/FL(E) is 

R(E) = 1/(1 + mk8l'/e2F2r.,,T ). [14] 

Using this expression for R(E) we can write f(E) in the compact 
form. 

1 f e 

11 E) = exp (-I,HI/' [1 - R(E')] (1E')\ [15a] 

= /o( E) exp (1,_T f 1'x(E') dE'). [hh] 

where fe(E) = exp(-E/kBT). This form of f(E) shows that the devia- 
tions from Maxwellian behavior are determined by the ratio of the 
rates of energy input to loss. If an electron can readily lose energy 
(large PL(E)), then it will he difficult for the electron system to be 

disturbed from thermal equilibrium. 
The magnitude and energy dependence of R(E) can not be deter- 

mined until 'nu and rg have been evaluated. However, at least two 
general statements can be made. If R(E) = Ro, which is a constant, 
then the distribution function is Maxwellian, with an electron tem- 
perature different from T. The electron temperature TQ is expressed 
by Te = T(1-R(E))-1. If R(E) is an increasing function of energy, 
then f(E) cannot he normalized, and the electron system is unstable 
against runaway; i.e., all the electrons are at high energy. Thus we see 

the central role played by the ratio Pi(E)/PL(E) in determining the 
behavior of the distribution function. This ratio is a measure of the 
ability of an electron to lose the energy it gains from the electric field. 
At this point I want to stress again that energy balance is not ob- 
tained by equating P1(E) to PL(E). Rather, the energy balance, which 
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obtains in the steady state, is defined by 

F (he Fa(aK ) C.- (E)) = 0, [16] 

which, using Eqs. [37], [12], [13], and [7c] and integrating over angles 
and once by parts over energy becomes 

fdEp(E)[P;(E)f(E)-!'L(E)(f(F.) +kRTad(E)/J = 0. [17] 

Thus we see that the energy balance is an average over energy of the 
gain and loss rates weighted by the distribution function. The result 
that PL(E) is weighted by (f(E) + kBT af(E)/aE), not just f(E), 
arises from the fact that Z`f(E) includes scattering in and out of the 
state K, whereas PL(E) is defined in terms of scattering out of the 
state K. This becomes clear when an electron temperature Te can be 
defined. Then (f(E) + kBT of (E)/aE) (1 - (T/Te) )f (E), which 
shows that there is energy loss only if the electron temperature is 
higher than the lattice temperature. 

Returning now to the question of a criterion for the observation of 
non -ohmic effects, we see that it is contained in R(E), since R(E) is a 
measure of the deviation of the distribution function from its thermal 
equilibrium value. For simplicity assume that at low field R(E) can 
he expressed as a power of E; i.e., 

R(E) = Ro(E/kRT)" [18] 

where Ro is a constant proportional to F2. With this definition, f(E) 
becomes 

Ro E li+a1 f(E) = 10(E) exp [1 + a kRT/ J 
[19] 

At low fields the electron transport is described by the warm electron 
coefficients /3. It is defined in terms of mobility µ; 

µ = µo [1 + ,QF2], - [20] 

where µo is the electron mobility at zero field. The mobility is calcu- 
lated from3 

µ = -171 r.t,EltE) aá(E ) f f(E)p(E)dE. 

If TM is proportional to EP, then Eq. 120] becomes 

[21] 
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r(1+p+a)! l\ 
14(1 KoL a!J I 

(1 + alp! / [221 

Thus Ro determines the magnitude of the mobility deviation, where- 

as the sign of the deviation is determined by the sign of p. In terms of 

/?o, then the warm electron coefficient is 

Ro ro+P+a)! 
a! 

F2 L(1+a)p! . [23] 

To show the connection between the Shockley criterion and the pa- 

rameter R(E), we write R(E) in its low -field limit as 

R(E) ^-' 
e2F2TAlTf. [24] 

For acoustic phonon scattering, the energy loss time can he obtained 
from the argument that6 

E 1w [25] 
1. TE T.1,(211p+ 1) 

, 

where rip is the phonon occupation number and w the phonon fre- 

quency. Using momentum conservation to equate the phonon mo- 

mentum to the electron momentum and assuming equipartit ion, one 
finds that 

Tr = 7.11 
kT 

. 
nace 

[26] 

where c is the sound velocity and m the electron mass. Thus R(E) be- 

comes 

K( F, ) e2F 2Al2 
V 

m2c c 
[27] 

apart from a factor the order of unity that relates the drift velocity 
VD to erpr/m. Thus as Shockley pointed out, non -ohmic transport 
should he observable when the drift velocity is on the order of the 
sound velocity. 

However, if we consider energy loss to acoustic phonons and mo- 

mentum loss to ionized impurities, then Vi) VR is no longer the cri- 

terion. In this case 
, 

Tti11' 

TN11 
[283 

where TIP and TMI are the momentum relaxation times for phonon 
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and impurity scattering, respectively. Since rnlp/rNii » 1, hot -elec- 
tron effects will he observable when the drift velocity is much less 
than the sound velocity V11. Nevertheless, R(E) approaching unity is 
still the criterion for hot electrons. 

The dominant energy dependence of the energy input and loss 
rates for some of the common scattering mechanisms are listed in 
Table 1. In all cases, equipartition holds and the system is considered 
to be isotropic. The letters DP and PP refer to acoustic phonon inter- 
actions via the deformation and piezoelectric potentials, respectively. 

Table I-Dominant Energy Dependence of the Energy Input and Loss 
Rates and the Integral I(E) 

Scattering 
Mechanism P¡ (E) PE (E) DP 14) 

/(E) 

ionized 
impurities 

neutral 
impurities 

dipoles 
acoustic 

phonons (DP) 
acoustic 

phonons (PP) 

E5!2 (7) E2 E' 
E(8) El/2 E3/2 

El/2 (9) ln(E) E 
E1!2 (10) E3!2 (11) ln(E) E 

E3!2 (12) E1!2 (13) E E2 

Notations for Table 1: The symbols DP and PP refer to the interaction with acoustic phonons via the deformation and piezoelectric potentials, respec- tively. The numbers in parenthesis are References for the various interactions. 

The energy dependence of the integral 

1 r 
1(E) = dE'R(E') 

for the low electric field limit is also listed in the table. The subscript 
on I (E) refers to the mechanism of energy loss. If I (E) increases with 
energy faster than linearly, then a runaway situation results. 

Summary 

I have shown how the general solution of the Boltzman transport 
equation, in the diffusion approximation, can he expressed in terms 
of a single physical quantity, namely, the ratio of the rate of energy 
input from the electric field to the rate of energy loss to the lattice. 
This ratio, which measures the deviation of the electron distribution 
from its thermal equilibrium value, is thus the determinant for hot - 
electron effects. If it is small the system remains near equilibrium; if 
it approaches unity the electrons become hot. 
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Appendix 

To include Fermi statistics in the Boltzmann equation, Eq. [3] must 
be mod' fied to reflect the fact that transitions can occur only to unoc- 
cuppieci states. This is done by replacing f(K') by f(K') (1 - f(K)). A 

similar substitution is made for f(K). As an illustrative example of 
how the Boltzmann equation is solved in the diffusion approxima- 
tion, I consider electron-acoustic-phonon scattering. Using Eq. [1] 

for f(K) the collision integral operator is 

Cf(K) = Cf(E)+C(g K) 

Cf(E) = f p(E') dE' di21V012 x 

[[f(E') (1 - f(E))(np + 1) - f(E)(a - f(E')) np] 

X 5(E' -E - rue) + [f(E')(1 - f(IE)) np - f(E) 
X (1 - f(E')) (n + 1)] ME' -E + hw)] 

C(gK)= t f dEdinVo[2 x 

[[g K'(1 - f(E)) (np + 1)- g K (1 - fQE'))np] 
Xfi(E'-E-fiw)+[gK'(1 -f(E))n-gK 
x (1 - f(E')) (np + 1)] ME' -E + tico)] 

and 

[30] 

[31] 

[32] 

I%12 = 1V012(np + 1/2 ± 1/2). 133] 

The + and - signs refer to phonon emission and absorption respec- 
tively. Eqs. [31] and [321 are correct to ° (g). It is convenient in reduc- 
ing the above integrals to expand the ó function to second order, i.e., 

M E' -E - 11w) á(E' - E) - h(L)ó ME' - E) 

+ ,,(tw)2aE'2(E E) 

Since only terms° (g) need be retained in Z`gK, it reduces to 

[34] 
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2 
Cg.K = 

. 
f p(E') dE d521V012 

X g(K'-K)f(E)('.n,+1)ó(E'-E) 135] 

which is the same as Eq. [4]. 
The symmetry of the integrand in Eq. [31] makes the first term 

containing ó(E' - E) vanish on integration. The remainder can he in- 
tegrated by parts to remove the derivatives of the ó function. This re- 
sults in 

b7(E) = 
ti f ó(E' - E) dE, d!.! X 

[[hw/,[Í(E'i - f(E)) - i(E)(1 -f (E'))] 

(hwr a2 

aF, 
[f(E') (l - [(E)) 

- REM- [(E'))] (2np + I)] p(E)]V0]2] [36] 

which, upon integration over energy and solid angle becomes 

a E taw f(E) 'f(E) = --[{fl1 - [(E)] + (2n,+ 1) 
aF. }]' 

[37] 

have used the fact that hw = _SE to simplify this equation using Eq. 
[6] for rE. 

Now the part of Eq. [2] that is anisotropic in wave vector space be- 
comes, using Eqs. ]36] and [4], 

1(77Ef(E)(1-f(E)) + (2np+1)tcoaaF) 
z +et F..,aF,(ET%, aaF, 

)) = O [38] 

In the limit of Boltzmann statistics where f(E) « 1, in the high tem- 
perature limit (np kT/h co), Eq. [38] is just Eq. [9]. In its general 
form, Eq. [38] has the solution 

f(E) - 
1 + ,.oe _' [39] 

where J is defined by Eq. [111. Now the constant No is determined by 
the condition that f(E) must be the Fermi function in zero electric 
field. Since J = ElkBT in this limit, 
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No = exp 1-F1/k 71, 

where E1 is the Fermi energy. 
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Structure and Energy of the Interface Between 
an Insulator and an Electrolyte 

Richard Williams 

RCA Laboratories, Princeton, N.J. 08540 

Abstract-The surface tension of water is increased by the addition of a soluble ionic 

salt. In this work it is shown that there is a similar increase in the interfacial 

free energy between the aqueous solution and a polymer. The origin of these 

effects can be traced to electrostatic forces that deplete the ions from a thin 

layer of water near the interface. In an idealized model of interface, we repre- 

sent it as a thin layer of pure water sandwiched between the bulk solution and 

an insulator. Generally speaking, the free energy of pure water is higher than 

that of water containing dissolved ions. By analyzing this idea quantitatively it is 

possible to calculate the energy of the interface as a function of the concen- 

tration of dissolved salt. 

Introduction 

Electronic technology makes frequent use of the interface between 
insulators and electrolytes. Examples include the widespread use of 
photoresists, electroless plating,' charging of insulators by liquid 
electrodes for the purpose of writing2 or subsequent recording,3 and 
the processing of thin films of silicon dioxide.4 The electrical proper- 
ties of the interface will be affected by the distribution of ions in the 
electrolyte near the interface. Electrical properties, with emphasis on 

charge injection and transport within the insulator, have been re- 

viewed by Mehl and Hale.5 The properties of spreading and adhesion 
are determined by the interfacial free energy. When ions are dis- 

solved in water both the surface tension and the interfacial free ener- 
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gy are strongly affected. Roth of these effects are due to the same root 
cause-depletion of ions from the layer of solution near the interface. 
In this article, experiments and analysis are presented to illustrate 
these effects. 

Electrostatic Image Force 

Ions dissolved in water are repelled from an interface with an insula- 
tor, such as air or a polymer, that has a dielectric constant smaller 
than that of water. In general, at the interface between a dielectric 
medium, 1, with a large dielectric constant, El, and another dielectric 
medium, 2, having a smaller dielectric constant, E2, a charge, q, in me- 
dium 1 is repelled from the interface. If the interface lies in the x -y 
plane at z = 0, the image potential, U(z) is 

g2 Ei - EZ g2 U(z) _ z)Ei 
E2 

- (4E1Za [I] 

where a = (El - (2)/(ti + E2). For water at 25°C, Ei = 72. For an inter- 
face with air, E2 = l and a = 0.98. For the interface with polymers, E2 

is typically 2.0-2.3 and a = 0.94. I)ue to the positive potential energy, 
U(z), ions of both signs will he depleted from a thin zone near the in- 
terface. We assume, for simplicity, that the ion concentration, n(z), 
can be related to the hulk concentration, no, by a simple Boltzmann 
factor: 

n(z) = no exp!-U(z)/kT1. [2] 

A more careful analysis would have to take account of the screening 
of the image field by the ions in the solution. Fig. 1 shows, qualita- 
tively, the behavior of U(z) and n(z) near an interface with an insula- 
tor of low dielectric constant. Also shown is the distance, 5, at which 
the ion concentration is depleted to half its value in the hulk. Since a 
is nearly the same for water-air and water-polymer interfaces, 5 is 
nearly the same for both cases. For singly charged ions 5 is 2.5 A, 
while for doubly charged ions 5 is 10 A. 

Effects cf Ion Depletion 

The primary effect of ion depletion near the interface is to increase 
the surface tension or interfacial free energy. These are equivalent 
terms expressing simply the additional free energy needed to form a 
square centimeter of new surface or interface. A review of the litera- 
ture on effects of dissolved ions on the surface tensions of aqueous so - 
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lutions has been published by Randles.6 More recently, similar re- 
sults have been found for the interfacial free energy at polymer -solu- 
tion interfaces.? In both cases the interfacial free energy is increased 
when dissolved ions are present. Significantly, the increase in surface 
tension produced by a given concentration of ions is the same as the 
increase in interfacial tension for the interface with Teflon or poly - 
et hylene. 

u(:) 

n(: -no 

Fig. 1-The image potential energy U(z) and the equilibrium ion concentration n(z) as a 

function of the distance z from interface of an aqueous solution with an insula- 

tor such as air or a polymer. 

The interfacial free energy is inferred from measurements of the 
contact angle of a drop of aqueous solution in contact with a polymer 
surface. In the simplest case,8 the contact angle, O, is determined by 
three interfacial free energies. yt,A is the surface tension of the liquid. 
ysA and ys1, are the interfacial free energies for the solid -air interface 
and the solid-liquid interface, respectively. For a liquid that does not 
wet the surface, but stands up in discrete drops, the relation between 
l and the interfacial energies is given by the equation 

yl.A cold = ySA - ySL' 
[3] 

Consider now what happens when the contact angle on a given poly- 
mer surface is measured for a series of aqueous solutions of a given 
ionic salt over a wide range of concentrations. For solution of potassi- 
um carbonate, for example, the surface tension, yt,A, varies from 72 

ergs/cm2 for pure water to 110.8 ergs/cm2 for a concentrated solution 
at 8.3 mol/L. The contact angle, O, and the interfacial free energy, 
yst,, are also strongly dependent on the salt concentration. All the 
terms in Eq. [3[ are then functions of the salt concentration, c, with 
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the exception of ySA. We incorporate this feature by using this nota- 
tion; 

YLA(c) cosd(c) = ys, yst.(c). [4] 

We now assume that the contribution of the ions to the surface ten- 
sion is the same as their contribution to the interfacial tension, yL,A. 

This is reasonable if the effect is dominated by the image force since 

10 20 30 40 50 
Y,A1C1 - Yu(0) (r9icm2 1 

Fig. 2-yLA(c) cos() vs. ryLA(c) - yLA(0) for aqueous solutions on Teflon and polyethyl- 

ene. The data for K2CO3 all refer to 20°C. The surface tension data reported in 

the literature was available only for these temperatures and the contact angle 
measurements were made at the corresponding temperatures. Note that, on a 

given substrate, there is only value for the contact angle at zero concentration. 
(Experimental details in Ref. [7].) 

this effect is almost identical in the two cases. We further assume 

that the effect is simply additive, i.e., 

ysi(c) - yst ,(0) = yLA(c) yLA(0). 

Eq. 141 then becomes 

[5] 

'LA(c) cosd(c) = lysA - 'S1(0)I - lyLA(c) - yt.A(o)1 

= y 1.A(0) cos(0) - l 'LA(c) - yI.A(o)l . [6] 

Fig. 2 shows a test of this equation, using our own data7 for the con- 
tact angles of solutions of K2CO3 and CaCl2 on surfaces of Teflon and 
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polyethylene. The data are plotted in the form suggested by Eq. 161. 

Since the points fall approximately on lines of unit slope, the as- 
sumption of Eq. 151 appears to be confirmed. The data indicate that 
the image force may he the dominant cause for the increase in surface 
and interfacial tension when ions are dissolved in water. A more de- 
tailed discussion will he given below. 

Work of Adhesion 

The work of adhesion, Wad, is defined as the work needed to separate 
two materials that are in intimate contact. It can be expressed by the 
equal ions 

Wad = ys.a + yI,A - ysi [7] 

Similarly, the work of cohesion, W.a, to separate a volume of liquid 
into two parts is 

1Va = 9yu 
per cm2. Combining Eq. 17] with Eq. 131 we get 

Wd = '(l + cost') 

[8] 

[9] 

For the interfaces studied here, the work of adhesion is independent 
of salt concentration, even though the individual surface tensions and 
interfacial energies are changing by substantial amounts. The reason 
for this is seen in Eq. 171. The part of this equation that depends on 
salt concentration is the combination, yi,A(c) - ytil,(c). However, 
from Eq. ]5] we see that this combination is independent of concen- 
tration. To show the behavior of Wad with concentration, the quanti- 
ty yt,A(c)(1 + cos O (c)) is plotted as a function of salt concentration e 

in Fig. (3). The work of adhesion, then, is unaffected by dissolved 
salts because the effect of the salt is identical in two cancelling terms 
that enter into the definition of Wad. On the molecular level, the ex- 
planation for this observation is probably that the adhesion is deter- 
mined by the last layer or two of water molecules near the interface. 
Due to the image potential, ions are excluded from this region, even 
though they may be present in high concentration in the bulk of the 
solution. 

How the Ion Distribution Affects the Interfacial Tension 

A molecular model for the effect of ions on the surface tension of 
aqueous solutions was formulated by Onsager and Samaras.9 Accord - 
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60 

ú 
+ 40 

ing to this picture, the image potential depletes the ion concentration 
near the surface and those that remain have an extra potential ener- 
gy, as illustrated in Fig. 1. By taking a Boltzmann distribution and 
averaging the energy over all space one gets the additional contribu- 
tion to the energy by those ions near the surface. To obtain a conver- 
gent solution to the problem, the Debye screening of the image po- 
tential by the ions in solution must be considered. The result is 

straightforward but can he handled only by a numerical method that 

100 

POLYETHYLENE 
80 

O O o O 

O A A A 
TEFLON] 

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

C ( mol CoC1=/K9 H2O1 

Fig. 3-The work of adhesion Wed = yLA(1 + cost)) as a function of concentration for 

aqueous solutions of CaCl2 on Teflon and polyethylene. 

obscures some of the physics. We adopt here an approximate thermo- 
dynamic approach that is in reasonable quantitative agreement with 
experiment. A similar approach has been discussed by Schmutzer.10 
The basic idea is that the free energy or chemical potential µ of a 

pure liquid is higher than that of the same liquid when something is 

dissolved in it. The solute dilutes the solvent and lowers its chemical 
potential. This is the basis of so-called colligative properties such as 
boiling -point elevation, freezing -point depression, and osmotic pres- 
sure. The mol fraction of the solvent in the solution is denoted by x 

and that of the solute by xs; the chemical potential of the pure sol- 
vent is µ(0) and that at mol -fraction, x, is p(x). According to the 
theory" of ideal solutions: 

µ(x) = µ(0) + kT Inx = µ(0) + kT ln(1 - .r,); [10] 

for x.. « 1 this becomes 

µ(0) - p(x) kT.vs. [11] 

Consider now the idealized picture of the surface or interfacial layer 
shown in Fig. (4). As a result of the image potential, a layer near the 
interface, of thickness b is completely depleted of ions of both signs. 
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The underlying layer is assumed to have the bulk concentration of 
ions up to the point where it joins the surface layer. This is clearly an 
idealization of the more realistic picture of ion concentration 
sketched in Fig. (1). As stated above, ó is 2.5 A for a singly charged 
ion and 10 A for a doubly charged ion. In the surface layer the free 
energy of each water molecule is increased by the quantity kTxs. xs 

WATER 

S- 
n5 ,ñó ns_o 

µw`µó XskT I µw`µo 

SURFACE 
DEPLETION 

LAYER 

AIR OR 
POLYMER 

Fig. 4-Idealized model of an aqueous solution of an ionic salt near an interface with air 
or a polymer. The chemical potential µw of the water is shown for the bulk and 
for the ion -depleted layer of thickness ñ near the interface. 

can be expressed in terms of the particle concentrations ns and nu for 
salt and water molecules, respectively; 

xr. - ns ns 

ns+nt,n, [12] 

The increase in surface tension or interfacial tension ..1y caused by a 
given concentration of ions is simply the total increase in free energy 
for all the water molecules in the surface layer. This, in turn, is the 
increase in free energy per molecule times the number of molecules in 
a square centimeter of the surface layer; 

= x,.kTn,5 nsókT. [13] 

To get the magnitude of _Sy, the contributions of both positive and 
negative ions are added, using the appropriate values of ns and 5. 

Fig. 5 shows the results of Eq. [12] compared with surface tension 
data from the literature. There is reasonable agreement between the 
model and the data over a wide range of concentrations. The range of 
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concentrations covered is far wider than that over which ideal solu- 
tion equations are normally valid. This is perhaps due to the fact that 
we are dealing here with a depleted region of the solution, within 
which concentrations of the ions are well below their hulk values. 

Fig. 5-The increase in surface tension ,7 LA as a function of concentration of dissolved 
salt. The solid lines are theoretical, according to Eq. [121. Points are experi- 
mental data. Data for KCI are taken from Ref. [121; data for K2CO3 are taken 
from Ref. [131. 

Summary and Conclusions 

When an aqueous solution is in contact with an insulator of low di- 
electric constant, the layer of water next to the insulator is strongly 
depleted of ions. Rased on this model, the effect of dissolved salts on 
the interfacial energy can be understood as due simply to the addi- 
tional free energy of the ion -depleted water near the interface. 

As an example of the usefulness of this model for specific problems, 
we take the experiments of Engelbrecht2-electrostatic recording on 
insulators by non -wetting conductive liquids. A thin sheet of polymer 
was placed on a grounded backing and a charge pattern recorded on 
it using a movable recorder pen moistened with water. About 100 

volts was applied to the pen. Ions in the water are repelled from the 
polymer surface. How then do they get onto the surface to charge it? 
We note that an ion in air is strongly attracted to the polymer surface 
by the same image force that repels it when it is in water. These con- 
ditions suggest that the transfer of charge to the surface takes place 
only at the trailing edge of the drop. Using this concept, a more pre- 
cise analysis can he made of the optimum shape for the pen and the 
expected noise properties." 
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Solar -Cell Capacitance 

A. R. Moore 

RCA Laboratories, Princeton, N. J. 08540 

Abstract-The silicon photovoltaic solar cell when in the dark exhibits the ordinary 

Schottky barrier capacitance for abrupt junctions. When illuminated with no ex- 

ternal biasing (the ordinary condition for use as a solar power generator), the 

capacitance depends on whether the cell is open or short circuited. The short- 
circuit condition is most interesting, for it leads to an extra capacitance propor- 

tional to the light intensity and dependent on its spectral distribution. A model is 

proposed that attributes the effect to a voltage modulation of the space -charge 

width and the subsequent redistribution of the minority carriers in the base. 

Comparison with experimental data on several types of cells shows that the 

correct magnitude, spectral dependence, and effect of circuit test frequency 

are predicted. 

1. Introduction 

The photovoltaic solar cell is likely to assume great importance in the 
future larnessing to technical purposes of our o ie ttniversal source of 
inexhaustab -the sun. While by no means the only way to 
convert t e sun's energy to useful purposes, the photovoltaic cell con- 
verts solar to electrical energy directly. It is, therefore, a prime con- 
tender for power generation. The characteristics sought and fre- 
quently cited are open -circuit voltage, short-circuit current, fill fac- 
tor, quantum efficiency, and spectral response, since all these go into 
determination of the ultimate power -conversion efficiency. 

Yet sometimes it is forgotten, or at least imperfectly remembered, 
that the solar cell is a diode like any other. Its characteristics as a 
power converter derive from extensions of its characteristics as a 
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diode under illumination. In most ordinary diodes, measurements of 
diode capacitance, under both forward and reversed bias, are com- 
mon. The use of capacitance measurements in solar cells has mostly 
been limited to reverse -bias conditions, the results being used to de- 
termine the base -doping profile. Probably the reason for the rarity of 
capacitance techniques in ordinary solar -cell testing is that solar cells 
are used with essentially steady currents. The capacitance is not an 
important operating characteristic of the cell. But the determination 
of capacitance can yield useful information and insight into the oper- 
ation of these specialized p -n junctions. 

2. Capacitance in the Dark 

Most solar cells are made by a shallow diffusion of impurity into a 
moderately doped base of the opposite conductivity type, resulting in 
an abrupt junction.' n+ on p cells have been favored due to improved 
radiation resistance, although this property is not important for cells 
designed for terrestrial use. As has been mentioned, measurement of 
capacitance under reverse bias in the dark yields the base doping 
level through the application of the Schottky formula for barrier ca- 
pacitance per unit area: 

Cd = E.,/x; = igEsN0/2(0 + V)'vz 

The junction space -charge width x; is given by 

= 12(..(4 + V)/g1N,,I'i. 

[I] 

[2] 

In these equations conventional notation is used: ES is the dielectric 
permittivity, 0 the built-in voltage, V the applied voltage, Na the 
doping level (here assumed acceptor), and y the electronic charge. 
Fig. 1 shows a typical plot made on a commercial cell. The measured 
capacitance values are normally high because of the large area of 
solar cells. The conventional plot of 1/C2 versus V gives No from the 
slope and 0 from the intercept. Both these quantities are important 
in solar -cell design, the first because of its relationship to minority 
carrier lifetime and base series resistance, the second because it ap- 
proximates the maximum possible open circuit voltage at high light 
intensities. 

With the cell still in the dark, we may now bias in the forward di- 
rection. This brings in additional capacitance incorporated into the 
forward biased admittance.2 This additional capacitance is commonly 
called diffusion capacitance, because it arises from the diffusive flow 
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of injected minority carriers in the base. It is directly related to the 
lifetime of minority carriers and is, therefore, of great importance in 
solar cells. 

Diffusion capacitance is conventionally calculated in either of two 
ways. In one, the time -dependent diffusion equation in the base is 
solved with an ac (small -signal) voltage on the emitter (surface doped 
layer in a solar cell) as the driving function, the ac current at the 
junction (x = 0) is evaluated and divided by the ac voltage to give the 
forward biased admittance, whose imaginary part is the diffusion ca- 
pacitance. In the other method, the stored charge in the base is calcu- 

BARRIER CAPACITANCE 
COMMERCIAL 
SOLAR CELL 
n+ -p, 10 RCM 

-I'0 -.8 

8 x10-10 -2 
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i 
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0=.64 V ,ii 
' i i. 

0 .2 .4 .6 .8 IÁ 

VOLTAGE 

Fig. 1-Schottky barrier capacitance of a solar cell under reverse bias. n+ -p commer- 
cial cell, 10 ohm -cm nominal. Slope determines No, intercept gives 4. 

lated by integrating the solution to the time -independent diffusion 
equation at a fixed current and evaluating the capacitance directly as 
C = dQ,IdV. We use the first method in connection with forward -bi- 
ased capacitance in the dark, and the second for the photocapaci- 
tance under illumination. 

The problem solved in most articles on the subject of diode admit- 
tance is the case in which base thickness W » L, the minority -carrier 
diffusion length. Some solar cells fit this condition, especially those 
made with ohmic contacts on thick base layers. The differential equa- 
tion to he solved is 
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aP ( P - Po) 
+ D 

a2( P - Po) 
at r ax' 

[3] 

subject to the boundary condition P = P,, - Po = 0 as x m. If we 
assume an ac variation P = P,, exp`iwr[, the solution is 

P = P exp VDr*,' 

where r* = r/(1 + iwr) and Po is the ac value of P at x = O. Evalua- 
tion of the ac current and the ac voltage at x = 0 then leads to the ad - 
m ittance 

i y 
Y = = - Il/l + iwr ,IkT 

[4] 

[5] 

The factor A has been incorporated to account for the fact that the 
silicon diffused diodes (and others) do not obey the ideal Shockley 
diffusion theory, and 1 is the dc current. For low frequencies (wr « 1) 
expanding the square root is permissible: 

where 
= Ah7 

1(1 + ¡ r, = G + 

G - 9 / and C = Gr/2 
AkT ' 

[6] 

[7] 

The real term in Y1, is the conductance and the imaginary susceptive 
term defines the diffusion capacitance. Therefore, a single measure- 
ment on an admittance bridge gives the essential parameters A and r. 
It is practical to obtain them as functions of forward bias current, as 
shown in Fig. 2. A major advantage of the admittance method for life- 
time determination is that exceedingly small lifetimes can be mea- 
sured with conventional bridges, as in thin-film silicon -on -sapphire 
cells. We have had no difficulty in measuring lifetimes down to 1 

nanosecond, a difficult task with commonly used pulse methods for 
lifetime determination. 

However, some modern solar cells do not meet the boundary condi- 
tions assumed for the solution given in Eq. [6]. In some cells made by 
epitaxy on heavily doped silicon substrates, the base layer is thin, W 

L, and the cell efficiency is maintained by providing a low recombi- 
nation surface, a so-called minority carrier n+ - n reflector, at X = 
W. In order to make the admittance method useful for lifetime deter - 
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mination in this thin base and variable surface recombination situa- 
tion, Eq. [3] must be solved for the new boundary conditions at X = 
W: (-1/P)(dP/dX) = SID. No conditions are imposed on W. Pro- 
ceeding in the same way, we find for the admittance 

rr 

1 + (SL* /D) 
W/L + SL*//) }'Glll+iwrlJI 

/D) tanh lY//,* 

r tanh W/L + S/.//) 
Li + (SL/D) tanh IV/Li 

Here L= = L/1 + iwr, i.e., L*2 = Dr* and S is the surface recombi- 
nation velocity of the boundary at X = W. SL/D is the dimensionless 
measure of surface recombination. 

5 10 15 20 

J mo/cm2 

25 

[S] 

Fig. 2-Dependence of minority carrier lifetime and A factor on forward bias current as 

determined from admittance measurements. Experimental solar cell, base re- 

sistance 30 ohm -cm. 

If W/L » 1, Eq. [8] reverts to Eq. [5], that is to say, the surface re- 
combination is unimportant if the base thickness is sufficiently great. 
Since it is tedious to separate Eq. [8] into real and imaginary parts 
without approximations, the equation was separated numerically by 
computer and the imaginary part representing the diffusion capaci- 
tance plotted in Fig. 3. If the diffusion capacitance is written as Cdiff 

= GrM/2, the correction factor M is found from the graph for any 
value of W/L and SLID. We observe that M 1 as W/L - W inde- 
pendent of SLID, as already mentioned above. 
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The effectiveness of the doped substrate in reducing S can be inde- 
pendently assayed if an additional independent lifetime measure- 
ment is combined with the capacitance data. For example, the pulse 
reverse recovery diode method measures lifetime by reverse biasing 
the junction after a forward pulse current input and follows the decay 
of the stored charge. Because of the high minority -carrier gradient 
near the junction, the measured lifetime in that method is far less in- 
fluenced by conditions at the back boundary X = W than the admit - 

lo 

W/L 

loo 

Fig. 3-Diffusion capacitance calculated for variable base width (W/L), parameter SLID 
at X = W. r is the bulk minority carrier lifetime and G is the conductance at 
any given forward current. 

tance method. If the reverse recovery method is then used to estimate 
W/L, the observed value of M by admittance can be used to obtain 
SLID. Using this approach, it has been demonstrated that the n+ -n 
barrier at X = W is indeed very effective in reducing surface recom- 
bination. Typical values range around S 10 cm/sec. 

3. Capacitance While Illuminated 

Now we consider what happens to capacitance if the cell is illumi- 
nated. The results depend on the do circuit of the solar cell. An illu- 
minated photovoltaic cell in the open -circuit condition by definition 
passes no current in the external circuit. The entire photocurrent is 

opposed internally by the forward bias current corresponding to the 
open -circuit voltage. Thus the cell acts capacitatively equivalent to a 
junction that is forward biased in the dark to an equivalent current. 
The illumination, per se, adds nothing to the capacitance effects. Eq. 
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171 or 18] (depending on boundary conditions) applies. If we wish, we 
may substitute the open -circuit voltage for the dc current through 
the V -I relationship of the diode, but nothing is actually gained. 

On the other hand, if the cell is short circuited for do during illumi- 
nation, the do voltage is zero, no forward injection occurs, and it 
would seem from the foregoing that the capacitance would corre- 
spond to only the Schottky -barrier capacitance of the unbiased junc- 
tion in the dark. W. B. Berry3 pointed out that this is not quite the 
case. He measured short-circuit capacitance under illumination and 
found that it could be represented as 

C., = C,,(1 + (5), [9] 

where Cd is the Schottky capacitance in the dark and ó is proport ion - 
al to light intensity (or short-circuit current). For intensities up to 1 

sun, b < 1. A model for this effect has been published,4 and it is some 
aspects of this model and application to specific cases that will be dis- 
cussed here. 

0 d X 
i 

x z+dxi 

X-0. 
w 

Fig. 4-Distribution of minority carriers in the base of an illuminated solar cell under 
short-circuit conditions showing the effect of a shift in the space -charge edge 
from X=OtoX=dXX. 

Even though the illuminated cell is short circuited for dc, the cir- 
cuit must be arranged so that an ac test voltage can be applied. The 
ac signal modulates the depletion layer width. According to the 
model, the observed photocapacitance arises from the charge ex- 
change across the junction needed to effect this modulation in the 
presence of the do minority -carrier distribution set up by the illumi- 
nation. In order to calculate this special form of diffusion capacitance 
we used the seond, or charge -storage, method. 

Suppose light of a given intensity and spectral distribution inci- 
dent on a cell has set up a certain excess minority carrier distribution 
..Xn t (x) in the base as shown in Fig. 4. The usual boundary condition 
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that the excess minority carrier concentration is zero at the space - 
charge edge, ..5121 (0) = 0, is assumed. The boundary condition at X = 
W is left unspecified for the moment. From Eqs. [1] and [2], a small 
signal change of applied voltage dV results in a space -charge wid- 
ening dX.i such that 

dX,/dV = es/gNnXj = Cd/gR-a. [10] 

The space -charge edge must shift to X = dXi. To accommodate this 
change and maintain the boundary condition a new distribution 

n2(X) results with Jn2(dXj) = 0, and in the process a charge dQ is 
swept out by the junction. Since W » dX f, the new distribution is 
simply the old distribution shifted by dXi, that is, 2(X) = An,(X 
- dX). Both distributions have the same maximum value of .5n 
which we call ..5ñ, the first occurring at X, the second at X + dXi. 

To calculate the charge that crosses the junction, we can write gen- 
erally 

dQ= g f >>z( X)dX - g nl(X )d X. 
0 dX, 

This is the shaded area on the left of Fig. 4. As long as the distribu- 
tion does not change rapidly in a distance dX1, ..5n2(X) can be repre- 
sented to a good approximation by the expansion 

d..5n,(X ) 
= An,(X - dX;) An, 

dX dX,. 

Since X » dX., and ..5n2(X) = 0 for 0 < X < dXi, we may to the 
same degree of approximation take the limits of integration of the 
second integral in Eq. [11] as 0 and X. Then Eq. [111 becomes 

\ d..511,(X) 
dQ = q f ,n,(X )dX - y f [..5n 1(X) dX,]d X 

o o 

dQ = q.itdX [12] 

It will be recognized that Eq. [12] can be simply represented geomet- 
rically by the shaded area on the right of Fig. 4, which is equivalent to 
the shaded area on the left. 

The photocapacitance resulting from this charge exchange is then 

JCs,. = d'Q/dV = q..ildX,/d V, [13] 

and using Eq. [101, 
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_SC = Cd.An/N,,. 

Defining 

ó = _ST/ /Na = _SCselCd, 

[14] 

[15] 

Cs, = Cd + -SC. = Cd(1 + ó). [16] 

which is the same as Eq. [9] with the interpretation of b given by Eq. 
1151. Since ..5ñ is proportional to light intensity, Eq. [161 or [9] says 
that the increase in capacitance of an illuminated cell under short- 
circuit conditions is proportional to the incident light. Fig. 5 shows 
how well this law is obeyed for an ordinary silicon cell. 

1.06 
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Fig. 5-Capacitance of short circuited illuminated solar cell relative to dark capacitance 
as a function of light intensity measured as short-circuit current. 

Eqs. [14], [15], and 1161 are general. To proceed further with a 
quantitative calculation of the photocapacitance according to the de- 
pletion -layer modulation model requires a knowledge of _Sit. This de- 
pends on the specific conditions of the cell and the light source and 
the boundary condition at the rear contact. We assume in all cases 
that the boundary condition at the junction is sn(0) = O. The equa- 
tion to be solved is the steady-state diffusion equation for minority 
carriers with a pair generation function corresponding to the ab- 
sorbed light. The well-known differential equation is 

z 

D 
cf X zl 

.5n 
+ Nae-o v = O. 

r 
[17] 
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N is the incident light intensity in photons/cm2/sec and a is the ab- 
sorption coefficient, both functions of wavelength A. 

If the base thickness W is thick compared to the minority diffusion 
length L (W » L) and the illuminant is weakly absorbed light (aW 
« 1 hence aX « 1) the solution is simple: 2M = Nar. The solution 
in the form best applicable to quantitative comparison with photo - 
capacitance data has already been given:4 

b L 

1 s gl)NQ 
= (rl /1'T)(µP/N,JPrL [18] 

Here J is the short-circuit current density obtained from J8 = 
gl)(d.Sn/dX)Ix=o and pp is the base resistivity (assumed here p - 

type). The other symbols have their conventional meanings. Since 
both ó and J are proportional to light intensity, Eq. [18] is indepen- 
dent of light level and contains only material constants. 

In many practical cells W is not large compared to L. The back 
contact, therefore, strongly influences the result. The two most im- 
portant cases can be idealized to correspond to (1) no recombination 
at X = W as for the n - n+ boundary and (2) infinite surface recom- 
bination at X = W as for an ohmic contact. 

Case 1: Jn = 0 at X = 0, dJn/dX = 0 at X = W. 

The solution to Eq. [17] is 

rr = 

Nar cosh(( W - X)/L) - aLe-"w sinh(X/L) e 
a21.2 - 1 cosh(1V/L) 

[19] 

To obtain X we set d.Sn/dX = 0, obtaining 

sinh((1V - X)/L) + aLe-"u. cosh(X/L) 
aL cosh(W/L) 

Since it is impractical to solve explicitly for X, Eq. [20] was solved 
numerically by computer. The value of X so obtained substituted 
back into Eq. [19] gives ..Sh. The short circuit current J is also ob- 
tained from Eq. [19]. 

J = gl)(1.51dX = 

gl)(Nar) Isinh(1171L) + aLe""' 
al, - cosh lt' L 

Then 

e''x = O. [20] 

[21] 
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ó 

r /, 

Lq/)NaJ1 

W - X)/L) - crLe'" sinh(X/L) e_,z 
cosh( W /L) 

ale -ow W/L) + aLe-^ 
cosh(141/L) 

+ aL} 

[22] 

in which it is understood that X is the root of Eq. [20]. We observe 
that the first factor in square brackets is identical to the solution of 
the simple case represented by Eq. [18]. The remaining fraction rep- 
resents the effects of finite W, the boundary condition at X = W, and 
the optical absorption coefficient. 

Case 2:..5n = 0 at X = 0 and at X = W. 
The solution to Eq. [17] is 

,Il = 
Nar sinh(( W- X)/L) - e-""' sinh( W/L) e- x 

a211.2- - 1 sinh(W/L) 
[23] 

k is the root of 

cosh(( N - .Y)/L) - e-<"%* cosh( .Y/L) al,e'r = 0, [24] 
sinh( W/L) 

obtained numerically as before. The short-circuit current 

gD(Nar) 
[25] = 

1,(a21.2 - 1).{ 
aL - 1 + 

svnh(W/L) 
25 

Then 
b 

-/ 

/, 
[qLNa1 

(sinh((W - .Y)/L) + e-""'sinh(W/L) 
1 

sinh( Ll/ L) 

1a/.-1+eu siih(W/L) 
[26] 

The computer generated solutions for case 1 (Eq. 122]) and case 2 
(Eq. [26]) are presented in Figs. 6 and 7, respectively. One further 
case, which is really a modification of case 1, has also proved of inter- 
est. Long -wavelength light partially transmitted through the base 
may be reflected backward to traverse the base again if the rear elec- 
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Fig. 6-Computation of á/J according to Eq. [22]. Illuminated solar cell, boundary con- 
ditions:.in = 0 at X = 0, d..1n/dX = 0 at X = W. 

trode is smooth and reflecting. This changes the minority carrier dis- 
tribution, and thus b/Jse, if the boundary condition at X = W allows 
appreciable build-up of minority charge there, as in case 1. Since the 
base may be formed epitaxially on a doped substrate, the reflection 
need not necessarily occur at X = W, but at X = T, where T is the 
total thickness of base plus substrate. Without going into details of 
solution, we present one such situation in Fig. 8, computed similarly 
from a differential equation modified to take reflection into account. 
What is plotted in the first two cases is b/Jse divided by [L/gDN0] 
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Fig. 7-Computation of b/,i according to Eq. [26]. Illuminated solar cell, boundary con- 
ditions:..1n=OatX=O,_1n=OatX= W. 
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versus the dimensionless variable aL, with parameter W/L. For the 
reflection case, 6/Js, is presented relative to ó/Jse at aL = 0 (for each 
value of W/L) versus aL. 

All three figures have the common characteristic that Wise de- 
creases as aL increases. The physical reason for this is that as the ab- 
sorption coefficient rises, the maximum of _Sn moves toward the 
junction. For any given magnitude of ñ, the photocapacitance is 

1.0 
w 

B J 
W 

6 

2 

o 
.001 

w/L=.5 

REFLECTION AT 
T/L =2W/L 

REFLECTIO 
COEFFICIENT = I 

BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
An=0 AT x=0, áx =0 AT X=w 

.01 

aL 

1.0 IO IOO 

Fig. 8-Computation of b/J for illuminated solar cell including the effects of light reflec- 
tion at the back surface. Cell thickness, including substrate is T. Base thick- 
ness is W. Reflection occurs at T/L = 2W/L with reflection coefficient R = 1. 

Boundary conditions: _In = 0 at X = 0, d.Sn/dX = 0 at X = W. 51J5, is given 
relative to 6/../5c at aL = 0 for each value of the parameter W/L. 

constant (Eq. 1141), while the short-circuit current increases with the 
gradient of _Sri at X = O. Thus the ratio ó/J,, falls as a increases. 

The degree to which the experimental data fit the theory is illus- 
trated by Fig. 9. Since the theory assumes perfectly shorted junctions 
while experimentally there is always a finite resistance in the junction 
circuit, the data have been corrected for this. The correction formula 
is 

O0 

J. 20 

where óo is the corrected 6, bmeas is the measured ó, A is the diode 
area, R is the series resistance composed of resistance internal and 
external to the diode, and 4) is the built-in voltage. The assumption 
has been made that the IR drop is not more than a few hT/q. Since 
Fig. 9 represents the comparison of theory with experiment with no 
adjustable constants, the agreement appears satisfactory. 

[2 71 
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Fig. 9-Comparison of experimental determination of photocapacitance with computa- 
tion. Calculated curve is from Fig. 8 with W/L = 1, T/L = 2W/L. Data points 
are from an experimental solar cell made by epitaxy and ion implantation. 
Base 45 ohm -cm n type, L = 50 µm, W = 50 µm, n+ substrate 50 µm thick. 

So far in all our discussion of diffusion capacity, both under for- 
ward bias in the dark and short circuited under illumination, we have 
used the low -frequency approximation (wr « 1). Eq. 151 permits the 
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Fig. 10-Frequency dependence of diffusion capacitance. Solid line from Eq. [29]. Data 

are measurements of short circuit capacitance of an illuminated experimental 
solar cell expressed as ó/JSe. 
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calculation of the dependence of the diffusion capacity on the test 
frequen^y. Let the admittance be represented by a conductance plus 
a susceptance 

Y = G(1 + iwr)112 g'+ iwCd. 

Square both sides and equate real and imaginary parts 

real part: 
G2 = g2 - w'Cd, 

imaginary: 

G2r = 2gCd . 

Regarding G as known and g and Cd as unknown, solve simultaneous- 
ly. This leads to a quartic equation in Cd which is easily solved to give 

(g/w) l, 
Cd - 

IF2 
[(1 + (J2T2) - 1]. [28] 

For comparison purposes, it is convenient to represent this as a ratio 
of Cd at frequency w to Cd at low frequency (Lim wr 0); 

Cd(w) -174(1+ w27.2)1/2- 

Cd(0) w2r2 
[29] 

This function is plotted in Fig. 10. The reason that diffusion capac- 
itance falls off when wr > 1 is that the redistribution of minority car- 
riers in the base in response to the ac test voltage across the diode 
does not occur instantaneously, but takes of the order of one lifetime. 
This is true for biased diodes in the dark or for photocapacitance. A 

comparison with photocapacitance data (ó/Jsc) taken under illumina- 
tion by light of X 1µ at various test frequencies shows that the pre- 
dicted frequency dependence is well obeyed. This could be used as 
another method for lifetime determination if r were regarded as an 
unknown and the best wr needed to fit the curve were extracted. Ob- 
viously, the method would also work with ordinary diffusion capaci- 
tance in biased diodes in the dark. 
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Basic Concepts of Charge -Coupled Devices 

W. F. Kosonocky and J. E. Carnes 

RCA Laboratories, Princeton, N.J. 08540 

Abstract-Key concepts involved in the operation and design of charge -coupled devices 
(CCD's) are discussed and described in simple physical terms. These include 
the relationship between speed and device dimensions, the key concept of 
complete charge transfer versus the bucket -brigade mode of transfer, a sim- 
plified discussion of buried -channel operation, and a qualitative explanation of 
the available techniques for the introduction of the charge signal into CCD's 
and output detection methods. 

1. Introduction 

The concept of charge -coupled devices (CCD's) was described by W. 
S. Boyle and G. E. Smith of Bell Telephone Laboratories in 1970. 
While the CCD is based upon the familiar MOS capacitor, its opera- 
tion involves several new concepts. A great deal of literature has been 
generated over the past few years describing the operation and per- 
formance of this device, but much of it involves somewhat complicat- 
ed mathematical analyses. 

Here, we review some of the more important physical concepts in- 
volved in the operation of CCD's. The paper is intended primarily for 
the reader who desires to gain a qualitative insight into the operation, 
performance limitations, and design of these devices. 
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2. Charge Transfer Concepts 

Charge -coupled devices (CCD's) operate by transferring packets of 
minority charge, which represent analog signals, from one potential 
well to another. These potential wells are formed by a linear array of 
deep -depleted MOS capacitors, either on a uniformly doped sub- 
strate (surface channel, SCCD) or on a substrate with a thin, deplet- 
ed layer of opposite conductivity at the surface (buried channel, 
BCCD). In either case, the minimum potential energy of these wells is 

determined by the voltage applied to the gate electrode, so that the 
appropriate manipulation of the phase voltages causes charge packets 
to transfer along the line, since charge always moves to the local po- 

tential minimum, as shown in Fig. 1. 

(b) 

a I 

I 

..000 000 cYi 

f t i 
ú O -00 0--00 

oi (al *z 
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s w I a 700 00 
ú 

t t 

\CHANNEL 
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Fig. 1-Basic charge -transfer action with a three-phase, n -surface -channel CCD. (a) 

Cross-sectional view, (b) surface potential profile at three different times, (c) 

top view, and (d) clock waveforms. 

For a surface channel device, the potential at the surface, i.e., the 
potential well depth, is related to the gate voltage and other device 
parameters by the equation 

where 

2IJ 1/2 

Vs= V(;'-R[(1+ ') -1], 

(1).,. 

VG' = V(;+Cr 
., 

B= yNne.ro. 
fxz 

[1] 
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VG = gate voltage 
= oxide charge per unit area 

C,,., = oxide capacitance per unit area 
q = electronic charge in coulomb 
Nn = substrate doping level in cm -3 
e,. = silicon dielectric constant in F/cm 
e,,, = oxide dielectric constant in F/cm 

= oxide thickness in cm. 

When charge gathers in this well it resides at the Si-SiO2 interface 
and reduces the well depth according to 

CO,+ C,,. 

where Cox is the oxide capacitance and Cd is the depletion -layer ca- 
pacitance. Cd depends upon the signal level but is usually small com- 
pared to Cox, which is independent of signal. Thus the signal level can 
he estimated using Eq. 111 to calculate the well depth and assuming a 
constant well capacitance equal to Cox. 

The most important figure of merit for a charge -transfer device is 
charge -transfer efficiency denoted by n, the fraction of the original 
charge packet that is transferred from one storage site to the next. 
The fraction that is not transferred is denoted by e, the charge -trans- 
fer inefficiency, or charge -transfer loss. Since the potential well used 
to store and transfer minority carriers also serves to repel majority 
carriers, recombination is negligible. Thus, minority carriers are lost 
from the original charge packet only by being left behind; i.e., charge 
is either transferred or it is not. Thus, 

+e = 1. [3] 

The effect of imperfect transfer efficiency is to erode the amplitude 
of the signal packet, so that after n transfers, the ratio of the signal 
level A to the original level Ao is given by 

A/A, = = (1 - e)" exp (-en) [4] 

for small e. 

Since many CCD applications require in excess of 1000 transfers, e 

must he very small, on the order of 10-4 or 10-5, to prevent excessive 
signal degradation. 

Two different effects prevent the attainment of perfect efficiency- 
the time required to transfer the free charge in the packet from one 
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site to the next, and trapping effects. First let us consider the limita- 
tions on clock frequency and efficiency imposed by the intrinsic pro- 
cess of free -charge transfer. Fig. 2 illustrates the situation that exists 
at some time during the charge -transfer process. Charge originally 
stored under the middle gate flows into the deeper potential well on 
the right. It is important that no potential harrier exist between the 
two potential wells, so that all of the charge can be transferred. Sev- 
eral driving mechanisms cause the free charge to transfer, including 
charge repulsion, thermal diffusion, and drift in the externally ap- 
plied fields (fringing fields). Charge -repulsion effects are unimpor- 

Fig. 2-Complete charge transfer. There are no barriers to hinder the flow of charge into 
the deeper potential well. 

tant after most (-99%) of the charge has transferred, so that the limi- 
tations on device speed are essentially determined by either thermal 
diffusion or fringing field drift. Both of these mechanisms cause an 
exponential decay of charge under the transferring electrode. The 
magnitude of the time constants for this decay determines the effi- 
ciency that can be achieved at any particular clock frequency, since 
the clock frequency determines the time available for transfer. 

The time constant for thermal diffusion can be estimated by sim- 
ple physical arguments. The driving force is the thermal voltage kT/y 
applied across the gate length L. The transit time is therefore 

I, = 
L2 

rI" ~ µE µ1,7'/y1. l)' 
More rigorous treatments7 indicate that this time is L2/2.5D. To 
achieve efficiencies of 99.99% (E = 10-4) requires about ten time con- 
stants (10-4 e-1°). Thus for typical values (L = 10 µm and D = 10 

cm2/sec), efficiencies of 99.99% can he achieved at approximately 1 

MHz crock rates, assuming that thermal diffusion is the only mecha- 
nism responsible for charge transfer. This speed is insufficient for 
many applications. 

Charge transfer is also enhanced by carrier drift in the field in - 

[5] 
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duced by the externally applied gate voltages. The externally applied 
field is principally directed perpendicular to the motion of charge, 
but there is a component of field along the direction of motion. The 
calculation of these fringing fields involves a rather complex two- 
dimensional electrostatics problem generally requiring a numerical 
solution.2,3 In the simplified case where the silicon substrate is treat- 
ed as a semi -infinite dielectric with no depletion layer, a closed -form 
solution for the minimum fringing field is possible:2 

1 .t'ar 
1%mia = 3.2 

1, L [6] 

where V is the applied gate voltage, xox is the oxide thickness, and L 
is the gate length. This represents the highest value that is achievable 
for surface -channel devices and applies in the limit of low substrate 
doping (--10'4 cm -3). The transit time (or decay time constant) for 
fringing -field drift is then given by 

L 1,' 
= - 

µEnun 3.2 flVXuX 

For 10 -pm gates, the thermal time constant is 10-7 sec. Assuming p = 
400, xox = 1000 A, and V = 10 V, the fringing -field time constant is 
7.8 X 10-9 sec, or a factor of 13 higher. Thus, for 10 -pm gate lengths 
and low substrate doping, fringing -field drift results in about 10-15 
MHz operation. In addition because the fringing -field time constant 
depends upon L3, the increase in speed over that possible with ther- 
mal diffusion increases as gate length is decreased. Also, fringing - 
field drift is relatively more important in buried -channel devices, 
since the channel is a greater distance from the gates, effectively in- 
creasing the xox/L factor in Eq. [6]. 

These concepts only apply for the case where no potential barriers 
exist between the two potential wells, so that all charge can he trans- 
ferred; i.e., for the complete charge -transfer mode. When a barrier ex- 
ists so that a reservoir of charge is held behind in the transferring 
well, the amount of charge transferred at low clock frequencies is de- 
termined by the barrier height, as shown in Fig. 3. The barrier height 
is partly determined by the amount of charge in the receiving well. If 
a large signal is present there, charge repulsion will result in a higher 
barrier. Therefore, less charge will be transferred for a large charge 
packet than for a small charge packet. This barrier -height modula- 
tion effect results in a frequency -independent transfer loss of about 
10-3 at gate lengths of 10 pm. The transfer loss increases as gate 
length decreases. Thus any charge transfer device in which the 
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amount of charge that is transferred depends on the height of a po- 
tential barrier will have serious limitations on transfer efficiency. 
This operation is similar to that which occurs in a bucket -brigade de- 
vice,9 and therefore is referred to as the bucket -brigade mode. High 
transfer efficiency 99.99°%) requires a channel potential variation 
with no harriers so that complete charge transfer occurs. 

[1] 
vii/MOP 

BARRIER HIGHER 
IF CHARGE PRESENT 

Fig. 3-Bucket-brigade mode of charge transfer. The presence of charge in the right po- 

tential well causes the barrier to be higher, which causes more charge to be 

eft behind. 

However, even in the complete transfer mode of operation there 
are other limitations on efficiency caused by trapping effects. In sur- 
face -channel devices, trapping and subsequent loss of carriers from 
the charge packets occurs in fast interface states. These states are 
distributed rather evenly across the bandgap with a density of about 
10'° states/cm2/eV. They all fill at the same rate depending only 
upon the number of carriers in the conduction band at the surface 
(within about 100 A of the surface). However, the emptying rate de- 
pends upon the energy difference between the conduction band and 
the trap level-the rate decreasing an order of magnitude for every 
0.06 eV increase in energy at room temperature. The emptying times 
vary from about 10-" sec near the band edge to about 10-4 sec at 
mid -gap. Fill times are about 10-10 sec for typical signal levels. Thus 
many states can fill faster than they can empty, resulting in a net loss 
of signal into trap states. This loss mechanism can be minimized by 
continuously circulating a small amount of charge (-10% of full sig- 
nal level). This background charge is generally called "fat zero", and 
tends to keep the fast states continuously filled so that no states are 
empty to trap charge when a full well signal arrives. 

However, the fat zero is only effective in the deepest parts of the 
potential well. Since these wells have sloping sides there are regions 
that never "see" the fat zero. Along each side or edge of the potential 
well, trapping losses are not affected by fat zero, as shown schemati- 
cally in Fig. 4. An analysis of the magnitude of this edge -effect trap- 
ping shows that the lowest (best) transfer inefficiency achievable for 
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surface channel devices is given by 

1 )(N<,\(1011" 
Eedge effect = 3.9 x 10-1(-1/17 [8] [8] 

Trapping also occurs in buried -channel devices in mono -energetic 
hulk states.12 However, the effect is much smaller, since the number 
of states that participate in trapping is lower. The number of trap- 
ping states per unit area is equal to the volume density times the dis- 
tance over which signal charge resides in the channel. This distance is 

on the order of 1µm, so that 1012 states/cm3 would result in only 

4-. 

SIGNAL CHARGE 

FAT ZERO } 

EDGES WHICH ARE NOT 
EXPOSED TO FAT ZERO 

EEDGE `3.9x10 4 (Wmlls) 10101 \I ND 

Fig. 4-Cross-sectional view of potential well (charge motion into the paper) indicating 
the sloping edges, which do not see fat zero. (See Eq. [8].) 

about 108 states/cm2 of effective trap sites, approximately two orders 
of magnitude lower than the 1010 cm -2 states effective in surface 
channel devices. Generally, buried -channel devices can achieve very 
high efficiencies without fat zero charge, but efficiency is improved 
somewhat with a small amount of fat zero, indicating that some trap- 
ping losses are present. 

3. Buried Channel 

The buried -channel CCD (RCCD)13 was conceived to avoid the prob- 
lems of efficiency limitations and noise associated with fast interface 
states. The objective is to move the potential well minimum away 
from the Si-Si02 interface. This is done by creating a thin oppositely 
doped layer at the silicon surface. A typical structure might he an n - 

type layer, 1 thick of 1016 cm -3 doping, formed by ion implanta - 
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Fig. 5-Band diagram showing parabolic potential profile for a metal -insulator -metal 
structure with a uniform positive space charge in the insulator region. Both 
electrodes are grounded. 

tion on a p -type substrate. When appropriate positive bias is applied 
to the source and drain n+ diffusions, all of the free conduction elec- 
trons are removed from the implanted layer region, leaving behind 
the uniform positive space charge of the donor sites. This creates a 
parabolic potential profile with a minimum near the middle of the 
layer region. This structure is similar to the potential profile in a uni- 
form positively charged insulator with grounded electrodes on either 
side as shown in Fig. 5. The BCCD profile differs somewhat because 
of the oxide layer and the substrate depletion region, and is shown in 
Fig. 6. The potential difference between the minimum and the bulk 

Vmb 

n -TYPE p -TYPE (a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Fig. 6-Band diagram for buried -channel CCD. (a) Gate grounded (V,,,b is potential differ- 
ence between conduction band at the minimum and conduction band in the 
bulk and Vmo is the difference between the minimum and the potential at the 
Si-SiO2 interface). (b) With positive (ON) gate voltage (V,,,b increases, V,,,o de- 
creases). (c) With negative (OFF) gate voltage (V,,,b decreases, V,,,0 increases 
until they are equal where pinning occurs). 
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(ground) will be referred to as V,,,b. This value can be made larger by 
applying positive gate voltages or smaller by applying negative gate 
voltages (for an n -channel device). The potential difference between 
the conduction band at the Si-SiO2 interface and the channel mini- 
mum is referred to as V,,,o, (see Fig. 6). This value is important be- 
cause charge must be kept away from the Si-SiO2 interface to avoid 
the inefficiency and noise associated with interface states. 

When positive gate voltages are applied, Vmb tends to increase and 
V,,,o to decrease as shown in Fig. 6h. When negative gate voltage is 

applied Vmb tends to decrease and Vmo tends to increase, as shown in 
Fig. 6c. Devices are built with p+ channel stops, which are physically 
adjacent to the channel and are at ground potential; these channel 
stops are a source of holes for the channel. Thus the valence band in 
the channel can never move above ground without attracting an un- 
limited supply of holes from the channel stop. At a certain negative 
gate voltage the valence band at the Si -Sí02 reaches the same poten- 
tial as the valence band in the bulk. This is called the pinning gate 
voltage. As the gate voltage is made more negative, the source of holes 
from the channel stop pins the valence hand at the Si-SiO2 interface 
at ground, and no further changes in Vmo or Vmb occur. Thus the 
channel minimum can never he raised above ground, and a buried - 
channel device with a grounded source can not he cut off by applying 
negative gate voltage alone. To cut off the charge flow in a BCCD, 
one must apply a positive potential to the source. 

One of the most important factors in the design and operation of a 
buried -channel device is the Vmb and Vmo versus VgBLe characteris- 
tics. Fig. 7 shows calculations of Vmb and V,,,o for a typical structure 
having a 1.2 X 1012 cm -2 implant of arsenic in a substrate with 4 X 

1014 doping and an oxide thickness of 1000 A. Several different curves 
are shown for different signal charge levels. For no charge, the pin- 
ning voltage is -5.0 V. No change in V,,,b or Vmo occurs to the left of 
Vl,i,,. Vpi is the most negative useful voltage. The most positive volt- 
age that can he applied is determined by the Vmo branch of the curve. 
When Vmo becomes too small, the carriers can interact with the fast 
interface states with all the deleterious effects associated with sur- 
face -channel devices. Since the fill rate of fast states depends on sur- 
face density of free carriers (included within 100 A of the surface), 
the surface density must be kept low enough so that the fill time con- 
stant is long compared to the clock period. If the surface density is 
106 cm -2 or lower, this condition is fulfilled. Thus if the channel layer 
doping is 1016 cm -3, then a Vmo of about 10 kT/q (0.26 V) will ensure 
that the surface density (within 100 A of the surface) is less than 106 

cm -2. As seen from the figure, if one-half of the maximum charge 
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(the maximum charge is defined as the implant dose) is present in the 
channel, something in excess of +10 V can he applied to the gate be- 
fore V,0 reaches 0.25 V. A 10 -volt clock varying between -5 (OFF) to 
+5 (ON) would result in satisfactory operation and could handle a 
charge level of one-half of the implant level without going into a sur- 
face -channel mode. 

In surface -channel devices, two-phase devices can he built utilizing 
two thicknesses of oxide to provide signal directionality, since the po- 
tential wells are deeper under thinner oxides. However, in buried - 

5 0 

GATE VOLTAGE 

5 10 

Fig. 7- Vmb (solid lines) and V,,,o (broken lines) plotted as a function of gate voltage for a 

typical BCCD structure. The horizontal region on the left corresponds to pin- 
ning. 

channel devices the depth of the potential well as measured by Vmb 

decreases as the oxide thickness decreases. This occurs because as 
oxide thickness increases, less of the positive buried layer charge is 
neutralized in the gate metal and more is neutralized by the substrate 
depletion region. A widening depletion region implies a larger Vmb 
This effect means that thick -oxide techniques cannot he used for 
channel confinement in buried -channel devices, and in a two-phase 
device where oxide thickness variations are used for directionality, 
charge will move toward the thicker oxide. 

Estimating the signal level of a buried -channel device is more diffi- 
cult than in a surface -channel device. In the latter all of the signal 
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charge is stored at the same physical location, i.e., at the Si-SiO2 in- 
terface, and the well capacitance is reasonably constant. However, in 
the buried -channel device, the signal charge spreads out, and the well 
capacitance constantly increases as signal level increases. Certainly 
the maximum signal level per unit area is given by the implant dose 
(the product of the layer doping per cm3 and the layer thickness). If 
the signal exceeded this value, the channel would have a net negative 
charge and no potential well would exist. As shown in Fig. 8, as signal 
level increases, the depletion layer widths (and capacitance) change 
and the signal level is given by the product of the layer doping and 
the distance over which the signal is present (the flat part of the po- 
tential well). 

-2 z.7x1o16a.0xloI4 
o -type p- type 

-0.1 0 0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9 

DISTANCE FROM SI -Slop 

SUBSTRATE 
POTENTIAL 

INTERFACE (µm) 

Fig. 8-Potential profiles for a typical buried -channel structure. The hash -marked areas 
show the region where signal charge resides. 

As previously mentioned, buried -channel devices have higher 
transfer efficiency, require no fat zero, and have higher speed capa- 
bilities and lower transfer noise characteristics. An example of the 
higher efficiency is shown in Fig. 9. On the other hand, buried -chan- 
nel devices have lower signal -handling capabilities, more involved 
fabrication procedures, and generally have higher dark -current levels. 
Thus, a careful evaluation of the needs of a given application is re- 
quired to determine the most advantageous CCD approach. 
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4. Input Techniques 

4.1 Current and Voltage Inputs 

One possible way of introducing the electrical signal into a CCD is by 
means of a current -integration method. An example of such an input 
is shown in Fig. 10. The ctirrent source is formed by the source diffu- 
sion. S, and input gate, G1i while the first potential well of the CCD 
acts as the drain of an MOSFET. With the source at a dc level and 

MELD] L L ] NO FAT ZERO 

Vin 
I V/dir 

(A) 

Vout 0.1 V/dir 

E=1.5x10-5 

10% FAT ZERO 

Vin 1 V/dir 

111111111111111111 ININ 0.1 

i 

. . out 

.10 5 
!lllllT. 

. . l r M1.r.J'll L I Y 
. 

+-- 0 )15EC 

(B) 

Fig. 9-Output waveforms for a two-phase burled -channel CCD. With no fat zero the 
charge transfer inefficiency is 1.5 X 10-5. With 10% fat zero inefficiency 
drops to 1.0 X 10-5. 

the signal applied to G1i the signal charge accumulated in the first 
potential well will be the time integral over the ON time of 0-1 of the 
current. This current is very nonlinear, and varies exponentially with 
gate voltage for subthreshold currents and parabolically for above - 
threshold levels. 

An alternative approach involves placing a timing pulse on the 
source so that current flows only during a fixed time rather than the 
total time 0-1 is ON. 
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In either case, this type of input circuit tends to be very nonlinear 
and critical to control unless additional structure is provided for a 

more stable current source. An optical input can be used as an alter- 
native current source and, therefore, can be considered as a special 
form of the current -integration input. 

Vin 7', ¿ 

G, GZ GZ 

v,:..7/7 
SOURCE DIFFUSION 

vs - 
pt 

OS,G= I id 

Fig. 10-Current-in egration input circuit -construction and operation. 

A much less critical way of introducing signal charge is the voltage - 
input method illustrated in Fig. 11. Here the signal is applied to the 
source diffusion and a strobe or sampling pulse is applied to Gt. This 
essentially forms a transmission gate or switch such that the first po- 
tential well is filled with charge to the same potential level as the 
source (see Fig. l lb). Then, as the input gate is turned off (see Fig. 
11c) the charge under the input gate is pushed back into the source. 
If the clock pulse applied to the input gate has relatively slow fall 
time, the first potential well will tend to come to a thermal equilibri- 
um with the source potential. Otherwise, as the channel collapses 
under the input gate, some of the charge in the channel will he added 
to the first potential well. Unlike the current -integration input this 
method tends to be independent of clock frequency. For a surface - 
channel CCD the input charge can he approximated as 

(,)s!c = .517x(Cox + Cd), [9] 

where _Vs is the change of the surface potential due to the input sig- 
nal on the source, 
Co., is the channel oxide capacitance under gate G2, and 
Cd is the do depletion capacitance. 

Since the depletion capacitance Cd is a function of the surface po- 
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tential, the signal charge QS/G is not completely linear with the input 
voltage Vi and it also depends on the MOS threshold of the gate G2. 

The linearity of the voltage input is better for devices with lower sub- 
strate doping. 

For the current -integration mode (Fig. 10) the input noise is basi- 
cally shot noise, where the rms fluctuation in the number of carriers 

433 

SOURCE 
DIFFUSION 

Vs+Vin - 
Vin 

Vs I 

U © 

In 
Vs - 

/ 
/ A 

s 

°SIG' OVs (Cox+ Cd 

Fig. 11-Voltage Input: (a) Input structure. (b) Potential diagram illustrates the filling of the 
input well to the source potential, VS + V;. (c) 1 During the fall time of 03 
clock the charge in the conducting channel under gate GI is returned to the 

source diffusion S. 2 As the conducting channel under gate G1 is being cut 

off, the input well under G2 is filled to the source potential, V5. 3 The clock 03 
is off and the charge signal, QS¡9, in the input well is ready for transfer to the 
CCD channel. 

Io) 

(b) 

(C) 

(Ñ) introduced into charge packet is 

N [l0] 

where NS/G is the average number of carriers in the signal packet. 
This applies anytime the input is introduced optically or by means of 
a subthreshold current injected over the potential barrier under the 
input gate G,. However, the voltage input (Fig. 11) should have a 
noise input fluctuation approaching4,6 
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where C,,1 is in pF. Experiments with this type of input have shown 
that the input noise is considerably higher than k/7/q apparently 
due6 to a charge -partitioning noise associated with the collapse of the 
channel under the input gate G1. This somewhat unpredictable chan- 
nel -partitioning noise can, however, be avoided by several low -noise 
input techniques.4'14-t' 

4.2 Low -Noise, Charge -Preset Inputs 

The basic concept of the charge -preset input method illustrated in 
Fig. 12 is as follows. The input well is overfilled with charge and then 
the excess charge is allowed to spill back into the source diffusion. 
During the spill -back process, the charge remaining in the input well 
under the gate G2 approaches a thermal equilibrium with the barrier 
under the gate Cu. The charge -preset method, therefore, is also re- 
ferred to as the charge-equilibration,14 stabilized-input,18 niche- 
mode,6 or fill -and -spill method.19 

The variance in the number of carriers in the input signal is equal 
to the average number of carriers corresponding to kT/q voltage on 
the capacitance4 under gate G2. 

( /Mg 1C - 1 kTC = 4001/, 
q 

[12] 

where C,,1 is the well capacitance under G2 expressed in picofarads. 
For SCCD's, this input method shows very good linearity in the rela- 
tionship between input charge level QsJG and input voltage level V;,,. 

Although, this relationship between V;,, and QsIG can be derived 
using Eq. [9], a simpler description given below is useful. 

Let's focus our attention on the instant of time at which the charge 
is the potential well under the gate G2 is in thermal equilibrium with 
the barrier under G,. This means that the surface potentials under G1 

and G2 are equal. Also, in SCCD's we can assume that the inversion 
layer containing the charge signal QsIG under G2 is negligibly thin. 
Thus, equal depletion charge Qd must be exposed in the depletion 
layers under G1 and G2 in order to make the surface potentials equal. 
Therefore, the input voltage V;,, must be equal to the difference be- 
tween the voltages across the channel oxides under the G1 and G2 

gates, or 
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QSIG + Qa tea 
vin = VIP+ (v1 +'ox 

-2 Cox - I 
[13] 

where Vt, and Vt2 are the MOS threshold voltages and Cox_, and 
Cox_2 are the channel oxide capacitances corresponding to the gates 
GI and G2, respectively. From Eq. 113] it is clear that for V,1 = Vr2 

and Cox.1 = C01-2 = Co. 

QSlG = VinCox' [14] 

While the low -noise characteristic of the charge -preset circuit is 

also applicable to BCCD's, the linearity of this input for BCCD's is 

not as good as for SCCD's. This is because the spatial distribution of 
the signal charge and larger edge effects associated with fringing 
fields play a much larger role in BCCD's. 

The charge -preset input can he designed to operate in various 
modes; however, the following is basic to all modes. The input well is 

first overfilled by the charge originating from a source diffusion, the 
input well is then allowed to approach thermal equilibrium and the 
excess charge spills hack to the source, the input well is defined on 
one side by a precisely controlled barrier (under gate G1) and a signif- 
icantly larger barrier on the other side (under gate G3), the input sig- 
nal is applied as a voltage at G2 relative to GI (either G1 or G2 can be 

dc biased), and a gating circuit (involving gates GI, G2, GI, and possi- 
bly other gates) is provided to transfer the input charge from the 
input well to the CCD channel. For example, if the source diffusion is 

maintained at a dc bias, then the voltage applied to the gate G1 (VI in 
Fig. 12) will he a clock pulse and the input well will he filled by scoop- 
ing the charge from the source diffusion. However, if a d -c reference 
voltage or the input voltage is applied to the gate GI, the filling of the 
input well requires pulsing of the source diffusion. 

The charge -preset circuit shown in Fig. 12 has the d -c reference 
voltage, VI, applied to gate G1 and the input voltage, Vi,,, to G2. The 
advantage of such an arrangement is that since a constant surface po- 
tential is maintained for the harrier under gate GI, the linearity of 
the input will not he sensitive to any differences of the MOS thresh- 
old characteristics between the gates G1 and G2 (for example, if G1 

has a thicker channel oxide or an implanted barrier). Another consid- 
eration in designing the charge -preset input is to provide the means 
to transfer full well charge signal from the input well to the regular 
CCD channel. In Fig. 12 this is accomplished by increasing the 
lengths of the gates GI and G2 so that these gates can be operated 
with the same clocks as applied to the regular CCD channel. 
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In the operation of the charge -preset inputs described thus far, the 
input is applied into the CCD channel by completely emptying the 
input well (under gate G2). Another approach for a low -noise input, 
shown in Fig. 13, never completely empties the input we11.20 Here, the 
gate G2 is dc biased. The input charge packet is formed by first set- 
ting the charge level in the input well to the barrier voltage (Vi,, - 
V11) under the gate G1 (as in the charge -preset circuit of Fig. 12) and 

VP 

SOURCE 
Vs DIFFUSiON 

$a 
G,®+ Gz G3 Ga G5 

COX -1 TCox-2 (a) 

Cd 
T ' 

TRANSFER 

4,,,/r, 
SP, 

vs I // 
j/O n siG- ViCOx / L 

TRANSFER 

Vs ird 

(b) 

(cl 

(dl 

Fig. 12-Charge-preset input: (a) Input gate structure; (b) and (c) potential profiles illus- 
trating the fill -and -spill operations; (d) potential profile showing the transfer of 
input charge signal, Os,g, from the input well to the CCD register. 

then partially emptying the input well to a new, lower barrier level 
(V,.eí - 1712) under the gate G3. The charge introduced into the CCD 
channel will he 

f1.Stc = [17r.á - Vref - (V, - Vt:1)] Cox -2. [151 

Note that the threshold voltage V,2 of the gate G2 is not involved, 
since the well under G2 is not emptied in this operation. 

Another version of this low -noise circuit, where the potential well 
under G2 is replaced by a floating diffusion,15 is shown in Fig. 14. The 
operation of this input circuit, as in the case of the circuit in Fig. 13, 
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Vin Vdc VREF Sf)3 4i 
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LG2 G3 64 G5 

Cox -2 

Vin-Vt1 

REF Vt3 

(o) 

(b) 

SIG-[V in- VREF-( V1,3-V¡,i ) 

J 
Cox -2 

Fig. 13-Charge-preset input in which the input well (under gate G2) is never completely 

emptied, i.e., a voltage -preset input. 

involves setting the floating input diffusion to the potential of the 
barrier under gate GI and then resetting it to a lower barrier poten- 
tial under the gate G2. Since the input charge signal is formed here 
effectively by setting and resetting a capacitive node between two 
voltage levels, this method for low -noise input is also referred to as 
the voltage -preset input.17 

One interesting property of the input scheme shown in Fig. 14 is 
that the voltage changes of the floating diffusion due to the input 
charge signal can he detected by an on -chip MOS amplifier. 

In applications that require the introduction of a very uniform sig- 
nal into a number of parallel channels, such as the fat zero for the 

Vin VREF 3 

j/// 7 / 
FLOATING INPUT 

I DIFFUSION 
FDT 

I 

b 

L 
j VOUt (in) 

Fig. 14-Voltage-preset floating -diffusion input. This circuit operates virtually the same 
way as the circuit in Fig. 13. The dc biased gate G2 of Fig. 13 is replaced here 

oy the floating diffusion (FD). 
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vertical channels of a charge -coupled imager, it is very desirable to 
have a low -noise input that is also independent of local voltage 
threshold variations.'? Such an input can be obtained by modifying 
the voltage -preset circuit shown in Fig. 13 or Fig. 14 so that the same 
gate is involved in setting and resetting the surface potential of the 
input well under gate G2 for Fig. 13 or the floating diffusion potential 
in the case of Fig. 14. The top view of such a threshold -insensitive 
low -noise input is illustrated in Fig. 15(a). Note in Fig. 15b that when 

- Vref 

Vd c -2 

G2 G3 G4 G5 

Vdc -a VI 

(a) 

G6 G7 

5 

SOURCE 
DIFFUSION 

Vdc-2 Vin Vdc-4 VI (ON) 

162 163 1641G1 

(b) 

Vin Vt4 

-Vret-Vt4 
CCD -V5(0) 

CHANNEL 
Vref - Vin)Cox-2 

Vdc-2 Vref Vdc-4 952(ON) gek3(OFF) 

92 1314 rG5 166 

TRANSFER , 
SIG IS 

Vref -V14 í.l 1//// 

(c ) 

Fig. 15-Voltage-preset input insensitive to local MOS threshold variations: (a) Top view 
of the gating structure; (b) input well is charge preset to the barrier potential 
(under gate G3) V;,, - V,4 while a channel -blocking barrier is formed under the 
gate G5 due to 4)2 (off); and (c) signal charge, Qsr9, is transferred under gate G5 
as the barrier under gate G3 is lowered to the potential of V,et - Vf4. 

the surface potential under the d -c biased gate G2 is set by the input 
voltage to the potential V1,, - Vt3, the gate G5 forms a barrier and 
isolates the CCD channel from the input stage. Then in the second 
part of the input cycle, shown in Fig. 15(c), the source diffusion is iso- 
lated from the CCD channel by the gate G, the harrier voltage under 
the gate G3 is set to a lower level Vrel - Vt3i and the input signal 
charge packet flows into the CCD channel. 

Since gate G2 is maintained at a constant do bias, the signal charge 
is 
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(1,)c = (V :n - ',lie ox [16] 

An interesting variation of the threshold -insensitive input scheme 
is shown in Fig. 16. Here, the roles of the gates G1 and G2 are re- 
versed. The gate G3 is dc biased to a fixed harrier voltage while the 
input and reference voltage levels are applied to the gate G2. Now the 
input voltage, when applied to the gate G3, will be the complement of 
the input voltage previously applied to gate G3. Also the barrier volt- 
age under the gate G3 will be fixed, which may he an advantage in the 
design of the gating structure connecting the input stage with the 
CCD channel. 
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Fig. 16-Joltage-preset input insensitive to local MOS threshold variations in which the 
input well (under gate G2) is pulsed by the input voltage V,,, and the potential 
barrier under the transfer gate G3 is fixed. (a) Top view of the input gating 
structure; (b) potential profile illustrating that as the voltage applied to the gate 
G2 is charged from V,er to V;,,, the charge signal Q5;9 is pushed out from the 
input well into the CCD channel. 

The main limitation of the voltage -presetting inputs shown in Figs. 
13 to 16 is that they involve two equilibrations; therefore they are ex- 
pected to give rms input signal noise fluctuations. 

N- - ' j/ kTC . 

9 
[17] 

Another price that must be paid for obtaining the threshold -insen- 
sitive low -noise input is that, unlike the other input schemes, this 
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type of input structure cannot directly sample input signal. Rather it 
requires an input signal in the form of a voltage pulse with a precise 
reference voltage. 

4.3 Input Considerations 

In addition to the matter of linearity and noise, there are differences 
in how the different input methods we have discussed sample the ex- 
ternally applied input voltage. The current -integration input will, of 
course, sample the input by integrating the input over a given time. 
The voltage input on the other hand samples the input at the time 
when the channel between the input well and the source diffusion is 

being cut off. The charge -preset input gives still a more complicated 
sampling function that will tend to sample the input at the beginning 
of the charge -presetting operation or near the end, depending on how 
the input signal is changing. 

Another design consideration is the method of introduction of a 
well-defined fat -zero level. We can accomplish this by controlling the 
voltage levels of the input. An alternative way is to have two or more 
parallel inputs, all eventually transferring separately measured 
charge packets into a single collecting well. Here we can also scale the 
input signals by controlling the effective capacitance (or the dimen- 
sions) of the input wells. This approach can also be used to add two 
separate input signals. 

Finally, another interesting concept is the technique of the charge - 
preset input, i.e., the fill -and -spill operation, to remove a fixed 
amount of charge from the charge signal already in the CCD channel. 
In this operation, the charge for overfilling the input well will he sup- 
plied not from a source diffusion but from a charge packet of a CCD 
stage. A fixed amount of this charge will he retained and the excess 
returned to the CCD stage. 

5. Output Techniques 

5.1 Current Output 

A circuit for sensing the output of a CCD in the form of high -imped- 
ance current pulses is shown in Fig. 17. The drain diffusion, D, is bi- 
ased here to act as a sink for the charge signal pushed out of the po- 
tential well under the gate GN-1 over the potential barrier formed 
under the gate GN. The do biased gate GN decouples the clock pulses 
from the drain diffusion. The linearity and the noise of the current 
output depends only on the capacitance associated with the drain dif- 
fusion mode and the external amplifier. 
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Fig. 17-Current output circuit, construction and operation. 

5.2 Floating -Diffusion Amplifier 

The floating -diffusion amplifier, FDA, is the most popular approach 
for detecting the output signal with an on -chip amplifier.21 Construc- 
tion and operation of an FDA having a negligible capacitance cou- 
pling between the gates GN and GN+1, and the floating diffusion, FD, 
are illustrated in Fig. 18. The floating diffusion is periodically reset to 
the drain voltage, VI). Then, before each charge signal packet is intro- 
duced into the floating diffusion, the floating diffusion is isolated 
from the drain by the reset gate GN+f To detect the output signal, 
the floating diffusion is connected to the gate of an on -chip MOS am- 
plifier. The detected signal at the gate of the MOS device ..5Vout is 

(t)SIG 
.1Vot = FD 

95n VRESET 

CZx,L 

FLOATING 
DIFFUSION Cd 

DRAIN 
DIFFUSION 

VOUT 

o 

Cg 

VOUT 
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OSIG 
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CFO CI+C2+Cd+Cg 

Fig. 18-Floating-diffusion amplifier (FDA) construction and operation. 

[18] 
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where CFD = Cd + C) + C2 + Cg is the total capacitance associated 
with the floating diffusion. 

If the capacitance C1 represents a large part of the total capaci- 
tance CFI), then the FDA can operate with a do voltage applied to the 
reset gate. In this case the floating diffusion is periodically clamped 
to the barrier potential under the reset gate provided that some 
charge is transferred at each cycle. Otherwise the potential of the 
floating diffusion will tend to settle to a value dictated by the thermal 
emission process of charge over this barrier. 

Another type of FDA is shown in Fig. 19. Here, the dc -biased gates 
GN and GN+1 provide a capacitive decoupling of the floating diffusion 

4'I Vdc-1 1,2 Vdc-2 3 

GN_I GN GNii G 

! l -t/F Dz; 

VOUT 

DRAIN 
DIFFUSION 

OUT 

(o) 

(b) 

Fig. 19-Floating-diffusion amp ifier capacitively decoupled from the clocks 01 and 03 by 

the dc biased gates GN and GN+1. (The broken lines illustrate an FDA in which 

the floating diffusion is under a single large gate powered by clock 41)2.) 

from the clock pulses. Note that, as shown in Fig. 19(b), the floating 
diffusion for this circuit effectively extends under the do biased gate 
GN+). The floating diffusion also is periodically reset to the surface 
potential under gate GN+1 as the signal charge is transferred to the 
drain diffusion under the control of the gate GN+2. A special version 
of this type of circuit is indicated by the dotted lines in Fig. (19a). 
This version illustrates the case when the gates GN and GN+1 are 
formed into a single gate powered by the clock 02. Now, the floating 
diffusion will be overlapped on both sides by this large gate and 
strongly capacitively coupled with it. In this case, the operation of the 
floating diffusion could be thought of as nondestructive voltage sens- 
ing of the potential well under this large gate. 

In general a nondestructive sensing of the charge signal by the 
floating diffusion requires that the floating diffusion be reset to the 
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barrier potential under an adjacent gate (on the right side) as part of 
the charge -transfer process with no external charge introduced into 
the floating diffusion during this process. 

This means that every FDA construction can provide nondestruc- 
tive voltage sensing provided the means are available for continuing 
the charge flow to the successive stages. However, the charge transfer 
out of the floating diffusion must always involve a transfer with a po- 
tential harrier, which has the basic characteristics of bucket -brigade 
transfer. A nondestructive output sensing with the characteristics of 
the complete charge -transfer process (not involving a transfer har- 
rier) can he obtained only with a properly operated floating gate am- 
plifier. 

5.3 Floating -Gate Amplifier 

Two types of floating -gate amplifiers, FGA's, are illustrated in Figs. 
20 and 21. In the FGA shown in Fig. 20, the floating gate is capaci- 
tively -coupled to the clock 0-2. The MOSFET T1 is used to clamp the 
gate N to Vref. The MOSFET To represents the on -chip output am- 
plifier, whose input gate voltage (V,,,,4 ) can be estimated from the 
capacitive divider involving Co, Cox, Cd, and Cg asL° 

7 / t..ic JV a"( Cd (ns + o+ Cg) +(1./ o + l. /v 
K) 

[19] 

If the clock voltage 02 is adjusted to produce the same surface po- 
tential variations as the phase clocks (pi and 03, the nondestructive 
voltage sensing of the charge signal by the FGA shown in Fig. 20 will 
not interfere with the complete charge -transfer process. 

Another type of FGA is illustrated in Fig. 21. In this FGA the do 
biased gates N1 and N2 shield the output from the phase clocks chi, 

and 03. The operation of this type of FGA has the advantage that it 
can provide a complete charge -transfer mode for emptying the charge 
signal from wells associated with the floating gate by adjustment of 
the d -c voltages V1, V2, and V3. 

In addition to providing a high transfer efficiency and nondestruc- 
tive and relatively noise -free sensing of the charge signal, the FGA 
can be constructed to perform a summing operation if a number of 
floating gates are connected in parallel. Furthermore, a split -gate 
construct ion such as illustrated in Fig. 22 can provide not only a sens- 
ing and summing operation, but also a positive and negative weight- 
ing of the charge signals in the CCD register. 
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Fig. 20-Floating-gate amplifier (FGA). 

5.4 Output Considerations 

One of the most important properties of charge -coupled devices is 

that they can transfer the signal charge packets between the potential 
wells without any capacitive coupling from the clock pulses into the 
charge signal. Some capacitive coupling , however, is unavoidable at 
the output. Therefore, the choice of output circuit is often deter- 
mined by the extent to which we wish to minimize this capacitive 
feedthrough from the clocks to the output. 

The floating diffusion amplifier, FDA, provides a very effective 
output scheme for the destructive sensing of the output. However, if 
nondestructive sensing is needed, a suitable floating -gate amplifier 
circuit is better able to combine the nondestructive sensing with good 
charge -transfer efficiency. 

Linearity is another consideration in the choice of input as well as 

output circuits. Therefore, the question of linearity must he attacked 
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Fig. 21-Floating-gate amplifier in which the floating gate is dc biased and capacitively 
decoupled from the clocks rfi1 and 03. The surface potential under gate GN+i 
is adjusted by dc voltages Vdc-1, Vdc-2, and Vac -3. 
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by considering the composite characteristics of the input and the out- 
put. 

The noise introduced into the output in the process of sensing the 
charge signal is also of' concern, since CCD's are capable of virtually 
noiseless transfer of charge4 (especially the BCCD's) and are being 
considered for applications where the noise introduced at the output 
stage may he of considerable importance. An example of one such ap- 
plication is the image sensing for a low -light -level TV.5 
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Fig. 22-Three-phase transversal CCD filter employing the split -gate electrode weighting 
and summing approach. 

In the current output scheme the major noise source is associated 
with the characteristics of the off -chip amplifier and the larger out- 
put terminal capacitance. The transfer of charge into the drain diffu- 
sion is basically a complete charge transfer process and as such is es- 
sentially noiseless.4 

The major noise associated with the operation of the FDA is due to 
the periodic resetting of the floating diffusions. The actual noise fluc- 
tuations can he treated in very much the same way as the noise intro- 
duced by the input circuits. However, the reset noise of the FDA can 
he virtually eliminated by a use of double -synchronous sampling,22 in 
which the output of the on -chip MOS amplifier is sampled twice and 
then compared, i.e., first after resetting of the floating diffusion and 
then after the charge signal is introduced into the floating diffusion. 

6. Summary and Conclusions 

In this paper we have tried to present in simple physical terms some 
of the important concepts useful in the understanding of CCD opera- 
tion and limitations. This included a description of the transfer and 
trapping mechanisms for charge packets in the CCD register, a short 
discussion of buried -channel operation, and a review of the concepts 
and choices involved in signal input and output. 
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Even though a CCD can he considered as a special type of MOS de- 

vice, the most useful description of the CCD is in terms of microscop- 
ic physical parameters rather than equivalent -circuit models. To 
some degree, the same also applies to input and output techniques, 
especially at the point where conventional MOS components join 
with the CCD channels. This is because conventional MOS circuits 
are normally described in terms of currents and voltages (or amplifi- 
ers and switches), and their internal device transient time constants, 
such as the times involved in the forming and collapsing of an MOS 
channel, are normally much shorter than the time constants of the 
external circuits. Thus these devices can he thought of in terms of 
steady-state MOS channels that are readily represented in equivalent 
circuit format. 

On the other hand, in the CCD, transfer of signal charge packets 
from one low capacitance ('--155 pF/mm2 of CCD channel) storage 
site to the next involves very small transient currents. Therefore, the 
operation of CCD's is determined only by the transient channel char- 
acteristics rather than steady state. These transient characteristics 
are not amenable to equivalent -circuit formulation. 

It is interesting to note, however, that the theory developed to de- 

scribe CCD operation is providing insight resulting in new MOS com- 
ponents, such as the concept of charge pumping," the development 
of the charge -injection device for image sensing,24 and new design 

techniques for high -density one -transistor -per -bit MOS RAM's.25 It 
is safe to conclude, therefore, that the various charge -coupling princi- 
ples that are being developed will eventually become accepted as in- 
tegral parts of MOS circuit technology. 
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Tunneling Conductivity in Granular Metal Films 

B. Abeles 

RCA Laboratories, Princeton, N.J. 08540 

Abstract-A review is given of electrical transport in granular metals in which conduction 

is due to tunneling of electrons and holes between isolated metal grains. Some 

of the conflicting results that have appeared in the literature are resolved. It is 

shown that the criticism by Hill of the low -field conductivity model of Neuge- 

bauer and Webb is unfounded. The interpretation of the field dependence of 

the high -field conductivity in terms of the Poole-Frenkel effect, which has been 

used by many workers, is found to be inconsistent with the tunneling model. 

The confusion arises from the fact that the charging energy was treated as a 

barrier, rather than as the difference in the Fermi levels of the neighboring 

grains between which the tunneling takes place. The tunneling model, general- 

ized to the case of a distribution in charging energies and tunnel barrier thick- 

nesses, explains well the temperature and field dependence of the conductivity 

observed in a wide variety of cermets. In discontinuous metal films the agree- 

ment with theory is not as consistent. 

1. Introduction 

Granular metals are two-phase mixtures of metals and insulators. 
When the volume fraction of the metal x is less than 0.5, the metal 
breaks up into isolated grains, and the resistance is thermally activat- 
ed with activation energies in the range 0.01-0.1 eV. The transport 
properties of granular metals in which the metal particles are isolated 
have been of continuing1-'3 interest since the first reported investiga- 
tions of a system of this kind at the beginning of this century. The 
early work was done on evaporated ultra -thin films, which, below a 

critical thickness, are discontinuous and form isolated metal islands 
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on the substrate. Granular metals are now usually prepared by the 
co -sputtering of metals and insulators, and are being used in a variety 
of scientific3-5 and technological applications.4-6 The two types of 
granular metals reviewed in this work are dispersions of metal grains 
in insulators, which are referred to as "cermets," and ultra -thin metal 
films, which are referred to as "discontinuous films." A typical elec- 
tron micrograph of a cermet consisting of isolated Au grains in silica 
is shown in Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1-Electron micrograph of an Au-Si02 cermet with 0.4 volume fraction Au. Thick- 
ness of film 70 A. The dark particles are crystalline Au grains. 

The explanation for the temperature dependence of the conductiv- 
ity, a, in granular metals remained elusive for many years. It was 
thought at one time that the conduction mechanism is thermionic 
emission over the harriers separating the metal grains. One would ex- 
pect in that case a « exp (-(p/kT), where so is the barrier height, k is 
Boltzmann's constant, and T is the absolute temperature. However, 
the values of ,p for metal-insulator interfaces are much too large to 
explain the observed activation energies. Image forces result in har- 
rier height lowering;14 however, it is unlikely that this results in bar- 
riers of much less than 1 eV for harrier thicknesses s >- 10 A. It has 
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also been postulated that the conductivity could he due to emission 

of electrons from the metal into localized states in the substrate.15 
A more natural way of explaining the observed low activation ener- 

gy was suggested by Gorter.7 He pointed out that in order to transfer 
an electron from one neutral grain to another neutral grain, a finite 
energy is required. This charging energy, Ec, is the electrostatic ener- 

gy of the positively and negatively charged grains, and is of the order 
e2/Cc, where e is the electronic charge and Cc is the capacitance of a 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 2-For the purpose of calculating the charging energy Ec°, the geometry in (a) is ap- 

proximated by that of (b). 

grain. The charging energy, Ec°, corresponding to a fully dissociated 

pair of positively and negatively charged grains, can be estimated by 

replacing the grain and its neighbors by a spherical capacitor, as in 

Figure 2. The expression for Ec° in that case is3 

° e' 1 4s 

dEd+2s' 
where d is the diameter of the grain, s the separation between the 

grains, and el is the dielectric constant of the insulator. Using the 
values of d = 10-100 A, s = 5-50 A, and el = 2-10, commonly found 
in granular metals, Eq. 111 yields values of EL.° in reasonable agree- 

ment with the conductivity activation energy. 
A quantitative treatment of the conductivity using the concept of 

charging energy was given by Neugehauer and Webh.8 At tempera- 

tures at which k7' » Ec°, the thermal equilibrium number density of 
positively or negatively charged metal grains is given by16 

exp(- Ee°/'LIST ), [2] 

where 9Z is the number density of metal grains. The charged grains act 

[1] 
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as carriers that hop by tunneling of electrons or holes from charged 
grains to neutral grains. When the voltage drop, ..5V, between the ad- 
jacent grains is small enough so that ..5V « hTie, then the thermal 
equilibrium number of charge carriers is undisturbed and the con- 
ductivity is determined by the net drift of the charge carriers due to 
the applied field. A schematic representation of the hopping of 
charge is given in Fig. 3a. 
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Fig. 3-Schematic illustration of tunneling in granular metals. The voltage drop between 

adjacent grains is J V. Ec° is the energy required to generate a pair of fully dis- 
sociated positively and negatively charged particles, and Ec' is the energy re- 
quired to generate a pair of charges on neighboring grains. The relative poten- 
tial levels indicated are as seen by a negative test charge. (a) eS V « E 1. Ini- 

tial state, one grain is charged with an extra electron; final state, the extra 
electron tunneled to a neighboring grain. (b) e..5 V = E 1. Initial state, each 
grain is neutral before tunneling takes place; final state, after tunneling has oc- 
curred, a hole is left on one grain and an electron is added to the other grain. 
The hole and electron will then drift to the electrodes. 

As the magnitude of electric field is increased, an additional mech- 
anism, field -induced tunneling, becomes important, and the charge 
carrier concentration gradually deviates from its thermal equilibrium 
value. The relative importance of the two generation processes, ther- 
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mal activation and field induced tunneling, is gauged by the ratio 
kT/e..5V. The transition between the high -field and the low -field re- 
gimes in cermets is observed as a rapid increase in conductivity when 
e_V becomes comparable to or greater than kT. When the strength 
of electric field is further increased, electrical conductivity becomes 
highly non -ohmic, a direct manifestation that field -induced tunneling 
has replaced thermal activation as the dominant process for charge - 
carrier generation. The field -induced tunneling process, in which the 
energy, E», required for the generation of a pair of positively and 
negatively charged grains on neighboring grains is provided by the 
external field, is illustrated in Fig. 3b. Because of the interaction en- 
ergy between the neighboring charged grains, E» < Ec°. 

Sheng et al. ;13 showed that the conductivity of cermets, a, can be 
represented by a single function a(7'*, 8*) of reduced field 8* = 8/6o 
and reduced temperature T* = kT/Co, where the parameters So and 
Co depend on the composition of the cermet and on the dielectric 
constant of the insulator. This scaling property of the conductivity of 
cermets was shown to be a direct consequence of the fact that in cer- 
mets there is a distribution of charging energies and a strong correla- 
tion between them. Using an argument based on the structure of the 
materials it was shown that this correlation can be approximated by 
the relation sEc° = constant for a given composition of the cermet. 
Based on this assumption, the tunneling theory predicts the correct 
form for the function o(T*, 8*) and yields expression for Co and So in 
terms of the parameters of the granular metal-the volume fraction 
of the metal, x, the average grain size do, the average thickness so, 
and height cp of the harriers and the dielectric constant of the insula- 
torEl. 

In the case of discontinuous films, the agreement between the tun- 
neling theory and the experimental data is not as consistent as it is 
for cermets. For instance, in some discontinuous metal films the tem- 
perature dependence of the low -field conductivity is characterized by 
a single activation energy,8 which is surprising in view of the fact that 
electron microscopy of such films indicates a wide distribution in s 

and d;8"0 one would, in such a case, expect a distribution in activa- 
tion energies. Another difficulty is that the field dependence of the 
conductivity has been interpreted in terms of Poole-Frenkel therm - 
ionic emission,830 which is inconsistent with the tunneling model. 
The purpose of this paper is to present a coherent treatment of the 
electrical conductivity of granular metals in the dielectric regime and 
to resolve some of the conflicting results that have appeared in the 
literature. 
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2. Theory of Tunneling Conductivity 

The tunneling conductivity in granular metals results primarily from 
two kinds of tunneling transitions: (1) tunneling of an electron from a 
neutral grain to a neighboring neutral grain, producing a pair of posi- 
tively and negatively charged grains (Fig. 3b), and (2) tunneling of 
the charge from a charged grain to a neighboring neutral grain (Fig. 
3a). The first process represents charge -carrier generation, while the 
second represents charge -carrier transport. In the following, the deri- 
vation of the conductivity is carried out in three parts-the calcula- 
tion of the tunneling rates, the low -field conductivity, and the high - 
field conductivity. 

2.1 Tunneling Rates 

The energy diagrams depicting the two tunneling processes are 
shown in Fig. 4. Because the potential of the metal grain is changed 
by the addition or subtraction of an electron, the transfer of electrons 
between grains is properly described in terms of the Fermi levels µi of 
the individual grains i, measured with respect to a fixed electrochem- 
ical potential. In the case of transfer of an electron from a neutral 
grain 1 to a neighboring neutral grain 2 (Fig. 4a), the Fermi levels are 
µ1 = (, + 1/2Ec1 and P2 = - 1Á2E,' + e.SV, while for the case of 
transfer of an electron from a charged grain 1 to a neutral grain 2 

(Fig. 4h), = cp - 1/2&° and µ2 = yo, - + e.\V, where .SV is the 
voltage drop between the grains due to the externally applied field 
and gyp is the work function of the metal. The energies required to 
produce a pair of positively and negatively charged grains are given 
by Ec° for fully dissociated charges and by E,' for neighboring charg- 
es (to a good approximation3 E» i/2Ec°). 

The relation between the initial energy E1 and the final energy E2 
of the electron is determined as follows. To remove to infinity an 
electron that initially is on grain 1 at an energy E1 above the Fermi 
level requires an energy pi -E. In placing the electron at an energy 
E2 above the Fermi level of grain 2, an amount of energy 42 - E2 is 
released. Conservation of energy requires that µi - E, = µ2 - E2, so 
that for the two tunneling processes: 
neutral -neutral 

E, = E, + e_517 - 
charged -neutral 

= E, + e_5V . 

[3] 

[4] 
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The rate of tunneling of electrons from grain 1 to grain 2, r+, is 
given by3 

+- 
r+ = yG f 112 12 'f (Et)[1 - f(E2)] N(El)d El, [5] 

where the integration extends over all initial states El. The final 
states, E2, are given by either Eq. [3] or Eq. [4], f(E) = [1 + exp(E/ 
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Fig. 4-Schematic energy diagram of transfer of electrons between grains. E1 and E2 

are the initial and final energies and is the work function. (a) electron is 

transferred from neutral grain 1 to neutral grain 2; (b) electron is transferred 
from charged grain 1 to neutral grain 2. 

kT)]-' is the Fermi factor, G is the grain volume, N(E) is the density 
of states, ti is the frequency at which the electron strikes the barrier, 
M 12 is a matrix element, and y is a factor that takes into account the 
fact that tunneling occurs across nonplanar barriers.3 The tunneling 
rate r-, corresponding to electrons tunneling in the direction opposed 
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to .S V, is given by the transformation ..5V - -.SV in Eqs. [3] and 141. 

The frequency of oscillation for the electron in the grain, r, is analo- 
gous to that of nucleons oscillating inside the nucleus. The frequency 
of such an oscillation is given by v = ó/h where, 

ó = l/[GN(E1..)]. [6] 

is the energy level separation due to quantization of electronic motion 
in irregularly shaped metal grains'' and h is Planck's constant. 

The integration of Eq. 15] extends over the total kinetic energy of 
the electron, which is appropriate for irregularly shaped grains in the 
WKB approximation. The matrix element M12 in the WKB approxi- 
mation is given by 

IM12I2 = exp]->['?nl(p - F,)/h-']1/2g], [ 7] 

where rn is the effective mass of the electron. The dependence of M1, 
on E can he neglected'$ for barrier voltages eSV Taking IM1_12 

as a constant, the integration of Eq. [5] yields for the tunneling rates 
from a neutral to a neutral grain r} and from a charged to neutral 
grain rc*, the expressions 

n} = exp( 2XS) 1 

`* = 
Q1p(-2Xs) 1 

e_51: - F, e' 

- exp]-(fe.11/ - F,(')/hT], 

e.5V 

- exp eJl' / r l') 

[8] 

[9] 

where x = (2msp/h2)'/2. 
We now wish to draw attention to some effects that were not taken 

into account in the derivation of Eqs. [8] and [9]. Dryer et aí.19 points 
out that the time required for tunneling of an electron between two 
grains is much shorter than the response time of the dielectric polar- 
ization of the insulator. This response time is of the order of a recip- 
rocal phonon frequency (10-13 sec). The tunneling thus proceeds 
through an intermediate state in which the electron tunnels to a 
neighboring grain with the polarization of the dielectric remaining 
unchanged. The transition to the final state in which the dielectric 
relaxes to the equilibrium polarization is accompanied by the emis- 
sion of an optical phonon. This process is analogous to the transport 
of the small polaron. The existence of an intermediate state results in 
a conductivity activation energy that is larger than one derived on the 
basis of only electrostatic considerations. 

Due to quantization of electronic motion within every metal parti- 
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cle, phonon -assisted tunneling must be taken into account. Energy 
levels in irregularly shaped particles'7 are separated on the average 
by an energy ó given by Eq. [6]. Due to this discrete separation be- 
tween the energy levels, sometimes the closest empty state that the 
electron can tunnel to is at an energy _SE away, where 0 < JE < S. 

When this happens, there can be no direct tunneling between the 
grains, even when the condition e.SV >_ Ee' is satisfied, and the elec- 
tron must emit or absorb a phonon during the tunneling process in 
order to reach the final state. The probability of such a tunneling 
process (with phonon emission or absorption) is expected to increase 
with temperature and to approach a high -temperature limit when hT 
is of the order of ó or larger. Hartman9 proposed that the conductivity 
activation energy in granular metals is given by b and that the contri- 
bution of E, can be ignored. This conclusion is not justified because 
Hartman overestimated the value of (5 by 1-2 orders of magnitude in 
assuming rectangular -parallelepiped -shaped particles. In fact, using 
Eq. [6] appropriate to irregularly shaped particles, we find that 8 « 
Ee. Effects due to level splitting ó have been observed in the field de- 
pendence of the conductivity3 at temperatures hT _< ó. 

2.2 Low -Field Conductivity 

We first give the derivation of the low -field conductivity, Qt, for the 
case of a granular metal characterized by a single charging energy Ee. 
An idealized metal system such as this is realized, for instance, by a 

simple cubic lattice of metal spheres of diameter d with a lattice con- 
stant d + s embedded in a dielectric matrix. The conductivity is then 
generalized to the more realistic case of a granular metal with a dis- 
tribution in E, and s. 

According to the model of Neugehauer and Webb, the motion of 
the charge carriers results from tunneling of charge from a charged 
grain to a neutral grain (Fig. 3a). The applied field causes a net drift 
of the charge carriers, and it is assumed that e.AV « hT, so that the 
thermal equilibrium number given by Eq. (21 is undisturbed. Accord- 
ingly, the expression for QI, is given by 

= 1.4,1exexp(-E°/21,'T), [10] 

where µa is the drift mobility of the charge carriers. The net tunnel- 
ing rate of electrons down -field is rc+ - re-, the drift velocity is given 
by (re+ - r,-) (d + s), the voltage drop is ,V = 8(d + s), where 6 is 
the average field, and the mobility is µ,1 = [(re+ - re-)/..V] (d + s)2. 
Substituting for (re+ - re-)/..V from Eq. [11] we obtain 
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µd = tie exp(-2Xs)(d + s)2, 
h 

and from Eq. 1101, 

h d +s ex 2k7'Xs), Ella] 

where we have used t = (d + s)-3 for the case of a three-dimensional 
granular metal. For a two-dimensional granular metal, such as a dis- 
continuous film, the sheet conductivity is given by 

= (d + s)rr, . [12] 

Apart from the pre -exponential factor, Eq. [111 differs from the result 
of Neugehauer and Webb in that their conductivity activation energy 
is twice that of ours." '2° 

Neugehauer and Webb's model has been criticized10" on the 
ground that the current contribution due to tunneling between neu- 
tral grains had not been taken into account. This objection is invalid 
since such processes are in fact included in their model. This can be 
shown clearly by calculating the conductivity from the generation 
rate. Consider inside the sample a plane of unit area perpendicular to 
the direction of the macroscopic field. The current density j is equal 
to the sum of negative charges that cross the plane along the field di- 
rection and positive charges that cross the plane in the opposite di- 
rection during unit time. If electrons and holes have a recombination 
length 1, then j is equal to twice the rate of generation of charge car- 
riers in a volume of unit area and thickness l; therefore, 

j = ale['/ -,91 exp(-E,°/2kT)1/r, [13] 

where r is the lifetime of the charge excitation and 

lL exp(-E,°/2kT)/r [14] 

is the generation rate in the low -field limit. The recombination 
length, defined as the net distance (parallel to the macroscopic field) 
traversed by the charge excitation during its lifetime r, is given by 

I = Eµ<<r. [15] 

Since the recombination of charge carriers is a bimolecular process, r 
is inversely proportional to the density of charge carriers. In the low - 

field limit, the temperature dependence of r and of I are therefore 
given by exp(E,°/2kT), while at high fields, r is a function of S be- 
cause the charge carriers are field generated. 
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Substituting in Eq. 1131 for / from Eq. [15] results in a conductivity 
identical to Eq. ]10], which demonstrates that the low -field conduc- 
tivity calculated from generation rate is equivalent to that of Neuge- 
hauer and Webb. 

We now wish to make some remarks regarding the calculation of 
the current density j carried out by Hill10 and Kiernan and Stopps." 
The authors assume that j is proportional to the difference in the 
down -field and up -field tunneling rates between neighboring neutral 
grains. However, the generation of a charge carrier by tunneling be- 
tween neutral grains constitutes only the first step in the life of a 
charge carrier; additional tunneling processes are required for the two 
charges to contribute a net current. In the correct calculation of j the 
whole history of a charge excitation must be taken into account. This 
is accomplished by using the concept of the recombination length, as 
was done in Eq. [13]. Another point we wish to make is that the au- 
thors,10"' in calculating the tunneling rates, carried out the integra- 
tion separately over the components of the kinetic energy of the elec- 
tron normal to the harrier, El, and parallel to the harrier, E11. Such a 
separation in the integration is permissible only for the case of planar 
harriers, where transverse momentum is conserved, and is not appli- 
cable to the irregularly shaped grains in granular metals; the integra- 
tion over total kinetic energy as done in Eq. [5] appears to us as a 
more realistic treatment of the situation. 

We now generalize the calculation of the conductivity to the case 
where there is a distribution of E, and s. A closer look at the struc- 
ture of granular metals suggests that although d, s, and E, are not 
constant, their variations are correlated. Let us consider the case of 
cermets. Due to the fact that the metal grains are formed by surface 
diffusion of sputtered metal atoms and insulator molecules, we can 
expect the relative volume fractions of metal and dielectric to he uni- 
form when averaged over a volume larger than a few surface diffusion 
lengths (-100 A). That is, if we take any 100 -A -sized region and ana- 
lyze its relative volume fractions of metal and insulator, we would ex- 
pect that number to he a constant and equal to that of the bulk sam- 
ple. This condition of uniform composition on the scale of surface dif- 
fusion length implies a close relationship between the average grain 
size and the average distance of separation between the grains within 
small regions (100 A in diameter, say) of the sample. Roughly speak- 
ing, we can expect the large grains to he further separated than small 
grains. If it is further assumed that the grains are roughly uniform in 
size inside small regions of the sample (hut can vary from one region 
to the next), then the grain size d in each region should he directly 
proportional to the grain separation s in that region, and the ratio s/d 
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is a constant whose magnitude depends only on x. This simple fact is 

illustrated for the one-dimensional case in Fig. 5. From Eq. [I] and 
the condition s/d = constant, it follows directly that sEc° = constant 
for a cermet of a given composition. In the case of discontinuous 
films, a functional relationship between Ec° and s can be derived by 
requiring the amount of deposited metal, averaged over any small 
area, to be constant. 

5 p/ ra f taa M M WA MI 
X = .5 so/da= 

(a) 

1 d 
Y///.i t//////A VA AI 

X = .5 so/do' I 

(b) 

Fig. 5-One-dimensional illustration of the idea that the ratio of metal particle separation 

s to metal particle size d is only a function of x. Particles are shaded. The av- 

erage particle size in (b) is about twice that in (a). 

We now derive, on the basis that sEe° = constant, the low -field 
conductivity. We assume that the generated positive-negative pairs 
of charged grains are roughly of the same size, so that each contrib- 
utes about half of the charging energy Ec°. Let us consider all those 
charge carriers with charging energy Ec°'. Their number density is 

proportional to the Boltzmann factor exp(-E,°i/2kT). When a weak 
electric field (e_5V « kT) is applied, the charge will drift along a 

path of largest mobility towards the electrodes. The charge is inhibit- 
ed from tunneling to a much smaller grain with Ec° » E,°' because 
the charge has insufficient energy. The charge will, therefore, tunnel 
to grains with Ee° <_ Ec.°'. However, since smaller E, is associated 
with a larger tunneling barrier by the rule sEc° = constant, the opti- 
mal path, which we will refer to as the percolation path, follows the 
regions with the least deviations of Ec° from Ec°'. The total low -field 
conductivity, at,, is the sum of the conductivity given by Eq. [11] inte- 
grated over all possible percolation paths: 

where 

a « fm (3 (s) exp [ -2Xs - (C/2XskT )]d s, [16] 
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C = XsF.° [17] 

is a constant and a(s) is the density of percolation paths associated 
with the value s. The exponent in Eq. [161, -2Xs - (C/2XshT), is a 
peaked function of s whose maximum occurs at sm = 'C/kT/2X. By 
performing the integration by the method of steepest descent, the 
dominant temperature dependence is given by al, exp[-2(C/ 
h7')1"2]. The pre -exponential factor of the conductivity is not given by 
the above argument because its exact form depends on more compli- 
cated considerations of counting the percolation paths. For purpose 
of comparing theory with experiment, the temperature dependence of 
the pre -exponential factor is neglected completely and we write 

a, = aoexp[-2j/C/kT]. 

A more detailed derivation of Eq. [ 18] has been given previously.; 

2.3 High -Field Conductivity 

[18] 

In the high -field regime, where e..5V » hT and hT « Ec, the number 
density of charge excitations deviates appreciably from the thermal 
equilibrium value given by Eq. [2[, and is determined by the genera- 
tion rate given by Eq. [8]. 

To illustrate clearly the consequences of the relation EPs = con- 
stant on the high -field conductivity, we first give a simple derivation 
of the conductivity at T = O. We make use of the approximation E,' 

'/2E,°, which is valid in granular metals over a wide range of com- 
positions.3 For a certain barrier thickness s, there is a voltage thresh- 
old due to the existence of a charging energy Eel = C/2Xs below 
which there is no tunneling. An equivalent restatement of the thresh- 
old condition is that at a given voltage, electrons will only tunnel 
through harriers with thickness >_ C/2Xe_V. Since the tunneling rate 
depends exponentially on the harrier thickness, the dominant contri- 
bution to the conductivity is due to electron tunneling through bar- 
riers with thickness s ^- C/2Xe.1V. Therefore, the dominant field de- 
pendence of the high -field conductivity aH is proportional to 
exp(-XC/xe.V), or 

a11 = aoexp(-go/E), [19] 

where a° and S° are constants. 
To determine aH at finite temperatures and to calculate a° and Co, 

we express the current density ju in the form'; 
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Jri = e97.1 
rm 

r+(s)f)(s)ds, 
.o 

[20] 

where the generation rate r+ is given by Eq. [8(, r- was neglected, 
I)(s) is the distribution function for s, and l// is the recombination 
length given by Eq. 1151. Because of the field dependence of r in the 
high -field regime, lij decreases with increasing field to a limiting 
value. Thus at sufficiently high fields lj/ can be taken as constant. As- 

suming D(s) _ (s/so)2 exp(-s/so) and ..5V = w8, where w is a con- 
stant of the order of so + do (so and do are the averages of s and d), 
integration of Eq. [20( yields3"3 

a* = exp(-1/E*) F (E*. T*). [21] 

where a* = a/am, 8* = 8/&0, T* = kT/CO3 and 

F(&*, T*), = ru dZ Z exp (-Z) 
ut 

X {1 -exp[ 
+ (s*)-'3' 

= Cl\ 1 + 
I 

) = XsF,c°(1 + 
97(70) -'Xso 

g _ ( °/ew, 

[22] 

[24] 

a" = e21 /[(so + do)2(2Xso + 1)2h]. 

Since usually 1/(2xso) < 1, it follows that Co ^ C. In the limit of 7' = 
0, where F = 1, Eq. 1211 reduces to Eq. (19]. Tabulated values of 
F(6*, T*) are given in Ref. (4[. 

Eq. 1211 predicts a scaling behavior for the temperature and the 
field dependences of the high -field conductivity. In other words, Eq. 
1211 states that when the high -field conductivity data for granular 
metals with different compositions are plotted on scales of reduced 
temperatures and reduced field, they obey a universal behavior that 
is characteristic of field -induced tunneling. The constants Co and So, 

whose values depend on the composition and dielectric constant of 
the granular metal, determine the field and the temperature scales 

over «hich this universal behavior is observed. This remarkable re- 

sult, a direct consequence of the rule sEe° = constant, has been veri- 
fied experimentally and offers an additional test of the theory. 

It is instructive to point out the similarities and the differences be- 

tween Mott's model21 of variable range hopping in amorphous semi- 
conductors and the tunneling model in granular metals. In Mott's 
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model the density of charge carriers is assumed to he temperature in- 
dependent, and the percolation paths for the charge carriers are de- 
termined by optimizing the mobility. In the granular -metals model, 
the charge carriers are thermally activated in the low -field regime 
and field -generated in the high -field regime; tunneling occurs be- 
tween nearest neighbors only; and the optimization, when it is used in 
deriving the temperature dependence of it is applied to the product 
of mobility and number density of charge carriers. The differences 
between charging energies in the granular metal are analogous to the 
relative displacements of the energy levels for the localized states in 
Mott's model. However, in the case of the granular metal not only the 
differences, but also the magnitudes of Ec, play an important role. 
This is especially obvious in the high -field regime, where the govern- 
ing factor for field generation of charge carriers is the value of E, 
rather than the differences in E,. 

We now wish to comment on some inconsistencies that have ap- 
peared in the literature in the treatment of the field dependence of 
the conductivity. Some authors7.810,22 proposed that the field depen- 
dence of the conductivity results from a Poole-Frenkel effect; the au- 
thors assumed that the electrons are thermally emitted across a bar- 
rier given by the charging energy and that this harrier is lowered by 
the applied electric field. The authors treated E, as a harrier and not 
as the difference in the Fermi levels of the neighboring grains be- 
tween which the tunneling takes place. In the tunneling mode13'13 the 
harrier is due to the insulator, and the contribution of E, to cp is 
small as long as ,p» Ee. The effect of E, is treated correctly as the 
difference in the Fermi levels pi and 142 of the grains 1 and 2 mea- 
sured with respect to a fixed electrochemical potential (Figure 4). 

Thermionic emission is operative only when thermal excitation 
over the harrier It, exceeds tunneling through the barrier, i.e., when 
/k7' < 2xs. In granular metals this condition is usually not met, and 

transport in most cases is due to tunneling. Nonetheless, if thermion- 
ic emission were operative, an additional condition must he satisfied 
in order for the Poole-Frenkel field -dependence to apply. The condi- 
tion is that the electric field must he larger than a certain minimum 
value. In the following we derive the value of this minimum field. 

The low -field conductivity in the case of thermionic emission is de- 
termined from the Richardson-Dushman equation, and is given by1° 

e(s+d) 
io exp(-5c/hT), 

kT [25a] 

where io = 47 me(hT)2/h3 is the Richardson-Dushman constant. 
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When an image potential is included, the energy W required to move 
an electron a distance y from the grain is given by 

W = -[e2/c, 1 + v)1 - veE', [25h] 

where 6' is the local field, which can be expressed in terms of the av- 
erage field 8 by, 

E' = -y' g: [26] 

where 7' > 1 is a field -enhancement factor. If we make the simpli- 
fying assumption that 8' is constant, Eq. 125h1 exhibits a maximum, 
W,,,a,X, at ymax = (e/E18)'/2 - 1/2d. The thermionic emission current, 
tmif, is given by 

where 

'r = io exP(- W,,,ox/kT) ioexp(-Y, + 13 )/A'T. [27] 

= 2(e3/E )1f2, [28] 

we have neglected in W,,,ax the term (d/2)e8', and we assumed e..517 

» kT. The field dependence of expressed in terms of the average 
field 8 is given by 

i,N « exp(13'117; /k7), 
where 

[29] 

= Va. [30] 

In order for the Poole-Frenkel field dependence given by Eq. [291 to 
apply to granular metals, it is required that y,,,ax < 1/2d + s, i.e., the 
maximum in the barrier potential must fall between two grains. To 
satisfy t his condition, the field must be strong enough so that 

E > e/E, (d + s)2". [31] 

Eq. [31] is used later in the interpretation of the field dependence of 
the conductivity of discontinuous films. 

3. Comparison of Theory and Experiment 

3.1 Cermets 

Results of measurements of conductivity on a variety of cermets by 
different workers3 agree well with the predictions of the tunneling 
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X, 44 

Ni-Si02 

J 

0 .15 20 .25 30 .35 I/f ( K ) 

Fig. 6-Electrical resistivity in the low -field ohmic regime A, as a function of 1/1/T, for 
several Ni-SiO2 films after Abeles et al.3 The volume fractions x of Ni are indi- 
cated in the figure. The points are the experimental data, the straight lines rep- 
resent the relation log pi_ ^ 1/ 

theory. This is demonstrated by the examples in Figs. 6 and 7. The 
low -field resistivity pt, in Fig. 6 exhibits the characteristic tempera- 
ture dependence log pi, - 1/'T, in agreement with Eq. [18], and the 
field dependence of the high -field resistivity log pH 1/S is in agree- 
ment with Eq. [19]. Due to the wide range of resistivity, temperature, 

1óz 

1010 
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101 
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3 
0 - - - 1,0 
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1 x=.24 

X=.34 o 

- 

Ni-Si02 
T=14K 

X. 8,44 

aAt / 
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106/f IcmV-1) 

5 

Fig. 7-The high -field electrical resistivity PH measured at 1.4°K as a function of 1/S for 
several Ni -Sí02 films after Abeles et al.3 The thicknesses of the films and the 
volume fraction x of Ni are indicated in the figure. The points are the experi- 
mental data, the solid lines represent the relation log pH ^ 1/6. 
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and field values, the dependence of the resistivity on T and 8 can 
readily be distinguished from the Mott In pi, 1/r/4 /4 or the In pi, ^- 
1/T type dependence at low fields and the Poole-Frenkel behavior, 
Eq. [29], at high fields. 

The theory further predicts that the reduced resistivity p* py 

(8, T)/pm(T), plotted as a function of reduced field 8* = 6/&o, and 
reduced temperature, T* = kT/Co (or T* = kT/C, since Co ^- C), is 

a universal function independent of the composition of the granular 
metals. The validity of this scaling behavior is demonstrated by the 
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Pt 07 18 .0028 
0 Pt A5 24 .0027 

o Pt .18 12 .0052 
o Pt .11 24 .0051 

Pt .07 36 .0055 
Pt .05 48 .0054 

- Ni .44 6.6 .0043 
A Pt Ai 36 .0070 

- Ni .08 84 .0064 

* 
T =.0045 

T* .0115 
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I/E* 

Fig. 8-Reduced resistivity pH/pm(T), as a function of reduced field 8' = 8/80 and re- 

duced temperature T' = kT/CO3 for several Ni-Si02 and Pt-Si02 films after Ab - 

eles et al.3 The volume fraction of the metal x, the temperature T, and reduced 

temperature T' = kT/C of the samples are indicated in the figure. The points 

are experimental, the solid curves were computed from Eq. (2) for the values 

of T' indicated next to each curve. 

fact that the field dependences of granular metals with widely differ- 
ent compositions measured at widely different temperatures but at 
approximately the same reduced temperature follow a single curve. 
This is shown for several Ni-SiO2 and Pt-Si02 films in Fig. 8. The 
values of T* obtained by fitting Eq. [211 to the experimental data are 
somewhat larger than the values of T* = kT/C obtained from low - 

field measurements. The values of the parameters 80, C, and Co that 
yield the best fit to the data for the Ni-Si02 films are listed in Table 
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1. The theoretical prediction that Co ^ C is borne out experimentally 
within a factor of two, as is seen from Table 1 and Fig. 8. 

Other authors have interpreted the field dependence of the con- 
ductivity of granular metals in terms of the Poole-Frenkel effect 
given by Eq. [291. For instance, Minn and Pinguet23 and Hauser24 
found a linear relation of log a with over a range of several orders 
of magnitude in a. However, this fit is fortuitous, since an unreason- 
ably large value of the dielectric constant el is required to obtain 
quantitative agreement with Eq. 1281. For instance, Hauser used 1 
100 to fit the data for Sn-Sn02. It should be pointed out that al- 
though the dielectric constant of granular metals et;M can he high4 (in 
the case of the Sn-SnO2 films the value eGN1 = 82 was reported), it is 

the dielectric constant of the insulator, which is in the range' 2-10, 

Table 1-Parameters of Ni-SiO2 

x 
vol. fraction go Co C w so + do 

Ni (10' V/cm) (eV) (eV) (A) (A) 

0.44 0.22 0.085 0.13 60 50 
0.34 0.48 0.22 45 49 
0.24 1.0 0.30 0.35 44 35 
0.14 1.8 0.68 38 25 
0.08 3.4 0.90 1.1 34 20 

that must he used in Eq. [28]. Thus, in the case of cermets, we are led 
to reject the Poole-Frenkel model on the ground that it leads to in- 
consistencies in the dielectric constant of the insulator and, as has 
been pointed out in the previous section, that it lacks theoretical jus- 
tification. Moreover, the data of Hauser and Minn and Pinguet can 
he fitted well by the tunneling theory. This is shown in Figs. 9 and 10. 

The values of the parameters So, C, and Co that yield the best fit to 
the data are listed in Table 2. We note that C > Co, a trend that is 

also found in the Ni-SiO2 and Pt-SiO2 systems (Fig. 8 and Table 1). 

We now wish to relate the transport parameters So, C, and Co to 
the material and structural parameters of the granular metal. The 
quantities Co and So are related through Eq. 1241, and the parameter 
u' is expected to he of the order w ^ so + do. The values of w (= Co/ 
eSo) in Tables 1 and 2 are in reasonable agreement with do + so de- 
termined from electron micrographs. The parameter w can also he 
deduced from the value of the field at which the conductivity goes 
from the ohmic (low -field) to the non -ohmic (high -field) behavior. 
This is expected to occur when e..517 = eSw = kT. Fig. 11 shows the 
resistivity p (5, T) at constant temperature, normalized by the zero - 
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Fig. 9-Electrical resistivity in the low -field ohmic regime PL, as a function of 1//T, of 
Pt-SiO (Minn and Pinguet23) and Sn-Sn02 (Hauser24). The points are the experi- 
mental data; the straight lines represent the relation log Pl. 1/ T. 

field resistivity p(O,T), as a function of the field F, normalized in the 
form e8w/kT(=8*/T*). It can he seen that, over a wide range of 
compositions and reduced temperatures, the transition from the low - 
field ohmic behavior to the non -ohmic high -field behavior can he de- 
scribed by the relation 

Q9 

= 10 c 
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Fig. 10-Reduced resistivity pH/pm(T), as a function of reduced field 8' = 8/80 for Pt- 

SiO (Minn and Pinguet23), at 78°K and Sn-Sn02 (Hauser24) at 4.2°K. The 
points are experimental; the solid curves were computed from Eq. 1211 for the 
indicated value of T. 
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Table 2-Parameters of Pt-SiO and Sn-SnO, 

x 
vol. fraction go Cu C w 

metal 106 V/cm (eV) (eV) A 

Pt-SiO23 0.04" 0.96 0.52 1.3 54 
Sn-Sn0,14 0.46h 0.10 0.033 0.062 30 

a Calculated from mole percent of SiO (92%) assuming that the density of the 
insulator ,SiO is 2.13 and of Pt is 21.4 gm cm' 
h Estimated from the room -temperature resistivity of sample #44 (1 ohm -cm) 
and Fig. 7, Ref [24]. 

p(6,T)/p(0,T) = exp(-ae8u/kT), [32] 

where a is a constant in the range 1-2. Thus, the microscopic granu- 
lar metal structural constant u) can be deduced from macroscopic 
measurements of temperature and field dependence of the electrical 
conductivity. 

The constant C defined by Eq. 117] depends only on the composi- 
tion x, the dielectric constant el, and x. Thus, in a granular metal for 
a definite value of x the constant C is expected to be independent of 
grain size, and the constituent metal and insulator will affect the 
value of C only insofar as the harrier height and Ef are affected. The 
invariance of C with respect to grain size has been demonstrated ex - 

Pt - Si02 

T T(x) X 

o .0052 12 .18 
x .0086 77 .05 
o .0088 36 .14 

G .011 24 .18 

.011 151 .04 
.012 77 .07 
.017 77 .14 

eEw/kT 

Fig. 11-Normalized resistivity p(8, T)/p(0, 7), as a function of electric field 8 (normal- 
ized by kT/ew), for several Pt-Si02 films after Abeles et al.3 The volume frac- 
tion x of Pt, the temperature, and the reduced temperatures T = kT/C of the 

samples are indicated in the figure. 
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perimer.tally in the W -A1203 system.5 In these experiments, it was 
found that on annealing the W -A1203 samples at high temperatures, 
the values of do increased by a factor of 2-5 depending on the compo- 
sition x. At the same time, in the dielectric regime, ao was found to 
decrease by several orders of magnitude, yet the values of C remained 
unchanged. Thus, C is a useful materials characterization parameter 
because, unlike resistivity, it is insensitive to the grain size and the 
method of preparation. In Fig. 12, C is plotted as a function of x for 
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Fig. 12-Tie parameter C as a function of volume fraction of the metal x, after Abeles 
et al.,3 Pinguet and Minn,23 and Hauser.24 The theoretical curve was computed 
f om Eqs. [33] and [34] with n = 1 eV. 

several granular metal systems. With the exception of Ni-Si02, we 
note that C(x) is insensitive to the constituent metals and insulators. 
In the case of Ni-Si02 the displacement of the C(x) curve to higher 
values of x has been ascribed to the presence of NiO in the films.3 
The theoretical curve for C(x) was calculated assuming a model in 
which the granular metal is replaced by a simple cubic lattice of 
metal spheres of constant diameter d with a lattice constant s + d. 
The expression for C is3 
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where 

C = (s/d)' 
[% +(s/d)]' 

= (T/6a_)va 
1, 

rf = '?Xe'/t. 

[33] 

[34] 

[35] 

The solid curve in Fig. 12 represents the best fit of Eqs. 1331 and 1341 

with a value of = 1 eV. We can calculate a theoretical value of q 

from Eq. 1351. For instance, using x = 0.5 A-I, which corresponds to cp 

= 1 eV and a free -electron mass, and using el = 8.5, which is the value 
measured in Au-Si02,4 we obtain = 1.6 eV, which is somewhat larg- 
er than the experimental value. Such a discrepancy could he due to 
the effect that sharp protrusions on the metal grains have on tunnel- 
ing.3 

3.2 Discontinuous Metal Films 

Measurements by Neugebauer and Webb8 on discontinuous Au, Pt, 
and Ni films indicate a temperature dependence of the low -field con- 
ductivity given by the relation log al, ^- -1/T, characteristic of a sin- 
gle activation process. Fig. 13 shows the low -field conductivity of an 
Ni film after Neugebauer and Webb,8 demonstrating the linearity of 
log at, with 1/T over a range of six orders of magnitude. It should be 

pointed out, however, that there are also results for discontinuous 
films for which the temperature dependence of the conductivity de- 
viates from the log at, - -1/T behavior, indicating a distribution of 
activation energies.815,25 

The field dependence of the conductivity in discontinuous films 
has customarily been fitted by the Poole-Frenkel relation, Eq. [29]. 
An example of such a fit is given in Fig. 14 for an Ni film and Table 3 

summarizes the results of several workers.8"10,26 The values of (3' are 
given in column 3, the temperatures at which these values were deter- 
mined in column 2, and the activation energies, obtained from the 
slope of log at, vs. -1/7', are given in column 5. 

The interpretation of the field dependence of the conductivity in 
terms of the Poole-Frenkel thermionic emission model raises a num- 
ber of problems. If we assume conduction by thermionic emission 
through the glass with el = 4 and we take d = 15 A and s = 25 A (the 
values reported for the Pt film10), we calculate from Eq. 1311 y'S > 
2.3 X 105 V/cm, and from Eq. 1281, (3 = 3.8 X 10-4 eV V-'12 cm'/2. The 
value 2.3 X 105 V/cm is orders of magnitude higher than the fields at 
which the films were measured, and y' = 102-103 is required to satisfy 
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Table 3-Parameters of Discontinuous Metal Films 

activation 
T R w energy 

metal °lí eV V-1 cm'/' (A) eV 

Pt'° 300 1.6 X 10_4 (a) 0.11 
Au26 300 1.1 x 10-4 25 0.24 
Au36 300 3.7 X 10-4 350 0.07 
Ni" 118 3.7 X 10-4 400 0.10 

d Author does not provide the field dependence of o over sufficiently wide 
range of fields to be able to fit Eq. [291. 

Eq. 131]. Such high values of y' imply extremely inhomogeneous sam- 
ples in which the voltage drop is across a small number of high-im- 
pendance gaps. Moreover, such an interpretation leads to an inconsis- 
tency; the assumption of a large y' results, according to Eq. 1301, in 
values of (. that are 2-3 orders of magnitude smaller than the theoret- 
ical value given by Eq. [28]. 

There are also difficulties in interpreting the data in terms of the 
tunneling model. The observed temperature dependence of the low - 
field conductivity is in some cases8 characteristic of a single activa- 
tion process. This is difficult to reconcile with the fact that the films 

-el- 

-141 

NICKEL 

0156eV 

! I 

.0050 .0100 

(K I) 

.0150 

Fig. 13-Low-field resistivity pk as a function of 1/T for a discontinuous Ni film; after 
Neugebauer and Webb;e straight line represents relation log PI 1/T. The 
value of the activation energy is indicated in the figure. 
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possess a distribution of grain sizes and hence a distribution of charg- 
ing energies. Since data on the field dependence of the conductivity 
in discontinuous films is in most cases available only up to fields 
where the onset of the non -ohmic behavior is just beginning, it is not 
possible for us to test the validity of Eq. ]21], which applies only at 
high fields, i.e., e..5V » hT. In view of this we have used the empirical 

., n e K 

x 10-12 

x10i0 195K 
2I 

_,...{,,,..r- 

=11t. rT. 296 K 

t 1 1 

10 IO 20 30 

, ( volts/cm)92 

Fig. 14-Conductivity a of a discontinuous Ni film as a function of V; after Neugebauer 

and Webb;8 straight line represents the relation log a V. 

relation given by Eq. [32], which was found to describe the transition 
from the low field to the high field behavior in the case of cermets 
(Fig. 11). Using a = 2, which, according to Fig. 11, is appropriate for 
films whose field dependence is measured at high reduced tempera- 
tures, we have fitted Eq. 1321 to the experimental data with w as an 
adjustable parameter. The values of w obtained in this manner are 
given in Table 3. With the exception of one of the Au films (w = 25 

A) the values of w are a factor of 5-10 times larger than typical values 
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of so + do reported for discontinuous films. We note that also in the 
case of cermets (Table 1 and also Ref. [3]) w tends to be larger than so 
+ do; however, there the discrepancy is never larger than a factor of 
2. 

In order to establish more firmly the validity, or the lack of it, of 
the tunneling model in the case of discontinuous films, data over a 
wider range of fields and temperatures are required. Unfortunately 
such data are difficult to obtain because the conductivity of discon- 
tinuous films is by necessity measured in the plane of the film, and 
consequently the resistance is very high. In cermets the situation is 
much more favorable, because the conductivity can he measured nor- 
mal to the film, so that the resistance is much lower, and high fields 
can be readily established by applying only several volts across the 
sample. This perhaps explains the fact that discontinuous films, 
which have been studied since the beginning of this century, are not 
as well understood as cermets, which were introduced only in the past 
decade, mainly as a result of the previous work on discontinuous 
films. 
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Pattern Meaningfulness and Pattern Detectability 

Joseph J. Mezrich 

RCA Laboratories, Princeton, N.J. 08540 

Abstract-The object -superiority effect is a recent finding which supports the notion that 
perceptual processing for recognition in brief exposures is enhanced by pat- 
tern meaningfulness. Since this result has potential significance for the mod- 
eling of visual pattern recognition, it is important to examine whether this type 
of effect can be demonstrated in a situation that does not involve brief expo- 
sures to determine whether the meaningfulness attribute simply affects the du- 
rability or retrievability of the stimulus in memory, and not perceptual process- 
ing. 

Geometric patterns composed of thin straight lines are portrayed in static ran- 
dom dot arrays by deleting dots to construct the lines. Only one of these pat- 
terns represents a meaningful object. It is found that the ability to detect lines 
embedded in random dot arrays is significantly enhanced if the lines are part of 
an object pattern. This is an object -superiority type of effect, without the re- 
quirement of a brief exposure. An additional demonstration is presented which 
emphasizes the judgemental aspect of visual processing. Results are interpret- 
ed in terms of perceptual decision making. 

Introduction 

Consider the following experimental scenario. An observer, while fix- 
ating a point, is presented with a brief exposure of one of the four line 
segments shown in Fig. 1. Presented along with this line segment are 
eight other line segments, such as those shown in Fig. 2. The arrange- 
ment of these distractor lines can be as shown in this figure, or can be 
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Fig. 1-Four test -line segments. 

Fig. 2-One arrangement of distractor-line segments. 

derived from a rigid translation of the individual lines. In particular, 

one possible arrangement of these distractors is shown in Fig. 3a, 

which, when presented with one of the test lines of Fig. 1, forms one 

of the unitary patterns, or identifiable objects, shown in Fig. 3b. In 

any other presented arrangement of the distractor lines, a single 

r 
(a) 

1 

(b) 

Fig. 3-(a) Distractor-line arrangement that yields an object when presented with a test 

line, and (b) object patterns resulting from presentation of line arrangement in 

Fig. 3a with one of test lines of Fig. 1. 
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object pattern composed of the test and distractors is not produced. The observer's task is simply to report which of the four line seg- ments of Fig. 1 was presented. Is report accuracy enhanced if the distractors are arranged so that the test line is part of one of the meaningful patterns shown in Fig. 3b? 
An affirmative answer to this question has recently been reported 

by Weissten and Harris.' They refer to this as the object -superiority 
effect. 

On the face of it, this result says some quite significant things 
about visual information processing. For example, it is probably the 
most direct counterexample to the popular belief that visual form de- 
tection or recognition is a hierarchial process, the first stage being a 
local feature analysis. (A feature is usually taken to be an element in 
the visual field, such as an edge or a line, that can be identified with 
the class of trigger stimuli for single cells in the visual cortex re- 
ported, e.g., by Hubel and Wiesel.2) The object -superiority effect 
suggests that some global -holistic process is involved in pattern per- 
ception at a very early stage, and this global analysis is not preceeded 
by local feature analysis. The reader may refer to the Weisstein and 
Harris' paper for further discussion of this point. 

For a variety of reasons, such as restricting eye movements and 
limiting attention, a brief -flash paradigm was used. Perhaps the 
major reason for using this procedure is that it is a convenient way to 
degrade stimulus information so that errors are made. The occur- 
rence of errors in a systematic fashion tells us something about how 
the observer handles the stimulus. The brief -flash technique is a clas- 
sical device for examining human information processing, which was 
popular even in the nineteenth century (e.g., Pillsbury3). 

Unfortunately, the use of brief exposures necessarily confounds the 
perceptual processing of the stimulus with the durability of the stim- 
ulus in short-term memory once it has been processed. It might be 
the case that in the Weisstein and Harris experiment all test -line and 
distractor-line arrangements are processed with equal efficiency; 
however, making the test line part of a meaningful figure makes it 
easier to retain in short-term memory, so that a correct response can 
be made. The object -superiority effect might, therefore, be solely at- 
tributable to the greater ease with which meaningful patterns can be. 
held in memory, which is hardly a surprising result. The best protec- 
tion workers using a brief -flash paradigm have against artifacts of 
this sort is to use a forced -choice response procedure rather than ask 
the observer to freely report what he saw. A forced -choice procedure 
was used by Weisstein and Harris. However, forced -choice response 
cannot completely eliminate memory as a potential source of ob- 
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tained effects. This general point has also been made by Smith and 

Spoehr4 in a related context. 

Object Superiority in Steadily Viewed Pictures 

Can one demonstrate an object -superiority effect in a situation that 

does not involve brief exposures, so that memory -based explanations 

.'- .*' ; .. ,. . <=';gym '; -* 

Fig. 4-Random needles in the haystack (see text for details). 

can be disregarded? The type of test pattern introduced by Rose (see, 

e.g. Ref [5], pp. 12-14) to demonstrate signal detection properties of 

vision seems well suited for this purpose. An example of how such 

patterns can be used is shown ín Fíg. 4. 

Consider the following "problem": A black line, like the one in the 

center of this figure, can be hidden in these dot pictures. After casual 

inspection, indicate which of these dot pictures you would feel most 

confident in reporting as having at least two black lines, each line re- 

sembling the one in the center of the figure. The lines may be at any 

orientation or location in the picture. 
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Fifty-one people were asked this question with a larger version of 
the figure. About half were shown the figure as oriented here, the re- 
mainder being shown the figure after 180° rotation. Responses did not noticeably depend on which orientation was used. Thirty-three 
out of fifty-one, or 65% of the people asked, chose the upper left dot 
picture in Fig. 4. There are, however, three correct answers to this 
question. 

UPPER LEFT 

i 

UPPER RIGHT 

LOWER RIGHT 

Fig. 5-Line transparencies used in producing the dot pictures of Fig. 4. 

The lower left dot picture in this figure contains no intended target lines. This picture was produced by photographing a TV monitor 
supplied with a random train of brief, constant -amplitude pulses. Each white dot in the picture is the photographic record of a pulse displayed on the monitor during the exposure time of the film. A pos- itive transparency of this photograph was made and used to produce the remaining three pictures. 

Fig. 5 shows the line pattern transparencies that were overlayed on the master random dot transparency to produce the other dot pic- tures. The test line is displayed in the center of this figure. Three 
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such lines were used to construct the equilateral triangle of the upper 

left transparency. The upper -right and lower -right transparencies 

were derived from the triangle by rigidly translating its sides to form 

meaningless line arrays. The reader will find the three lines in each of 

the dot pictures of Fig. 4 if he allows for the fact that the line trans- 

parencies were off -center and slightly rotated when the pictures were 

produced. 
So, three out of the four pictures in Fig. 4 contain at least two test 

lines. No one selected the dot pattern without intentionally embed- 

ded lines in response to our question. As was pointed out, 65% of 

those asked were most confident that the dot picture containing the 

triangle contained at least two lines. The tendency to select this pat- 

tern, rather than the other two correct alternatives, was statistically 

significant (x2 = 21.2, df = 1, p < 0.001). The responses of the eigh- 

teen people who did not select the triangle pattern were not evenly 

split among the other two patterns. Fifteen selected the upper right 

dot picture, and three chose the lower right picture. This difference is 

significant (x2 = 6.7, df = 1, p < 0.01), and is most likely due to the 

fact that the 45° line in the lower right picture fell on regions of fairly 

low dot density, essentially eliminating one of the opportunities for 

line detection in this picture. This type of line masking does not seem 

particularly evident for the eight other lines in Fig. 4. 

If we assume that the dot picture containing the triangle was not 

overwhelmingly chosen over the other correct alternatives simply be- 

cause of where the lines happened to fall for the particular dot back- 

ground used, then we have a result that looks very much like a confir- 

mation of the Weisstein and Harris object -superiority effect in a stat- 

ic picture. 
It might be argued that our result is simply a consequence of line 

proximity, and the fact that a line arrangement can be interpreted as 

an object is irrelevant for visual detection. Further tests with a great- 

er variety of line arrangements are in order to adequately respond to 

this. However, it is worth pointing out that when asked why they se- 

lected a particular picture, those who chose the upper left dot pattern 

often claimed they saw a triangle or the letter V (one side of the 

triangle not detected); i.e., perception of an object was reported. 

Those who selected one of the other pictures reported seeing separate 

lines, rather than an object. The assertion that the opportunity for an 

observer to perceptually construct a unitary image from a stimulus 

does affect visual processing will be made more convincing by a dem- 

onstration presented in the next section. 
In any event, our results are not in conflict with those of Weisstein 
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and Harris, and furthermore our results avoid short-term memory - 
based explanations for a possible object -superiority effect. The use of 
these dot patterns to illustrate an effect of meaningfulness on visual 
detection also provides a convenient framework for speculating on 
how the fact that a line is potentially a member of an object can af- 
fect its being processed. 

Decision Making in Pattern Perception: A Source of Meaningfulness 
Effects 

We have presented observers with what may be called noisy line seg- 
ments in these pictures. The observer inspects a picture for evidence 
of lines, where this evidence will be a blackened region whose geome- 
try resembles that of the prototype line in the center of Fig. 4. Denote 
what the observer considers as evidence for a line as e, the probability 
that this evidence corresponds to a true signal line as P(e/s), and the 
probability that this evidence is derived from random fluctuations in 
the black noise background as P(e/n). That is, there is a distribution 
of shapes that can be taken as evidence for presence of an embedded 
test line ranging from evidential shapes that in no way correspond to 
the test line, P(e/s) = 0, to those that can only correspond to a true 
line, P(e/s) = 1. The P(e/s) = 1 situation can be considered absent in 
the dot pictures used here. So, a considered evidential shape evokes 
for the observer some impression, P(e/s), or equivalently some likeli- 
hood ratio that a true line is being considered, 1(e) = P(e/s)/P(e/n), 
which he acts on. If 1(e) is very high, the observer will certainly de- 
cide that e represents a line; and if 1(e) is very low, he will reject the 
hypothesis that a line is seen. This is equivalent to postulating that 
the observer brings to the task a decision criterion, k, such that 1(e) 
>_ k will cause him to accept the hypothesis that e is a line, and 1(e) < 
k will cause him to reject this hypothesis. There is a considerable 
body of evidence that experimental subjects do, in fact, use such deci- 
sion rules in a variety of situations (e.g., Green and Swets6). That is, 
the observer can be modeled as an intelligent statistical decision 
maker. 

The decision criterion, h, is set by the observer, and reflects his tol- 
erance for false alarms. For example, a low value of k leads to a high 
false -alarm rate (i.e., noise being called signal) since 1(e) will fre- 
quently exceed the decision threshold; whereas a high value of k will 
lead to few false alarms, but will also lead to frequent false rejections 
(i.e., failure to consider a noisy signal as different from noise) since 
1(e) rarely exceeds k. Indeed, one of the reasons Rose introduced this 
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type of test pattern was to demonstrate some of these signal -detec- 
tion aspects of vision, e.g., the occurrence of false alarms. 

It is important to note that the observer is essentially free to set 
any value of h that he desires. By asking people to select the dot pic- 
ture they were most confident in reporting as having at least two 
lines, rather than simply asking for a report of any occurrence of 
lines, it was hoped that a relatively high value of k would be induced. 
Thus the observer, intolerant of false alarms, scans the four dot pic- 
tures for lines and finds, among other things, what might be consid- 
ered a triangle, or the letter V, in the upper left picture. Noise may 
seen. to conspire to make itself look like a line, but a figure or a letter 
is unlikely to be a false alarm. Hence the meaningful line array may 
have more detectable line segments, since this property minimizes 
false rejections. 

The point is, the individual line segments of the potentially mean- 
ingful pattern in the upper left dot picture are not treated with any 
more efficiency for detection than are the line segments hidden in the 
other dot pictures. P(e/s) or 1(e) are not dramatically different for 
the various black lines nestled among the dots in these pictures. 
However, the possibility that a candidate line segment will be 
deemed a false alarm can depend on whether or not it is part of a 
meaningful pattern. 

The same point can be made about the object -superiority effect of 
Weisstein and Harris. All line segments may be processed equivalent- 
ly in their brief exposures, regardless of arrangement. However, once 
a processed array of line segments reaches the appropriate cortical 
center a decision must be made on this degraded stimulus, according 
to tolerances for false alarms and false rejections, as to what was pre- 
sented. It is in this interpretation stage of perception that the source 
of the object -superiority effect may lie. 

The decision making that an observer engages in to arrive at his 
percept can allow elements in the visual field to be included in the 
percept as signal, or be rejected as noise. The likelihood that the 
meaningfulness of the stimulus being processed affects these percep- 
tual judgements is more convincingly demonstrated by the dot pat- 
terns in Fig. 6. For this figure we pose the following question: Which 
picture contains a black triangle? The most frequently selected dot 
picture is the one on the left, even though the correct answer is the 
picture on the right. These two pictures were produced in the same 
way as were those of Fig. 4. A different noise transparency than was 
used in the previous demonstration was overlayed with two of the line 
transparencies of Fig. 5. The triangle transparency (upper left in Fig. 
5) was used to produce the picture on the right in Fig. 6, the line 
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transparency on the lower right in Fig. 5 was used to produce the pat- 

tern that is easily misperceived as a relatively large triangle in the 

picture on the left in Fig. 6. 

Inspection of the left picture in this figure will reveal the line seg- 

ments that were placed in this random dot array. Noticing these lines 

will make it obvious that perceiving a triangle here requires an ob- 

server to make a number of false alarms in connecting the triangle, 

and to make a number of false rejections in disregarding the line por- 

tions that extend beyond the vertices of the imaginary figure. The 

fact that one can either perceive a triangle here, or perceive the line 

segments that were actually put in this picture, emphasizes the sig- 

nificance of the decision -making aspect of perception. The fact that a 

triangle is spontaneously perceived, even after being told a triangle 

really is not being presented, suggests that meaningfulness strongly 

affects this decision making process. 
Tangential to this discussion, but still worth noting, is another ef- 

fect that can be obtained with the patterns of Fig. 6. The reader is re- 

quested to observe the triangles in these dot figures and then, while 

looking away from the page, rotate it by 90°. Now, look for the trian- 

gles. What typically happens is that the dot pictures at first look free 

of the patterns that were previously quite apparent. After quite a few 

seconds the triangles pop into view. This slowing down of the time to 

perceive an image is similar to what occurs when viewing a random - 

dot sterogram (see, e.g., Julesz7). In this type of demonstration, a ran- 

dom -dot array is presented to each eye, each array looking very much 

like our dot pictures with no intentionally embedded lines. A subset 

of the dots ín each array is correlated at some non -zero binocular dis- 

parity, so that under stereoscopic viewing a figure in depth is seen. 

The time required to perceive a figure is often remarkably long, and 

when it does emerge it doesn't come in bits and pieces but as a unit. 

Since this perceptual delay effect has previously only been obtained 

with random -dot stereograms, it has been thought of as being attrib- 

utable to the operation of binocular disparity detectors in the visual 

cortex and could simply be an artifact of transient, incorrect binocu- 

lar eye coordination for detecting the appropriate disparity in the 

sterogram. However, this certainly cannot be the major source of the 

delay phenomenon, since being told what the figure is can dramati- 

cally reduce the delay, even though this clue gives no information 

about binocular disparity. The fact that we can induce a delay effect 

without involving stereopsis suggests that this sort of phenomenon is 

associated with more fundamental aspects of visual processing. 
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PATTERN MEANINGFULNESS 

Concluding Note 

Visual perception involves passive transduction of information and 
active decisions on the resulting neural message. The focus here has 
been the use of variations on Rose's dot pictures to expose the judg- 
emental phase of visual processing. Our results for the substantive 
issue addressed, i.e., whether the fact that a set of distinct elements 
in the visual field may he perceptually coalesced to form an object af- 
fects the processing of these elements, are preliminary. Nevertheless, 
the methodological value of using such dot patterns to examine the 
properties of perceptual decisions seems well demonstrated. 
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An X -Ray -Sensitive Fiber -Optic Intensifier 
Screen for Topography 

R. W. Smith 

RCA Laboratories, Princeton, N.J. 08540 

Abstract-The time required to obtain an x-ray topograph can be reduced many orders 

of magnitude by replacing the photographic film detector with a television sys- 

tem. An efficient high -resolution x -ray -sensitive intensifier screen to couple di- 

rectly to an ISIT camera is a crucial element necessary for this time reduction. 

This paper describes preliminary work on fabricating a high -resolution screen 

composed of an array of fiber optic elements made with an x -ray -sensitive 

phosphor, Csl:Na. 

Introduction 

The objective of this work is to fabricate an x -ray -sensitive fiber optic 

transducer with sufficient response and resolution to be useful in an 

all -electronic high-speed x-ray topographic system. Most x-ray topo- 

graphic systems in current use employ photographic film for the de- 

tecting medium. Photographic film with high resolution has inherent- 

ly poor sensitivity to x-rays. It is possible to obtain several orders of 

magnitude improvement in speed by replacing the film with an 

image -intensifier TV system. A sensitive high -resolution x -ray -to - 

visible -light transducer has been the missing component for this sys- 

tem. This paper describes the preliminary results of work aimed at 

making a transducer with an array of x -ray -sensitive fiber-optic ele- 

ments. 
Meieranl and Reifsnider and Browne describe video display of 

x-ray images and the latter paper also describes a fiber-optic x-ray in - 
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tensifying faceplate. The x -ray -sensitive element in Reifsnider and 
Brown's faceplate is glass. Since it is unlikely that any activated glass 
will soon equal the x-ray response of the good inorganic phosphors, 
our approach has been to make the center core element a solid opti- 
cally clear inorganic, i.e., CsI:Na. 

Experimental Approach 

It is feasible to consider making the central core element in a fiber- 
optic array out of something other than glass, since empty core glass 
matrices are commercially available. These matrices, called glass cap- 
illary array plates, can be made from various types of glass, with pore 
diameters from about 1µm up, several cm in diameter, and with arbi- 
trary thickness. The working temperature of the glass (600-700°C) 
essentially determines the choice of the phosphor that can be fused 
into the capillaries. CsI:Na is widely used3 in x-ray scintillation de- 
tectors, and its fluorescent emission spectrum is a good match for the 
response characteristic of our intensifier photocathode. It can be re- 
peatedly melted and recrystallized without losing its efficiency. CsI 
melts at 621°C into a liquid that wets glass and flows into the glass 
capillaries. A preliminary experiment quickly established that a chip 
of CsI could be melted on a glass plate and formed into an array of x- 
ray -sensitive elements. Translating that observation into a uniform 
large -area faceplate has not been straightforward. 

Since glass is very pliable at the melting point of CsI, there is a 
problem in supporting the plate during processing. Also, the way the 
molten CsI wets the glass, flows over the surface and into the capillar- 
ies, and is finally recrystallized, is extremely sensitive to temperature 
gradients. Furthermore, although it may be possible to minimize tem- 
perature gradients at any particular temperature, the final response 
of the recrystallized phosphor in a capillary is dependent on transient 
temperature gradients that arise throughout the cycle from initial 
melting to recrystallization. 

During the early stages of this work the basic approach was to pro- 
cess the whole plate by baking it in a Pt dish charged with Csl. The 
Csl was melted, wet the glass, filled the capillaries, and was recrystal- 
lized, all by various schemes designed to control the temperature in 
the plate by the rate at which heat was supplied to the dish from an 
arrangement of heaters. This approach was relatively successful for 
plates 12 mm in diameter, with 25 pm capillaries, and 0.5 mm thick. 
It is extremely difficult to process 25 mm diameter plates, 0.1 to 0.25 
mm thick and with 10 pm capillaries. 

Recently we have completely changed our processing scheme. A 
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uniform layer of Csl:Na is initially evaporated on the glass plate. The 

CsI is then manipulated into the capillaries by mechanically scanning 

the plate past a highly localized heat source. The local processing is 

monitored with a microscope. With this scheme, it is much easier to 

control the over-all operation step-by-step and also to avoid distort- 
ing the plate. We are currently exploring two different methods for 

applying the localized heat. In the first method, the glass is heated 

with a CO2 laser beam. In the second, the heat is applied to the Csl 

layer by means of a fine jet of hot gas. 

Results 

Fig. 1 is the schematic of the x-ray image intensifier microscope used 

to evaluate the samples. A Radelin Super High Speed STF-2 intensi- 

fier screen can be inserted for internal comparison of x-ray response. 

W X 

R 0 W 3 STAGE TV 
o (V IMAGE CAMERA 
I- F INTENSIFIER 

TV 
MONITOR 

Q Q } tO Ó 
Q Yf 

to e 
I W 1 X 

Fig. 1-Schematic for x-ray image -intensifier microscope used to evaluate CsI:Na trans- 

ducers. 

Fig. 2a is a picture taken from the monitor with a 25 µm diameter 

capillary array and Fig. 2b is a similar picture for a 10 µm diameter 

capillary array. The input microscope objective limits and distorts 

the field of view in both cases. The x-ray response from each plate is 

equal to or greater than the output from the Radelin standard, and 

the output from the CsI:Na is far from being optimized. 
Fig. 3 is a picture from the TV monitor of the Laue x-ray transmis- 

sion diffraction pattern for sapphire obtained with an x-ray genera- 

tor. For this demonstration, the CsI:Na fiber optic transducer was di- 

rectly coupled to the faceplate of an RCA C21159 I -SIT pickup tube. 

The output from the I -SIT camera goes directly to the TV monitor. 

We assume that, to a first approximation, the x-ray intensity in a 

Laue x-ray transmission diffraction spot is about the same intensity 
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(a) 

(b) 

. ; .CK 

111 

Fig. 2-Photographs from TV monitor of x-ray Image -intensifier microscope of (a) 25 -um 
diameter capilary Csl:Na transducer, and (b) 10-µm diameter capillary array 
transducer. 
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Fig. 3-Laue x-ray trarsmission diffraction pattern for sapphire.. Circular outline in center 

of picture is the Csl:Na transducer. Main diffraction spots are along the inside 

edge of the transducer. 

7 

Fig. 4-X -ray shadowgraph of 100 X 100 mesh, 0.4 mm tungsten wire screen on one 

half of Csl:Na transducer. 
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that would be obtained in the case of a transmission topographic pat- 
tern. Since the Laue diffraction can be seen directly on the TV moni- 
tor and the TV frame time is several orders of magnitude faster than 
the minutes of time required to take the same diffraction pattern on 
film, this confirms the anticipated improvement in speed. There are a 
number of spurious spots in the diffraction picture due to nonunifor- 
mities in the fiber-optic structure and also to the crude coupling to 
the I -SIT faceplate in this demonstration. 

Fig. 4 shows a shadow -graph of a 100 X 100 mesh, 0.4 mm tungsten 
wire screen. This is a rough indication of the resolution for this trans- 
ducer which was made from a capillary array plate with 25 µm pores. 
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Albert Rose, a Fellow of the Technical Staff of RCA Laboratories at the David Sarnoff 

Research Center, Princeton, N. J., received an A.B. degree in 1931 and a Ph.D. degree in 

Physics in 1935 from Cornell University. Dr. Rose joined RCA in 1935 in Harrison, N. J., 

as a member of the tube research group which was then engaged in an effort to improve 

the sensitivity of the Iconoscope, the pickup tube of early television systems. This re- 

search effort culminated in the initial development in 1937 of the Orthicon. When RCA 

and NBC introduced television as a new public service at the New York World's Fair in 

April 1939, cameras employing the new Orthicon tube were a vital part of the system. 

Dr. Rose transferred to RCA Laboratories, Princeton, N. J., on its establishment in 

1942, bringing with him an experimental model of a tube that later evolved into the image 

orthicon. At Princeton he was joined by two RCA scientists from Camden, Dr. P. K. 

Weimer and Dr. H. B. Law, who had developed what was essentially an electrostatic 

counterpart of Rose's tube. The three proceeded to combine their efforts to perfect a 

new pickup tube with increased sensitivity, greater contrast, improved picture quality, and 

decreased size and weight. For the first quarter century of television, this tube, the Image 

Orthicon, was adopted throughout the world as the major source of live television broad- 

casts. 
In 1942 Dr. Rose also became interested in the relative limitations in the light sensitivity 

of photographic film, television pickup tubes, and the human eye, and developed a theory 

of visual sensitivity based on the absolute scale of the noise limitations due to the quan- 

tum nature of light, described in his book, Vision: Human and Electronic. His studies in the 

field of solids led to his widely recognized work on the theory and analysis of photocon- 

ductivity and related phenomena in insulators and semiconductors. Much of this work is 

contained in his monograph, Concepts in Photoconductivity and Allied Problems. In May 

1955, Dr. Rose was appointed to head the research activity of the newly -established 

Laboratories RCA Ltd., Zurich, Switzerland. On his return to Princeton in 1957, he re- 

sumed research relating to the study and application of photoelectric phenomena, and in 

1959 was named a Fellow of the Technical Staff. 
In 1959 Dr. Rose appeared as a guest lecturer on the subject of electron optics on 

NBC's educational science program, Continental Classroom, and in 1961 he presented a 

series of lectures on photoconductivity at the International Summer Course in Solid -State 

Physics held at the University of Ghent, Belgium, under the auspices of NATO. He has 

lectured at summer schools at the University of Illinois (1953), California Institute of Tech- 

nology (1961), University of Rochester (1963), the Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

(1963), Polytechnic Institute of Mexico City (1968), the Hebrew University in Jerusalem 

(1968), and at the University of Puerto Rico (1969). During the academic year 1961-62, 

he was a visiting lecturer at Princeton University. In 1967 he was the Mary Upson Distin- 

guished Visiting Professor at Cornell University and in 1975 was appointed a Fairchild 

Distinguished Scholar at the California Institute of Technology. 
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Dr. Fose retired from RCA in July 1975, and is currently a Visiting Professor at the Cal- ifornia Institute of Technology, Pasadena, Calif. 
Dr. Rose has received the Television Broadcasters Association Award and Morris Lieb- mann Award of the Institute of Radio Engineers (now IEEE), the Journal Award of the So- ciety of Motion Picture Engineers, and in March 1958 was one of the two recipients of the first David Sarnoff Outstanding Achievement Awards in Science and Engineering. In Oc- tober 1958, he received the David Sarnoff Gold Metal Award of the Society of Motion Pic- ture and Television Engineers for basic contributions to the development of the Orthicon, Image Orthicon, and Vidicon television pickup tubes. 
Dr. Rose is a Fellow of the American Physical Society and the IEEE, a member of Phi Beta Kappa and the Societe Suisse de Physique, and in 1975 was elected to the National Academy of Engineering. 
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A. A. Ahmed Stabilization of Quiescent Collector Potential of Current -Mode Biased Tran- sistors (3,878,471) 
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A. R. Balaban Digital Synchronizing System (3,878,336) 
S. Berkman and P. M. Britt Method of Growing Single Crystals of Compounds (3,877,883) 
C. D. Boltz, Jr. FM Demodulator (3,878,470) 
R. J. Bosseleers Sawtooth Waveform Generator (3,879,683) 
D. E. Carlson Corona Discharge Method of Depleting Mobile Ions from a Glass (3,879,183) 
R. H. Dean High Frequency Device Assembly (3,878,436) 
W. F. W. Dietz Boost Regulator with High Voltage Protection (3,881,135) 
G. B. Dodson, 3rd Liquid Level Limit Indicator (3,878,541) 
E. C. Douglas, C. P. Wu, and C. W. Mueller Method of Making a Semiconductor Device (3,880,676) 
G. J. Dusheck, Jr. Energy Peak/Time Averaging Seismic Intrusion Detector (3,879,720) N. Feldstein and H. B. Law Method of Depositing a Pattern of Metal Plated Areas on an Insulating Substrate (3,878,007) 
N. Feldstein Master Matrix for Making Multiple Copies (3,878,061) 
N. Feldstein Method for Making a Photomask (3,877,810) 
W. V. Fitzgerald, Jr. Voltage Supply System (3,878,326) 
R. H. Godfrey Apertured-Mask Cathode -Ray Tube Having Half -Tone Array of Heat -Ab- sorbing Areas on Target Surface (3,878,427) 
B. Golant and N. R. Landry Distributed Transmission Line Filter (3,879,690) 
P. E. Haferl Raster Centering Circuit (3,881,134) 
F. P. Heiman and P. H. Robinson Method of Treating Semiconductor Devices to Improve Lifetime (RE28,386) 
H. Khajezadeh Semiconductor Temperature Sensor (3,881,181) 
H. W. Kuzminski and F. M. Sohn Cathode Ray Tube Having Shadow Mask and Screen with Tailored Heat Transfer Properties (3,878,428) 
E. Lachocki DC to Polyphase Inverter Utilizing a Plurality of Switching Device and a Transfer Having a Plurality of Primary and Feedback Windings Connected in Circuit with the Switching Device (3,879,650) 
N. F. Maxemchuk and H. E. White Data Processor for a Loop Data Communications 
System (3,879,710) 
A. Mayer Method of Treating Semiconductor Devices (RF28,385) 
E. P. McGrogan, Jr. Delta Modulator Utilizing a Duty Cycle Circuit (3,879,663) 
P. Nyul Modularized Laser Diode Assembly (3,878,556) 
M. A. Polinsky Method of Achieving Semiconductor Substrates having Similar Surface Resistivity (3,876,472) 
G. D. Pyles Tape Cartridge Changer with Selective Cartridge and Track Programming 
Controls (3,879,758) 
W. R. Roach Deformable Mirror Light Valve and Method of Making the Same (3,877,791) 
O. H. Schade, Jr. Protective Diode Network for MOS Devices (3,879,640) 
J. Stark, Jr. Television Degaussing System with Saddle -Type Coils Adjacent CRT Cone (3,879,633) 
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J. A. Van Raalte and V. Christiano Predetermined Thickness Profiles Through Electro- 

plating (3,880,725) 
P. K. Weimer Signal Processing Circuits for Charge -Transfer Image -Sensing Arrays 

(3,876,952) 
J. A. Weisbecker Read/Write Circuits for Reliable Digital Recording (3,881,183) 

H. E. White and N. F. Maxemchuk Data Loop Communication System (3,879,582) 

May 

A. D. Arsem Amplifier Blanking Circuit (3,882,407) 
T. V. Bolger Doppler Correlation Radar Exhibiting Reduced Time Side Lobes (3,882,493) 

T. V. Bolger Doppler Correlation Radar Providing Combined Target Detection (3,882,494) 

T. V. Bolger Doppler Correlation Radar Providing Coarse -Range Detection Resolution 

(3,882,495) 
A. Brown, Jr., and K. M. Schlesler Absolute Valve Circuit Employing Opposite Conductiv- 

ity Type (3,882,327) 
J F. Corboy, G. W. Cullen, and H. Pastal Dual Growth Rate Method of Depositing Epítax- 

ial Crystalline Layers (3,885,061) 
G. W. Cullen, S. R. Bolin, J. F. Corboy, J. E. Creamer, and A. J. Wasielewski Modified 

Czochralski-Grown Magnesium Aluminate Spinel and Method of Making Same 

(3,883,313) 
A. G. F. Dingwall Self -Biased Complementary Transistor Amplifier (3,886,464) 

W. W. Evans and D. E. Christensen On -Off System for Television Receivers (3,886,307) 

R. E. Fernsler Fail -Safe High Voltage Protection Circuit (3,885,201) 

C. J. Hall Dynamic Convergence Circuit (3,882,350) 

W. J. Hannan and J. R. Frattarola Process of Producing Double -Sided Holographic Repli- 

cas (3,882,207) 
D. S. Jacobson Semiconductor Package Having Means to Tune Out Output Capacitance 

(3,886,505) 
J. D. Knox Optical Beam Scanning System (3,882,273) 

H. Kressel and H. F. Lockwood Efficiency Light Emitting Diode (3,883,888) 

M. A. Leedom Rotary Stylus Cleaner (3,881,734) 
M. A. Leedom Video Playback System Tracking Arm and Pickup Assembly (3,882,267) 

S. A. Lipps Image Display Employing Filter Coated Phosphor Particles (3,886,394) 

S. Liu Magnetically Tunable Ferrite Stripline Trappat Mode Oscillator and Amplifier Cir- 

cuits (3,882,420) 
J. D. Mazgy and H. M. Kleinman Cross Over Detector and Rectifier (3,882,328) 

R. W. Nosker and L. P. Fox Trapezoidal Smooth Grooves for Video Disc (3,882,214) 

C. B. Oakley and H. G. Schwarz Control Apparatus for a Two -Way Cable Television Sys- 

tem (3,886,454) 
D. H. Pritchard and A. C. Schroeder High Voltage Regulator (3,885,198) 

M. R. Royce Europium -Activated Alkaline -Earth Pyrophosphate Phosphors (3,882,041) 

H. G. Seer, Jr. Short Circuit Protection Apparatus for a Regulated Power Supply 

(3,886,410) 
A. H. Sommer Method of Making a Multialkali Electron Emissive Layer (3,884,539) 

H. Sorkin Fabrication of Liquid Crystal Devices (3,885,860) 

S. A. Steckler VBE Voltage Voltage Source Temperature Compensation Network 

(3,886,435) 
G. A. Swartz Varacter Tuned Impatt Diode Microwave Oscillator (3,882,419) 

D. L. Thoman Hermetic Seal and Method (3,884,007) 

C. R. Thompson and R. J. Flint Redundant Signal Processing Error Reduction Technique 

(3,883,891) 
J. K. Unger Method for Conditioning Transmission Lines Utilizing Adjustable Equalizers 

and a Recording Technique (3,883,703) 
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H. A. ~linger Temperature Sensing Circuit (3,882,728) 
R. E. Wilson Pulse Position Discriminator (3,886,460) 
C. F. Wheatley, Jr. Bias Circuitry for Stacked Transistor Power Amplifier Stages 
(3,886,466) 

June 

R. S. Baker Photographic Method for Printing Viewing -Screen Structure Including Treat- 
ment of Exposed Coating with Ammonium Compound (3,887,371) 
W. Bohriinger Start -Up Control Circuit for SCR Deflection (3,891,892) 
A. G. F.. Dingwall Method of Making a Compact Guard -Banded MOS Integrated Circuit 
Device Using Framelike Diffusion -Masking Structures (3,888,706) 
M. Ettenberg Method for Depositing on a Substrate a Plurality of Epitaxial Layers in Suc- 
cession (3,890,194) 
R. B. Goyer Correlator and Control System for Vehicular Collision Avoidance (3,8$7,916) 
E. H. Gri'fin Analog Echo Protection Circuit for DME (3,889,260) 
W. E. Ham and D. W. Flatley Stabilized Semiconductor Devices and Method of Making 
Same (3,890,632) 
J. J. Hanak and P. D. Southgate Energizing Technique for Electroluminescent Devices 
(3,889,151) 
W. A. Harmening Equipoise Mechanism (3,889,551) 
H. Huang Impatt Diode (3,890,630) 
W. F. Kosonocky Charge -Coupled Circuits (3,890,633) 
I. Ladany and V. M. Cannull Deposition of Epitaxial Layer from the Liquid Phase 
(3,891,478) 
A. J. Leidich Bias Circuitry for Stacked Transistor Power Amplifier Stages (3,887,880) 
A. L. Limberg Transistor Biasing Arrangement (3,891,935) 
J. S. Radovsky Current Mirror (3,887,879) 
W. L. Ross Raster -Scan Display System Having Improved Means for Reading Out Stored 
Game -Score Information (3,889,253) 
O. H. Schade, Jr. Transistor Series Amplifier (3,887,878) 
J. Stark, Jr. High Voltage Protection Circuit (3,891,891) 
L. A. Torrington and F. R. Stave Apparatus for Inhibiting a Plurality of Records from 
Being Disposed on a Turntable (3,888,493) 
J. P. White and P. J. Delpriore Method of Shaping Semiconductor Workpiece 
(3,888,053) 
W. C. Wikinson, Jr. Scanning Antenna (3,887,924) 
H. A. Wittlinger Ground Fault Detection (3,891,895) 
L. Woontner Cathode Ray Tube Having a Luminescent Screen Including a Two Compo- 
nent White -Emitting Phosphoric Mixture (3,891,886) 
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